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with ultra wide
including
Top of the range
reception
mode
all
control.
coverage and
keyboard
use direct

to
SSB. Easy

scanning receiver,
A fully programmablea sensitive receiver.
&
with wide coverage
range of
a complete
Supplied with
accessories

100KHz - 2060MHz
channels
1000 memory
search banks)
10
(including
All mode reception
NFM, WFM)
(SSB, CW, AM,
frequency control
keypad
or
Rotary
step sizes
User programmable
(1KHZ - 999KHz)
Fast Scan Speed
per Second)
(20 Channel
Monitoring
Priority Channel
DC
NiCads & Charger,
with
Supplied
Strap
Earpiece, Carry
Cigar Lead,
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...Special

TR-1200

Price

£349,

ready to use.

SOOKHz-600MHz

1000

& 800MHz-1300MHz

memory channels
banks)

(including 10 search
modes
AM, FM & WFM
Reception of
control
frequency
Rotary or keypad
step sizes
User programmable
KHz)
(5KHz - 995
Fast Scan Speed
per Second)
(20 Channel
Monitoring
Priority Channel
DC
NiCads & Charger,
with
Supplied
Strap
Carry
Cigar Lead, Earpiece,
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Price

£279,
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TR-980

sized handheld
and pocket
A compact
frequency coverage

offering continuous
and has a triple
simple to programme
that's
receiver.
conversion sensitive
5 -

1300MHz

storage

125 channel memory
modes
AM, FM & WFM
Reception of
control
keyboard/ rotary
Direct
search steps
Five independent
KHz)
30
25,
(5, 10, 12.5,
Delay/Hold Function
Monitoring
Priority Channel

Recommended!!
£199.95
Special Price takes 4AA Batteries)
(less Nicads/Charger£209.95
Special Price
(inc. Nicads/Charger)

NEVADA COM
Retail Sales & Enquires
Sales:- (01705) 662145 Fax:- (01705) 690626
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10Hz - 3GHz range Digital Filter
reduces random noise & oscillation Digital Auto Capture
locks on first reading to pass filter 6 hour NiCads 10 Digit
Backlit LCD 16 segment RF bargraph 250MHz direct count
Serial Data Interface Multi Function: Period, Ratio, and
Time Interval Measurement 'Dual High Impedance Amplifiers
*Built in High Pass Filter Arm store button stores & recalls
frequencies from a three register stack.
Optional: +/-.2ppm TCXO Timebase
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[z Digital Filler and Auto
Capture 5 hour NiCad operation
digit backlit '.CD display
16 segment RF bargraph 250MI direct count ',Serial Data
Port permits data logging thro4 h optional jonverter &
Software Holds up to 3 ;¡equenctes 1,¡_ memory.
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The Only Portable Battery Powered
Counter With KVG .05ppm Oven!
'Bench / Portable Counter 'Dual 50 & 1Meg Ohm input amplifiers
with AC/DC coupling, +/- Polarity, Trigger Level adjust, Low Pass
Filter & Attenuator Internal clock output/ external clock input
'Serial Data Interface Digital Filter and Auto Capture 10 Digit
Backlit Display 16 Segment RF Bargraph 250MHz direct count
MultiFunction: Frequency, Period, Ratio, and Time Interval
Measurement 'Rapid charge NiCads, 1 hour charge, 5 hour discharge
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CC30 Case

The CUB

¡

Introducing the new CUB pocket sized frequency counter. The CUB is ideal for
communications, surveillance, and recreational monitoring applications. From
10MHz-2.8GHz, the CUB has maximized sensitivity for detecting RF in the near
field and displaying the frequency detected. The CUB features a 9 digit LCD display for best visibility and longer battery life, 8 selectable gate times with a high
speed .0001 second gate, Digital Filter that reduces false counts and Random
Noise, Digital Auto Capture that acts like an intelligent hold button, allowing any
frequency captured to remain displayed as long as needed. Simplicity, sophistication and accuracy. Make the CUB your choice for a frequency counter.
Ask About
The Handi-Counter Accessory Package: CC30 Case,
Telescoping WhipAntenna, and Belt Clip
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5821 NE 14th Avenue

Ft. Lauderdale, FI. 33334

HAYDON COMMUNICATIONS
Edgewater London HA8 TEL

132 High Street

Tel/Fax: 0181-951-5782

Tel. 305-771-2050

Fax 305-771-2052

NEVADA COMMUNICATIONS
Portsmouth 'Hampshire PO29AE

189 London Rd.

TEL: (01705) 662145

WATERS & STANTON ELECTRONICS
Hockley Essex SS5 4QS

22 Main Road

Tel: (01702) 206835 Fax: (01702) 205843

Fax: (01705) 690626
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Cover Sub1ect
The dramatic picture an this month's cover

shows microwave antennas at Portishead
Radio station. This year marks the 75th
anniversary of Portishead Radio, as reported
on page 8.

DISCLAIMER. Short Wave Magazine wishes in no way to either
condone, or encourage, listeners to monitor frequencies and
services which are prohibited by law. We respectfully refer you all
to both the Wireless Telegraphy Act 1949, and the Interception of
Communications Act 1985. Some of the products offered for sale
in advertisements in this magazine may have been obtained from
abroad or from unauthorised sources. Short Wave
Magazine advises readers contemplating mail
order to enquire whether the products are suitable
for use in the UK and have full after -sales back-up
available.The Publishers of Short Wave Magazine
wish to point out that it is the reponsibility of
readers to ascertain the legality or otherwise of
items offered for sale by advertisers in this
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SWM SERVICES
Subscriptions
Subscriptions are available at £25 per
annum to UK addresses, f28 in Europe
and £30 overseas. Subscription copies
are despatched by accelerated
Surface Post outside Europe. Airmail
rates for overseas subscriptions can
be quoted on request. Joint
subscriptions to both Short Wave
Magazine and Practical Wireless are
available at £42(UK) £47 (Europe) and
£51 (rest of world).

Components for
SWM Projects
general all components used in
constructing SWM projects are
available from a variety of component
suppliers. Where special, or difficult to
obtain, components are specified, a
supplier will be quoted in the article.
The printed circuit boards for SWM
projects are available from the SWM
PCB Service, Badger Boards, 80
Claience Road, Erdington, Birmingham
In

editorial
Inside this issue you will find your own free copy of the 16 -page International Radio Magazine. This has been compiled
by the Association for International Broadcasting for their stand at Telecom 95. hope that you find it interesting.
I

The Detailed Spectrum Investigation
Our 'Amateur Bands Round -up' columnist, Paul Essery GW3KFE wrote the following piece for his column this month.
However, I felt that it is serious enough to warrant a place on this page, so here it is. You can help the cause by writing a
suitable letter, as detailed below.
"The Detailed Spectrum Investigation is a Consultative Document put out by the Radiocommunications Authority in
conjunction with all the other European countries. Now, DS/ 1 proposes cutting a chunk out of the middle - yes, the
middle, would you believe! - of the 10GHz band. As for DS/ 2, it offers a few sops here and there, but balances this
against the loss of the top and bottom of the 430MHz band. Overall, radio amateurs will lose out! The losses on 430MHz, '
for example, would mean that amateur TV would no longer be able to use that band, and that all the existing packet
radio linkings would have to be relocated.
The Radio Society of Great Britain is sending a carefully -reasoned, forty -page reply to the proposals in the
Consultative Document. A brief summary appeared in the August 1995 issue of RSGB's Radio Communication magazine.
If you are non -technical, write to say you have studied the RSGB comments and you agree with their reasoning there's not much mileage to a letter that just says something like 'I think it's a blooming liberty!'. If you are a technical
type, please write a letter giving reasoned 'why -it-shouldn't -happen' evidence. Send your letters to: Chairman, LAC, cio
Radio Society of Great Britain, Lambda House, Cranborne Road, Potters Bar, Herts EN6 3JE.
Please do write - if you aren't a member, say so, but still write. To have letters from non-members in the dossier is an
enormous boost to the case. Get your friends to write as well.
Let us be quite clear about this; if DSI gets through unaltered, I think I can say that we will be the last generation to
enjoy the privileges of amateur radio!"

B23 6AR. Tel: 0121-384 2473.

Photocopies and
Back Issues
a selection of back issues,
covering the past three years of SWM.
If you are looking for an article or
review, or whatever that you missed
first time around, we can help. If we
don't have the whole issue we can
always supply a photocopy of the
article. Back issues are £2.30 each,
photocopies are also £2.30 per article,
plus £0.50 for subsequent parts of
serial articles.
Binders, each taking one volume
are available for £5.50 plus £1 P&P for
one binder, £2 P&P for two or more,
UK or overseas. Please state the year
and volume number for which the
hinder is required. Prices include VAT
where appropriate.
Orders for back numbers, binders
and items from our Book Service
should be sent to: PW Publishing Ltd.,
FREEPOST, Post Sales Department,
Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach,
Broadstone Dorset BH18 SPW, with
details of your credit card or a cheque
or postal order payable to PW
Publishing Ltd. Cheques with overseas
orders must be drawn on a London
Clearing Bank and in Sterling.
Credit card orders (Access,
Mastercard, Eurocard, Visa or
American Express) are also welcome
by telephone to Broarlstone (01202)
659930. An answering machine will
accept your order out of office hours
and during busy periods in the office.
You can also FAX an order, giving full
details to Poole (01202) 659950.

We have

Technical Help
We regret that due to Editorial time
scales, replies to technical queries

cannot be given over the telephone. II
you require help with problems
relating to topics covered by SWM,
please write to the Editorial Offices,
we will do our best to help and reply
by mail.

4

Dick Ganderton GBVFH

letters

Dear Sir
have just returned from a
visit to my local WH Smith
here in Southampton, and
I

The Editor reserves the right to shorten any letters for publication
but will try not to alter their sense. Letters must be original and not
have been submitted to any other magazines. The views expressed
in letters published in this magazine are not necessarily those of
Short Wave Magazine.

Dear Sir
recently sent my scanner, a Regency MX7000, to the AOR (UK)
workshop in Derbyshire to get a new keypad. was pleased
that they were willing and able to take it in as it is not an AOR
(though it is a 'clone' of one) nor had bought it from there.
The new keypad is fine but more to the point, they sorted out a
long standing problem with the displayed frequencies being
5kHz below the heard one.
For years had got used to keying in frequencies 5kHz
below what wanted to hear, and on reflection the fault may
have been there from the start, with me assuming the speaker
quality was causing scratchy signals. The fault was a nuisance
when wanted to search sequentially through the bands that
have 25kHz channel spacing, because a step of 5kHz had to be
used instead of 25kHz to avoid missing faint signals. This
meant scanning past four superfluous frequencies for each
'real' one.
There may be lots of scanner owners out there who are jut
putting up with this annoying error, so its worth 'phoning
around to get it fixed. One person told me his hand-held
scanner was 10kHz adrift, so he often couldn't hear the
displayed signal at all! Its easy to check the read-out accurately
if you have s.s.b. mode on the rig, but if not it's still possible to
do a rough check to within 1 or 2kHz by selecting 5kHz
increment then stepping back and forth past a reliable station
such as an amateur repeater while comparing the audio quality
on either side of the repeater's frequency. If you have no readout error, the amount of distortion either side should be the
I

I

I

I

I

I

same.
So, my thanks go to AOR (UK) for curing the problem by
retuning the fundamental crystal oscillator on my rig, and
hope other users can take heart from this.
I

Richard Gosnell
Swindon
Wiltshire

noticed that there were many
magazines dealing with
computers. To my
knowledge, there are only
three dealing with amateur
radio (four if you include
RadCom, but not available off
the shelf).
am writing to say that
am very much opposed to
Darren Bruton's letter (SWM
September 1995) suggesting
that more computer related
articles appear in the
magazine. It's amazing how
many young people come
into the hobby and then want
to change things to suit
themselves, and perhaps give
up short wave listening when
they get bored.
Although think that the
magazine could be improved,
including computer articles is
certainly not one of them.
am perfectly capable of
controlling my short wave
receiver without the aid of
any computer and think that
half the fun would be lost if
allowed this to happen.
hope that you will
ignore Darren's letter and
concentrate on being a
magazine for short wave
listeners, not for computer
buffs. Although it might
come as a devastating blow
to some, can say that life did
exist before the arrival of the
computer!
Harold McIntyre G3FLJ
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Southampton
Hampshire
So what do our other readers
think on this subject? Please
write and let us know.
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letters

Dear Sir
enjoyed your Antenna
Special and particularly
John Wilson's article in
September SWM, which
dealt clearly, and in his
usual style, with the choices
for antennas, such as long
wires, baluns, active
antennas and other
peripheral devices like atu's
and pre -selectors. My own
selection of antenna has
been dictated in a
somewhat unusual way.
Until recently, I used a
11m long sloped wire with a
balun and coaxial cable
attached to my Lowe HF-150
which use mainly for
decoding and other general
purpose listening. My QTH
however, is a summer roost
for around 40 or so
Pipistrelle bats, which live in
the cavity wall, and there is
of course much aerial
activity in our garden on
summer evenings as the
bats catch their meal of
insects on the wing. Sadly, I
found one of these little
creatures lying dead near
the long wire. On
examination it seems the
poor thing had flown into
the wire, breaking his wing
as he did so. Although their
echo -location is very good,
it sometimes misses very
small targets, particularly if
it is not directed in the right
direction. Feeling sure that
both the bats and I could
enjoy our respective
pastimes, took the long
wire down and replaced it
with a C.M. Howes' active
antenna with the vertical
whip in a 38mm plastics
water pipe, a solution which
John Wilson does not seem
to favour, but which appears
to give as good a result as
the long wire.
So far there have been
no further bat casualties as
the water pipe appears a
bigger target and would be
less fatal if a bat were to hit
it, and haven't heard any
complaints from them yet.
listen to their echo -location
pulses as a.f. at 45kHz on a
Tandy Sports radio,
modified with an ultra -sonic
transducer across the mw
coil of the ( removed) ferrite
rod - is this yet another
aspect of our listening
hobby?
I

I

I

I

I

Michael Pettman
E. Wittering
W. Sussex

WANT TO AIR PLEASE WRITE TO THE
YOUR LETTER US PUBLISHED YOU WILL RECEIVE A £5 VOUCHER TO
SPEND ON ANY SWM SERVICE

IF YOU HAVE ANY POINTS OF VIEW THAT YOU

EDITOR. IF

On The Net

Dear Sir

To: dick@pwpub.demon.co.uk
Subject: Internet and s.w.l.
You may have heard from other sources, but if not the Internet
Guide to International Broadcasters is at URL

http://www.informatik.uni-oldenburg.de/-thkoch
Peter White....via the 'net

Wave League'. The ISWL is
open to both licensed
amateurs and s.w.l.s. The
monthly issue of Monitor
covers all aspects of Radio

To: dick@pwpub.demon.co.uk
Subject: Radio related Internet Sites
Your list of usenet newgroups on page 5 of the September issue
of SWM missed a couple of groups which are of particular interest
to readers in the UK: uk.radio.amateur and

alt. radio.scanner.uk.
Nigel Horne GOLOV....via the 'net
Dear Sir
the September issue of
SWM you mention the
refurbishment of the Moel-yParc transmitter. The top of the
Moel-y-Parc mast is 601m
above sea level and the base
364m. I live less then five miles
from the transmitter and often
walk around the mast to
admire the stupendous views.
However, like many
thousands living to the north
of the transmitter receive no
signal. Because of the shadow
of the low hills to the north,
there is nil or poor reception in
parts of central and western
Deeside. We therefore have no
local TV news and the Welsh
speakers have no Welsh
language programmes.
We are promised relays to
relieve part of this problem in
the near future. For the
In

I

With reference to Mr Keith
A. Artherton's letter in
September's issue of SWM
regarding a listeners' club,
the answer is simple - join
'The International Short

present, our programmes
come from Winter Hill, over 50
miles away in the Pennines,
north of Manchester, while the
Moel-y-Parc signal goes 59m
over my house. This is an
interesting example of the
problems of propagation and
of the difficulties in providing
good radio and TV services in

hilly areas.
Robert Moore

Holywell
Clwyd
find N. Wales to be very
frustrating, radiowise! My
daughter lives high up
overlooking Caernarfon and so
I drive up there several times
each year. My favourite radio
station, Classic FM, is
unlistenable to almost
anywhere in N. Wales - Ed.
I

Amateur bands, broadcast
bands, VHF, news, sales and
wants, v.h.f. news, etc., the
ISWL award certificates
cover ten awards available
to s.w.l.s and licensed
amateurs covering Century
Awards, continental, states,
broadcast band DX.
If you are interested in
collecting QSLs from
amateurs, they have a
bureau available for an
additional cost. The ISWL
has different contests each
month, to which a listener
can easily get hooked.
The cost is UK £18,
Europe and Overseas £25 or
$40, QSL Bureau Annual
Charge £6. They also have a
family membership, but you
will have to share Monitor.
For further details

contact: ISWL

Headquarters, 10 Clyde
Crescent, Wharton,
Winsford, Cheshire CW7
3LA. Tel: (01606)
553834.
John O'Neill
Waterford City
Eire

Dear Sir
read with interest Keith Taylor's letter in the September SWM
regarding the Radio Security Service Special Communications
Units in WWII. If he does not already have a copy then commend
to him 'Codebreakers'. This was published by the Oxford
University Press in 1993 (ISBN 0-19-820327-6).
It contains a wealth of information and references from some
thirty contributors brought together under the editorship of F. H.
Hinsley and Alan Stripp who are, of course, pre-eminent in this
field. It is overall a fascinating study of the subject and, in
I

Make sure to say where you
heard about the League
when you contact them,
thanks - KN.

I

particular, Bletchley Park.
While writing may I say how intriguing I found David White's
revealing series of articles on these matters - the more so to learn
how many of what were jealously guarded secrets are now in the
pubic domain. shall look forward to purchasing a copy of Keith's
work if he decides to go into print.
Wishing SWM continued success in the worthwhile work it is
doing.
K. Heath

there something
off
you want to get

Is

your chest? Do
you have a

I

There really is no right or
wrong when it comes to
antennas, except it seems
when their use is fatal. I'm

pleased to hear that both
you and your bat population
are both happy with your
latest choice - KN.

Moffat
Dumfriesshire

There's more wartime radio operations revealed this month on
page 17. David White looks at the operation of the Y Stations KN.
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problem fellow
solve?
readers can
a
If so then drop
line to the Editor.
5

grassroots
rallies

AVON
Bristol International

October 1: Blackwood & DARS rally is to be held at the Community
College, Oakdale, near Blackwood, Gwent Doors open at 10.30am.
There will be traders, a Bring & Buy and a raffle. Talk -in on S22.
Further details from Norman GWOMAW on (01495)

U7550.

*October 1: The Great Lumley Amateur Radio & Electronics Society
will take place in the Community Centre, Gt. Lumley, Chester -leStreet. Doors open at 10.30am for disabled visitors and 11 am for
others. There will be trade stands, a Bring & Buy and much more.
Barry G1JDP on 0191-3885936.

October

8: Computercations '95 Computer & Radio Rally, Hillhead
Site, Dartmouth Road, Brixham, South Devon. Overnight
camping, car boot sale (weather permitting), trade stands,
professional flight simulator
demonstration.
Bring & Buy,
refreshments, unlimited free parking. Talk -in on S22-G7FDC. Special
event station GB2CPU. Morse test on the day: John May on (01803)
522995. Details for rally from W. Trezise G6ZRM on (01803) 522216.

Camp

October

North Monaghan Hobby Radio & Computer
Exhibition
be held at Cupids Nightclub and Restaurant.
Smithborough, County Monaghan. Proceedings start at 11.30am and
continue until 5.30pm. All the usual retailers will be in attendance
along with a large display of computer equipment and a Bring & Buy.
Refreshments will be available all day in the adjoining restaurant
along with full facilities for OSLing via the brewery) Admission is £2
and half price for all under fourteen. Talk -in will be on S22 from
10.30am. Facilities will be provided for disabled access. Stephen
Hand GI7UIM (08) (013657) 51479 evenings or Ken O'Reilly
GI7UIP on (08) (013657) 38955 daytime.
15:

The

will

*October 20/21: Leicester

ARS is being held at the Granby Halls.
Leicester. Doors open at 10am each day (9.30am for disabled visitors).
All the usual facilities. Frank G4PDZ on (01533) 871086.

'November 4-5:

The Eighth North Wales Radio & Electronics Show

is being held at the Aberconwy

Conference & The Bew Theatre,
Llandudno. The show opens at 10am, both days. B. Mee GW7EXH
on (01745)591704.

November 12: Martlesham Radio Society will be hosting another
Microwave Round Table event at BT Laboratories, near Ipswich,
Suffolk. The event will commence at 10am and will include round
table sessions testing facilties (including 24GHz Noise Figure
measurements) and a Bring & Buy. This year the event is expecting
participants from several European countries including DB6NT and
DCODA who will argument the lecture programme with a microwave
update. For BT Labs security requirements, all access is by advance
booking only. MRS Secretary on (01473) 644285 or for tickets, send
an s.a.s.e to Roy Smith GORRC, Lykkebo, The Street, Burstall, Ipswich,
Suffolk IPB 3DN.

November

19: The Bishop Auckland Radio Amateurs' Club will be
holding its annual radio rally at the Newton Aycliffe Leisure Centre.
Doors open at 10.30am for disabled visitors and 11am for everyone
else. Further info. from Mike Shield. (01388) 766264.

*November 26:

The Bridgend & District Amateur Radio Club will be
holding its 9th Amateur Radio & Computer Rally at the Bridgend
Recreation Centre in Bridgend. The rally will have all the usual
amateur radio and computer dealers, a Bring & Buy, RSGB Morse test
on demand (two passport size photos must be produced). Doors open
at 11am, 10.30am for disabled visitors. Admission is £1. Further
details from Maurice GWOJZN (01656) 864579 or Don GW3RVG
(016561 860434.

December 3: The SDX Cluster Support Group will be holding a Radio,
Electronics & Computer Rally in the Maryhill Community Centre,
which is located just along from junction 17 of the M8 motorway and
is located on major public transport routes. Doors open at 10.30am for
disabled visitors and 11am to 4.15pm for everyone else. Entrance fee
is £2 for disabled, UB40 holders and £2.50 for all other visitors
(children under 14 accompanies by a parent free of charge). There will
be many traders, club stands, lectures and demonstrations. Further
information can be obtained from John Dundas GMOOPS, Rally
Organiser, on 0141-638 7670.

*December

3: The Verulam Amateur

Radio Club are holding their
rally at the Watford Leisure Centre, which is located less than five
minutes drive from the Junction of the M1 and M25 motorways.
Trading will be from 10am to 4pm. (01923) 222284.

December 3: The Thames Valley Electronics Rally is being held at
Kempton Park, Race Course, Sunbury -on-Thames, Middlesex. Doors
open 10.30am to 4.30pm (10am free entry to the Bring & Buy stand).
Major manufacturers and retailers, accessory supplies, antenna
supplies, Bring & Buy stall, computers and component retailers and
specialist groups. Admission for adults £1.50, OAPs f1 and children
under 14yrs free. (01494) 450504.

you're travelling a long distance to a rally, it could be worth 'phoning the
contact number to check all is well, before setting off. The Editorial staff of
SWM cannot be held responsible for information on Rallies, as this is
supplied by the organisers and is published in good faith as a service to
readers. If you have any queries about a particular event. please contact
the organisers direct
Editor
If
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Send all details of your club's up-and-coming events to:
Lorna Mower, Short Wave Magazine, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.
Please tell us your County and keep the details as brief as possible.

HEREFORD &
WORCESTER

RC: Tuesdays,

Bromsgrove ARS: 2nd

Martindale G3MYA. Kevin Waterson

8pm. The Fighting Cocks Public House,
Hengrove. All visitors are welcome.
The club has been formed so that all
radio enthusiasts, whether they be
Licensed Amateurs, s.w.l.s or CBers
can get together and have a good
natter and do things that you do in
radio clubs. PO Box 28, Bristol BS99

Alcester Road, Burcot, Bromsgrove.
October 10 - Talk 'DX logging', 14/15 JOTA - Weekend on the air, 24th - Quiz
night. Barry Taylor. (01527) 542266.

1GL.

Hoddesdon RC: Alternate Thursdays,

-

South Bristol ARC: Wednesdays,
7.30pm. Whitchurch Folkhouse Assoc.,
Bridge Farm House, East Dundry Rd,
Whitchurch. October 4 - CW practice
evening, 11th - Club annual skittles
match, 18th - Judging home
construction contest, 25th - History of
W. D. & H. O. Wills. For more
information ring (01275) 834282 on a

Tuesdays. Lickey End Social Club,

HERTFORDSHIRE
8pm. Conservative Club, Rye Road,
Hoddesdon. September 28 - Natter
night, 30th -Visit to Dulwich Wireless
Museum, October 12 - Better results
from your camera by Ken Newman,
26th - Wine making by the Enfield
Society. Dave G1CAY on (01992)
460841.

Conwy Valley ARC: 1st
Wednesdays, The Studio, Penrhos
Road, Colwyn Bay, Clwyd. October 4 An evening with a camcorder by Trefor
Edwards GWOPZS & Norman Once
GWOMKP. R. W. Evans GW6PMC
(01745) 855068.

Paul Austin, 20th - Down on the

7.30pm, Appledore Football Clubroom.
October 16 - The Bring & Buy sale of
the year - not to be missed! Dave
Brierley G3YGJ. (01237) 476124.

(antenna) farm by Peter G3ORP.
(016221743317.

-

GREATER LONDON
Edgeware & DRS: Thursdays, 8pm.
Watling Community Centre, 145
Orange Hill Road, Burnt Oak.
September 28 - Practical Wireless- A
personal history by Rob Mannion
G3XFD, Editor. Rod Bishop. 0181-204

1868.

City Engineer's Club, Waterside South,
Lincoln. October 25 - Junk sale.
(01427) 788356.

G4GPX. (01903) 753893.

Denby Dale ARS: Wednesdays,
8.30pm. Pie Hall, Wakefield Road,
Denby Dale, West Yorkshire. October
-

4

'The day the gas cooker talks back'

Miles, 18th - Aerial clinic.
Denby Dale ARS also provides RAE,
Morse and Novice RAE classes and is
a registered City & Guilds
examinations centre for both the RAE
and Novice RAE exams. Further details
from the examinations secretary
Brenda G4OTE on (01484) 424776 or
by Robert

NORFOLK
Formal and informal meetings at The
Norman Centre, Bignold Road, Off
Drayton Road between 'Asda' and
Three Mile Cross Roundabout,
Norwich. October 4 - Phase locked
loop by Mike G4EOL, 11th - Night on
the air/construction QRP/Morse
practice, 18th - Construction contest,
25th - Night on the air/construction
QRP/Morse practice. Mike G4EOL.
(01603) 789792.

OXFORD
Oxford & DARS: 2nd and 4th
Thursdays, 7.30pm. The Grove House
Club, Grove Street, off Banbury Road,
Summertown, Oxford. D.A. Walker
G3BLS on (01865) 247311.

secretary Malcom McKenzie G8RWN,
9 Broomhouse Close, Denby Dale,
Huddersfield, W. Yorkshire HD8 8UX
on (01484) 861782 for club activities.

Keighley ARS: The Ingrow Cricket
Club,ingrow, Keighley. Thursdays,
8pm. September 28 - Quiz V Northern
Heights (pie/peas), October 5 - Night
on the air, 12th - Natter night, 19th Natter night, 26th - Junk sale. Kathy
GORLO. (01274) 496222.

Wakefield & DRS: Tuesdays, 8pm.

Southgate ARC: 2nd & 3rd
Thursdays, 7.30pm. The Pavilion,
Winchmore Hill Cricket Club, Firs Lane,
Winchmore Hill, London N21 3ER.
September 28 - ROTA, October 12 Second surplus equipment sale, 26th ROTA. M. E. Viney GOANN. (01707)
850146.

HAMPSHIRE
Horndean & DARC: 1st & 4th
Tuesdays, 7.30pm. Lovedean Village
Hall, Lovedean Lane, Lovedean, Hants.
October 3 - Natter night, 24th
S. Swain (01705) 472846.

7.30 for 8pm. The Parish Hall, South
Street, Lancing. October 4 - Discussion
evening, 11th - DIY PCs, 18th - Playing
aerials by G3NDJ, 25th - AGM. Roy

WEST YORKSHIRE

Norfolk ARC: Wednesdays, 7.30pm.

month, The Chaseley Home for
Disabled Ex -Servicemen, Bolsover
Road, Eastbourne, 7.30pm. October 2
Annual auction. Vic Robins GOTHX on
(01323)846774 or John Vaughan
G3DQY on (01323) 485704.

WEST SUSSEX

LINCOLNSHIRE
Lincoln SW Club: Wednesdays, 8pm

Southdown ARS: First Monday of the

WEST MIDLANDS
Sandwell ARC:

Worthing & DARC: Wednesdays,

Appledore & DARC: 3rd Mondays,

EAST SUSSEX

College, Graham Street, Dundee.
October 10 - Construction evening,
17th - Club mini talks 1) How to solder
by George GM3EFH, 2) Resistors by Alf
GM4UZP, 3) Capacitors by John
GM3LCP, October 24 - Construction
evening. Allan Martin GM7ONJ, 11
Langlee Place, Broughty Ferry, Dundee,
Tayside DD5 3RP

8pm. YMCA Sports Centre, Melrose
Close, Maidstone, Kent, ME15 6BD.
September 29 - RAE - Capacitance by
Paul Austin, October 6 -'Repair It'
evening, 13th - RAE - Inductance by

Peter G4UTO. (01803) 864528.

TAYSIDE
Dundee ARC: Tuesdays, 7pm. Dundee

Maidstone YMCA ARS: Fridays,

7.30pm. The Victory Social Club,
Kechill Gardens, Hayes. October 17 Junk sale. A. Messenger GOTLK. 0181777 0420

DEVON

Torbay ARS: Fridays, 7.30pm. ECC
Social Club, Highweek, Newton Abbot.
October 20 - Monthly meeting Walford Kits by Tim Walford G3PCJ.

764804.

The Broadway,
Warley. RAE class on Monday nights,
Morse class on Wednesday nights and
RAE Novice class on Thursday nights.
Three operating shacks,
h.f./v.h.f./u.h.f., Phone, c.w., RTTY,
AMTOR, Packet, all bands. Talks,
outings, contest and demonstrations,
For further information please ring
0121-552 4619/0121-552 4902.

KENT

CLWYD

G1VGI, 20 Cadogan Road, Bury St.
Edmunds, Suffolk IP33 30J. (01284)

& 4th

Bromley & DARS: 3rd Tuesdays,

Wednesday evening.

November

12: The 7th Midland Amateur Radio Society, Birmingham,
Radio & Computer Rally is being held at the Stockland Green Leisure
Centre, Slade Road, Erdington, Birmingham. Doors open 10am to 4pm.
Admission is £1, children free. There will be a free Christmas draw,
trade stands, local clubs, special interest exhibits, refreshments and a
large, free car park. Peter Naylor G6DRN on 0121-4431189.

Club Secretaries:

-

AGM.

Winchester ARC: 3rd Fridays,

Red

Vale of White Horse: 1st Tuesday of
each month. 8pm at The Fox,
Steventon. Ian White. (01235) 531559.

SOMERSET

The Ossett Community Centre,
Prospect Road, Ossett. October 3 History of W&DRS, 10th - Fast Scan
ATV by G8HUA, 17th - Survival

Red Cross Centre, 72 Grove Avenue,

techniques, 21/22nd - JOTA Woolley
Edge, 24th - On the air. Bob 0113-282
5519 or G3WWF@GB7WRG.

Yeovil. September 28 - Committee
meeting and club station on the air,
October 5 - The national v.h.f.

Trowbridge & DARC: 1st & 3rd

Yeovil ARC: Thursdays, 7.30pm. The

postcode charity challenge by G3ZXX,
12th - Club visit to RNAS Yeovilton
Metorology Station, 19th - Sun spot
cycles by GODAB, 26th - Committee
meeting and club station on the air.
Cedric White, QTHR. (01258) 473845.

WILTSHIRE
Wednesdays, 8pm. The Southwick
Village Hall, Southwick, Trowbridge.
October 18 -1995 planning application
proceedures by Gordon Reed. Ian
GOGRI on (01225) 864698.

Cross Centre, Durngate House, North

Walls, Winchester. 7.30pm. October
20 - An in-depth talk on radio by Frank
Penton GORZK. P. Simpkins G3MCL.
(01962) 865814.

SUFFOLK
Bury St. Edmunds ARS: 3rd
Tuesdays, 7.30 for 8pm. Culford
School. October 17 - Talk by Alan
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Elaine Richards

PO Box 1863,

Ringwood,
Hants BH24 3XD.

junior listener

Fund Raising Competition

RAIBC

The Radio Amateur Invalid & Blind Club (NI Area) have organised a Christmas Fund Raising
Competition. It costs just £1 to enter and the questions are really easy (well think so). The prize
is a Food Hamper for Christmas and all the funds are for a very good cause, so why not have a
go. There are 20 questions and the answers are all names of chocolate bars! How about 'Full of
eastern promise' or 'Out of this world'? For a full list of questions and an entry form, send an
s.a.e. to RAIBC (NI Area) Competition, PO Box 87, Belfast BT12 5PU. You have plenty of time as
the entries must be received no later than 15 December.
I

Propagation
Knowing what frequency a
broadcast station is on is fine,
but how do you know if you
should be able to.hear them.
This is when those 'in the
know' start muttering
propagation at you. But what
on earth is propagation? It's
how a radio signal gets from
one place (the transmitter) to
another (hopefully your
receiver!). The trouble is that a
21 MHz signal from Radio
Australia might be heard at
eight in the morning (after
you've headed off to school or
work) but there is no sign of it
come six o'clock in the evening
when you get your radio fired
up ready. So how do you know
what time of day to listen and
which of the three frequencies
listed in the schedule will be
the most productive. As usual,
there are computer programs
by the dozen that can give you
all kinds of useful (and useless)
information. The trouble with
that is that you may not have a
computer or you may find that
having it switched on doesn't
do much good for radio
reception. So, let's look at
manual means of getting the
information. Brian Oddy's
LM&S column is a good place
to start as you can see which
bands have the most signals
heard. Brian will also tell you
which bands aren't being used
by major broadcasters too.
Now, although his column is
always discussing the past,
things don't change that
rapidly. So, where else can you
go to get information? Long

term propagation forecasts are
often contained in things like
the World Radio TV Handbook.
Those that study propagation
trends try to predict month by
month what will happen in the
year ahead on the various
bands. If you read through this
it will give you a fair idea of
what to expect. More up-todate again are the World
Propagation Forecasts in Short
Wave Magazine. These are
printed every month predicting
what the bands will do. They
are so easy to use, let's take
RCI and their Sackville in
Canada signals on 13.67MHz.
Now, Sackville is on the
eastern side of Canada - New
Brunswick, think. The best
chart to use is the East
N.America one, and you can
draw a pencil mark along the
13/14MHz line. The chart for
September (this is being
written at the start of the
month) shows that 13/14MHz
is likely to be a good frequency
to listen on as it should be
useable between about 11002100ish. The big snag is that
the 13.67MHz transmission
goes out between 2200 and
0000. That is not surprising as
picked a transmission that is
aimed at the Caribbean. Now,
just because the chart says it
can't be heard doesn't mean
that it is impossible. With radio
signals almost anything is
possible! But if was trying to
hear one station in particular
and the charts say it's unlikely,
probably wouldn't waste time
and would try listening for
station in South America
instead. Of course, there is one
I

I

I

I

final up-to-date source of info
on propagation that know
about. If you listen to the
RSGB news broadcast on a
Sunday morning, they give
details of the latest
propagation infomation. This
report comprises of details of
the past weeks news and a
forecast for the next week.
hope that this has given you
some ideas of how to try your
DXing. Let me know how it
I

I

goes.

Transmitter
Information
When you are new to the
hobby you can't seem to
get enough information.
I've heard of a new booklet
all about short wave
transmitters. The
Transmitter documentation
Project is a 60 -page booklet
listing short wave
broadcast transmitters
world-wide. The lisiting is
arranged by country and
indicates the name of the
station, the transmitter site
and geographical coordinates. It also tells you
the number of transmitters
at the site, their power,
manufacturer, type number
and year of installation. If
you are interested, the
publication costs £5 (no
cheques or credit cards
please) from Ludo Maes,
PO Box 1, 2310

Rijkevorsel, Belgium.

Who are the RAIBC
anyway? As s.w.l.s you
may not have heard of
them, but they provide a
very valuable service for
both radio amateurs and
short wave listeners alike.
RAIBC is a club that exists
to help blind, disabled and
(where possible) deaf
people to get involved in
and enjoy the hobbies of
amateur radio and short
wave listening. Local
representatives carry out
the practical work of
installation and
maintenance of members
transmitting and receiving
equipment. They also raise
funds to help provide the
basic equipment for the
disabled members, who
are unable to purchase
thier own. Many years ago,
our local RAIBC Net was
run by Harry G4TLQ, who
was himself blind. You
would never know it when
he was on the air as he
could remember all the
callsigns of those on the
net and the order they
went in and he kept order
beautifully. (He also could
play skittles at Radio Club
nights out with amazing
accuracy, but that's
another story). If you, or
indeed someone you know
would benefit from help,
contact:
Margery Hey,
29 Besthorpe Road,
.

Attleborough,
Norfolk NR17 2AN.

Country Music Fans

INTERNATIONAL RADIO STATION
SHORTWAVE

country music and
listen to WWCR (World Wide
Country Radio) then a new
three hour programme of
country music is being aired.
Every day Monday to Friday at
18000TC on 12.160MHz. The
If you like

first two hours

Voa?wide, `?Te,yieoe& ?LW
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is being
sponsored by CURB Records
and will feature many of their
artisits. The QSL address for
WWCR is: 1300 WWCR

Avenue, Nashville,
TN 37218, USA.
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news
National Transmitter News
New BBC FM Transmitters

July 17, Ben Gullipen, Central Scotland, now brings good f.m.
radio reception, including stereo, to an extra 9,000 people in
Stirling, Callander and the surrounding areas, including Dunblane,
Doune, Lake of Menteith, Kippen, Buchlyvie, Gargunnock and
Killearn.
Located about 5km south west of Callander, it entered service
following a period of test transmissions which began on
Wednesday 17 May 1995. The new transmission frequencies are:
Radio
Radio 2
Radio 3
Radio 4
Radio Scotland

98.3 M Hz
88.7 M Hz
90.9M Hz
104.9MHz

1

93.1 M Hz

On some radios, the f.m. band may be marked as v.h.f. This

transmitter broadcasts with vertical polarisation. External or loft mounted antennas must be mounted so that their rods are
vertical - not horizontal as would be the case with most other f.m.
stations.
Further information on f.m. reception in Scotland - including
advice on fitting an external f.m. antenna - is available from:

Engineering

Information
BBC Broadcasting House
Queen Margaret Drive
Glasgow G12 8GH

Information
Villiers House
The Broadway

Ealing, London W5 2PA
Tel: (0345) 010313 uoca) cau rrata)

Portishead Radio
Celebrates

guaranteed range of 2400km.
In 1926 experiments had
proved that world-wide
communications could be
established on short wave
frequencies. So, in 1927, a
brand new station was
established at Portishead, near
Bristol, equipped with three
long wave transmitters,
followed two years later by a
new short wave transmitter.
Over the years, 'Portishead
Radio' has been at the
forefront of long-range

Portishead Radio celebrated 75
years of long-range maritime
radio communications on
8 September 1995. In 1920 a
redundant Imperial Wireless
Chain receiving station at
Devizes in Wiltshire was
converted for long-range
maritime use with a receiver
and 6kW transmitter. The
station, callsign GKT, had a

new products
Lake CT400

CT400 .7
Efa-,

rr,,,,

A

Ce.!

A low-cost solution to
the long wire balun
problem comes from
Lake Electronics in the

form of the CT400.
The addition of a
coaxial feeder to an
end -fed antenna to
reduce radiated pulse
type interference can
lead to signal
reduction due to mis-

match. Enter the CT400, a broad -band transformer, providing
inductive (magnetic) coupling for h.f. antennas. Suitable for
virtually any length of antenna. Price only £6.75 plus £1 P&P.
Available from Lake Electronics, Middleton Close, Nuthall,
Nottingham NG16 1BX. Tel: 0115-938 2509.
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East Devon, now brings good f.m. radio
reception to an extra 10,000 people in the Axe Valley Area.
Coverage of the new transmitter stretches from Seaton in the
south to the villages of Chardstock and Membury in the north
and includes Axminster, Colyton, Kilmington and surrounding
areas.
Located about 1km east of the village of Musbury it entered
into service on Thursday July 20 following a brief period of test
transmissions. The transmission frequencies are:

Radio 1
Radio 2
Radio 3
Radio 4

99.1MHz
89.5M Hz
91.7MHz
93.9 M Hz

On some radios, the f.m. band may be marked as v.h.f. This

transmitter broadcasts with vertical polarisation. External or
loft -mounted antennas must be mounted so that their rods are
vertical - not horizontal as would be the case with most other
f.m. stations.
Further information on f.m. reception in the Axe Valley area
- including advice on fitting an external f.m. antenna - is
available from:

BBC Engineering

or

Tel: 0141-338 2284

Lahr

July 20, Axe Valley,

BBC Engineering Information
Villiers House
The Broadway
Ealing, London W5 2PA
Tel: (0345) 010313 (local call rate)

maritime radio
communications. The
antennas and receivers are
now located at Somerton,
remotely controlled from
Highbridge - since 1978
Portishead Radio has been
located at Highbridge, further
down the Somerset coast,
rather than at Portishead itself.
Although the services
provided by Portishead Radio
have dramatically changed
over the years as technology
has provided other means of

communicating with ships at
sea, the most famous maritime
radio station in the world
continues to provide a
valuable service to shipping
world-wide.
Our cover pictures show
Portishead Radio's microwave
antenna, which provides the
essential links with Somerton,
and the old Control Room at
Highbridge, opened in 1948
and replaced in 1983.

Book Store Update
New arrivals at the SWM Book Store
are the 1996 Passport To World Band
Radio This latest version of the
invaluable broadcast station guide is
now available at £14.50 plus P&P. The
Klingenfuss 1995/1996 Guide to FAX
Radio Stations (15th Edition) is now in
stock also, price £20.00 plus P&P.

1991,

T

Understanding
ACARS, an essential
guide for h.f. aero
listeners with an
interest in in-flight
data has been
updated too. The
third edition can
be found at the
'Book Store, priced
at £9.95. To order any of
the above titles please use the form on
page 83.
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news

For the' latest in the World of Listening

Radiocómmunications Agency Achievements
The Radiocommunications
Agency has taken significant
steps in securing access to
the radio spectrum for a wide
range of services, promoting

°

Radio and TV DX News

distribution rights. The organisation recently stated that at least 250 of over 500
local TV stations now operating in Spain are unlicensed and avoid paying
transmission rights.
Many small towns have their own 'pirate' TV station operating in excess of
three hours daily without paying any programme fees - often obtaining films
from local video shops! Algeciras is claimed to have a pirate station that's been
on the air for two years.
From the local Gib. paper scepticism follows the recent suggestion of a
GBC-2 service (Gibraltar Broadcasting Corporation) with comments that
currently the existing GBC can only offer under one hour daily of locally
sourced programming, this inserted between the ongoing BBC World satellite
feed. 'GBC should show they can make a success of what they have before
engaging in grandiose schemes which will cost money to the body of taxpayers
at a time when money is in short supply'.
Non -licensed (pirate) TV is under pressure in Greece where new
government legislation is being passed to replace the 1989 broadcasting bill.
The '89 bill broke the government's monopoly of the air waves and currently 200
private broadcasters are now active. The new law will restrict private
broadcasters to five national networks with more financial regulation including
a 'charge' for using the air waves.
Singapore's 4th national terrestrial TV network is to be launched
September 1995. The state owned 'TV12' will be free to air and offer English
language programming including sports, education and other cultural items.
Commercial free TV12 is Singapore's only public service channel.
KBA in Nairobi, Kenya, have just opened a 2nd TV channel. The
entertainment PAY-TV channel operates in conjunction with Multichoice and
KBC, a home decoder and special antenna is required for the MMDS service.
MMDS too in Senegal where a new system was recently demonstrated in
Dakar that is low cost, easy to set-up and offers a coverage of 15km radius
using 2.5GHz.
Not so happy in the Congo where the TV service has closed on orders of
President Lissouba, the picture quality "was too poor". Repairs and upgrading
are now in progress and normal service will soon be restored
BBC Radios 1-5 which are now aired via DAB across London have an
additional signal, that of an experimental live service covering Parliamentary
activities andsporting events during MPs' down time. This will be multiplexed
into the DAB main BBC network feeds. At the time of writing there are no
commercial receivers available!
For those cell-zappers who listen in to analogue cellular conversations
and hack software, look out as Vodafone have introduced new anti fraud
software called 'Authentication'. The new software transmits a 3rd quasi -ESN
number together with the 'phone's contact number and an actual ESN number
The 3rd quasi -ESN number changes each time the 'phone is used thus if a
criminal intercepts the calls for cloning purpose. Provided the cellphone makes
another call (and a new 3rd quasi -ESN number is therefore generated by that
call) the original attempted clone is redundant as a new ESN number has been
produced.
Vodafone comment that this will discourage most illegal clones though
isn't foolproof. The new anti -clone technique will be progressively introduced
on analogue phones late 1995 though will not work with pre -1991 cellphones,
(info from Mobile and Cellular, 8/95).
Reader 'Stan' advises in his letter that Warsaw's TVP-2 operates on ch.R27
and that the TVP-2 outlet in the same town on ch.R2 has closed down. TVP-1 is
transmitted ch.R11 with regional programme 'WOT' on ch.R51.
Other local Warsaw services currently are Polsat R51; Canal Plus Polska
R36 and TV Ostankino R41. Ostankino still transmits in SECAM, all the others
use PAL. (that's bad news about the ch.R2 TVP-2, a good DX catch in the old
days)
Early 1995 should see the Swedish government inviting applications for a
new 4th TV network. The 'M4' network will be based around regional studios
and transmitters carrying educational programming during the daytime,
reverting to a national commercial entertainment network during the evenings.
Several publishing companies, the TV4 and SBS TV groups are showing an
interest in bidding for the franchise.
Malaysia has just opened a 4th TV network - 'Metrovision' - which
transmits across Kuala Lumpur and the Kiang valley to a radius of 50kms. The
owners intend to extend the service to the whole country. Programming
comprises mainly English language material from the UK, USA and Australasia.
MGM Gold will hit the satellite waves as an encrypted TV service during
early 1996 downlinking into Asia from Indonesia's Palapa B2P bird. It's unlikely
that programmes will be dubbed, relying instead on subtitling.
The Sporadic E event of July 7 produced TV signals into the UK from
Canada on chs. A2, 3, 4 and just touched ch.A5. At the same time, the Amateur
50MHz band was open and reports indicate conditions were maintained for
trans -Atlantic Sporadic E for nearly 12 hours!
At least two DAB (digital audio broadcasts) transmitters are on the air in
Berlin. Scholzplatz now tests in ch.E8 (199.5-201.0MHz). The RTV Radio/TV
exhibition also gave reason for another test transmitter from the
.

.
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Spectrum

wealth creation, extending
competition, improving
.".g
choice and boosting
.
.r...
competitiveness for UK
1895
business.
Launching the Agency's
Annual Report and Business Review, Chief Executive Jim Norton
announced a record of achievements and initiatives that enhance
customer service and commercial opportunity. He said, 'The
Agency aims to maximise the contribution radio makes to the
economy as a whole. Spectrum management plays a key role in
unlocking the economic benefits of radio'.
The publication of the first spectrum strategy document is to
provide a sound basis for users', service providers' and
manufacturers' long term planning was hailed as a success by Mr
Norton. He said that radio users are already finding it an
invaluable tool to enhance competitiveness. It will be updated
annually.
The Agency's strategy focuses on extending competition and
improving choice. For example, during the past year, frequencies
have been made available for the new Channel 5 television
service with wide coverage and for the use of radio to bring new
telecommunications services to customers without the need for
wires or cable. Digital broadcasting, which the Agency is helping
to promote, will play a key role in freeing spectrum for more
services.

°,,.

A cutting from George Gaskin (Gibraltar) advises that the 'Central Videodifusion' is the Spanish organisation responsible for performance and

Alexanderplatz/Schaferberg.
Maximum powers for the test transmissions is 1kW. Dutch TVDXers are
not too happy as a ch.E7 DAB transmitter is now airing in Rotterdam.

A Strategy for the
Use of the Radio

European Low Power Weekend
Over the weekend of September 29 to October 1 the Europe
QRP Weekend 1995 will take place. The event will run from
1600 hours on the 29th until 2359 hours on the 1st. The rules
are as follows:

Modes & Frequencies

c.w. only on 3560, 7030, 14060, 21060 and 28060MHz, all ±10kHz.

Power

No more than 5W r.f. output.

Stations unable to measure their output take half d.c. input
power to p.a. i.e 10W d.c. = 5W r.f.

Stations Eligible

Any licensed amateur.

Call
CW EU QRP.

Contest Exchange
RST,

power output and name of operator.

Scoring

Only QRP/QRP QSOs count. Contacts with own country don't
count. European stations sores one point for each European OSO
and three points for each OSO outside Europe. Stations outside
Europe score five points with each contact with Europe. The final
score is the sum of the points obtained on each band.

Logs

Separate log sheets for each band showing for each OSO, date,
time, call, exchanges (RST, power, name) sent and received. Logs
to: P. Doudera OK1CZ, U1. baterie 1, 16200 Praha 6, Czech

Republic.

The three leading stations in each continent will receive a
certificate. The decision of the organisers will be final.

Amateur Radio
Software
The GOLOV/G4LUE Amateur
Radio Software company of
Barnsley have recently
updated their UK Callbook on
Disc to version 3, using the
latest data from the

Radiocommunications
Agency up to August 1 1995.
The GOLOV/G4LUE

callbook includes details of
62000 UK amateurs and
Novices, WAB information,

European repeaters, beacons,
mailboxes and nodes. A copy
of version 3 of the
GOLOV/G4LUE callbook will
cost you £12.50 plus £1.50
P&P for new users or £9.95
inclusive of P&P for
registered users.
For more information
contact Ernie Bailey on
(0836) 748958 or Nigel

Home on (01226) 247753.
E-mail:
njh@smsltd.demon.co.uk
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NEW

NEW

PRO -62

~"-':PRO-26

200 Channel

PRO -44

COM 204.

PRO -43

COM 203

PRO -39

COM 202

,
-

,

.

Coverage

68-88 M H z
108-174MHz
406-512 M H z
806-956MHz

£299.00

£ 179.95

25MHz to
1.3GHz

Grundig Yacht Boy 400

I!

Memory channels
Signal meter
40

FM/WFM/AM/LSB/USB
1650 MHz

500 search pass frequencies

&carrying case
1.6-30MHz

10 search bands

Full s.s.b

1000 memory channels

£ 129.95+ £5 p&p

30 channels per sec. scan speed
12v d.c. or 4 x AA power supply

INCLUDING

Back lit I.c.d. & buttons

:FREE S.W. Antenna

RING FOR SPECIAL PRICE
PRO-44

50 Channel Scanner

4,u4_

66-88,

?

108-136.9751AM,

-

NlCads
charger
£20

-

+ £5

-',

4£`T.

-..0

_..:

`i

,

to collar or lapel for easy listening while you

carry your portable on

a

£49.95
°

+

£3.00 p&p

SKY SCAN
Magmount MKII
For improved

performance, wide band
reception, 25 to 1300MHz.
Comes complete with

protective rubber base, 4m
RG.58 coax cable and BNC
connector. Built and
designed for use with
scanners

£24.95
+

£3.00 p&p

n
-r

PRO-43
Scanner
10

inc. NiCads
and charger

Monitor

Worth

£20-

-

Channels

pi

belt -clip 13.5mm plug)

f9.99/í1 p&p

transmitted from vertically
mounted antennas. The Sky
Scan V1300 discone has both
vertical and horizontal
elements for maximum
reception. The V1300 is
constructed from best
quality stainless steel
and aluminium and
comes complete with
mountying pole. Designed and built for use
with scanners.

Short Wave

200 Channel

W

Ideal for portable scanners. Swivel clip attaches
.

Most discones only have horizontal
elelments and this is the
reason that they are not ideal
for use with a scanner. Most of the
transmissions that you are likely to
receive on your scanner are

FREE Batteries, FREE

'" ,g,

Clip -on Mini Speaker

p&p

DX V1300 Discone

;-,,.....

Telescopic scanner antenna

J

£ 139.95

worth £14.99,

Extends portable scanner range. 9 sections, centre loaded.
For 1- 1300MHz BNC connector £9.99 /f1 p&p

380-512MHz
'

i

Frequency Book & FREE Headphones.

I-

137-174,
inc

Portable
Scanner

FREE UK SCANNING DIRECTORY WORTH £17.50
WITH THESE THREE RADIOS

Yupiteru MITT 7100 .1. 1
SPECIFICATIONS
-

PRO-25
100 Channel

Scanner
with
continuous

"

£219.00

-

£14.99+£1p&p

530kHz

.,q-

68-88 M H z
118-174MHz
380-512MHz
806-960M Hz

New Carry Case for

x:á

200 Channel

Portable
Scanner

°

NEW

£229.95 +£500

Desk Top Antenna Model
Desk 1300
Built and designed for use
with scanners. Coverage: 25
to 1300'mhz. Total height 36ins - 9ins at wides point.
Comes complete with 4
metres of RG58 coax cable
and BNC connector fitted.
Ideal indoor - high
perormance antenna and
can also be used as a car
antenna when your car is
static. REMEMBER OUR
SCANNER IS ONLY AS
GOOD AS YOUR ANTENNA

SYSTEM!

£49.00.

£3.00 p&p

Mail Order: SRP Trading, Unit 20, Nash Works, Forge Lane Belbroughton;
Nr. Stourbridge, Works, Tel: (01562) 730672. Fax: (01562) 731002
Shop: SRP Radio Centre, 1686 Bristol Road South, Rednall, Birmingham B45 9TZ.
_
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Feature

All The Real Short Wave Listeffler
It is quite clear to John Wilson

G3PCY, who has been reading
through the pages of Short Wave

Magazine, that there are so many
aspects of the hobby of 'listening'
that there can be no such thing as
an average listener.
who is keenly
interested in medium
wave DX may be so
dedicated that he or she has
no interest in listening to the
20 metre amateur band, and
have met those for whom h.f.
s.s.b. utility listening is the
only pastime worth
pursuing. Although all of
us have a general
background interest in the
hobby, inevitably a.
specialist interest takes up
most of our listening time,
but of course the interests
change over the years, or
are modified by events
such as the Gulf War,
when all over the world
short wave listeners
turned on their receivers
to catch the latest news
from Kuwait or to hear the
air to ground
communications of the
aircraft carrying troops
and supplies to the Middle
The person

I

mornings; the a.g.c. system of
the Sony just can't cope with
strong adjacent signals apart
from anything else, but it's still
one of my favourite radios
because of its ability to listen
to the v.h.f. air band as well.

amateur band only receivers in
a future article, but suffice to
say that the R-820 has such an
array of operator's controls
that it is possible to 'tailor' the
performance to suit almost
any type of listening. However,
the drawback is that only a
skilled operator would get the
best out of such a receiver, so
for really general purpose
listening the R-820 would not
be suitable, not least because
it does not tune the whole
short wave spectrum - quite a
problem if you are primarily a
broadcast listener, and totally
useless if you are keen on
medium and long wave
listening since there is no
coverage below 1.5MHz.
No, the R-820 is not the
only receiver around, so don't
go galloping off to trade in

Bill
The first category is that

East.
As it is with the
listeners, so with their
equipment, and although
there are many excellent

...may the hernia specialist be with you...

general purpose receivers,
would venture to suggest that
each area of listening will be
best served by a particular
receiver. As an example; use
and enjoy a Sony ICF-2001D
for listening to Jonathan Marks
on Radio Netherlands, but
couldn't possibly use it for
catching up with 'the boys' on
the 80 metre band on Sunday
I

I

I

drawn to short wave listening,
but stumbling across strange
transmissions on a domestic
receiver used to be the
introduction. These days,
many portable radios include
coverage of some short wave
bands and perhaps this is still
the way in for some. It's
relatively easy to hear strong
short wave broadcast stations,
and it can be refreshing to hear
points of view which are not
those peddled by your local
propaganda outlets. Once
hooked, it's never easy to get
out of the listening habit, and
at least you generally have
something to say about world
affairs when approached by
the vicar at the church garden
party -and can quote the latest
from Bosnia as broadcast by
Radio Krczksyi (that's not
interference Fred, it's the
announcer's name) or
whatever it may be
called.

(Makes you wonder why Sony
ever discontinued it.)
What would use for
amateur radio listening is
probably a dedicated amateur
band receiver such as the
Kenwood R-820, which to my
mind was one of the all time
classics of the 1980s. intend
to discuss the pros and cons of
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your R -4C or even your ancient
FR -100B. Read what else have
to say, and let's first take a look
at the different classes of
listener and try to define them.
I

Hooked
No one can define the point at

which a -person becomes

of "Broadly Interested in
Leisurely Listening" or
BILL. Bill will be very
happy with almost any
receiver covering the
major short wave
broadcast bands, and
this could range from a
modern low cost
portable from Taiwan or
Hong Kong costing £25
upwards to golden oldies
like an Eddystone EC -10
or (may the force be with
you) a Trio 9R-59DS, or
even (may the hernia
specialist be with you) an
AR -88D. Receivers to
beware of in this
category are those advertised
in the Sunday newspapers
promising that you can listen
to everything in the world
(even transmissions we dare
not mention) for £9.95. You
may well be able to listen to
everything in the world, but
you may not want to hear it all
at the same time. Scouring the
11
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private ads at the back of Short
Wave Magazine will often
reveal excellent bargains: for
example, from my latest copy
see a Sangean ATS 803A for
£90; a Sony 2001 for £65; a
Panasonic R-3000 for £45;
another Sony ICF-2001 for £50,
and even an EC -10 for £60. Any
of these would be excellent for
Bill, and the EC -10 would
introduce him to the almost
sensual feel of a flywheel
weighted tuning control, even
though you need to sandpaper
your fingertips when
attempting any fine tuning on
the higher frequencies. should
also remind those who don't
know, that the Sony ICF-2001 is
not the same animal as the
ICF-2001D. That simple 'D'
suffix actually 'D'enotes a
completely 'D'ifferent
radio.that will cost you
more like £200 secondhand. Ask your dealer
for an explanation.
I

I

between the cracks in the
spectrum he will certainly find
noises which are obviously
speech, but are not intelligible.
He's discovered single
sideband (s.s.b.), and at this
point he move's into another
category and becomes a BRIAN
(Better Receiver Is Actually
Needed)
Listening to s.s.b.
transmissions means that the
horizons broaden considerably,
so Brian is going to find out
about long distance aircraft
traffic, ship to shore radio,
amateur radio of course, and
many other fascinating
transmissions. If his interest in
broadcast stations has
extended to winkling out weak
station IDs, the use of s.s.b. to
receive a.m. stations is a useful

radio to enable s.s.b. to be
resolved.

Change
Family and friends will notice a
change in Brian; gone are the
days of casual listening to
strong broadcast stations, to be
replaced by hunched shoulders
and permanent marks around
the ears caused by wearing
headphones. Gone too the use
of a telescopic whip antenna on
the radio; now there are
lengths of wire across the
garden and careful perusal of
the often fanciful claims made
by the suppliers of 'magic'
antennas which will pull in
signals from the wide world
even though the antenna is
actually a length of wire wound

Better
Performers
Although we have all
become accustomed to
having digital -readout
of everything, even the
temperature of the
washing machine,
digital frequency
readout is not essential
to a listener like Bill,
because the short wave
broadcast bands stand
out by their crowded
nature and high signal
levels, and there is
usually a strong
transmission in every
band which can act as a
marker. Quite often the
older receivers are

better r.f. performers
than the whizzy newer
radios, and you will find
that many skilled listeners
prefer older valved receivers
because of their performance
advantages. (I'll explain all that
in a later article).

Brian
Our Bill is unlikely even to
notice the spaces between the
broadcast bands, because his
interest in news, views, and
current affairs is catered for by
the big transmissions from
Radio Moscow, Radio
Netherlands, Voice of America,
Deutsche Welle, the BBC and
so on. However, if he tunes
12

believe), then the first of the
really good short wave
receivers was probably the
Kenwood R-1000 which
appeared in early 1980,
followed about one year later
by the Yaesu FRG -7700. Both of
these receivers represent what
Brian needs; accurate digital
frequency read-out, slow
tuning rate, full coverage of the
I.f./m.f./h.f. spectrum with no
gaps, good stability due to the
use of synthesiser techniques,

reception of a.m. and selectable
u.s.b./I.s.b. with a selection of
i.f. filters to suit; in other words
a real receiver for the
enthusiastic listener. Fifteen
years on, the R-1000 and FRG 7700 (and the later FRG -8800)
are much sought after, and if
you survey the advertising
columns you will
not often see one
for sale, and if you
do it's a fair bet
that it has been
sold by the time
you ring up to ask
about it.

Big Three
So far

...professionally expert and technically experienced...
technique, and gives the facility
for listening to either of the
sidebandsto choose the one
which carries less interference
from adjacent stations. Brian is
now therefore the owner of a
good general purpose, general
coverage' radio, but the
disadvantage is that his radio is
going to be more expensive
than those used by Bill because
the inclusion of s.s.b. calls for
better stability, slower tuning
rates and probably a better
frequency read-out than the
simpler radios. There is also
the matter of the extra
components needed within the

a broom handle, or a 2m
length of wire in a fancy
plastics tube. (Know wot I
mean 'arry).
Brian probably represents
the large majority of short
wave listeners, and the range
of equipment used by them is
absolutely enormous. Given
the basic requirements of good
stability, accurate frequency
read-out which usually
necessitates a digital display,
slower tuning rates and of
course reasonable sensitivity
(although this is not as
important as many
manufacturers would have you

on

have only
mentioned
second-hand
receivers, but of
course design and
development have
not stood still and
there are many
excellent radios
around today
which any listener
would be pleased
to own. Although
the amateur radio
world has tended
to be dominated
by the 'Big Three'
Japanese
manufacturers;
Icom, Kenwood
and Yaesu Musen, several
smaller companies have been
able to enter the receiver
market with excellent designs,
such as AOR with the AR -3030,
and a blast from the past with
Drake re -appearing not so long
ago with their R-8 and SW -8
receivers, both of which have
had an excellent reception (I
know it's not much of a pun but
I've been at the red wine
again). However, when it
comes to parting with hard
earned cash - or in these days
hard won redundancy
I

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14
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£615.00
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£965.00
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AOR 2700
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£325.00
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

payments, the cost of new
receivers may be a little
daunting, hence my
recommendations for the
second-hand units. And so to
the next grouping of short
wave enthusiasts, who are at
the esoteric fringes of the
hobby. These are the folk who
really know one end of a
receiver from the other and
can drive them like Michael
Schumacher drives a Formula
One car; at the limits of
performance with the ability to
know exactly what every
control is for, and capable of
extracting everything the
receiver has to give.

Peter
This then is PETER,
Professionally Expert and
Technically Experienced in
Receivers, and chose this
acronym in tribute to the late
Peter Gambles G4GI who had
the best pair of selective ears I
ever encountered. recall Peter
asking me to confirm that his
TS -950S suffered from
distortion on very weak s.s.b.
signals, and although none of
my experienced staff could
hear it, and measurements
showed no fault at all, finally
discovered that when the
received signal was just
disappearing into the noise, it
did in fact become distorted and we cured it. The
I

I

I

importance of this
phenomenon was that these
were the signal levels at which
he conducted his amateur
radio contest work, and there
are many short wave listeners
in this 'expert' category who
demand the same level of
performance to pursue the
listening hobby.

Technical Detail
would take a longer text than
this to describe and define all
the requirements of a 'Peter'
class listener, but at this level
the user knows quite a lot of
technical detail and is fully
aware of what is happening
within the receiver when a
control is operated. Not that a
proliferation of controls is the
answer, because when you
look at some designs and note
how the controls are scattered
around the front panel with no
apparent thought given to the
It
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operator who has to use them,
it's amazing how the receiver
managed to get into
production in the first place.
One of my own pet hates is the
use of dual concentric rotary
controls on which you find it
almost impossible to adjust
the rear knob or lever without
at the same time moving the
front control, and yes, I know
that the R-820 previously
mentioned uses some dual
controls.

Complexity
The front panels of receivers
for the expert listener vary
from classic simplicity to
nightmarish complexity, and
it's interesting to compare the
design approaches taken.
Examples of operational
simplicity have to include the
AR -88 despite its age and size,
and progress through most of
the Collins range and the RA XXX series from Racal to the
present day. The common
feature among these receivers
is that they were all designed

for professional installations,
where the customer demanded
ease of use with good
performance, rather than the
'feature' laden designs for the
consumer market. am
reluctant to give examples of
over complex design because
that would imply that such
receivers are 'bad', when they
are not, but for the 'hands-on'.
user, any receiver which has
controls not intended to be
I

used by human hand, such as
the use of UP/DOWN

membrane keypads for r.f. gain
rather than a rotary control
may prove to be frustrating to
use and far from instinctive
when you want to change
modes in a hurry and can't find
the right knob (or keypad). If
you happen to have a
photographic memory and the
dexterity of a car assembly
robot, then by all means go for
complexity.
Once again have
mentioned second-hand
receivers, because few
listeners could afford to pay
the original purchase price for
a Collins 51-S1 or any of the
Racal products, so are there
any receivers in the current
market which would satisfy the
expert? Yes there are, and
would particularly pick out the
JRC NRD-535 (an interesting
consideration of the design
I

I

team was that they were
determined NOT to use dual
controls); the Kenwood R-5000
which despite its design age is
holding up well; the Drake R-8
and the soon to be announced
R -8A, and the Icom R-71 which
is from a long and successful
line of receivers. The Yaesu
FRG -100 has the difficult task
of straddling the line between
the 'Brian' and the 'Peter'
listeners, and whilst lacking
some of the detailed needs of
the expert, is nevertheless a
very good unit and easy to
use. The AOR AR -3030 is
worthy of a class of its own,
because it comes closest to
being a modern replacement
for the classic
'communications receiver',
and is very competitively
priced considering its
specification (It's half the price

of an NRD-535).

Other Types
There are of course many
other types of listener
specialising in subjects such as
data transmissions, ranging
from RTTY to Piccolo; or the
monitoring of I.f. NDBs (low
frequency non - directional
beacons); and I do know
someone who listens to
transmissions from automatic

ionospheric swept frequency
sounders, but nearly all of
these can be catered for by the
middle ground of receivers
which have sufficient stability
and provision for fitting
alternative i.f. filters, or the
second hand ex -professional
equipment.

Sheer Satisfaction
One final category however is
the person who actually likes
owning and using classic
receivers because of the sheer

satisfaction of having
something which embodies
fine engineering with tactile
pleasure. It's rather akin to
having a classic Harley Davidson rather than the
newest Kawasaki; wearing an
Omega or Rolex watch rather
than the latest 'quartz
controlled, digital readout,
built-in world time zones and
fifty memories for telephone
numbers' type of wrist piece,
or preferring to use a 35 year
.old Collins R -390A rather than
the lightweight toys which
move across the table when

you try to turn the tuning knob.
If you go to a radio gathering,
just watch the delight on the
faces of the people spinning
the knobs on any older
Eddystone receiver - that is the
pleasure of owning such a
radio, and one blessing of the
hobby of short wave listening
is that it's the listening which
is the hobby, not the
specification battle that seems
to have overtaken the amateur
radio transceiver market; you
know the type of thing - "My
rig has 500 memories whilst
yours has only 200" (so what!
Why not use a pencil and
paper?); "My transceiver has a
sensitivity of better than
0.1 NV" (so what! You can't
possibly use such sensitivity
on h.f. and it may actually be a
disadvantage). However, there
is a suggestion of specification
chasing in the Watkins Johnson HF-1000 reviewed in
the June 1994 issue of Short
Wave Magazine that mentions
the 58 i.f. bandwidths
available! Still, I suppose you
expect a lot when you spend
£5000 ($3995 in the USA) on a
receiver, even one as advanced
as the HF-1000, but perhaps
this is taking a hobby to
unreasonable lengths.

Ideal World
world envisage a
receiver which can change
character to suit every type of
listener, and the HF-1000 is a
step in that direction, but
equally in my ideal world
wouldn't have to pay quite so
much money for the pleasure
(as the Bishop said to the
actress).
It would be possible to fill a
book with a complete analysis
of short wave listeners and
their equipment, and perhaps
one day I might write it. For
now, my separation of listeners
into four categories may help
you to recognise yourself and
clarify what receiver type
would best suit you. have
mentioned only a few actual
receivers from the many on the
market, but if you need any
advice on the subject, or have
any comments to make, please
write to me c/o Short Wave
Magazine and will be pleased
to reply. After all, that is what
have been doing for almost 40
years in the business, and it's
what enjoy most of all.
In an ideal

I

I

I

I

I

I
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With over 14,000 products
the new Maplin Catalogue
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THE EIFFEL TOWER

THE NEW MAPLIN CATALOGUE

Built in 1889 by Alexandre Gustave Eiffel,
the Eiffel Tower is 984 feet high and
gives an unrivalled view of the
whole of Paris.

Built for 1996 by Maplin, the new catalogue is
almost 1,200 pages long and gives an unrivalled
view of the whole world of electronics.

Now Only
1piversal Charger with Discharger

LATEST NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
FROM

Home TV

£5

TO

£2.95

RANGE OF CLOCKS AND WATCHES

£22.99

£560

FROM £4 TO £40

,

C

Security System

£149.99

-

,

Radio

Traffic

WIDE RANGE OF SECURITY
PRODUCTS FROM £5 TO £400

Information

Controlled
Clock

FULL RANGE OF CHARGERS

System

£27.99

FROM £6 TO £23

£149.99

JUST LOOK AT THESE SUPERB EXAMPLES!
Digital
Multimeter
with TTL
Logic Tester

£49.99

-

FROM £5 TO £599

EXCEPTIONAL RANGE -OF TEST
EQUIPMENT FROM £3 TO £1300

``.._-

-.

OVER 100 PAGES OF COMPUTER
COMPONENTS FROM £1 TO £3700
Cordless Mouse

£60.99
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1i.

4

OVER 300 KITS FOR YOU TO BUILD

1

.
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Millennium 4.20
Valve Amplifier Kit

£ 199.99

BY,

EXTENSIVE RANGES OF COMPONENTS FROM
MICROSWITCHES TO MICROPROCESSORS

,1

ELECTRONICS

AND

IN

BEYOND

Get your copy now from WH SMITH, John Menzies and Maplin stores nationwide
Or order direct NOW on 01702 554161

Catalogue Mail order Price £3.45 (inc p&p). Prices refer to the 1996 Maplin Catalogue and are inclusive of VAT
All items are subject to availability. E&OE. Maplin Electronics, P 0. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex, England SS6 8LR.
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STD0353/0590
ROBERTS GRUNDIG

COURT ROAD, LONDON, W1P 9AD

SONY

SPECILIST

All products covered by a
total manufacturers guarantee
NEW FROM SONY
IPS-760 4.5in screen, 8 channel GPS receiver
RRP £749
ASK price £640.00
CRF-V21 satellite weather fax & HF receiver with
printout. Last few remaining
RRP £2099
ASK price £1500
ICF-SW77150-29995kHz, usb/lsb cw, 160 memories & labelling facility, 5 event timer, world timer
RRP £399.95
ASK price £349.95
ICF-SW55 RRP £299.95
ASK price £249.95
ICF-SW100E RRP £219.95 ASK price £175.00
ICF-SW100S KIT inc active antenna
RRP £299.95
ASK price £235.95
ICF-SW1E RRP£159.95
ASK price £129.95
ICF-SW1S KIT incl active antenna
RRP £229.95
ASK price £179.95
ICF-SW7600G RRP £189.95 ASK price £159.95
ICF-PRO80 150kHz-223MHz
RRP £349.95
ASK price £299.95
ICF-PRO70 150kHz-29995kHz full HF coverage
RRP £249.95
ASK price £179.95
ICF-SW30 RRP £149.95
ASK price £120.00
AN1 Active SW antenna
RRP £74.95
ASK price £59.95

Panasonic
RF-B65D
digital SW receiver

&

HANDHELD & BASE

YUPITERU

RC -818
R-817
R-808
R-617

Fax: 0171-637 2690

£184.95
£159.95
£94.95
£120.95
£59.95
£49.95

R-621
R-101

Satelit-700
Yachtboy-500
Yachtboy-400
Yachtboy-230
Yachtboy-222
Yachtboy-206
Yachtboy-205
Concertboy-230

AS ADVERTISED IN
SW MAGAZINE

£349.00
£159.95
£120.00
£65.95
£52.95
£37.95
£30.00
£35.95

We also have in stock a range of

Frequency Scanning Guides and Books
UK Scanning Directory 4th Edition
The VHF/UHF Scanning Guide
Monitoring the World Above 30MHz

£17.50
£12.95
£19.95
£14.95
£29.95
£9.95

Shortwave International Frequency H/Book
World of Ham Radio (May 95) CD ROM
Ham Tool Kit

-

- CD ROM

W.2SW Receivers
HF-150
KEY PAD

SCANNERS
£169.95
£169.95
£220.00
£255.00
£315.00
£335.00

VT-225 civil & military airband
MVT-7000 100kHz-1300MHz (no gaps)
MVT-7100 500kHz-1650MHz
MVT-8000 home base 8MHz-1300MHz

HOW TO

£355.00
£39.95
£205.00
£39.95

PR -150
IF -150 interface

MVT-12511 air band
MVT-150 FM marine

INTERPRET

WEATHER
REPORTS FROM

FACSIMILE
WEATHER MAPS

& CHARTS

£8.95

£290.00
£260.00
£245.00
£379.00

50Hz-30MHz
FRG -9600
60MHz-905MHz

£840.00
£615.00

£525.00

ALINCO
£295.00

o

ICOM

100KHz-1300M Hz

£380.00

(The smallest hand held scanner)

GOVERNMENT

& LOCAL AUTHORITY
ORDERS WELCOME

Jeuaca(Io

£509.95

DJ -X1 D

ICR-1

IMMEDIATE DESPATCH.

£6.00

YAE SU

TAX FREE FOR EXPORT.

MAIL ORDER

RADIO
SOURCES

FRG -100

200KHz-1300MHz
AR-1500EX 500kHz-1300MHz
AR -2700 500kHz-1300MHz
AR -2000 500kHz-1300MHz
AR -8000 100kHz-1950MHz no gaps
AR -3000A 100kHz-2038MHz
home base
AR -3030 30kHz-30MHz home base

ASK

MAIL ORDERS WELCOME ON THE ABOVE PHONE NUMBERS.
FAST-EFFICIENT-CONVENIENT To YOUR DOOR STEP!!

C

ssb .... £165.00

Tel: 0171-637

ICR-7100 homebase

£1279.00

All products are subject to a
posting & packaging charge

PLEASE MAKE ALL CHEQUES PAYABLE TO: ASK ELECTRONICS AT 248-250 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1 P 9AD
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Feature

This month we take a look at more
In early 1939, when it was
realised that war in Europe
was inevitable, the War
Office and the various
ministries of the RAF, Army
and Navy decided that the
intelligence system in Britain

would be of great importance
and the radio branch of the
intelligence network, which
was known as the Y Service,
was therefore greatly
expanded.
These Y Service stations
would be responsible for
intercepting all forms of
enemy radio transmissions.
The Government Code &
Cipher School (GC&CS) were
busy building up their system
at Bletchley Park in north
Buckinghamshire, and this
was where all the intercepted
transmissions would be sent
to by the Y Stations.
The handing over of an
early Enigma code enciphering
machine in the spring of 1939
to the British Government by
the Polish authorities was a
coup indeed, and enabled the
British to read movements of
the German Wermacht and
Luftwaffe. Accordingly, service
chiefs decided to increase the
size of their Y Units and
Stations like Beaumanor Park
in Leicestershire, which was
an army Y Station and was
ultimately staffed mainly by
the Auxiliary Territorial Service

women (ATS).
However, it was not until
June 1941 that any success
was achieved in reading the
German Kreigsmarine codes
and ciphers and this only
came about by two fortunate
encounters at sea. On May 7
1941, the German weather
ship Muenchen operating near
Iceland was captured so
quickly by two Royal Navy
warships that Enigma code
settings were collected before
the vessel was scuttled.
A mere two days later on
May 9, the German submarine

radio secrets of the war with David White.

U110 was depth charged and
when forced to the surface,
was quickly boarded and its
Enigma machine and all the
code books and settings
removed before it sank. This
made the Y Stations very
important indeed, as now they
could read a lot of the German
military traffic from the
Wermacht, Luftwaffe and
Kreigsmarine without much
delay.

Types Of Signal

Interception

Let us take an example of
interception by a typical Y

Station, the layout of which is
shown in the diagram. The
first liné of interception is the
specialised communications
receivers, which were fitted in
all the Y Stations.
These were mainly the
American National HRO for all

Supervisors position
and link to
Bletchley Park
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HRO

Main entrance

Teleprinter room
Headset store

and
film recorders

The layout of operators receiving positions for
wireless telegraphy at Keddleston manor near
Derby in 1944. Total staff compliment 200.
Average pay 18/- (90p) per week.

three British services and these
were supplied in large
numbers right from the
beginning. From 1943
onwards, these were
supplemented by the
American RCA AR88. Again
huge numbers of these were
delivered.
The Hallicrafters S27 v.h.f.
sets were mainly supplied to
coastal Y Stations in order to
listen to German aircraft and E boat transmissions and also to
monitor the X and Y German
bomber navigation beam
systems. The antennas in use
were a system of caged
dipoles, 'inverted L'.end-fed
wires and directional 'V
beams' and rhombics.
Each WIT position in the
radio room would be staffed
by a highly trained operator,
skilled in reading Morse code
at up to 35 words per minute
and able to operate the
communications receivers
most capably. The position
was fitted with two of these
receivers. One of these would
be set to a known frequency so
as to be able to detect the
enemy station as soon as it
Came on the air. In the
meantime, the second receiver
would be used to search up
and down a certain allocated
segment of the h.f. spectrum
with, the operator constantly
switching between different
omni-directional and
directional antennas.
Selector switches on a
small panel below the
receivers enabled the operator
to listen on their headphones
to either receiver, or both
together. The sergeant
supervising assistant sitting at
the antenna distribution panel
could also switch other
antennas into that position as
required.
Any signals suddenly
appearing on the air were thus
nearly always detected, but if a
signal did not appear when it
17

Y Stations

Vertical antennas
Ref electors

Bridge
switch
relay

Rotatable coil
Vertical dipoles

Orthogonal
fixed coils

Rotatable coil

Orthogonal
fixed coils

!J
Gonlometer
To receiver

VHF 61 Homer.

was supposed to, then one of
the other Y Stations would be
asked if they could hear it and
frequently the supervisor
would call out, 'OK, RAF
Chicksands can hear it and is
covering'. As soon as an
unidentified signal came on the
air, the Y Station's own
Direction Finding unit was
called up to locate its compass
bearing and position.
The d.f. unit was located
not too far away from the main
receiving site and mainly used
the Adcock system of four
vertical antennas with the
feeders buried in the ground
for screening purposes. These
then fed into two crossed
loops, which were also usually
located underground with a
third search loop being rotated
by the operator until he could
read off the electromagnetic
bearing directly. This was
called 'Radio Goniometry'.
If a signal was still unable
to be read or identified, then
another section was used to
keep tabs on it and this was
known as RFP or Radio Finger
Printing, and which attempted
to identify the operator by
analysing his style of sending,
ie. sending longer dashes than
usual or a habit of running
certain letters together or
18

Adcock.

sending odd characters now
and again.
This assisted in knowing
where the transmissions were
coming from. The tape recorder
had not yet been invented, so
wire recorders were used to replay the signal repeatedly until
it could be compared with
previous transmissions.
There was also a

transmitter information
analysis department, which
listened to the peculiarities of
the unidentified radio
transmitter and any noises on it
such as squeaks, chirps and
any hum which would assist in
identifying it. For example, the
Naval Y Station at Flowerdown
near Winchester was able to
identify not only the operator,
but also the transmitter of the
German battleship Bismarck
and the position of it was
located by the navy direction
finding station at Scarborough.
There was also a traffic
analysis section which studied
communications networks,
radio procedures and callsigns
used. All these snippets of
information helped in building
up an overall picture of what
the Y Stations were listening to,
which included enemy aircraft,
army, Gestapo, government
ministries, intelligence

To receiver

To receiver

Gonlometer

Bellini Tosi.

gathering networks, radar,
navigation beacons,
teleprinters, shipping and the
enemy Y Service.
The British Army Y Stations
relied exclusively on high
frequency wireless telegraphy
and cryptically analysis. The
RAF Y Stations had to listen to
low and medium frequencies
for navigation beacons using
Morse code and which were
regularly changing callsigns
and frequencies to try and
outwit us.
Also monitored was h.f. for
WIT and Rh' and v.h.f. for R/T
and bomber guidance beams.
The Naval Y Stations naturally
were used for listening to all
kinds of shipping and used
Direction Finding facilities
extensively to locate these
constantly moving targets.
When the Germans
switched the Luftwaffe to night
time bombing, they mainly
used three letter callsigns in
Morse code and this was
monitored at the very large Y
Station Nr. 61 Wireless Unit at
Cheadle, near Stafford.
Everything heard was written
down by the operator and
given immediately to the
Registry via the message
scrutineers and then passed to
the teleprinter room.

Here, the operator would
immediately send it on the
secure landlines to station X at
Bletchley Park. There were 100
teleprinter lines running into it.
There, the message was quickly
distributed to the relevant code
breaking hut for decryption and

analysis.
The logs of each days
activities at all Y Stations were
also sent by despatch rider to
station X where they were
subject to the minuets scrutiny.
Some of the Y Stations were
really huge such as the one at
Forest Moor near Harrogate. It
had up to five separate very
large rooms in large buildings
each containing many
operating positions, each fitted
with an HRO receiver.
But even the smaller ones
such as Keddleston Hall near
Derby has 32 HROs, each
manned by an ATS girl and as
there were four different shifts
that made a total of 128
operators all billeted in wooden
huts located nearby. The
training period was usually for
a period of six months at
Trowbridge in Wiltshire before
being posted to the main Y

Stations around Britain.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 20
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CARLTON WORKS, CARITON STREET, BRADFORD, WEST YORKSHIRE
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¡01274) 732146
N'1 VHF/UHF Frequency

TELEPHONE:
Computer Control Software

H`" Guide with Callsigns

Compatible with most PC controllable receivers on the market today from AOR,
Icom, Yaesu and others. Full demonstration disks are available for £3 each.
NEW Scans Star Windows version: £TBA
ScanGet Gold: £89

LEATHER CARRY CASES
AR -8000 VERSIONS AVAILABLE NOW - £15
OTHERS AVAILABLE FOR MVT-5000/MVT-7100,
AR-1000/2000 & FAIRMATES, PRO -39/43/33 & COMMTEL

"Launched" at the International Air Tattoo in July our latest VHF/UHF
frequency list has been updated to include the latest changes but in
addition we have added a comprehensive callsign section which lists
nearly 7,000 military callsigns with aircraft type and operating unit.
The book now totals 232 pages, ring bound and is available for £11.50
plus £1 postage and packing.
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We have several packages available on the AR8000 and/or Scout
SCOUT - £399.00
AR8000 & SCOUT - £795.00
AR8000 - £425.00

If you send in your AR8000 we will add
the necessary socket and return with your
Scout at no extra charge.

Including AR8000 Leather
Carry Case.

Including Free Leather Carry
Case & Scout Modification if
requested.

further information please feel free to telephone, write or E -Mail, it would be nice to speak with you.
If you would like a catalogue, would you please send a large SAE - Thanks.
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WRITTEN QUOTATIONS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST WEEKLY PRICES ARE APPROXIMATE
RRP

5105-9
I f
£1,898.00 deposit £189.20 24 x.£71.20
ONLY .E16- 43 A WEEK!

RRP

depositca£90.15 24 x £33.70
ONLY £7_ 77 A WEEK!

£898.95

SCANNER O% APR MADNESS

HAND-HELD
AOR
AQR
TRIOEIVT IJNIOEN YUPITERU YUPITERU
TRIDENT
AR8000
7100 ÁR2700
TR 24-00 TR 11200 UBC25OXLT IVIVT 7000 IVIVT
RRP £449
RRP £299
RRP £419-95
RRP

£349

RRP

Al mode
IkHz-999MHz
Deposit £37
12><L26

Deposit £27
1 2 x £21

ONLY
£4_84
.4 WEEK!

ONLY
£6.00
A WEEK!
1

RRP £349.95
RRP £299
All mode
68-1300MHz 200kHz-1300MHz IkHz-1650MHz
Deposit
Deposit
Deposit £41.95
1

2

£37.95
12><E26

£29
x £22.50

ONLY
£6.00
A- WEEK!

ONLY
.E5_79
A WEEK!

1

x £31 .50

2

ONLY
£7_27
.4 WEEK!

500kHz-1300MHz

Deposit
£29
12 x £22.50

ONLY
E5.19
.4 WEEK!

All mode
Deposit £44

500kHz-2036MHz
1

2

x £33.75

ONLY
£7_78
.4 WEEK!

APR
RECEIVERS= O%PRO
SCANNER
BASE
2036
2035
PRO
8000
MVT
ICON.
RRP £349.95
RRP £349.95
CR7 00 1]C 10OkHz-1300NIHz
Deposit
Deposit
RRP £469
£37.95
25MHz-2000MHz
£37-95'
£46
11

RRP

'

£279

50OkHz-1300MHz
with a gap

£1449

£153
Deposit
p sit
x £54
24
ONLY £72.46 A WEEK!

Deposit
12
£35.25
ONLY
£g- 73
A WEEK!
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5000

Ft
RRP £1059.95

500k1-1z-301MHz

£105
Deposit
24 >< £39.75
ONLY-f9_ 77'
A WEEK!

HF2SO

30kHz-301\llHz
RRP £799
£79
Deposit£40
18 ><
ONLYf9_ 23
A WEEK!

><

12 x £26

£26

ONLY
f6
A WEEK!

ONLY
£6
A WEEK!
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I-IF75O
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OX RECEIVERS
YAESU
FRG700

1272 WC
100kHz-30N1Hz
RRP £895
Deposit £89.50
18 >< £44.75
70_32
ONLY£
A WEEK!

301<iz-301VIHz
RRP £419

Deposit £41
12 ><'£31.50
ONLYf7_27
A WEEK!

SOOkHz-301V1Hz
RRP £559

Deposit £55
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ONLYf6_46
A WEEK!
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18

The Radio

Direction Finding
Stations
An essential requirement for
every Y Station were the signal
Direction Finding (d.f.) units
attached to it which were vital
in establishing the

whereabouts of enemy
shipping, aircraft and
navigation beacons, etc. A
system of tracking these radio
signals had been devised as
early as 1907 by Bellini and
Tosi using crossed loops, but it
was the first world war that
stimulated research into this
method of radio location and
resulted in the Adcock system
of vertical antennas.
By the beginning of the
Second World War, the Belini
Tosi system was being slowly
phased out. Let us examine the
different types of Direction
Finding antennas used
throughout the duration of the
Second World War.
20

Radio goniometry d.f. station of 1944. Operator William Alfred Jenkins.

At the start of hostilities,
most signals were I.f. and m.f.
for navigation beacons, and
m.f. and h.f. for bomber
communication to their base
stations, but aircraft to aircraft
communication was found to
be v.h.f. radiotelephony.
The Bellini Tosi system of
two crossed loops at right
angles to each other was ideal
for I.f, and m.f. ground wave
signals during the day, but it
was found to be very
inaccurate at night time due to
the D layer disappearing and
signals being reflected from
the ionosphere causing phase
difference problems in the
loop.
The Adcock system of four
vertical antennas needed a
large area of real estate for
listening to m.f. and h.f.
signals but was accurate for
both sky and ground wave
signals. As both systems were
too large to be rotated, they
each needed a Goniometer,
which was a secondary system

of small fixed crossed loops,
located below the main
antenna and with a third
rotating search loop inside
them and to which was affixed
a directly read compass
bearing dial and pointer
graduated in degrees.
A third system for v.h.f.
was called the type 61 homer
and was small enough for the
whole antenna system to be
physically rotated and which
consisted of four vertical
dipoles, two of which acted as
reflectors. These reflectors had
an electric bridging switch
between the two halves of the
dipole elements which could
be opened and closed by an
electric relay.
This then was the system
in the United Kingdom, but as
the enemy began to retreat,
then more and more Y units
fixed and mobile were sent
abroad to north Africa and the
Middle East, but that would be
a separate story in itself.
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second post
Dear Sir
thought the readers of SWM
might be interested in hearing
I

a

success story regarding

interference as hopefully it will
spur other interference suffers
to persist in getting to the
bottom of their practice
problem.
My trouble started in June
1994. In fact, it was the
weekend of the WAB Lifeboat
Event. I had been active
throughout the Saturday
afternoon and had managed to
work the required number of
stations for the award.
On the Sunday decided
that, as I was at a loose end,
would try and work the
remaining few. switched on
my TS -940S and was
confronted with '20dB over 9'
of loud buzz! At first, assumed
that someone in the
neighbourhood was operating
some sort of power tool and so,
as had already worked the
required number of stations for
the award, went !DIRT.
In the evening, had a
quick listen, the racket had
gone and so all was well, or so
Not so! The
thought
following day it was back with
a vengeance, it remained on
until the early part of the
evening, when, it once again
disappeared.
This pattern of events
continued and by the time it
had entered the second week I
was getting particularly
frustrated. After some
investigation found that it not
only manifested itself on h.f.
but also on v.h.f. and u.h.f. plus
f.m.!
Therefore, whatever was
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

causing the problem was either
very big, very near, or both.
Using a pocket receiver I went
out for a walk, which eventually
took me to a small farm that
abuts the housing estate in
which my QTH is situated.
Looking across the fields,
noticed an 11kV power line
mounted on wooden poles
I

trailing towards me from
Alvaston, which terminated in a
rather makeshift manner by the

I

farm.
At my end of line there was
an old transformer
arrangement mounted on a
pole being fed by three loose
wires from an 'H' shaped
wooden structure, which
supported the terminations for
the conductors. noticed that
the interference increased and
decreased as the wind blew the
lines.
So, taking my life in my
hands, decided the give the
support pole a hefty kick. To my
delight, the noise stopped for a
few seconds and then began
again as another guest of wind
blew the line. now know
where the interference was
coming from, so I quickly noted
the pole and transformer serial
numbers and the following day
reported my findings to the
EMEB (East Midlands Electricity
Board).
After a couple of days, I
received a telephone call from
the EMEB saying that they had
examined the line and as there
was no visible fault, no action
would be taken. Meanwhile, I'd
still got a mass of interference.
Several telephone calls and
heated exchanges, resulted in a
I

I

I

I

visit from an EMEB
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representative who agreed to
take a walk out to the line, with
a receiver, and allow me to
demonstrate my findings.
Having surveyed the area for a
while, he decided that there
was probably a fault with a
pole mounted switch that was
near to the transformer and
that he would make
arrangements for work to be
carried out, even though I had
insisted that thé problem was
at the transformer.
A few weeks later the work
was carried out and for a while
the interference ceased. As
Christmas approached the
winds returned. The
interference returned. found
that if kicked the pole hard
enough could make the
interference disappear for a
few days, depending on the
weather.
So, throughout the
Christmas period made
several 45 minute trips to the
pole and several telephone
calls to the EMEB. Each time
called was told in no
uncertain terms NOT to move
or kick the pole as this could
endanger my life, but as there
was no VISIBLE problem with
the terminations, nothing
could be done.
was at the end of my
tether! Everyone agreed that
the cause of the problem was
at my end of the line, everyone
agreed that the cause of the
problem was at the
terminations, everyone agreed
that when I moved the pole
the interference stopped but
that moving the line was very
dangerous and still no one
would do anything about it.
As 1995 continued, it
became more and more
difficult to make the
interference stop, unless the
pole was literally rocked back
and forth. During May, after
having the whole weekend
I

I

I

I

I

I

wiped out by the interference,
I rang a fellow radio amateur
who, I'd just discovered,
worked for the EMEB, and
explained my plight. He
agreed to talk to someone on
my behalf and a few days later
received another call telling
me that my problem would be
investigated again and was
not to move the pole again,
regardless!!
Finally, In June, one year
after the fault was first
reported, got another call
from the EMEB telling me that
there was some work
scheduled for the far end of
the line and that they would
also instruct work for my end
at the same time. This work
has now been done and there
is now a single structure
standing where the makeshift
one stood.
There is a brand new
transformer mounted on the
pole and all of the old
terminations have been
renewed. can, at last, operate
as and when choose with no
interference, so it just goes to
show that in the end,
persistence can sometimes
pay off.
Chris Carrington GOIYZ
I

I

I

I

I

Chellaston
Derby
Well Chris, patience is a virtue,
and you seem to have had
your's well and truly tested. I
do wonder how many similar
cases there are which have not
been identified. By the way it
most certainly is a very risky
pastime comming into contact
with the National Grid, I must
advise that no readers should
attempt to repeat the above
mentioned 'tests'- KN.

For all our readers

SPECIAL OFFER
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Compiled by Geoff Halligey
Spirally bound, 386 pages, this easy-to -use reference book covers -1.6 - 28MHz in great
depth, all modes and utility services, with a reverse frequency listing showing every
known frequency against each callsign, who's using what frequency and mode, what's
that callsign?

Offer price for this essential volume

£ 13.95 plus P&P

To place your order for this offer please use the order form on page 83.
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LISTEN
For any readers of this magazine who have not been customers of Lowe Electronics before, (there must be
a few somewhere!) a brief word of introduction is in order. We are the largest and oldest establishedfirm in
the rC17(specialising in equipment for the hobbyist radio listener. As well as manufacturing our own range
of worldfamous 5IF receivers, we sell every other reputable brand as well. Whether you call us, write to
us, e-mail us, fax us or visit one of our 8 UKshops, we will give you free unbiased advice on any aspect of

SW reception, scanning, airband listening or decoding.

VISIT OUR STAND AT THE LEICESTER SHOW
LOWE are UK distributors for all

SPECIAL OFFER PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND

RF SYSTEMS products.

NORMALLY £14.99 + Postage OFFER PRICE ONLY £10.00 Post Free

CALL US

NOW

FOR

AN

INFORMATION PACK

KIWA MEDIUM WAVE LOOP
'

OVERSEAS MAIL

UNDERSTANDING ACARS
New 3rd edition
Now in stock at £9.95
+ £2 post and packing.

As reviewed in August issue,
for the real DXer.

£349.00

ORDER WELCOME.

RADI01995

CALL US FOR

FAX OR E-MAIL US
FOR THE BEST EXPORT

BEST PRICES

ON

ALL YUPITERU

SCANNERS

PRICES IN THE UK.

ON
AIRBAND?

Just send four first class

Banish noise and local inter-

stamps for a receiver

ference. JPS ANC4 antenna
noise canceller. £ 189.00.

information pack plus a
free copy of our
NEW LISTENERS GUIDE.

**NEW**
SCANCAT GOLD
Control software for most
receivers including AOR.
Only

IT REALLY

This amazing

GPS

2000.

little device gives you full function global

PRICE BREAKTHROUGH

AIRMASTER
Consists of a small demodulator

Call

Mitford House
Newcastle Int. Airport
Newcastle Upon Tyne
Tel: (01661) 860418

us
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;

for a colour leaflet

MODEMASTER 2 DECODING SOFTWARE.
Runs on your PC and decodes Weather Fax,
Morse, RTTY, FEC and NAVTEX.

Only £89.95.

NORTH EAST

£199 inc VAT

ONLY

and software that displays
ACARS messages on your PC
from airliners in flight.

Call or fax us for details of our
overseas dealers

ALL FOR £ 139.00

WALES & WEST
79/81 Gloucester

SOUTH EAST
High Street
Handcross
West Sussex

Rd

Patchway
Bristol
Tel:

0117-931 5263

LOWE
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of the new hand held

navigator MAGELLAN

MAGELLAN

BERKSHIRE
Northbrook Street
Newbury
Tel: (01635) 522122

NEW

positioning navigation in the palm of your hand.

"Automated Registration
Collecting"

Walk

of our Airband Guide.

We have just received stock

WORKS!

£89.95 IN STOCK NOW

3 Weavers

We are specialists in this field.
Send four first class stamps and ask
for our Airband pack plus a free copy
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(01444) 400786
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*As reviewed last month
See back cover for

full colour picture

The Lowe HF-250 is set to become the new world standard for mid -priced receivers. Building on from the

world-

wide success of our HF-225 and HF-150 models, the new HF-250 combine's Lowe's traditional high standards of
performance and quality of construction together with the advanced facilities and control features required by
today's discerning listener.
* Call or write for a brochure, or pop into your local Lowe shop for a demo *
Fixed level output for decoding and tape recording.

FEATURES
*

Frequency range from 30kHz to 30MHz

*

Tape recorder switching output.

*

Tuning step size 8Hz

*

Fast tuning in 10kHz steps.

*

Back -lit display

*

1MHz up/down tuning.

*

Display resolution now 100Hz

*

Mode selector carousel.

*

255 memory channels

*

Memory channels also store frequency, mode, filter

selection and attenuator setting.
*

Computer control

is

standard via built-in RS232 port.

reads to and from the radio for upload -download

* RS -232

of memory data. Free software included.
*

Infra -red remote commander

*

Synchronous detector with selectable sideband

*

Whip amplifier

*

YORKSHIRE

SOUTH WEST

12 Station Road

117 Beaumont Road

Crossgates

St.-Judes

Leeds

Plymouth

0113-232 8400

*

* DC

Clock with two independent timers.

Tel:

OPTIONS

Tel:

(01752) 257224

Derbyshire DE4 5LE TeL (01629)

lead

£10.00

RS232 control leads

EAST

ANGLIA

£29.95
£49.95
£35.00
£5.00

SEE US

ON THE WEB!

152 High Street
Chesterton
Cambridge
Tel:

(01223) 311230

orders@lowe.demon.co.uk
info@lowe.demon.co.uk

http://www.demon.co.uk/
lowe/index.html
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Satisfy
Your
Curiosity
The CRF-V21

and its portable base when not
in use, or when travelling with
the receiver. The aerial
connector is a standard BNC
which means coupling it to an

existing external aerial is very
easy. The CRF-V21 has
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By Peter Shore
someone who spends
most of his time tuning
to the short wave
broadcast bands, find it easy
to forget that the high
frequency bands carry a great
deal more than international,
regional and national radio
programmes. All those strange
whistles, rapid pulses and other
noises which a broadcast
listener quickly whizzes past
when tuning to international
radio provide services to other
users of the radio spectrum.
But, unless you have the
equipment to decipher the
codes which are on the air, they
are all rather meaningless. If
you have the right kit, though, a
door opens to a different world.
Seven years ago, Sony
introduced their Executive
Visual World Band receiver.
As

I

24

.-

equipment
that can satisfy
the curiosity of
someone who
wants to discover
what use others
make of the short
wave bands. Like the rest of
Sony's world band receivers,
there is a keypad for direct
entry of frequencies, in either
kHz or MHz, and 52 buttons and
knobs on the front panel which
operate the receiver. But there
the similarities end, for this is
the largest set which Sony
produce, measuring some 412
x 285 x 169mm and weighing
9.5kg. It has the widest
frequency coverage, too - from
9kHz, way below the bottom of
the long wave band, up to the
top of short wave at
29.999MHz, as well as v.h.f.
Band II from 87.5-108 MHz.
Power is supplied either from
the mains through a bulky and
heavy adapter, or via a
rechargeable NiCad battery
pack. You also need two AA
cells for the clock and memory
backup. There is no built-in
antenna, as is the case with a
majority of communications
receivers, but Sony supply an
active telescopic antenna which
is on a separate unit with a
long lead to allow it to be used
outdoors. For permanent
external mounting, a special
wall bracket is also supplied.
Conveniently, there is a space
to store the telescopic antenna
'

a

large

liquid crystal display which,
combined with seven 'soft keys' immediately beneath it,
allows easy operation even
when switching on the set
without having studied the
manual which runs to nearly
200 pages. Beneath the I.c.d. is
a row of buttons to control
some of the reception modes,
and the printer. "Printer?",
hear you say. Yes, the CRF-V21
has an built-in thermal printer
which allows hard copy output
of FAX and RTTY
transmissions, and of some of
the displays produced on the
I

I.c.d.

Receiving A FAX
Let me take you through the
steps to getting a FAX printed
out. First switch on the power
(there are separate ON and OFF

buttons, rather than a single
power switch), then tune to a
frequency carrying a FAX
transmission. Helpfully, Sony
provide a short guide to FAX
reception which includes a list
of frequencies for FAX weather
charts. Although this was
printed in 1987, checking the
data with a current edition of
Ferrell's Confidential Frequency
List shows that few, if any, of
the channels have been
changed. Key in the frequency,
maybe 10.250MHz for a
weather chart from Spain, or
134.2kHz for a German one
(that's Offenbach, Peter - Ed).
Then press the FAX button
above the printer output. The

display shows the frequency
that the receiver has tuned to
and confirms that FAX mode is
selected while a signal strength
meter provides an indication of
how well - or badly - the signal
is being received. Meanwhile a
dynamic bar chart displays the
FAX data being received,

divided into three types: white,
halftones and black. It is
possible to adjust which parts
of the signal are printed, and to
store your own settings in the
receiver's memory. The display
shows the functions which
have been allocated to the
seven 'soft keys' immediately
below the I.c.d., and F7 is in
this case the print function.
Press F7 and the I.c.d. responds
by highlighting the word
PRINT, and a separate line in
the display shows that the
printer condition has altered
from standby to active. Almost
immediately the thermal printer
whirrs into action, first printing
a header line giving the date,
time and frequency for later
reference. Anyone who uses a
FAX machine at work will know
that a page of A4 type is
transmitted quite rapidly, but if
you have ever tried to send
pictures by FAX, then you will
know it takes much longer. This
applies to weather FAXes
received via this set, too. It can
take between 10 and 20
minutes to receive a complete
chart. An example of a chart
received from Germany
appears in Fig. 1. - this took

about 13 minutes to be printed,
providing a suitable pause to
go and make a cup of tea and a
sandwich! Because the printer
is relatively small, FAXs can be
quite tiny when output, but the
designers have overcome this
problem by incorporating
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strongest part of the signal. If
you want a hard copy of the
analysis, all that is needed is a
press of the HARD COPY
button just above the printer,
and out it comes. An example
of the printed output of an
analysis of part of the 49m
broadcast band is shown in
Fig. 2.

when positioned outside (the
coaxial lead is amply long
enough for this). Audio quality
is surprisingly high, despite
the small size of the built-in
loudspeaker. If you prefer, you
can connect headphones for
personal listening, or an
external speaker. There is also
the provision to hook-up a
cassette recorder, and the set's
in-built timer can switch the
recorder on and off at
predetermined times. If you
want to record FAX
transmissions and print them
out later, this, too, is possible.

Scanning
You can program the CRF-V21
to scan the bands in a number
of ways. You can scan through
the 350 memory channels by
page name, such as AERO; you
can find signals that are equal

Fig. 1.
sophisticated software which
allows the received FAX to be
doubled in size. Using the soft
keys, you can choose the
enlargement area - the centre,
left, or right-hand portions can
be blown -up, which means
that reading the data on the
charts is much easier. There is
an optional satellite antenna
and frequency down -converter
which enables images from
meteorological satellites to be
received, and the separate FAX
handbook supplied with the
set provides some interesting
examples of what can be
received. Unfortunately the
satellite option was not
supplied with my review
sample.

Tuning The Set
mentioned, there is a
calculator -type keypad for
direct entry of frequencies.
There is also a large rotary
knob - it measures 63mm
across - which allows manual
tuning. This can be set for
10Hz or 1kHz steps on short
wave, allowing very precise
tuning of signals with the knob
'clicking' at every step. The
only disadvantage is that the
frequency display resolves to
only 100Hz, but in practise
found this made little
difference. The tuning knob
has a very positive feel when
tuning, and is a good size for
an adult hand. There are 350
memories available in the CRFV21, divided into 50 pages of
seven frequencies. This was
the first foray by Sony into
pages of memories, and
clearly spawned the system
now used on portable Sony
receivers like the ICF-SW77
and ICF-SW100. The memories
store not only the frequencies,
As

I

I

but also the reception mode
(a.m. wide or narrow, I.s.b.,
u.s.b. and so on). This means
that once programmed, tuning
to favourite frequencies is
extremely rapid and
straighforward. In addition,
you can allocate a name to
each memory location, which
means you do not have to
remember which memory in
which page you have stored
Bracknell weather FAX
frequencies, for example.
Instead, simply look out for
'Brack' in the display. As well
as assigning a name to
individual memories, each
page can be named. For
example, you might call
several pages 'BC', some 'WX',
others 'MARINE' and so on, to
define the station types for
each group of pages. To rapidly
scan through the memories, all
that is necessary is to hold the
PAGE FEED button, and turn
the tuning knob. Should you
want a permanent note of what
is stored in the memories, the
printer will provide one for
you.

Broadcast Listening
The CRF-V21 is excellent for
listening to broadcast stations.

synchronous detection
which can significantly
improve 'listenability' of
signals which suffer from
adjacent channel interference
by locking on to one of the two
sidebands. There are also wide
and narrow filters for all
reception conditions. Listening
to signals from far and wide
proved easy: the set is
extremely sensitive. The active
antenna supplied, which used
throughout my time with the
receiver, afforded good results
It has
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Spectrum Analyser
think that my favourite
gadget on this receiver is the
spectrum analyser. Using this
you can select a
2001.
section of any band
and the set will scan

to or above a certain field
strength that you choose; or
you can define a range of
frequencies to scan. Different

I

[

1.

2

(008) 22:18:46

134.2tflz

across all the
frequencies and
display a graphic
representation of
signals it receives
with their strength.
This enables you to
see at a glance what
the occupancy of a

group of frequencies
is, and then choose to
move directly to an
occupied channel.
The operation is
straightforward: press
the F4 soft key (the
display shows
SPEANA) and a chart
is immediately
displayed, with the
left hand and lowest
frequency being the
one the set is
currently tuned to.
Then you can select
Fig. 2.
the frequency span,
inputting the lowest
frequency either using the
tuning knob or the direct entry
keys, and then the span which
can be either 200kHz or 5MHz.
The set will analyse the
selected span constantly,
redrawing the 'mountain
range' in which each 'peak' is a
received signal. You can then
tune in any of the signals
received in the span by
pressing the F4 soft key which
has now become the RECEIVE
function, and then rotating the
tuning knob until the hashed
vertical line on the graph is
aligned with the highest part
of a 'peak', and thus the

users may find one method
more useful than another and
it is unusual to have so much

flexibility incorporated

in

a

receiver.

RTTY

Reception

A further novelty as far as

I

was concerned was the set's
ability to decode radio teletype
transmissions. RTTY signals
carry letters and numbers and
are used for sending large
amounts of data rapidly

CONTINUED ON PAGE 28
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Send SAE for full details of these filters.

Wire Antennas
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£34.95

Scanmaster Base Stand
A fully adjustable desktop
stand for use with all

handhelds, fitted BNC and

coaxial fly lead.

£19.95

Scanmaster Mobile Mount

Shortwave Antenna

Mounts on air vent grills on

A variable 30dB notch covers

(100 KHz
Price

Matches end fed long wires to

85 to 170 MHz to eliminate
music, tones, & voices that

50 ohm coaxial cable, helps

break through onto the
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r_J
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Scanmaster Notch Filter

short wave receive end fed wire

£139.95

with this state of the art

£1-39,..£119

Global AT2000
SWL ATU with O Selector

IhII

Price
-

,g.-__.

Accessories

c/wont,

Scanmaster SP55

Nicads & charger (not inc)

easy and safe operation of
most handhelds
£9.95

complete 20mtr long

is a

-

-

memories

Price

1

`

68 -512 MHz (gaps)

the car dashboard. Allows
e EFW

& charger

----',_!!:l

-=

I

MHz - 2.8 GHz
10 digit LCD disp.

s

Nicads & charger

T'

-

--

-

Supplied

1

50

-

-0

'199..£89

Scanmaster Base

Price

- -

r

Scanner Antennas

Cub and 3300.

new Digital Audio filters from Timewave.

1

_

Stand/Charger

Price

`

FM/AM

scanners, Opto counters, Scout,

_...-

---

Ali
1

10 memories

I

I-3é9... Cal

Hear weak signals,

----

-----

- -

,,

II
3%2_
I

supply.

PSU 101

Opto 3300

-

Police, etc.

c/w Nicads

£399.95

Price

-

1300 MHz

Price

-

-

Pro 44

Supplied with 240V mains

Accessories

:ntii3

r-

200 memories

From Timewave USA

heterodynes & inter-

-

----

c/w antenna,

Nicads & charger

-

Covers Marine, PMR,

Price

scanner on the market.

100 kHz

£199

Supplied

_

c

i

66 -512 MHz with gaps

-=

1.299...Call

Digital Audio Filters

eliminate

:-

.1,4-

-

Nicads & charger

power

.4/4 --

charger

--- -- -- --

-- --

AM/FM/WFM

Voice Recording

&

Price

-- --MVT 8000

-

Nicads

UBC 65 XLT
-

The best slimline Base/Mobile

-
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-

Price

-

,

sss

EFW

4-

AM/FM/WFM
200 memories

c/w

Software for PC incl.

-

Easy to use

AR 2700
tl

%

-

1:á4Q...£389
---

100 kHz

__

1000 memories
c/w Nicads & charger

1

c/w

MVT 7000

1900 MHz

-

2.8 GHz

10

400 memories

'

i

Easy to use

4389...Call

--

500 kHz

I

Nicads & charger

Price

Our Price £795

£923

RRP

66 956 MHz with gaps
200 memories

530 kHz - 1650 MHz
AM/FM/WFM/SSB/CW
1000 memories

Special Offer

tm.

Unidens best model handheld

1

handheld scanning receiver.

frequencies.

Opto Scout v3.1

UBC 220 XLT

This is still the Number

.
. _.

o

400

Lowest UK prices

£95

y.'

Ideal indoor antenna/tuner

ORDER HOTLINES-

-

-

£79.95

Point your w w w
browser at:-

http://www.ee. port.ac.uk/-arrow_I

TEL: (01705) 662145
FAX: (01705) 690626
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PostDated Cheques.

By Three

On Any Item Over £100 In Value

Simply divide the price into 3 equal payments. Write 3 cheques dated in consecutive months starting with

today's date. Write your telephone no.,cheque card no. & expiry date on the bock of each cheque. Post
them to us, enclosing your name and address & we will (subject to status), send your goods immediately.

Full after sales service

Same day despatch
Lowe HF 250

AR 3000A

_

F.

e.

___

-

lowé s
100 kHz

-

2036 MHz

Features include computer control

1994...£899

Special offer

30 MHz + optional VHF

-

£995

Price

Excellent new Short wave

Customised version
SDU 5000 ready
Special offer

£1099...£995

£159.95

Price

._-

..wmo
-ra..oe

-....
..e-®

i

+

-

.-

_

worth £59.95

240V AC mains adoptor.worth £12.95
Price
£549.95
Free

Microreader

ERA

A

Decodes RTTY/AMTOR/CW/SITOR/FEC

AR3000A, Icom R7100 &
Icom R7000.
£799
Price

with SSB reception.

Price

Receivers

Computer Control

OPTO

Synop Weather Plotting

These clever units instantly lock on to any

Receive and decode RTTY Signals on

close strong signal, allowing instant

Shortwave to produce live on screen weather

monitoring.

PR150

New model ...1799
Receiver
£499
£45.95
Synchronous DET
Receiver
£399.00
Pre Selector
£205.00

SP150

Spkr

HF-250

Receiver

HF-225
D-225
HF-150

-

c/w

filter+meter

.1189.00

SW1000T

New SSB receiver with
32mem. + cassette ....£429.99

SW 7600G Save £20

£159.99
£249.00
Save £30
Save £50
£349.00
General Purpose Ant ...159.95

SW55

SW77

AN3
Yaesu
FRG -100

Shortwave

RX

£599.00

AR3030 ....Shortwave

RX

£659.00

Kenwood
R5000

Competition Class

IC -R72 DC ..HF RX 12 Volt
IC -R7100

£945.00

DC..25

-

£746.00

2000 MHz .11225.00

Roberts
RC827
RC818

Receive the very latest news & weather Fax's

based package

with on screen help & manuals

£139.95

£159.99
Multi band w/cass ....£199.99
Multi bond rodio

Interceptors
Ideal for use anywhere two way

communicators ore

in use!

Receives FM from 30

MHz

in less than

Fully automatic

Earphone supplied

Runs

within Windows.....£19.95

Price

software package. Requires minimum 286 +

R20

OPTO Scan 456
Pro

2005/6 series scanner

£249.95

Pro

2035

£249.95

CX12AR
Computer controlled interface for Aor & Icom
radios & Opto. ie Scout/Ml
£79.95

Bearcat 580XLT

Mobile/base

Bearcat 142 XLT

Basic model

H/Held

Fairmate HP100

Handle

Realistic Pro 39

Average Cond...1150

Realistic Pro-50

Clean.

£75
£275
£185
£265
£195

Trident TR-2400

£369.95

£120
£99
£249
£165
£195
£110

Realistic Pro-32

Yupiteru MVT3100 ..H/held
Yupiteru MVT7100

FM detection

Kenwood R1000

9V battery operation

£17.50

Scanning Receivers
AOR AR1500
Boxed
£249
AOR AR2002
Base
£199
AOR AR3000
Super W/Band .1695

Yupiteru VT -225

Computer controlled interface for Realistic

Includes location listing

A must for enthusiasts.

Quality Used Equipment

AM
Interceptor/Bug detector
500 kHz - 3000 MHz
AM monitoring w/earphone
Field strength indicator

4th edition

Price

Commtel 204

antenna, NiCads & Charger

OPTO Scan 535

eve M hin9 I

325 pages

Bearcat 2500 XLT ....ex display

secondl

display

Control your Icom via your PC with this

£44.95

2000

Signal strength bargraph

c/w

Skyview ICRX

1

-

Deviation check facility

Complete UK Amateur call book on disk
including BBS Callsign with full Sysop details
and QRA.

ffiiiiii

1`199,..£189

.

Skycall Callbook

Computer controlled interface for Realistic

Icom

.

R10FM

Skyview Fax Ill

Colour monitor

AOR

Price

it lists

.19".+7----=--

Complete stand alone unit

£149.95

pictures.

from around the globe. PC

Sony

Includes CW tutor mode

£119.95

book,

Over

Our most popular Short wave portable

150 kHz - 30 MHz plus LW/MW

Our most popular selling

Tny

Spectrum display unit
For use with

UK Scanning Dir

t

?_
%

New World class receiver
100 kHz - 30 MHz wide coverage
AM, ISB, USB, CW, RTTY & FM
Price
£1295

..,.

t

. -

`

Drake R8A

es

Free Short wave antenna

£4.75 p&p

£599

'ter

Special Deal FRG 100 plus:-

with SSB

Sangean ATS 803A

SDU 5000

`

RX

150 kHz - 30 MHz plus VHF
Supplied c/w Mains adaptor

Narrow AM filter/tape relay

AM/FM/SSB
240V AC adaptor included
Price

Yaesu FRG 100

~

- .., r---1:1%-;

500kHz - 30MHz + 87-108, 118-137 MHz

All mode with optional filters

£799

----

II

Competition class receiver

in stock!

_r

y

'

A

mow

100 kHz

latest model

Sangean ATS 818

AR 3000A Plus

r,

",

m

New super receiver now
30 kHz - 30 MHz
Price

Drake SW8

Kenwood R5000

Boxed

Shortwave Receivers
Drake R8E

Boxed

Drake SW8

Portable

Kenwood R2000

£129.95

RX

Gen.Cov

Sangean ATS 803 ..Portable

RX

£725
£549
£325
£375
£95

.1130

DC440 Decoder

Sony SW1S

A new decoder that displays DTMF, CTCSS
+ DCS tone frequencies. Computer port for

Steepletone MBR7
Yaesu FRA7700

Active antenna.....£45

logging/control

Yaesu FRG7700

Gen Cov+VHF....1450

£269.95

Pocket Receiver

£45

SHOWROOMS:- 1A MUNSTER ROAD, PORTSMOUTH P02 9BS

o

MAIL ORDER:- 189 LONDON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH P02 9AE
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Sony review

Specification
Frequency range:
Reception modes:

Sensitivity:

9kHz to 29.999MHz; 87 .5 to 108MHz

a.m. (wide or narrow); Synchronous detection (u.s.b. and I.s.b.); u.s.b.; I.s.b.; c.w.; f.m.
9-49.99kHz
a.m. wide
30dBNV (30NV) (S/N=6dB)
50kHz-1.99999 M Hz
a.m. wide
20dBUV (10uV) S/N=6dB)
2-29.999MHz
a.m. wide
OdBpV (1NV)-15dBNV (0.17NV) s.s.b. S/N=6dB

f.m.

87.5-108.09998M Hz

Selectivity:

10dBNV (3pV) S/N=30dB
-6dB ±3kHz, -50dB ±7kHz
-6dB ±1.35kHz, -50dB ±3kHz

a.m. wide:
a.m. narrow:
s.s.b.:
FAX/RTTY:

-6dB ±1.35kHz, -50dB ±3kHz
-6dB ±1.75kHz, -50dB ±3.6kHz

f.m.:

-6dB ±7kHz, -50dB ±12.5kHz

Image rejection:
FAX drum speed:

>70dB

IOC:
RTTY speed:
ASCII:

576, 288

Dimensions:
Weight:

412 x 285 x 169mm

60, 90, 120, 240r.p.m.

60, 66, 75, 100 baud
110, 200, 300, 600b.p.s.

9.5kg

SUMMARY

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 25

around the world. Usually to
resolve the signals, you need a
separate piece of equipment in
addition to a communications
receiver. This set does
everything for itself. Switch to
RTTY mode using the button
immediately above the printer,
and tune in a radio teletype
transmission (thousands of
possible frequencies are listed
in Ferrell's), and you will find
the I.c.d. displays the letters
and numbers as they are
received. Quite often it is
unintelligible, as there are
many scrambled military
transmissions on the air, but
sometimes you can find news
agencies transmitting stories
which are readable (although
perhaps in a language other
than English!). And the printer
allows you to have a hard copy
of what's being transmitted.

Performance
was not able to have
laboratory tests carried out on
this set, but personal
experience tells me that the
I

CRF-V21 is

a

highly sensitive

and very selective receiver. It
picks up weak signals without
problem, and separates the
signals you want from those
either side. Back in January
1991, Mike Richards carried out
extensive tests on this receiver,
and found that it was at least

28

:Overall Assessment
equal to, and in some cases
better than, the performance
figures published by Sony in
the handbook. am including
Mike's performance figures in
the specification table with this
review. Selectable bandwidth
I

for broadcast listening is
essential, and the narrow and
wide positions provided seem
to suit this type of reception
admirably, while synchronous
detection, pioneered by Sony
and now available on just about
all top-of -the -range digital short
wave portables, works very
well. The display is excellent,
but while the small, separate
clock I.c.d. has a back-light, the
main display does not which
disappointed me. There is a
novel, adjustable strip light
mounted on the top of the set
which can be adjusted to shine
on the operating controls and
the printer output, but in
practise this does not illuminate
the display effectively. A further
aspect which was unable to
assess during the time had the
set was the ability to control the
receiver by a PC using an
RS -232 data link. With suitable
software, this receiver could be
extremely useful, allowing the
FAX and RTTY signals to be
displayed on the PC screen and
then pasted into word
processing packages, for
example.
I

I

The CRF-V21 from Sony is

a

beaútifully engineered

'

Y

piece of equipment, with excellent performance

across ail the frequencies it receives.lts

specification is first-class, and there are many
features which make it unique in the

communications receiver class. enjoyed
I

a

very

brief timé with the receiver finding_my way around
parts of the bands which before had proved of

limited interest. In terms of broadening one's
outlook on life, this set is certainly first rate. The
problem is_that-all this excellént technology does
not come cheaply - in Britain the set originally
retailed at aroúnd £3000, which.puts it into,the top

of the semi-professional rarige of communications
sets. Sony have a limited quantity at the reduced

price of"£999.99. What has to be remembered is that

this -receiver has extra facilities which woúld have to
be purchased separately and then hooked together

if you want to receive RTTY and FAX transmissions.
Here is'a neat unit that does everything -for you.

Combined with the satellite reception option, think
I

it may be unbeatable. Thanks to_Sony UK Ltd. for

the loan of the set.

`
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Marconi Mail Stamps

news

60

'

The achievements of Guglielmo Marconi,

who developed the first effective radio
transmissions, are honoured on two special
stamps issued by the Royal Mail on September 5.
The stamps are part of a set on 'communications'
which also features Rowland Hill 'inventor' of the
postage stamp.
Two portraits of Marconi are shown on the 41p
and 60p stamps. On the 41p, Marconi is
shown with some of his early wireless
equipment. Marconi's later life, following the
founding of his famous company in 1900, is
illustrated on the 60p stamp, which depicts
the importance of his work for
marine safety and navigation.
Rowland Hill's portrait is
shown on the other two
stamps in the set, the 19p
and 25p values.

4
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Savoy News
Savoy Hill Publications, based in North Devon, supply the UK's
largest collection of technical, service and workshop manuals for
valve and early radio, television, hi-fi, telegraph, electrical, cinema
sound and electrical domestic equipment. Some of the latest lists
currently available are: Valve Manuals & Valve Data, Vintage Hi -Fi
& Audio Service Manual and Data Listing, Manuals & Data of
Military & Communications Radio Equipment and Service Data &
Manuals for Vintage Radio, Television, Domestic & Cinema
Equipment.
Readers of Short Wave Magazine can obtain copies of these
lists FREE by writing to Savoy Hill Publications, Seven Ash
Cottage, Seven Ash, Easter Close Cross, Near Combe

Martin, North Devon EX34

Network Production Moves To UK

r ifU

OPA.

41

Production of Feba Radio's
pioneering Network
programme has been
transferred from the
Seychelles to Worthing.
Ram Giodoomal, one of the
leading Asian Christians in the
UK, formally opened the new
studio, which will enable Feba,
for the first time, to produce
programmes in-house in the
UK. Local supporters and
contributors to Feba's
programmes form many parts
of Britain gathered for the
service of dedication which
occurred on Wednesday 26
July 1995.
The studio was designed
and built under the
supervision of Charles Randall,
Feba's International Audio
Consultant. It is
comprehensively equipped,
including for example, mini disc players.
Much of the professional
equipment has been donated
or obtained at considerably
reduced prices through
supporters. Some equipment
was even obtained in
exchange for petrol vouchers!
Network is a lively hour-

Optoelectronics Converter Unit
u

Just available from
Optoelectronics of Florida is
the new CB -AR converter unit
for use with early Scout
Frequency Finders (versions
1.0, 2.0 and 3.0) to enable
reaction tuning with AOR8000 and 2700 scanners. The
unit is connected by means of
jack plugs between the Scout
and scanner so that full
functions are available.
Although the CB -AR
converter unit has a list price
of £49, as an introductory
offer, Waters & Stanton are

offering these at £25 plus £1
P&P. Full illustrated
instructions are included.
Also in the
Optoelectronics range is the
latest version of the Scout
(version 3.1) with dual
language capability (C1 -V and
AOR), which is now reduced
in price to £399, due to bulk
purchasing.
All the above are
available from Waters &

Stanton Electronics,
22 Main Road, Hockley,
Essex SS5 4QS.

On -Frequency Repeater Facilities
Business users of radio could
enjoy improved reception in
radio 'dead spots' following
the development of a new
technical standard by the
Radiocommunications Agency
(RA). Now, users with their
own channels will have the
opportunity to improve their
communications in areas of
poor radio coverage caused by
tunnels, embankments, hills,
etc., thanks to the On Frequency Repeater Station
(OFRS) facilities being made
available by the RA.
The RA has developed a
technical standard and is now
permitting On -Frequency

Repeaters for Private Mobile
Radio (p.m.r.) users with their
own channels, to extend
choice in p.m.r. system design.
Users with p.m.r. (standard)
and p.m.r. Road Construction
licences will benefit.
An On -Frequency Repeater
Station (OFRS) receives a radio
signal and re -transmits it on
the same frequency into a
radio 'dead spot', without any
significant delay. An OFR can
be used to enhance the
coverage of radio services in
some of the areas where it is
currently necessary to employ
a new base station transmitter.
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Ram Giodoomal gets the
feel of things at Feba

Radio's new Worthing

studio. Demonstrating its
features is its designer,
Charles Randall.

t`'"`
4,0

Members of the Network
team who have relocated
from Seychelles to

Worthing, (L to R front)
Dinpuii Chhangte, Julie
Anson, (back) Gerry
O'Connell and Philip
Athyal.
long magazine programme,
which is broadcast in English
six nights each week from
Feba's powerful short wave
transmitters in the Seychelles.
The programme talks
about everyday issues of
interest to the audience and

gently introduces simple
Christian truths. Feba
missionaries from the UK and
India, who were serving in the
Seychelles to produce
Network, have moved to
Worthing and tapes of the
programmes recorded in the
UK are now being airmailed to
the Seychelles for
broadcasting a few days later.
While there will be a loss
of immediacy (Network was
broadcast live from the
Seychelles), 'there will be
definite gains', says Network
team leader Philip Athyal.
'Living and working in the UK
provides us with greater
opportunities for obtaining
interesting material for the
programmes'.

New CD-ROM From PDSL
Public Domain and Shareware Library of Crowborough have
recently taken delivery of the new QRZ CD ROM from Walnut
Creek. Volume 5, dated July 1995, contains an up-to-date
international list of callsigns including the UK.
With 935 764 entries it will be hard to beat. Callsign
search and retrieval software is easy to use and runs under
Windows, DOS and OS/2 and Linux.
The CD also contains over 7000 files covering all facets of
amateur radio, including radio and scanner MODs, satellite
tracking programs, Morse code training software, programs
for antenna design, circuit design and computer radio
control, to name just a few.
QRZ Volume 5 is available from PDSL priced at £18 by
mail order or telephone order to:

PDSL, Winscombe House, Beacon Road,
Crowborough, Sussex TN6 1UL.
Tel: (01892) 663298.
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J
HUGE REDUCTIONS ON
BASE AND H/HELD
SCANNERS
A
R.
AR -2700
AR -8000

£259
£379.95
£39.95
£17.95
£99.95
£49.95
£899.95

.2.á4ef

Optional voice recorder for 2700
Soft case for 8000/2700
CU -823 Comp I/Face
SW -8000 S/ware for 8000
AR -3000A
AR -3000A plus
AR-SDU5000
ABF-125 Airband filter

1-1.e99.£999.95

£7r

£719.95
£28.50

YUPITERU

MVT-7100 £4-9
MVT-7000
MVT-8000

£325

We have a VHS Video demo tape showing the Opto -Scout being used to its full potential.
This video is available on FREE LOAN, all we require is £10 deposit (refundable) + £2 P&P
and we'll send you a copy. You return the tape when you've watched it and we'll refund your
£10. (Provided the tape is returned undamaged). Alternatively
order a Scout from us and
we'll deduct the £10 and you can have the video on us. NB:- it is an offence to copy this tape
for any reason.

-

Scout Reaction Tune OPTO SCOUT
Now
Stock
VERSION 3.1
Never before available! Connect the Scout
to the AR -8000/2700 and the scanner will
tune to any signal received on the scout. A

1;

£549

54.89

NETSET PRO -44
0

NEW OPTO -SCOUT VERS 3.1. SEE BEFORE YOU BUY!!

In

£265
£Phone
OP -51 case for 7100
£17.95
OP -50 case for 7000
£17.95
PA -600 MINI POWER AMP £9.99

7.77

simple interface cable will connect you to
a whole new dimension of scanning. For
further advise please call 0181-951 5782.

Latest mini frequency finder from
Optoelectronics. The Scout will capture &
memorise up to 400 frequencies that can be
recalled directly into the AR -8000. Supplied with
Ant, Nicads & Charger.
R.R.P.

THEN THIS IS IDEAL FOR YOU

SPECIAL £739

Listen to Aircraft, Ham, Marine and

miniature H/held counter. Covers
1MHz-2.8GHz. Supplied with Ant,
Nicads & Charger.
A

R.R.P.

........

We'll modify your AR -8000 F.O.C. when
buying an Opto -Scout

Covers 66-88/108-174/380-512MHz.

-

£119.95
£179
£159.95

REALISTIC PRO 25
REALISTIC PRO 62
REALISTIC PRO 26

17

£219
£299

STAR BUY
PRO -2036

J
-

-

`

-

I

J

4,4,4,4-

R.R.P.

£199.95
£259.95

-

I:16_

'0-

"T.`

m

£249.95

tt

Wideband Desktop Scanner with

I

rotary tuning and tone

,,

encoder £34g Limited Stock

g

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

IC -R1
IC -R100

£9.99

£349.95
£589.00
£1259.00
£4699.00

ís129

£689

IC-R7100DC ..£4449
IC -R9000
£5895

Professional quality airband base antenna
Civil & Military
Just over 1m long
Mounting brackets included.

P&P £2

Air vent holder £9.99
Desk Stand £19.95

TAX FREE FOR EXPORT

MAIL ORDER
IMMEDIATE DESPATCH
GOVERNMENT & LOCAL AUTHORITY ORDERS WELCOME

£44.95

P+P £1
P+P £2

__

Superb quality ext speaker with volume
control

£14.99

P&P £1

£9.95
£9.99

P+P £1
P+P £1

BEST SELLERS
4th edition UK scan directory

£17.50

FREE P&P

------ SCANBUSTERS %How to tune into more frequencies
£4.95 P&P
+ £1

BSS -1300

Loft or outside antenna receives 25-1300
MHz complete with coax and plugs

£69.95

P&P £7

DSS-1300 Desktop Antenna £44.95
HAND HELD ANTENNAS

NEW

DB32

antenna 1Y inch long

TSC-2602
DB770H

Miniature wide band scanning

High gain flexible antenna

Supergain wideband telescopic

_

P&P £3

(P&P £1)

£29.95 As featured on Scout

1
COMMUNICATIONS
30

£4 P&P

TSA-6201
POLICE STYLE LAPEL SPEAKER
EP -300 DELUXE EARPIECE

ICOM

AIR -33

Mobile holder for H/helds

QS -200
QS -300

£129

ANTENNA

ACCESSORIES
MA -339

º1>trú*oººaoQoaooº0000aotrtrotoºoo
Á

lOPTO R-20

OUR PRICEE

,...

£ 1-9

Near field A.M. receiver & R.F. signal
strength meter. Covers 500kHz-2.5GHz.

much more with this superb scanner.

...

£399

OPT-3300

SPECIAL OFFER
Buy the AR -8000 & Opto Scout
together including free modification &
connecting cable. R.R.P. £848

WANT TO GET INTO SCANNING?

ill

UK'S LARGEST DISTRIBUTOR
OF OPTOELECTRONICS,
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

£22.95
£24.95

-
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We'd rather sell it

than count it!

THE SHORTWAVE SPECIALISTS
YAESU FRG -100

,

4 _
°

UK'S BEST SELLING S.W. RECEIVER

OUR PRICE

m

Our best selling S.W. receiver. All modes including S.S.B

£449.95

NEW DRAKE R8A
Superb performance

;17,-17 J.

S.W. RECEIVER
R.R.P.

OUR PRICE

= -_

£1295.00
R.R.P. £995
R.R.P. £895

R.R.P. £699
R.R.P. £419

NEW PRODUCTS

OUR PRICE

4

I.

ICF SW -7600G
ICF PRO 80
STEEPLETONE MBR-8

R.R.P. £199
R.R.P. £379

P&P on any of the above £6.50

ACCESSORIES

EX -DEMO AND UJSEI) EQUIPMENT

TIMEWAVE
DSP-9 PLUS V-3
£239 £219

World wide digital radio with clock
and 20 pre-sets

£34.95

DSP-59 V-3
Datong FL -3
MFJ-784B

JI

£44.95

14I=
,.

with alarm &
calculator.

P&P £4

£24.95

VECTRONICS AT-100
P&P £3

Steepletone

Active Antenna
& Preselector

SAB-12

1fcti.

Just look at these features

* Receives MW/LW/FM/AIR/Marine
band
°

£79.00

m--

* Airband coverage 108-137MHz
* Marine

band coverage 137-176MHz

INTRO OFFER

__:

£24.95

-_

P&P

..

ANTENNA
TUNING UNITS
Howes CTU-8 ready built A.T.U....£49.95
Global AT-2000 Our price
£95.00
P&P £5

-0181-951 5781 /2

Close to Edgware underground station (Northern Line). Close to M1, M25, A406.

Fax: 0181-951 5782
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MON-FRI 10-6PM:SAT 0-5PM

PRO -46
IC -R1

66-950 with gaps
141-170MHz
As new

DJ -X1

VGC

AR-1500ex

VGC

Sony AIR -7
VT -225

VGC

Signal R-517

Air receiver

Sony ICF-2001D

VGC

£99.95
£209.95

Ex -demo

Microreader disp
Com decode sys
As new
As new
VGC

£349.95
£249.95
£399.95
£549.95

VGC

IC-R71E
PRO -2032

VGC

-2004
PRO -2036
PR -150
HF-150
RS -232
AOR WX-2000
PRO -2035
FRG -100
HF-235

VGC

As new
Ex -demo

Pre-selector

r` \

URCH

I

nw
Oy
0
aw

ti=

/ 48hr £7.50

I81iv9NS
M1

HIGH STREET

O?

£149.95

£99.95
£299.95
£229.95
£269.95
£179.95
£219.95
£59.95
£219.95
£109.95
£109.95
£89.95
£109.95
£89.95
£799.00
£639.95
£349.95
£749.95
£699.95
£189.95
£179.95
£199.95
£219.95
£379.95

Grundig YB-400
Immaculate
VGC
SW-7600DS
R-808
As new
Panasonic RFB-45 As new
ATS-803A
VGC
AR -3000A
As new
AR -3030+ Airband converter, as new
FRG -9600
+ HF cony
IC -R7000
0.5-2GHz

LIGHTS

«(Á4O6)

132 High Street, Edgware, Middlesex HA8"7EL

®

As new

DELIVERY (UK MAINLAND) 24HR £10

NB: ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

* Outside office hours.0850 586313 * Mail Order: Same Day Despatch *
SALES PHONE

Immaculate

HP -2000

PRO

1.-$10

* Squelch control

* Fine tuning control
* Super sensitivity

PRO 44

VT -150

OUR PRICE

AM/FM radio

Amin

£299.95

(0-30MHz) with a built in
magnetic balun.

World time
clock plus

Immaculate condition.
As new.

£269.95
£139.95
£239.95

Our price
Our price
Our price

YUPITERU
MVT-7100

mmimm

Passive (non -powered)
desk or wall mount
shortwave antenna.

LC -626

n

milmoom

SWA-30

P&P £3

£335
£249
£169
£325
£49.95

SW -77
R.R.P. £399
ICF SW -55 ....R.R.P. £299

DIGITAL AUDIO FILTERS

SRX-30

9

Award winning miniature S.W.
£219.99
receiver

£869
£895
£769
£639
£385

R.R.P. £1059

-

£119.95
SONY SW -100E

.

OUR PRICE

KENWOOD R-5000
DRAKE R -8E
ICOM IC -R72 D.C.
AR -3030
LOWE HF-150

=_

SANGEAN ATS-803A

MERE

JNC4

(2 MINS)-A41 Wr
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EASY WHEN
YOU KNOW HOW!
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Constructions

ode
Unhappy with the performance of commercially available antennas, Paul Beamont went about
building his alternative. He came up with the Easy Dipole.
The advent of the sensitive

v.h.f. receiver has to
some degree suppressed
the aged idea that the receiver
is as good as its antenna. High
gain front-ends and other i.c.
borne stages allow the listener
to listen to apparently strength
nine signals using only a
simple telescopic antenna.
This facility is of course due
more to the inherent gain of
the receiver stages than the

efficiency of a tuned antenna.
Antennas of varying
shapes, sizes, appearance and
design can be purchased to
cover extremely wide ranges
of frequencies. Having
purchased a commercially
manufactured antenna, was
most disappointed with the
total performance across the
stated range of 25 to 550MHz.
The 2m amateur band was
heard under the mush,
including the GB3SL repeater
on R2 (145.650MHz) which is
situated approximately 150m
from my QTH. Worse was
realised! The Banstead
repeater GB3NS on RB10
(433.250MHz) could not be
I

heard at all.

At this point it was
decided that something easy,
simple and above all, efficient
was necessary. Collinear and
'five eighths' vertical antennas
were assessed. Whilst both
could have been easily
constructed, both have the
same negative points against
their use.
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Both types would be cut
for one band only and both
types would exhibit an
unnecessary gain factor.

Increases in gain can be

problematical with modern
front -ends leading to
overloading and instability.
These problems would
necessitate the introduction of
an outboard attenuator and
unnecessary expense in the
case of my equipment.
A dipole was therefore
seen to be the simplest
approach. No coils or gain and
easily configured for any
desired frequency. To enable
the dipole to cover more than
one frequency, the lengths of
the elements can be added or
subtracted using a nut and bolt
approach.

identified a supply of
aluminium tubes 1.2m long
with a 3/8in BSF thread set in
I

one end and a p.v.c. sealing
cap, on the other. Totally

different from conventional
antenna rods, the longitudinal
seams are sealed, this
provides a barrier against
moisture ingress.
The aluminium tubes form
the basis of the easy dipole.
The prototype consisted of two
aluminium tubes at the
maximum length of 1.2m.
The final working
frequency was 60MHz.
Connecting the dipole to the
receiver enabled the author to
monitor the despatchers in the
USA on the 33MHz band

during recent lift. conditions.
Other previously unheard
signals were also copied
around the frequency of
resonance.
Packet transmissions were
also copied in the 6m band.
The equation for cutting the
elements of a dipole is
generally 150 x 0.95 divided by
the frequency f. for metric
lengths, or, 5905 x 0.95 divided
by the frequency f. for imperial
lengths (inches). In both cases,
f is stated in MHz.
To allow coverage of the
band in interest, the centre
frequency should be stated as
f. (for the two metre band, 144146MHz, 145MHz would be the
centre frequency).
In calculation of the length
of the elements, the diameter
of the tubes (19.3mm or 3/4in)
users should be taken into
account as diameter against
wavelength. felt that the
variation from the stated 0.95
as a constant is so small that
adjustment of this figure is
unnecessary. Anyone wishing
to include this variation will
find references at the end of
I

the article.

Cutting The
Elements
Suppose the antenna would be
required to cover four metres
and the two metre band. The
following dimensions are
calculated:

Half wave for four metres:
70.025 to 70.5MHz centre
frequency. 70.26MHz
150 x 0.95/70.26 = 2.028m

Half wave for two metres:
150 x 0.95/145 = 0.983m

The gap between the elements
within the central support is

25mm. 12.5mm therefore has
to be removed from the
elements for the highest
frequency covered. These
elements, in this case, 145MHz
acts as the base for the
elements that dictate a lower
frequency, this example uses
four metres.
Metric calculations have
been used here and to afford
some accuracy, the metre
lengths should be converted to
millimetres by multiplying the
metric length by 1000. Each
tube is 1.2 metres long,
converting to millimetres we
have 1200mm.
The length for the two
metre dipole is for an
unbroken half wave. To adjust
for the space between the
element is simple: 983 was
divided by 2 = 491.5 minus
12.5 = 479mm.
The length of 479mm is
the length for each element
and fitting them into the
central support as described
later will result in the final
length being that previously
calculated viz 983mm.
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To configure the easy
dipole to cover the other stated
frequency as well as two
metres necessitates the use of
the 3/8in BSF threads available
at each end of the elements.
Suppose that the elements
have been drilled and fitted for
two metres and that all has
fitted together accurately and
the tip to tip measurement is
983mm.
We have previously
calculated the tip to tip
measurement for four metres
to be 2028mm or 1014mm for
each element.
The extension length for
each element is as follows:
2028 minus 983 = 1045 divided
by 2 = 522.5mm.
It is not necessary to adjust
the length to allow for the gap
between the elements as this
was previously done on the
higher frequency rods.
Screwing the rods into the
existing dipole would extend its
frequency coverage down to
four metres. Removal would
revert coverage back to the
higher frequency band.
By having a suitable
number of rods, it is obvious
that with careful planning, the
dipole will cover a multitude of
frequencies.
All that has to be
remembered, is that the
highest frequency dictates the
base length. The p.v.c. end caps

mentioned would protect the
threaded ends when not in use
and the open ends of the
additional tubes fitted to lower
the range.

Construction
The central support is based on
a p.v.c.-U Tee -box. The inlets to
the Tee -box form the shape of a
'T'. It is the horizontal that
forms the top of the T which
will hold the dipole elements in
place. The inlet on the
downstroke would be used for
the support.
The material of the box is
moulded to form a lip within
the inlets to stop the p.v.c.

conduit from entering the
space within the box when in
use for its intended application.
At this point, consult Fig. 2.
Remove the end caps from
the aluminium tubes and place
them in a safe place. Push one
of the tubes into the inlets used
for the dipole elements and,
pushing hard, rotate the tube to
leave a black mark on the
offending lip. Using this mark
as a guide, parr off the excess
material to allow the passage
of the tube into the main part of
the box.
Repeatedly check the
tightness of the tube, as doing
so will result in strong final
support at the final assembly.
Having pared the unwanted
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materials away from the inlets,
gently centre -punch two points
on the inlets for Hole A as
shown in diagram B.
Drill a 3.3mm hole through
both sides of the inlets, taking
care to keep the drill bit vertical
to the face. Reference to Fig. 1.
and 2. illustrates the principal.
You will find drilling a 2mm
pilot hole will greatly assist
accuracy of this task.
Having drilled the required
holes some 8mm of the
reinforcement splines on the
rear of the dipole inlets must be
removed to allow the proper
seating of the nuts onto the
surface of the inlets. Again,
Fig. 1. will illustrate the task.
The method of termination
of the coaxial feed to the
elements is totally up to you,
however, used a BNC
connector which is seen to pass
through the material at point W
in Fig. 2. That completes the
preparation of the support.
I

Preparation Of The
Elements
Having calculated the length of
the required highest frequency
and having made the
adjustment to allow for the gap
within the Tee -box, carefully
mark and cut (at the open end)
to the chosen length ensuring
that the cut ends remain
square.

Centre punch points on
each rod at the points shown in
Fig. 3. As with the drilling

operation for the central
support, start the holes with a
2mm bit Hole A passes
through both sides of the tubes
whilst hole B is cut on one
surface only. Remove surface
swarf with a 6mm bit.
.

Assembly Of The
Finished Unit
Now it is

a

simple matter to

push fit the elements into the
central support and if all goes
well, the holes will line up

allowing the free passing of an
M3 x 30mm bolt. Fit and
tighten all nuts, bolts and
washers to hold the elements
into the support. Any excess
length of the bolts can be cut
away with a small hacksaw.
Fit the 3mm solder tags to
the elements using a No. 6 x
1/4in self -tapping screws and
shake proof washers. At this
time, attach the coaxial
terminations to the solder tags
leaving a sufficient length to
enable connection to your
receiver.
Having carried out the last
task, the only thing left to do is

CONTINUED ON PAGE 37
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N.t*i1o1L-COUNTER

110át1 a10 g,

Opt0

OPTO -2810

10Hz - 3GHz

Look at the frequency range. Compare the
value! No other counter offers this
frequency range and sensitivity. Supplied
complete with aerial, ni -cads and charger.
Don't pay more until you have called usl
Carr. £5 extra. New "Cub" arriving soon!

New Short Wave "Miller"
Aerial 1.5 - 30MHz.

*
*
*
*
*

Directional Antenna
Slow Motion Dial
Analogue S -meter
12 Months Warranty
FREE Short Wave Handbook

WATSON

+

£67.50

Only

;-

This Month!
u

x:
a):

o

2

£39.95

Long Wire 13afun

transforms
your scanner's short Wa'e perform
& ATU

Post free

Poste 50

6ft
High!

Insulator

Balun
Wire aerial

Police Style Lapel Speaker
Mobile Bracket

Ideal for scanner owners. Clips on lapel or seat
belt. Gives clear crisp speech. Similar to that
used by Police. Fitted with curly cord and
standard 3.5mm plug. Matches all scanning

9.95

24hr De!. £8

£4995

Package Deal Balun

£9.95

11-

£19.95
£49-95
£39.95

Height 60cm
SS- Desktop Height 90cm
SS - Base Discone
Height 120cm

£69,95
£8 Carr.

£9.95

=°
.

All cover 25 - 1300MHz

*

receivers. Postage £1.50

-

LW & MW
* 2.2 - 22MHz
* 108 - 174MHz
* Mains or Battery

SS -Mobile - Magnetic £24.05

*

This new short wave
receiving aerial provides
excellent reception over the
range 1.5 - 30MHz. Just 6ft
tall, it mounts easily on a
short mast or in the loft
space. Totally passive, there
is no risk of receiver
overload. Simply connect to
your receiver using any
length of 50 Ohm cable.
Bracket included

scanner.lf you own a scanner you can't afford to miss
this valuable reference book.
It's UNIQUE

*

Wideband
Scanning Aerials

Unique receiving aerial
Now available to the hobbyist
Totally passive
Balun Matched
* Direct 50 Ohm feed

lock the power of your

MBR-8 7 Band Receiver

Discounts
lectronics

Scanning Secrets
Over 280 pages and 30 chapters crammed with information. Secrets and hints on all
those topics not covered by
other publications. New frequency modes, encryption,
methods of finding obscure
frequencies. You get all the
information you need to un-

This book has been completely
revised and contains 15,000
entries covering 500kHz - 30MHz.
Unlike other books which claim to
have more entries, this one only
contains known active stations there is a difference! It embraces
Marine, Aviation, Military, Press
etc. Every entry monitored and
checked. This is without doubt the
best directory we know of! 192 A4
size pages beautifully bound
showing Frequency, callsign,
mode, location and times etc.

Offered for a very limited period - all
these factory fitted extras that "turbo
charges" the MVT-7100.

Huge

1195

Short Wave Intern i nal
Frequency Handbook

Built-in Ferrite Aerial for MW Broadcast
Fitted narrow band SSB filters
Advance design wideband flexible antenna
AM Narrow Mode added for better reception
New back -light display feature
125kHz step added for WBFM
Lower battery consumption
Improved Short Wave reception

*

I

Post £1.50

Additional features to MVT-7100

The QS -200
lets you
mount any
scanner on
you car dash
board using
the plastic
grill.

Coax cable

MFJ-956

e
MFJ-956 Post £4.50

The most amaz ng improvement in short wave scanner reception (1.5 - 30MHz).
Just add the long wire balun to the end of a wire, add the MFJ-956 passive
preselector and hear signals literally jump out of the noise? Makes reception as
clear as many base station receivers. Lets you realise the full potential of your
scanner. Full 10 day money back gurantee - now that's confidence for you!

E ertt:

in' For The Listener

The products below are
also available from all
32 MAPLIN STORES

pS

Gcar 4'n

Price Match

}

uJATsON
25 - 1900MHz

A new range of scanning
aerials designed to give
you what others promise.

-'. s:
We care

Tele -Gainer: 41cm telescopic
with knuckle joint BNC
£14.95
Maplin Ref BH82D
Regular -Gainer: 21cm flexible
whip BNC
£12.95
Maplin Ref BH81C
Super -Gainer 40cm flexible
whip BNC
£19.95
Maplin Ref BH83E

Just look at our competitors' adverts.
Check their prices and extended
warranty charges on any product.
Then give us a call and see what kind
of deal you get from the biggest
company in the business with more
stock on offer than
any other ham store.
73's Peter Waters G3OJV/GOPEP

We supply these
earpieces to a number of
police forces. Makes longterm listening so easy.
Tailored response for
Phone
communications.
for
Price

é:i

New"
Low
Price!

,

-

100kHz - 1300MHz

Scanner Receiver
WFM-NFM-AM-SSB
Maplin Ref R000

wv

New HF-250
In Stock!

Only when you buy
Yupiteru from ourselves
or any Mapin store do you
get the following:

o

LOWE
HP -150
Short Wave

Genuine factory chargers
UK Warranty
Free Warranty Extension
WSE Service backup

' Yupiteru

?ti71.?,

--= -

100kHz - 1300MHz

Scanner Receiver
WFM-NFM-AM
Maplin Ref CM00

Low
Price!

Plus

Free Offer

REALISTIC
01
..11311.6L

PRO -44
68-88/108-174
380-512MHz
FM/AM
50 Memories
Maplin Ref AG98

£149,9s,1

66-88/108-174
406--512/806-960MHz
FM/AM
100 Memories
Maplin Ref AG97

`
cc

800
cóp
PRO -44

PRO -46

Price Includes: 60ft aerial wire kit, Short Wave
Intl. Freq. handbook, and 10% discount voucher
for AT -2000 ATU. Total value £40!

Second Hand
Phone for copy of our latest lists. And remember - we offer good Part Exchange deals.

Aeronautical
Accuracy
In Your Car

MAGELLAN GPS-2000E
49ft Accuracy
Lat/Long or OSGB
Aquisition 35 seconds
12 satellite capability
Built-in aerial
Uses 4 x AA cells
17 hours battery life

MOOELIAN

167 x58x33cm
Weight 283 grams

y

Hear the difference!
Unique "Q" Selector
OL CIS AL

See Our Amazing Óffers
At the Leicester Show
20th - 21st October
DJ -X1 D
ALINCO

Make sure you get the
NEW version. Check for
the UK warranty inside!
-

WFM

200kHz -1300MHz
Amazing)

100kHz - 30MHz

£99.95

Otter
Price

5299
0,

No gaps
100 Memories

The Best Receiver
ATU -

Scanner

AM - NFM

New AT -2000 Rx ATU

PRO -46

I

C3

42:

Kenwood R-5000

MVT-7000UK
Newt

ming
Arrival Alarm
Backlit switch
Satellite Display
Signal Strengths
Uses 4 x AA cells
Ext 12V DC socke
Built-in antenna
BNC for remote
antenna

156x51 x31mm

"Police Style' Earpiece WEP-300

MVT-71000K
melee.

even after you have purchased!

WANT THE BEST PRICE & BACKUP?

YUPITERU
1

-

FREE 10 Days approval mail order

These antennas are specially
made by Watson to enhance
your scanner's performance.
They are of extremely high
quality and the first true
dedicated 25 - 1900MHz
scanning aerials to be offered in
Europe. Don't be fooled by the
low prices - these really are
great performers.

9

--'4111~

i

Latitude/Longitude
National Grid
49ft accuracy
IzForward Speed
Beam headings
Height ASL
Miles or Metres
250 Waypoints
Moving Map /
Zoom
Compass
S
Atomic Time
eh
Route Program-

Battery Saver
` Ni -cads & Charger
*

Helical whip
LCD readout
Rotary tuning knob
Tough case
` Very sensitive

r

Norm

.orremorelo

P5

Fully programmable

:.

u-%

z

iotes:l

Maplin Code CM84

Shop and Mail Order; 22, Main Rd., Hockley, Essex. SS5 4QS Tel: (01702) 206835 Fax: 205843

VISA

ACCESS

Branch Shop: 12, North Street, Homchurch, Essex. RM11 1QX Tel: 01708 444765
MAIL ORDER To Hockley - 24 Hour Answerphone and Fax. Open 6 Days 9am - 5.30pm

Feature

VietOTJ! Airsho v
RAE .Er'fóTi

An RAF VC -10 tanker
refuells two Jaguars in

flight.

I

-

Ailsa Turbett G7TJC has always had a fascination for
all aeroplanes, new and old, so she just had to get up
early enough to go the Victory Airshow.
The RAF Fairford Victory
Airshow was a spectacle

not to be missed,
especially after the
disappointment of missing the
VE -Day celebrations in
London. We - took my Mum
in case my map reading failed
- left home at 7.00am - an
ungodly hour, at which time
this SWM member of staff only
functions after at.least eight
cups of tea - armed with
sunscreen, sunglasses, lots of
water and a forecast of
temperatures in the high
eighties.
A Hawker Hind flew over
just as we arrived at the show.
This was part of a display
entitled 'Attacking the Fort' by
Gloucester Gladiator and also
included an Avro 504K, Avro
Tutor, SE5A and a Fairey
Flycatcher.
decided to look around the
static display first, as the air
displays most wanted to see
were scheduled for later in the
day. Although, with over 200
aircraft 'parked up' couldn't
have seen them all if I'd spent
both days just looking at them!
We were parked directly in
front of the US Air Force B-1 B
and the B -52H, both of which
we watched flying later in the
I

I

I

I
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day. As majestic and aweinspiring on the ground as in
the air.

Another American aircraft
to catch my eye was the U2 the plane not the rock group!
This sleek, state-of-the-art bird
was, to my surprise not new,
but actually originated from a
design by Clarence 'Kelly'
Johnson at the top secret
'Skunk Works' in 1954.
Designed for long-range
flights with the ability to fly at
an altitude of over 70000ft, the
U2 has been invaluable not
only in war situations - the U2
took the pictures of active
missile sites in Cuba, during
the Cuban Missile Crisis - but it
has also made vast
contributions to environmental
concerns, such as the
depletion of the ozone layer,
earthquake and flood damage.
The U2 is still invaluable for
long-range reconnaissance and
will remain so for the
foreseeable future.
Whilst was looking at the
U2, the Duke of Kent was being
shown the cockpit surrounded
by US 'security' men, who had
obviously spent more time on
their hair than had on mine!
Of course, while we were
walking around, the air display
I

I

was continuing overhead. The

Cadbury's Crunchie Circus,
with their gravity-defying wing
walkers - a long held aspiration
of mine - performing on the
tops of two Boeing Stearmans,
a Bristol Blenheim from
Duxford Aerodrome and the
Royal Jordanian Historic Flight
from Bournemouth Airport,
under the flight path of which
are the SWM offices, were all
airbourne.

Tiger Moths
One unique display, probably
never to be seen again, was a
flypast by twelve Tiger Moths,

brought together for the finale
of the show.
Creating an unusual display
were five Lockheed C130K
Hercules from RAF Lyneham,
all flying with their airborne
refuelling gear trailing behind
them. This was a section of the
display entitled 'Skytanker' in
which we also saw a Lockheed
Tristar KC1, a BAC VC-10C1K
and a BAC VC-10KC3/4
One aircraft that was most
interested in seeing was the
much talked about Eurofighter.
This is the jet fighter aircraft
built to take the UK, Germany,
Italy and Spain into the 21st
.

I

Crown Copyright.

century, well ahead of its
competitors. To give it
unmatched manoeuvrability,
the Eurofighter is intentionally
designed to be
aerodynamically unstable and
is only able to fly because of
its onboard computer
controlling the flight surfaces.
Another state-of-the-art
feature fitted is known as
Direct Voice Input (DVI), which
allows the pilot to activate
certain controls and
monitoring systems with his
voice alone. With many
leading edge technologies
from across Europe, the
Eurofighter project carries a lot
of futures on its rather angular
wing tips.

Aerobatic Displays
There were aerobatic displays
throughout the day from the
six Casa C101EB Aviojets of
the Patrulla Aguila of the
Spanish Air Force Display
Team, the nine BAe Hawk T1As
of the Red Arrows, Royal Air
Force Aerobatic Team, the six
Northrup F-5Es of the
Patrouille Suisse, Swiss Air
Force Display Team, the five
Sukhoi Su -22 Fitter Ks of the
Team Duha, Czech Air Force
Aerobatic Team, the nine
Dassault Alpha Jets of the
Patrouille de France, French
Air Force Aerobatic Team and
the four Sud Alouette Ills of the
Grasshoppers, Royal
Netherlands Air Force
Helicopter Demonstration
Team.

All the teams were very
impressive, especially the
Spanish and Swiss, but when
you have grown up watching
the Red Arrows you tend to
expect perfection from all
display teams. You then
become critical of a jet falling
behind or wobbling slightly,
not taking into consideration
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the speeds they are doing or
the risks they are taking for
your entertainment, but you
just can't help it when the Red
Arrows outshine them all - well,
think so!
I

The Finale
We headed back to the car,

which was right next to the
runway, for the finale. The
twelve Tiger Moths that
mentioned previously, flew in,
bringing twelve veterans,
representing all sections of the
armed forces, to witness the
tribute.
The RAF were represented
by a fly-past by an Avro
Lancaster, Hurricane and
Spitfire from the Battle of
Britain Flight and a deHavilland
Mosquito (one of my uncles
was a skilled woodworker on
the team that built the first
Mossie, Ed). The part the US
played in the airborne conflict
was symbolised by a Boeing B17 Flying Fortress, a Lockheed
I

P-38 Lightning,

North
American P-51 Mustang and a
Republic P-47 Thunderbolt.
Representing the current
relationships between the
former enemies there was then
a flypast by four Luftwaffe
Tornadoes and four RAF
Hawks.
Following them a display
that caused many a damp eye,
one plane from each formation
pulled up in what is called the
'missing man formation', to
honour all the men and women
lost in the war. Then a Spitfire,
a P-51 Mustang and an ME -109
broke over the grandstand from
where the twelve veterans were
watching the display, followed
by the Red Arrows Synchro
Pair drawing a V in red smoke
in the sky above them.
A one minute silence
followed in remembrance of all
the people who gave and lost
so much in the war. I've never
before been in a place with so
many people and heard
nothing bar the odd cry of a
a

child and the
hum of the
helicopters
hovering in
salute to the
veterans in
the stand.
wasn't alone
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in

wondering
what was
going
through their
minds at that
time and
also know
wasn't alone
k
in hoping
that never
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I

have any

memories
like those on
the faces of
some of the
veterans
facing the
empty
airfield.

11111Ailsa's probably somewhere
in the crowd at Fairford!

-

The Easy Dipoe

12

21

5

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 33

to waterproof the unit. This can
be done in a variety of ways.
On the prototype unit, used
bath sealant, which was
layered into the space within
the central support over the
course of three hours to ensure
a good set. Once the lid was
fitted into place using M4 x
10mm screws. Sealant was
also squeezed into the space
around the point of entry
around the elements.

19.3

I

Use
The prototype and subsequent
working model have been
vertically polarised. To change
the frequency a %" BSF thread
is screwed into the threaded
end of one rod and the
extension merely screwed on.
Apart from two metres, the

author has successfully
configured the easy dipole for
70 cm, the air band and 6m.

Should each element length
exceed 1.75m, additional
support must be added. The
author used two lengths of
Perspex and longer fixing bolts
at hole A.

2.5mm dia

Two holes 3.3mm dia

Fig. 3.

Further Developments
The aluminium rods in

connection with a 4-way/back
outlet box can easily be
configured for use with
satellites. These versatile rods
have also been used with great
effect on the 'Valved Active
Antenna' featured in Practical
Wireless, February 1993.

References
Handbook of Wireless
Telegraphy Vol 2 1938
ARRL Radio Amateur's
Handbook 1974
ARRL Handbook for the Radio
Amateur 1990
Short Wave Magazine
December 1989
Practical Wireless February

You

Will Need

Description
M3 x 30mm plated bolts
M3 washers
M3 plated nuts
No. 6 x'''A" self tapping screws
M3 solder tags

Quantity
4

6
4
2
2

Rods ** (Cat No: RA2779)
2
(Two rods are required for each frequency combination

desired).

off Support Tee Box (available from source of rods)
Bath sealant, RTV, Araldite and the like
BNC connector if required
Components marked ** are only available from:
1

Irwin - Desman Ltd.,
294 Purley Way, Croydon,
Surrey CR9 4QL.
Tel: 0181-680 2058.

1993
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HF Receivers

THIS MONTHS SPECIAL
-

MVT-7100

500kHz 1650MHz.
AM, FM, WFM, SSB.
100 memory channels
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FRG -100:
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£499

-

General coverage HF
receiver 50kHz 30MHz.
50 memory channels.

-

N.

£589

R-100
-

100kHz 1856MHz. AM, FM, FM wide.
100 memory channels.

Scanning Receivers
-

,

AM, SSB, CW, FM, RTTY (optional).
99 memory channels.
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ICR-7100DC £1269
25MHz - 2GHz. AM, FM, WFM, SSB.

,,,

/4.-1

,909 memory channels.

_.,....-,

-

100kHz 30MHz. AM, SSB, CW, RTTY,
FM (optional). 32 memory channels.

100kHz 1300MHz. AM, FM,
FM wide. 100 memory
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AR -2700
a

sav-o -.1
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-

500kHz 1300MHz. AM, FM,
WFM. 500 memory channels.
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.
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£269
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R-5000
£959
100kHz - 30MHz. SSB, CW, AM,

.0.;

FM. 100 memory channels.

.

-'1. dii

90.00

f7,

..

'

01

All discounts are based on recommended retail prices.
CARR A

38

=

£2.50

CARR B = £5 (Handi's)

CARR C

=

£9.50 (Mobiles)

.

£649

- 30MHz. AM,

-.

..41

60

SAM, USB, LSB,
CW, FAX, FM. 100 memory channels.

£529

FRG -9600
-

`IV!' £'1

AR -3030
30kHz

.'t
60 905MHz. AM, FM,
WFM, SSB CW.
100 memory, channels:

£899

R-71 E
-

.£399

ICR-1

,°,,,.,..--ig,,,,

=

DOU

q

k,.

.

.£795

R-72DC

-

500kHz 1900MHz. AM, FM,
FM wide, SSB, CW. 1000
memory channel.

,

ye
sz,

.180

-

s11.11111111111.11

AR -8000

100kHz 2036MHz. SSB, CW, AM, FM,
FM wide. 400 memory channels.

-

e
lye

-

£929

AR -3000A

-I,

CARR D = £13.50 (Base Stations)

CARR

E =

£16.50
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TNC's and
Data Modems

DAIWA
Pror<n Re[iabiiHy for Taday'..lmºf<nrf

£69.00

£72.00

PS140MIIA PSU 13.8V 12/14A

£129.00

PSU 1-15V 24/30A

PS304IIA

5E1
a

18 -150

-

CN103LN

150-525MHZ 20/200W 'N'

CS201

2

CS201GII

2

Way Switch S0239

1

OUT

2m/70cm Duplexer UHF/N

DX1ON

Cigar plug lead for FT530,etc.

CP10Y6

Excellent HF Radio with Keypad

£425.00

PX

FRG7700

Good

£295.00

PX

ICF-SW7600

Excellent HF / VHF Portable RX

PX

SAT500

Good

HF Portable AX

£239.00
£329.00

Gen Cov Rec

£120.00

£359.00

VT-128

Good

Scanner

£135.00

BX

FRG9600

Good

Scanner 60-950MHz

£299.00

PK232/MBx - An old favourite that still
offers state of the art performance.
BETTER VALUE THAN EVER AT ONLY
£299.00 INC Carr C

BX

R532

Fair

Aircraft band RX 118-136MHz AM

£99.00

BX

R2000

V.Good

HF Receiver

£385.00

BX

R2000

Good

HF Receiver

£369.00

BX

R532

Fair

Aircraft band AX 118-136MHz AM

£99.00

BX

PR02006

Good

Base Scanner 25-520mHz

£269.00

LX

HF225

Good

HF Receiver

£385.00

LX

R600

V/Good

HF receiver

£225.00

LX

FRG7

Good

HF Receiver

£165.00

LX

AIR7

Fair

Air Band Ax

£70.00

LX

A100

Good

VHF receiver, boxed

£394.80

LX

R2000

Good

Receiver

£350.00

LX

ICFSW1E

V/Good

Receiver 76-108MHz,150KHz-3OMHz £129.00

AX

RZ-1

Good

Mobile Scanner

£299.00

AX

HP200

Good

HMeld Scanner

£189.00

AX

IC -R10

V.Good

HF Receiver

£425.00

AX

R5000

Good

HF Receiver

AX

AIR7

SV.Good Airband Scanner

£169.00

AX

R537

V.Good

Airband Receiver Hand Held

£55.00

AX

ICF

Good

Hand Held Shortwave RX

£179.00

AX

20010

Good

S/wave receiver

£169.00

AX

ICR71E

Good

HF RX

AX

RF3100

V.Good

Receiver

£199.00

AX

AR900

Good

Hand Held Scanner

£115.00

£110.00

.

®

z

PAI~TT

212

- Deluxe

- 9600 Baud packet TNC with

mail drop memory.
PAK

WIN

£189.00

- Windows based

14K of

INC Carr

B

packet software

programme

ONLY

£6.50

HF225

PX

PK96

£22.50

£135.00

PX

PK12/100K - 100k Mail Drop Memory
Upgrade £47.00 Carr A

multimode data terminal
ONLY £459.00 INC Carr C

2M/70CM Dual Band Amp 0.5-25W IN
£345.00
80-60W Out Pre Amps

DLA8OH

HF Portable RX

Base Station Scanner

PK900

£136.00

Good

Fair

as

2M L/AMP 1.5-5W IN 30-80W

LA2080H

ICFSW1E

Unused

A

£23.50

Way Switch 'N' 1KW PEP

£249.00

PX

FRG9600

£59.50

£17.50

£399.00

HF Portable RX

MVT7100

£68.00

KW

HF Receiver

Good

PX

£169.00

1.8-150MHZ 15/150/1500W

Unused

ICFSW55

PX

1.0.411.132

CN101L

FRG8800

PX

Scanner Wide Band Hand

r

PSU 1-15V 32/40A

RS4OXII

-A

new VHF TNC that offers superb
performance and simplicity of operation.
ONLY £119.00 INC Carr B
PK12

PS120MIIA PSU 3-15V 9/12A

USED EQUIPMENT
PX

£79.00

INC Carr A

PR080

4.

Internal converter

c/w Filter and controller

RX

FRG7

Good

HFRX

AX

FRG8800

Good

HF RX with FRV8800 Converter

Southampton AX

PX

London

8X

£825.00

Birmingham LX

Leeds

£750.00

£425.00
RX =

Axminster

SMC ON THE MOVE WITH EVEN MORE PRICE CUTS

-

As from 12th September 1995, our Northern showrooms are being amalgamaled. To create the largest retail branch outside of SMC's IIQ..
The transfer of staff and stocks to Leeds means "Greater sleek availability and more eaperlise on hand ;Whin SVC Northern"..
Special offers for personal callers (luring September & October. Come in and meet Roger Baines G3YBO and his team at SMC Northern.

See us at the Leicester Show - Stand S8

PSU

h:

DC to AC

ry

3-15V DC adjustable 18A

continuously 20A max. Built-in
Volt and Ammeter

rj

-

-

thermostatically controlled fan.

79.95

ONLY

inc.

Carr

D

COAX SWITCHES
CX401 S0239 Sockets

£37.50

CX401/N 'N' Sockets

£39.95
0-500MHz 1kW CW 2.5kW PEP
(built in lightning protection)
4 -way

inverter

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS

Input Voltage

11V to 15V

Output Voltage

230V AC

Ouput power

125 wafts, 200 watts (2 mins)

Output Freq

50Hz

Output wave

Modified Sine Wave

Efficiency

>80%

No load current

120mA

ICF-SW100E ...our price £189.00 save

ICF-SW55

-10.7V DC

Low battery shutdown

-10V

Dimensions

130 x 132 x 57 mm

Input Connection

Car type cigar plug

Output connection

13 amp type mains

DC

é®©; ;=
®®.-..

£69

CX201/N 'N' Sockets£19.95

Inc VAT

way 0.1GHz 2.5W PEP 0.5dB

Mail order add £5 p/p

insertion loss.

our price £269.00 save f30

üac

Just

£18.50

f30

ICF-SW7600G our price £175.00 save f25

Low battery alarm

CX201 S0239 Sockets

2

SONY

MANSON ME -923

MANSON EP920 20A

ICF-SW77

our price £359.00 save f40

ICF-PRO80

our price £315.00 save f34

AIR 7

our price £269.00 save f30

ICF-SW1E

our price £149.00 save f20

Showroom/Mail Order 9.30-5pm, 9-lpm Sat Tel: (01703) 251549 Service Dept 9-5 Mon -Fri Tel: (01703) 254247

SMC Ltd HQ SouthamxptOn: S M House, School Close Chandlers Ford Ind Estate, Eastleigh, Hants S05 3BY.
ARE Communications: 6 Royal Parade Hanger Lane, Ealing, London W5A lET.

Reg Ward & Co: I
SMC (Northern): Nowell Lane Ind. Estate, Nowell Lane Leeds.

Tel.

0181-997 4476 9.30am

Western Parade, West Street, Axminster, Devon EX13 5NY. Tel. (01297) 34918
Tel. (0113) 235 0606

SMC Binningham: 504 Alum Rock Road, Alum Rock, Birmingham B8
Carr A = £2.50

B=

£5 (bandies)
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Fax: (01703) 263507

- 5.30pm Monday -Friday 9.30am

-

1.00pm Saturday

9.00= -5.15pm Tues-Sat

9.30am - 5.00pm Monday -Friday 9.00am - 1.00pm Saturday

3HX. Tel. 0121-327 1497 9.00om
C = £9.50

Tel: (01703) 255111

(mobiles)

D =

- 5.00pm Tuesday - Friday 9.00am - 4.00pm Saturday

£13.50 (base stations)

E = £16.50
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Constructiona

Taisho

OOD

XiiIiIWt

'

=_.
VIM

Wishing to improve the performance of his
budget portable Peter Julian really got stuck in.
He was more than pleased with the improvment.

Read on and you will discover just what he did.
The Saisho R700D is a
budget 4 -band portable,
made in the Far East,
which was available from
Currys and Dixons. Its
attraction is its phase locked

conversion set leg. poor image
rejection), was quite well
satisfied with its performance,
but there were a few areas
which thought might be
possible to improve. wasn't
too happy with
the results when a
long wire was
clipped to the
telescopic antenna
and the attenuator
'was far too severe
on short wave.
Selectivity
could also be
improved. Rather
than spending
time trying to
work out the
circuit from
looking at the
board, decided to
invest in a manual
which is available
from Partmaster
at a cost of £4.50
I

I

I

I

loop circuitry with a digital
frequency display, making it
possible to accurately spot
tune broadcast stations with
no drift. Each band has five
preset memories. On I.w. it
tunes in lkHz steps, on m.w. in
9kHz steps and on s.w. the
steps are 5kHz. The set is fairly
compact and, besides the two
AAA clock cells, it takes four
AA cells for the radio. Mains
power is possible from a 6V
adapter, not provided. The
clock and alarm feature also
makes it ideal as a radio to
take on holiday, at home and
abroad.
Bearing in mind the
limitations of a single
40

including handling. A glance at
the circuit diagram showed me
what had suspected. The
antenna was connected to the
hot side of the antenna coil
and the attenuator literally
short circuited the antenna
when switched in!
The original front-end
circuit is shown in Fig. 1 and
Fig. 2 shows the modification.
The input transistor Tr2 is an
f.e.t., which is a high
impedance device and didn't
appear too well matched to the
antenna tuned circuit with its
connection to the extra
winding through the 10052
resistor. By connecting the
gate as in Fig. 2 a high
impedance match is provided
and the extra winding is free
for use as an
antenna
connection.
The
I

modification is

-

,lCi, -

'

relatively simple to carry out.
First of all the case has to be
opened. There are three
screws at the back holding the
case together, two either side
and one in the battery
compartment. Prior to opening
the case, the top of the key
lock switch must be gently
prised off. This is located
under the set.
Once opened, the clock
board has to be unscrewed
and then the three screws
holding the radio board can be
removed. Before this board is
lifted out, the wire from the
internal telescopic antenna
should be unsoldered so that
the board can be turned over
and the extensions to the wave
change and attenuator
e. }

tFti

To Antenna
vir

'

1'

61CI
I,

y

Z>
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The attenuator is

:"jf r

R100D

-

UpNN

8'S ú . "

-

DOWN MOOR

.l DIGITAL 4 BAND TUNER TOER

.__._y

NESET
1311

uONT

TIM

ALARM

1

1
4

3

2

reconfigured as in Fig. 2.
Capacitor C2 is removed and
placed by a 4752 resistor.
However, if more attenuation is
required, then the value of this
resistor can be increased. The
ground end of the switch must
be disconnected by cutting the
p.c.b. track and another 4752
resistor fitted across the cut.
This is also shown in Fig. 5.
You might like to fit a
socket so that an antenna tuner
can be used with the radio. A
2.5 or 3.5mm jack type will do
nicely. There is enough space
on the back of the case,
between the telescopic antenna
and the ferrite rod to
accommodate the socket.
Fig. 6 shows the wiring of
the antenna socket. Pushing in
a plug disconnects the
telescopic antenna. However,
an untuned wideband antenna
amplifier should not be used,
since this would severely
aggravate image problems.
had hoped to be able to
upgrade the ceramic i.f. filter
and had expected to be able to
choose from the wide range of
455kHz filters available from
companies such as Cirkit.
Unfortunately, the i.f. is 450kHz,
Fig. 7, and at the time of
writing, have not been able to
locate either a 450kHz filter or a
ceramic resonator. However,
should you be able to find a
450kHz resonator, it can be

DISPLAY

SLEEP

1

_

', b
N

5

OFF

POWER ON

STAND WY

switches carefully removed.
The main component
layout of the right hand end of
the board is shown in Fig. 3.
The 10052 resistor, R28, has to
be removed and the wave
change end of the 100pF
capacitor, C17, then lifted and
fitted through the connection
vacated by R28 to the gate of
Tr2. A short piece of wire can
next be soldered between the
vacated coil side connection of

I

R28 and the vacated wave

change switch connection of
C17. This alteration is shown in
Fig. 4. A 'IMO resistor should

then be soldered under the
board, as in Fig. 5, between
the repositioned leg of C17 and
ground. No re -alignment
should be necessary.

I

Fig. 4.

,

fitted across
R17, the
82052

Telescopic
antenna

emitter

resistor. In
theory, this
resonator
should
bypass R17
at resonance
and increase
amp-

lification
only at

'

To antenna
connection
on p.c.b.

2.5 or
3.5mm

jack
socket

Solder to
can of T1

Fig. 6.

450kHz, but

I

have not yet
been able to
test this.

Without
major
surgery to
include
some form
of O
multiplier,

I

have not so
far come
upon a

simple
solution to
improving
selectivity.
Before
re -assembling

the set, make sure

that no wires from the speaker
or battery compartment have come loose and also
check that no dirt or dust has
collected on the I.c.d. display or
inside the window. Although
the R700D has now been
discontinued, the board is quite
likely to turn up in other

models. strongly suspect that
the Grundig Ocean Boy is one
such set, so you may discover
others which could also benefit
from this slight modification.
I

Partmaster can be contacted at
PO Box 60, Hemel Hempstead,
Herts HP2 7TZ. Tel: Hotline
(01442) 888444.

Fig. 5.

-To Antenna.
1M12 resistor.
áJr'

///

IC.1

k.

,

Cut track, 4752

resistor fitted
across break.
1.1

kti.ta,,

Link.
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142, NORTHFIELD AVENUE, EALING.
Martin Lynch Open Day -

LYNC
1I.ART IG4HKS
N

Now in it's FIFTH YEAR, our yearly e
is can we top last year for the most
NORTHFIELDS AVENUE? Nearly a th
door and grabbed tens of thousands
virtually trade price.

I

THE AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE CENTRE
The sun's gone, but no worries the bargains haven't. With the winter
months already upon us, now's the time to settle down and treat
yourself to that new receiver or scanner. 'just the thing to keep you
occupied on those dark cold wintery nights.
Read this far? Good. Now feast you eyes on my special 3REE
39/U/WCr pAeKAgr D Ars. /10 catch, no interest charges.
Call the sales desk today!

Kenwood UK are 'Co -Hosting' this ye
will be on hand all day Saturday. Top
Alinco will also be in attendance, incl
with their excellent range of books.
event of 1995 - MARTIN LYNCH will s
for all the FREE food and drink avails
IN

More Popular
Popula r
,

Scanners

The only dedicated
considering. See o'
FREE set of spare N

£éá

held at £189.95

SCANNER TOP. TEN
All FREE FINANCE:
AOR AR -8000
The best seller, bar none. Alpha tagging memories and the
ONLY scanner worth considering for

"Reaction Tune"

Deposit £49, 12 payments of £33.33,
total £449 ZERO APR

MITT-7100
If you don't need all the dangly bits of the AOR 8000, then

pocket the difference & take your Mrs out for
dinner!

Deposit £39, 12 payments of £27.50,
total £369 ZERO APR

AOR AR -3000A
Increase in price but nothing competes for a good all band all
mode scanner with computer control.

Deposit £99, 12 payments of £75.00,
total £999 ZERO APR

AOR AR-2700
Replaces the old AR -2000 and the Yupiteru MVT7000 in our
opinion. A nice price too!

Deposit £35, 12 payments of £22.00,
total £299 ZERO APR
(for voice recording option add £45.00)

ICR-700 0

_A_ _A_ _A_

Several examples of this "commercial grade" scanner, we
have some used one's in great condition with 12 months
warranty.

Deposit £195, 12 payments of £50.00,
total £795 ZERO APR

YUPITERU VT-225

Bearcat 220
The best selling "u
easy to use has 20.
few gaps), clear di

-

including access

* THE SCOUT PACKAGES *
What is Reaction Tune?
Simple. Connect a
suitably modified by
our engineers AOR8000 (or AR -2700), to
the latest
Optoelectronics
SCOUT and when the
counter "sniffs" a
transmission out of the
air it INSTANTLY puts
the scanner to that
frequency! The
AR8000/SCOUT combo
instantly removes the
frustration of seeing Two -Way communications happening
before your eyes and wondering which frequency they're on!

PACKAGE

1

New AR -8000 Scanner + Scout + Interface = £873.95

Deposit £93.95 and 12 payments of only
£65.00

PACKAGE 2

-

-

,

New AR -2700 Scanner + Scout + Interface = £723.95

Deposit £72.95 and 12 payments of only
£54.25

ílá

4

Yupiteru VT,

yS,

* * PACKAGE 3 * *

Your existing AR8000 + New Scout + I/F = £424.95

Deposit £44.95 and 12 payments of only
£31.66

PACKAGE 4

**-

The only handie scanner dedicated to the Military and Civil
airband frequencies.

A new Scout complete with Nicads Charger & Antenna

Deposit £29, 12 payments of £20.00,
total £269, ZERO APR

Deposit £39.95 and 12 payments of only
£30.00

£399.95

NEW PRODUCT
N

S

New AR -5000
Due end '95, the AOR 5000 is a
base/mobile high performance
all mode scanner covering
30khz to 2.6GHz. Aimed at the
professional user, the new
receiver has all modes, full
computer control and will cause
a real riot when stocks
arrive during December. Price
around £1975. Watch the next
Martin Lynch Advert for more

details.

New AOR
Shortwave
Receiver
A joint venture between AOR
UK and Japan, the new receiver
is aimed at the middle price

band market, competing with the HF-150 and FRG -100. 30KHZ
thru to 30MHZ, strong signal
handling and easy to use, this is
the first time AOR have
presented their buyers with a
receiver designed and built in
the UK. Watch this space!

S

9f you are a first time buye
trusty trade-in), don't won
stocks are purchased,
advantageous pr

Call me

DON'T FORGET PIIY OPEN DAY, CO HOSTED BY KENWOOD UK, ON SATURDAY THE 18TH OF NOVEMBER. FR
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956. Tel: 0181 - 566 1120

LONDON W13
aturday 18th November
travaganza is upon us again, thing
eople ever seen at one time in
usand people poured through the
4 pounds worth of equipment at
Ir's event and the team from Watford
)ersonnel from Yaesu, Icom and
ding the Short Wave and PW crew

visit the best one day
tually forking out with Kenwood UK

ake sure you
de all day.

on forget
MORSE TESTS ON
DEMAND
at Lynchy's open dayI
I

25mk11
Airband scanner worth
r super LOW price and offered with

VCI Vectronics AT-100

AERIAL SYSTEMS

Active antenna and preserve, 300kHz-30MHz supplied
with own whip antenna.
Ideal for bedsit listening)

EARPHONES
MyDEL P-300
(POLICE STYLE)

DATONG

r ECODINq SOFTU/ARE

AD-370/270 The pair of Active
Aerials were originally designed
for the Royal Navy several years ago and to date, no
other manufacturer has been able to offer such
performance from a compact design.

As used by many government

AEA FAX 111
""State of the art decoding software" - SWM July

£79.95 p&p £10.

All that is needed to decode Weather FAX, RTTY, ASCII,
FEC, (Sitor/Amtor/Navtex) and CW using your
computer is a FAX 111. The new improved version has
a built in database, oscilloscope function and lots
more. as reviewed by SHORTWAVE MAGAZINE in the
July issue.
Only £139.00 including FREE p&p.

MyDEL

£119.95

MyDEL MINIMAG PROSCAN - Mini Magnetic
antenna 100-1GHz. £29.95

SKYCOM ICR-X

good high
performance SHORTWAVE ANTENNA then order your
todayt
Datong AD -270 (internal) £59.95 AD -370 (external)
If you are stuck for space and need

a

Long Wire Balun - MyDEL MLWB

SKYCOM SYNOP

Manufactured especially for us, the MLWB is a special
long wire balun that offers you similar performance
for those advertised at a whopping £451
ONLY £19.95 p&p £1.00

Decodes Synoptic data from rtty signals
transmitted and builds up weather maps

on your own

ONLY £9.95 p&p FREE!

FOURTH EDITION

Can be mounted indoors or outside. £59.95

AR8000/AR3000 and all the handheld/base scanners.

(State which scanner the P-300 is for when ordering).

+ p&p £3.00

Allows full control of the main ICOM receivers
including ICR-7100, ICR-7000 and ICR-9000. Supplied
with the interface to connect directly to your PC.
Only £44.95 incl VAT, p&p £3.00

MyDEL HELICONE - Specifically designed for

establishments throughout
the world, the new MyDEL P300 easy to wear "over the
ear" earpiece is available
now, including FREE P&P.

SCANNING
DIRECTORY
See listings of prohibited
frequencies listed ín order !!

£17.50 FREE P&P

PC.

Only £149.00 incl. VAT, p&p £3.00

£229.95, our price
free extra NiCad set!

iCdds! RRP:

SHORTWAVE TOP TEN.
ALL FREE .FINANCE!
AOR 3030
JRC MID -535 x Itr r

LT
der £200" scanner, the 220XLT is
nemory channels, 66-956MHz (a
day. £199.00

tries and FREE CARRIAGE.

'MyDEL

Optima ACARS
Receiver
Specifically built and designed
for MARTIN LYNCH; this small
self contained receiver is the
only answer for those wishing
to decode ACARS and not tie up
their main receiver. Supply
required is 12 volts, a simple
antenna, connect to your
ACARS decoding software via
your PC, (or use the Universal M400 stand alone ACARS decoder)
and you have an excellent
ACARS system. Introductory
price of £179:95.

Back in stock. The very best Shortwave Receiver, all options

now available.

The Authority on Radio shortwave receiver. A great
alternative to the rest of the bunch.

Deposit £249, 18 payments of £83.33,
total £1749 ZERO APR

Deposit £75, 12 payments of £52.00,
total £699 ZERO APR

KENWOOD R5000

.

The LOWE AIRMASTER
ACARS software is available

at £89.95.

Price down and free finance. How do the Lynch team keep
doing it?

Deposit £111, 12 payments of £79.00,
total £1079 ZERO APR

Deposit £89, 12 payments of £63.33,
total £849 ZERO APR

*r * YAESU FRG-100

'.

Deposit £73, 12 payments of £52.00,
total £643 incl. MyDEL
Keypad included. ZERO APR

Deposit £599, 12 payments of £82.50,
total £1549 ZERO APR

± LOWE HF-250

The latest superb design from the LOWE stable. More than
just an enhanced HF-225.

Deposit £59, 12 payments of £30.00,
total £419 ZERO APR

_--

=
®
ec .1

VHF airband in the price.

Deposit £100, 12 payments of £45.75,
total £649 ZERO APR
ri r

n

DRAKE R8A

The latest improved version, better ergonomics, more
memory, improved AGC and more.
ALL FILTERS FITTED!

Deposit £296, 12 payments of £83.25,
total £1295 ZERO APR
TEL:

0181- 566 1120

FAX:

0181- 566 1207

C

B.B.S.: 0181- 566 0000

OPENING HOURS

MON-SAT
9.30 - 6.00

Late night
Thursday by appointment

IF YOU DON'T WANT TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF MY FREE FINANCE
AND WOULD RATHER PAY CASH, CHEQUE, CREDIT CARD OR
TRADE-IN, THEN CALL 0181 - 566 1120 TODAY FOR EXPERT

promise you the best overall deal In the U.K. Get ringing, or you'll miss the bargains! 'Please NOTE prices & monthly
payments are based on 17.5% VAT & no more price increases!
E&OE. £10 p&p on all major items.

ADVICE. I

Martin Lynch is

E FOOD

DRAKE SW8E

AFTER HOURS: 0973 339 339

,

today...

direct conversion shortwave coverage.

Very much under rated, superb tonal quality and sports

No machine can match its SHORTWAVE PERFORMANCE
for under £500.

-permanently!

.

The only company to offer the famous base scanner with

LOWE HF-150

ces

ICOM ICR-710011F GT

An ideal Shortwave Receiver, simple to use and excellent
value for money. Add a MyDEL keypad for easier use!

Deposit £95, 12 payments of £58.33,
total £795. ZERO APR

(or want to hold on to your
;,y, at /11,912T9)11 LYNCH huge
guarantéeing you very

ICOM ICR-72E/DC

The best selling Shortwave RX and the very best re -sale
value!

a

licensed credit broker. Full written details are available

on

.
>-

." º

request.

& REFRESHMENTS, MEGA BARGAINS ALL DAY LONG. MAKE A NOTE IN YOUR DIARY RIGHT NOW!
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C..M.H'OWES

Mail Order to: Eydon, Daventry,
Northants. NN11 3PT
1-VISA
Tr 01327 260178

COMMUNICATIONS

There are lots
more kits in our
free catalogue!

Digital Readour Kit: £49.90
Hardware Pack: £24.90

4 5 4

RX Audio Filter Kit: £15.90
Hardware pack: £13.90

Morse Oscillator Kit: £9.80
Hardware pack. £10.10

Speech Processor Kit: £16.80
Hardware Pack. £11.90

The famous HOWES Active Antennas
AA2 150kHz to 30MHz ACTIVE ANTENNA
The neat compact answer for those with limited space, holiday use, mobile operation

etc. Two selectable gain settings, local or coax powering (12 to 14V). Good strong
signal performance, IP3 +38dBm. Easy to build, and much liked by customers!

AA2 Kit: £8.90

Assembled PCB Module: £13.90

AA4 ACTIVE ANTENNA FOR SCANNERS
Covers 25 to 1300MHz. Broad-band performance in a neat, compact package. lust
over 16 inches long. Excellent performance in a small space!

AA4 Kit: £19.90

AA4

Assembled PCB Modules: £27.90

9

xo 'es

E`V4

£^

Please send an SAE for your copy

MW & SW

e

```Jx:

Listener

ATU

HOWES CTU8 SWL ATU covers
500kHz to 30MHz. Increases wanted signals by
providing impedance matching, and at the same time reduces spurious signals and interference
with "front end" selectivity for the receiver. Kit contains case with smart printed front panel
and all parts. Reviewed in the December issue of SWM. It only weighs about 350gms so it's
great for portable and holiday use as well as the home station. Great performance and value!

Factory Built:

The

£49.90

£29.90

Kit:

RECEIVER KITS

1311

ÁB118 AIR-BAND ACTIVE ANTENNA

MULTI-BAND SSB/CW RECEIVER 11E-1---"»----

Optimised for long distance reception on 118 to 137MHz air -band. Tuned antenna
with pre -amp & band-pass filter. Hear ground stations you've never heard before!

The

AB118 Kit: £18.80

Assembled PCB modules: £25.90

DXR20 covers 20, 40 & 80M

MARINE ACTIVE ANTENNA

MW 1

Medium wave + 160M Beginners' Receiver Kit. Easy to build,
(plus P&P)
complete kit package with hardware only

NOVas

A super new VHF marine band antenna based on the same concept

the very popular ÁB118 airband version. Optimised for long
range reception on 156 to 162MHz with low noise pre -amp, end fed
alf wave antenna, switched attenuator and band-pass filter. Don't
t on the action on your summer holidays!

D3MB156
MB156 Kit: £18.50 Assembled PCB modules: £25.60

HOWES KITS - Great Holiday Projects!

bands with optional extra band modules for 160M, 30M,

15M or 10M amateurs or 5.45MHz HF air. Many high performance features!
DXR20 Kit: £39.90, DCS2 "S meter" Kit: £10.90, HA2OR hardware pack: £28.90

£29.90!

PLEASE ADD £4.00 P&P, or £1.50 P&P for electronics only kits.

HOWES KITS

contain good quality printed circuit boards with screen printed parts
locations, full, clear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales, constructional
and technical advice are available by phone during office hours. Please send an SAE for our
free catalogue and specific product data sheets. Delivery is normally within seven days.

73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager.
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Build: The PW Daventry Receiver, designed by Dave Howes.
Ian Poole G3WYX looks at the aspects of receiver design.
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Don't miss our Receiving Special issue
packed with projects, design ideas anti
techniques aimed at helping you to get the
best received signal.
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REGULARS EACH MONTH
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REGULAR REPORTS

ON ALL BANDS

tr NEWS & FEATURES
*r NOVICE NATTER

I

CLUB SPOTLIGHT

* COMPETITIONS AND LOTS MORE

tz ANTENNA WORKSHOP

Classic Receivers
Reviewed

-

-

The AR -88D Communications Receiver.

The IC -Z1

E

and IC -W31

E

hand-held transceivers.

Broadcast Round -Up: Peter Shore tells you where to tune to
receive all your favourite broadcast stations.

ON SALE SEPTEMBER 14

-

*

BITS

& BYTES

-

Computing

In

Radio

* VALVE & VINTAGE

EVERYTHING FOR THE RADIO

AMATEUR

O/V74/tiVOW

PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY!

filpTl/c

#777717,7114
14

JOIN PRACTICAL WIRELESS IN NOVEMBER FOR A DX & OPERATING SPECIAL.
Breaking The 100 Barrier

REVIEWED:

Chris Page G4BUE describes how to get

your name on to the coveted 'Honor Roll'.

The Yaesu FT-10R hand-held transceiver.
The Yaesu FT-8500 hand-held transceiver.
FEATURES:

BUILD:

The High Flyer Antenna

Plus all

your regular favourites!

Leicester Amateur Radio Show Guide.

DXpertise With Devereux - Mike G3SED shares his world-wide travels with the
Camel Trophy DXpeditions.
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On Sale October 12

-

Place Your Order Today!

Short Wave Magazine, October 1995

Constructions

Z-Valve VHF
eye or

I

is

MMZ

Pare
Brian Adkinson concludes his 2 -valve super -regenerative receiver with constructional details and
hints on how to use it.

Construction

minimum. If can do it anyone
can! bring a whole new
meaning to the expression
'cack-handed'. Most of the
metal work involved is in
drilling and filing out the holes
for the valve bases in the sub chassis. Years ago the average
constructor would have had as
standard a set of hole punches
for just this purpose, but there
is little call for them today.
Therefore, like me you'll
probably have to put up with
the gutty task of 'drilling, filing
and cursing' until the holes are
the correct diameter, (21 mm
for the specified valve bases).
As well as V1 and V2 most
of the small components are
mounted on this small sub chassis which is screwed to
the bottom of the case
immediately to the right of C6,
(see Fig. 1.2 in the August '95
issue). The sub -chassis is
made from one half of a small
aluminium box. The half used
is the one that has a 'lip'
around its' outer edges. The
lips at the bottom of the
chassis should each have a
2mm hole drilled in the centre
of them. With the chassis
pushed right up against the
front of the case and tucked
tightly against the right side of
C6, mark up and drill out two
3mm holes in the bottom of
the case to line up with the two
smaller holes in the sub chassis. The two screws
supplied with this small box
can be used to fix the chassis
into place after all the
components have been fitted
and the wiring completed. It is
important that this chassis is
fitted as close as possible to C6
in order to keep the wire
between the bottom of C6 and
pin 6 of V1 short. Note that this
piece of wire passes through a
hole drilled in the chassis just
adjacent to pin 6 of V1. After
I

I

With any v.h.f. receiver the
importance of adhering to the
specified components, layout
and general constructional
details cannot be over
emphasised. Over the years
the v.h.f. 'super-regen' detector
has 'enjoyed' a fairly mixed
response from those
attempting to design
constructional articles around
it - in particular those utilising
valves rather than transistors.
Whilst a few have defended
this type of circuit as 'quite
tame and manageable
provided certain rules are
followed' the main opinion
seems to be that in all
probability it is likely to be
quite the opposite! Having
lived with the 2 -valve v.h.f.
receiver 'day and night', for
over a week during its design,
have to say I'm forced to agree
with the latter appraisal. It is
also notable that very few
commercial designs have
reached the market over the
years, even though closely
controlled manufacturing
techniques should ensure
much better repeatability than
a home constructed receiver
built from a magazine article!
I'm not trying to put off any
prospective constructors, only
re-emphasising the importance
of 'sticking to the rule book'
when building this receiver.
Provided that it is built exactly
as described, with particular
attention being paid to the
critical areas outlined, there is
no reason why good results
should not be obtained. OK,
lecture over!
I

Metal Work
Some metal work is needed to
build the receiver but this has
been kept to an absolute

Short Wave Magazine, October 1995

completion of all of the wiring
under the chassis solder a two
inch piece of enamelled copper
wire to the anode pin of V1 b.
Once the chassis has been
screwed in position cut this
wire so that it is just long
enough to reach C6. During
final positioning of this piece
of wire make sure it cannot
touch and hence chafe against
the edge of the hole in the
chassis. This hole should
ideally be 4mm or more in
diameter.

Valve Bases
The valve bases, tag strip and
all components should be

mounted exactly as shown in
Fig. 2.1. Note the orientation
of the valve bases. This is
important particularly for V1 as
the wiring to C6 must be kept
as short as possible.
The components relating to
the two valves must be
earthed separately to their
respective earth points as
shown. Pin 2 of V1 and pin 3 of
V2 can be folded over and
soldered directly to the centre
'earth' pin of each valve base.
On V1 this earth connection is
continued across to pin 7 and
finally to the chassis earth tag
whilst on V2 the centre pin of
the base is linked directly to
the chassis earth tag adjacent
to pin 7.
Mount the two chassis
earth tags as close as possible
to the bases of the two valves
and keep the earth link wires
as short and direct as possible,
particularly on V1.
The specified tag strip
needs a simple alteration so
that it is suitable for use under
the sub-chassis. As received it
contains 14 tags - every third
one being an earthing tag.
These tags are easily
removeable and transposable.

Using a pair of wire cutters
they can be removed by
closing the fixing 'wings' on
the rear of each tag. To refix a
tag in a different position the
wings are splayed out again
using first a screwdriver and
then a pair of long -nose pliers
to flatten them against the
Paxolin. These mods will
create a custom made tagstrip
for the sub -chassis and power
supply as well as leaving two
earthing tags over for use next
to V1 and V2 as described
above.
To make these tagstrips first
cut off a section five tags from
the right hand end. This will be
the tagstrip for the power
supply components. From the
remaining piece cut off the two
left-hand tags leaving a 7 -way
tagstrip.
As previously described
transpose the end tags to
finish with a tagstrip that has
one centre earth tag and three
isolated tags on each side of it.
You will now be left with the
two spare earth tags. Cut these
approximately in half before
screwing them securely to the
chassis next to V1 and V2.
Note that C4 and C5 are
joined in 'mid-air'. This was
necessary as low value, high

voltage capacitors were
needed and the best that could
be found were the specified
silva mica components - the
lowest value available being
4.7pF, which is too high. Cut
the leads to these capacitors
no more than 2mm or so from
the body before soldering and
make sure they are well clear
of the valve base and other
components. Also bear in
mind that when the sub chassis is fitted they could
touch the bottom of the case
so some compromise is
CONTINUED ON PAGE 48
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A retail facility

ADAM BEDE HIGH TECH CENTRE, DERBY ROAD, WIRKSWORTH,
TEL: 01629 825926
DERBYS. DE4 4BG
FAX: 01629 825927

of AOR (U19

.

LTD, please phone for prices

and information. Noes correct at time of going to press E&OE

emaíl: wrc@aoruk.demon.co.uk

END OF LINE AOR PRODUCTS AVAILABLE AT
BARGAIN PRICES... WHILE STOCKS LAST
WX1000 WEFAX decoder / printer £99
The AOR WX1000 is a combined facsimile decoder &
printer featuring a high quality thermal 6 dots per mm
printer. Connect audio from a suitable receiver
(shortwave / VHF or MeteorSat AM/FM) & 12V power
supply and away you go.
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AOR AR950 base / mobile receiver £129
The AOR AR950 is a well known base / mobile receiver
offering reception of AM and NFM. There are 100 memory
channels and 5 search banks. The frequency coverage
indicated at the time of press is 60 - 90 MHz, 108 - 135
MHz, 137 - 174 MHz, 405 - 470 MHz, 471 - 512 MHz & 830
- 950 MHz. Sensitivity is better than 0.3uV for 12dB @
156MHz NFM.
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Of course the strong signal handling can not be as good as
that of the current AR3000A but the price is nowhere near
as high! Supplied with mains power supply, aerial & mobile
mount. Tested and supplied with a 12 months warranty
£129 inc VAT (Carriage & insurance is an additional £7.50
The WX1000 provides the following drum rates: 60, 90,
120, 180 & 240 rpm with IOC of 288 & 576. Audio input
may be either FM 1900Hz ± 400Hz 150mV or AM 2400Hz
0-300mV. The unit is powered from a nominal 13.8V
supply @ 15W (not supplied). One roll of thermal paper
is supplied as standard. Originally this unit was around
£600 and its successor the WX2000 is currently over
£1000. This is new stock, boxed & complete. Tested &
working but no guarantee for a very special price of
£99 inc VAT (Carriage & insurance is an additional £7.50)

AOR AR2000 hand held receiver £189
Little need be said about this well known AR2000 receiver
which has only recently been superseded by the AR2700.
These units are boxed, complete and new. Frequency
coverage is 500 kHz - 1300 MHz (reduced sensitivity below
2 MHz) AM, NFM & WFM with 1000 memory channels.
There are 5 only of this model so first come first serve!
Tested and supplied with a 12 month warranty £189 inc
VAT. (Carriage & insurance is an additional £7.50)

Special offers only available directly
from World Radio Centre... call to
reserve your unit TODAY
AOR AR880 NFM h/h receiver £79
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The AOR AR880 was not originally sold in the
UK but may well be of interest to the VHF
MARINE listener who also listens to the 2m
amateur band. The receive mode is NFM only
with a frequency coverage indicated at the
time of press as 30 - 49.995 MHz, 138 - 174
t. MHz, 436 - 512 MHz & 830 - 950 MHz. There
are 20 memory channels; the cabinet is almost
identical to the popular AR900 receiver. These
units powered by "AAA" dry batteries (not
PC,
NiCads). They are tested and have a nominal
v 3 month warranty £79 inc VAT
(Carriage & insurance is an additional £7.50)
(

TIP OF THE MONTH

Software control for AOR receivers

Unlocking the AOR AR 1000, ÁR2000,
AR 1500, AR2800 plus Fairmate HP100,

AR8000 (& AR2700) - PC-MANAGER is an optional DOS utility for memory & search bank management.
The software (which works in conjunction with the optional CU8232 interface) permits upload, download,
editing, renumbering, saving of data, editing of auto -mode bandplan data plus a built-in terminal driver.
It is planned to add support for the AR2700 during the summer (the AR2700 may also require the
optional IF -ADP lead). A WINDOWS based package is also under development and should become
available during the summer months. Full features will be provided including scanning, searching,
spectrum display, recording to disk etc. CU8232 interface £99 + £3 P&P PC -MANAGER £49 + £3 P&P

HP200, HP2000 and similar models

-

Have you managed to "lock out" certain memory and
search banks only to find that you can't release them
again... perhaps for this reason you have one of the
above models sitting in the bottom draw of your
wardrobe or have given it to your Grandchild to play
with - after all, they can't make it worse! Well take
another look... unlocking it is really not all that difficult.

cases where the set does not appear to operate
correctly, try these few ideas... it is usually simple
finger trouble.
In

SCAN
1. Memory banks which contain NO DATA WILL NOT
BE SCANNED, this sometimes happens when
channels have been deleted by the user (or following a
microprocessor reset in the workshop). Enter data into
at least one channel of each bank and try again.
i.e. MANUAL 1 3 3 7 ENTER
PROG 000 PROG 100 PROG 200 PROG 300 etc

AR3000A & AR3000 SEARCHLIGHT is a PC WINDOWS based software package enabling control of
frequency, mode, attenuator, scanning, searching, upload, download, spectrum analysis, recording to
disk AORSC is a PC DOS based control package with bandplan data and integrated logbook.
SEARCHLIGHT £99 + £3 P&P AORSC £75 + £3 P&P
.

AR3030 CONCERTO is a PC WINDOWS based software package adding further versatility. Duplex
frequencies may be held in software memories along with text comments for easy identification. Control
of frequency, mode, attenuator, filter selection etc are available along with a spectrum display.
CONCERTO £49+£3 P&P

il01t

.

LOWE

X....,

2. Ensure that ALL banks are listed for scan.
To reinstate all memory banks
SCAN BANK PROG 0 LIMIT 9 ENTER

SEARCH
1. Ensure that ALL banks are listed for search.
To reinstate all search banks
SEARCH BANK PROG 0 LIMIT 9 ENTER
(On the ÁR1500 SEARCH BANK PROG 0 LIMIT
8 ENTER as bank 9 is reserved for automatic
memory store).

that data is correctly stored in the search
parameter settings.
SEARCH PROG 150 LIMIT 160 ENTER 25
ENTER FM ENTER "X" ENTER SEARCH
Where "X" is the bank which you with to reprogramme
2. Ensure

) ; --' 1,

O

AR8000 receiver - hand held all mode receiver with twin
frequency
a
p y+ alphanumeric text comments and optional
Y display,
computer control. £425
AR2700 receiver - hand held receiver with optional voice
record module and computer control. £285
AR3000A receiver - base / mobile all mode true
base station. £955
AR3000A PLUS receiver - enhanced version of the
AR3000A with WEFAX, narrow AM filter, SDU
"ready" etc. £1039
AR3030 receiver - all mode short wave receiver. £665
Many accessories available from stock.

COM

ICOM ICR1 £350, ICR7100DC £ 1375, YUPITERU MVT7100
£349, VT225 £239, VT125 £185, LOWE HF150 £399, HF225
£479, HF225E £675, PR 150 £229, HF250 P.O.A.,
YUPITERU DRAKE SW8 £599, OPTOELECTRONICS Scout £399
and much more...
I

(i.e. 1, 2, 3, etc).
3. Check that the first frequency of a search bank is
not locked out, this is how the receiver decides whether
the search bank is locked out.

'

SEARCH BANK PROD LOCKOUT
The first locked out frequency will appear on the
display, to release it press LOCKOUT or to move on
to the next frequency press ENTER
for the FIRST frequency of each search bank
to ensure that they are not locked out and release them
by pressing LOCKOUT.
Alternatively simply unlock every frequency in the
lockout list - but this may take some time as there could
be as many as 1000.
When the last frequency is unlocked, the receiver will
start searching. Don't go too quickly or you may start
LOCKING OUT new frequencies rather than unlocking
old ones... this may be the case if all the frequencies
suddenly appear in numeric ascending order!! If so
just start point (3) over again.
If the above does not help then the receiver may
have suffered a POWER TRANSIENT or STATIC
DISCHARGE and now requires the microprocessor to
be reset. If a glitch / crash has occurred, the set may
display "FR.ERR" or the [DIAL] may be inoperative.
If you are very familiar with modern PCB work then a
reset service sheet is available... please forward two
first class stamps and we will be happy to put a copy
in the post BUT YOU MUST STATE THE MODEL AS
THE PROCEDURE IS A LITTLE DIFFERENT
BETWEEN SETS.
If you are still having problems then feel free to call for
assistance - BUT WE WILL NOT WISH TO WASTE
TIME BY SIMPLY "TALKING THROUGH" THE
ABOVE, WE EXPECT YOU TO TRY IT FIRST...
THANKS.
If you find this column useful please let us know
and we will keep it as a regular feature.

USED EQUIPMENT
A selection of good clean used equipment is usually available. The following are available
at the time of going to press. Please check availability, a full list is available to request but
stock varies daily. All used equipment carries a meaningful three months warranty.

Carriage £6.00 Trade-in enquiries welcome.
JRC NRD535 gen cov RX, "just like new", boxed etc
LOWE HF225E Europa gen coy RX
LOWE HF150 with K150 + A150 gen coy RX. Boxed as new - very good
AOR AR3030 gen coy RX - Ex -demo, mint condition. 12 month warr
YAESU FRG7700 gen coy RX. No box
AOR AR2700 hand held receiver with 500 memories. Ex -demo
AOR AR8000 hand held all mode receiver
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£349
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needed here. Note also that L2
and R2/C3 as well as the heater
wire from T1 to L5 are joined in
mid-air. Ensure all these
junctions are kept well away
from the other components and

metalwork - there should be
plenty of room. In general,
wiring around V1 should be
kept short and neat and all
components spaced well apart
from each other and away from
the chassis. resistor R3 should
be soldered to the tagstrip so
that the adjustment on it is
accessible from the right side
of the sub -chassis when this is
in place. (Use a flat -bladed
screwdriver with an insulated
handle when adjusting R3).
Apart from the short wire to
C6 and the longer wire to
L3/C9, which both pass through
holes in the chassis, all the

other wiring comes directly out
from underneath. The heater
wires from T1 must be twisted
together throughout their
length and kept well clear of
the chassis and all other wiring.
Under no circumstances should
L4 and L5 be omitted. Keep L4
away from the chassis and
dress its lead as far away as

possible from the wire that
goes between V1 pin 6 to C6.
The wire from R6 which passes
through the chassis and goes
to L3/C9 is not critical in length
but dress it well away from the
glass envelope of V1.

Mechanical Stability
The coil

L1 consists of one and
half turns of 18s.w.g. or
20s.w.g. (about 1mm dia.) solid
copper wire, closewound on a
pencil. A suitable piece of wire
cut to a length of 70mm will be
long enough for the turns with
enough lead left at each end to
solder to C6 and C9. Note that
the earthy end of L3 (actually at
the top as viewed from the
rear) does not go directly to the
earthed (top) tag of C6 but to
one end of C9. The wire from
the junction of R5/R6 is also
soldered to this point. The coil
L3 is, therefore, at h.t. potential
(d.c.) but grounded at r.f. The
other end of C4 is soldered to
this tag on C6. Cut the leads of
C9 fairly short to improve the
mechanical stability of L3.
When filing or sanding the
enamel off the ends of L3 ready
for soldering to C6 it's a good
idea to file the rear right hand
a

'tag' of C6 as well. This was
found to be rather difficult to
solder to and therefore a good
clean contact, plus a nice hot
iron is recommended.
T1 and T2 should be
mounted close to the front of
the case in order to allow room
for the power supply tagstrip
and 'dressing' of the heater
wiring.
The left hand ground tag of
the volume control R11 must
be soldered directly to the body
of R11. Do not run a separate
earth wire from this control to
anywhere else. The same goes
for the power supply earth,
which must only be earthed via
the tagstrip. The antenna
coupling capacitor C1 is
soldered directly to the bottom
of the telescopic antenna after
first scraping off the plating.
The other end of C1 is
connected to a short piece of
wire running under the sub -

the shaft can be cut down by a
similar amount. Variable
capacitor C6 is mounted
through an 8mm hole drilled
40mm from the bottom of the
case and located centrally with
respect to the sides. Its
positioning is important as it
must sit close to the sub chassis next to it.
The loudspeaker is mounted
in the rear half of the case on
the right hand side about half
way up (as viewed from the
front). As it is small and light it
can be glued in place using
impact adhesive.

chassis to V1 pin 3.
The tuning capacitor C6 is
fitted to the case and held in
place with the nut provided.
put a couple of spacers,
amounting to about 5mm,
behind the front panel as the
shaft of the capacitor stuck a
little too far out. Alternatively,

rubber grommet.
The specified tuning pointer
is a fraction too long and needs
a few millimetres cut off the
end. This item could be homemade and cut from a plastics
box or similar. It can then be
'Superglued' to the underside
of the tuning knob. A small

I

Rod Antenna
The rod antenna is fixed to the
bottom of the case but
insulated from it. used a
Nylon bolt and washer that was
to hand. Any suitable insulated
fixing may be used. The top of
the antenna passes through a
I

Fig. 2.1: The under -chassis layout of the wiring. This is with an ECC88 for V2.
To heate

winding
on T1

To L3 / C9
(Solid copper wire)

To heater

winding
on T1

To Top
To T3

R11

To C8 /R9

To R11

Junction

slider
To L3 / C9

To rod antenna
via C1
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hole was drilled through the
pointer near the tip so that the
dial 'arc' could be accurately
marked. For this used a fine
tipped permanent marker pen.
The dial itself was made from
a plastics A4 binder divider
sheet cut to size and glued to
the case front. The Antenna
Workshop feature in the
August '95 issue of our sister
magazine Practical Wireless
offered some other ideas for

Fig. 2.2: Revised

heater wiring for
12AT7 valve.

I

pointers.
The input to T1 should be
fused (see parts list) and for
safety the fuseholder should
be enclosed in a rubber boot
and all live tags on T1 and the
mains switch covered with
heat shrink tubing or similar.
Note that the sub-chassis
only just fits into the case. Two
samples checked were not
quite square and bending the
ends of the box inwards until
they were allowed the back of
the case to fit flush. Also, in
order to clear the sub -chassis
and a few other bits such as
the rod antenna etc. the lips on
the rear section of the case will
need cutting down to allow the
back to fit on. This can easily
be done by marking out the
areas that are likely to foul cut back to the 'bend' in the
case using a hacksaw and then
simply grip that section with a
large pair of pliers and
repeatedly bend it until it
breaks off.

Testing and

Faultfinding
The resistor R3 adjusts the
amount of h.t. supplied to V1b.
If the h.t. is too low the valve
may fail to oscillate. Also, with
low voltage difficulty may be
experienced over just part of
the tuning range. This can
produce excessive hum or a
tendency to howl. Therefore,
when setting up R3 check that
reliable results are obtained
across the whole band before
leaving it in its final position. It
may be found that maximum
h.t. is needed to get
satisfactory results - this does

not necessarily imply a fault.
The prototype worked best
with R3 at nearly 'full throttle'.
If no results are obtained
after completion of the
receiver re -check all wiring and
connections. The voltage chart
may be of assistance when
faultfinding.
If the audio stage appears
to be lively, but there is not the
characteristic hiss that a superregen produces in the absence
of a signal, the following

points should be checked: First
adjust R3 for maximum h.t.
(fully anti -clockwise). Make
sure the vanes of C6 have not
become bent with handling
and are shorting. Ensure L3 is
not positioned too close to the
vanes of C6 (the coil should be
soldered directly to C6 but
then bent away from it). Check
that the heater wiring and
chokes L4, L5 are dressed well
away from the chassis and
other wiring. Double check all
wiring to and from V1b and
confirm that it closely follows
the recommended layout and
finally, check that both earth
tags next to V1 and V2 bases
are securely fitted and that the
sub -chassis is screwed tightly
to the bottom of the case with
both screws (front and rear).
Most of the above potential
problem areas can also be
responsible for hum in a
working receiver. This may
only occur over parts of the
band. The main causes being
weak oscillation of V1, poor
earthing and layout in the r.f.
section and badly sited heater
wiring. The prototype was
cured of all hum by careful
attention to these details. If all
else fails, the 'bass' response
can be reduced by allowing
more negative feedback at low
frequencies. Try reducing the
value of C13 to 4.7pF or an
even lower value. The overall
intelligibility of speech will be
largely unaffected by this
change.

Calibration And Use
Before calibration of the dial
check that the vanes of C6 are

fully meshed when the pointer
is at 9 o'clock and fully open at
3 o'clock. As the tuning is quite
broad only a rough indication
is needed initially to calibrate
the dial. If wound correctly the
coil should give near identical
coverage to that of the
prototype and therefore the
photograph of the receiver
should give a good indication
of where to find most areas of
activity. The airband is usually
an easy one to start with as the
transmitting antennas are
frequently quite high! If the
receiver tunes to aircraft at a
point on the dial significantly
higher (clockwise) than that
indicated in the photograph it
means the inductance of L3 is
slightly too high. To reduce the
inductance of L3, gently prise
the turns apart.
Of course, the air band is
nearly 20MHz wide, so unless
the received aircraft is
transmitting on a frequency
precisely in the middle of the
band calibration could still be
somewhat inaccurate. Try
tuning over a small area to get
a feel for the band edges. As
the receiver should tune a fair
bit beyond the 115 - 185MHz
specified, exact placement of
this 'reference' band is not too
critical.
Due to the potential for
interference from this type of
receiver would strongly
advise against the use of an
outside antenna. In any case,
in most areas reception from
the built-in telescopic antenna
should prove adequate.
No ventilation holes were
considered necessary in view
of the relatively low power
I

consumption of the circuitry.
The case will become quite
warm after a period of use but
this temperature rise will not
be detrimental to the valves or
any of the components as all
are operating well within their
maximum ratings.
If desired some holes could
be drilled in the rear of the
case but keep them small to
avoid the possibility of shock
should any 'inquisitive fingers'
be in the vicinity.

Improved Audio
Output
Brian Adkinson has been
continuing his quest for better
performance from this design
and has found that using a
12AT7, otherwise known as an
ECC81, in place of the second
ECC88 offers more audio
volume for less h.t. current.

However, it is not essential to
use a 12AT7 in place of the
ECC88 originally specified. The
valves in the 12A?7 family of
double triodes have been
around for over 40 years. Each
type offers different
characteristics -the12AT7/ECC81
is described as a 'high
frequency' double triode, the
12AU7/ECC82 is a 'medium mu' valve, whilst the
12AX7/ECC83 is a 'high -mu'
version. The 12AT7 has 12.6V
a.c. heaters, centre tapped to
give two 6.3V sections.
To replace the ECC88 with a
12AT7 requires some changes
to the heater wiring for V2.
Disconnect L5 from pin 4, but
leave the wire from the heater
winding on T1 in place on pin
5. Connect pins 4 & 5 together
and solder L5 to pin 9 as
shown in Fig. 2.2. Resistor
R12 (10052, 0.25W) is needed
across the heaters of V2 to
match the heater current to
that of V1 and ensure that both
valves get 6V across their
heaters.

Voltage Readings
All taken with a digital voltmeter with 10M52 input impedance. Variations of ±20% do not
necessarily indicate a fault.
HT Off-load (Valve heaters disconnected) at the junction of C7/R9 210V
HT On -load (Valves warmed up) at junction of R9/T3
145V
HT On -load (Valves warmed up) at the junction of C7/R9
135V

Table

1

V1a
V1b
V2a
V2b
Anode
133V
60V*
106V
145V
Cathode
4.6V
2.8V*
OV
2.6V
Grid
OV
OV
-0.6V
-0.1V
Voltages marked with an asterisk can vary according to the setting of R3.
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IN STOCK FOR
IMMEDIATE DESPATCH

GAREX ELECTRONICS
WIDEBAND SCANNERS

All major brands available, with the all-important service back-up from a Company who pioneered
the UK scanner market; we are completely independent so contact us for impartial advice.

EDITION 5 OF OUR POCKET UK VHF/UHF AIRBAND
FREQUENCY GUIDE
Issue 5 of our best selling truly pocket sized frequency book.
Fully updated and this year includes 4 letter Airfield Codes
and 2 & 3 letter Airline Codings.

WIDEBAND SCANNER AERIALS
"REVCONE" premium quality British VHF/UHF Discone 16 element for all-round coverage,
S0239 connector £38.95 or N -Type connector for improved UHF performance £39.95.
"REVCONE PLUS" with improved low frequency coverage £48.95. "REVCONE EXTRA" ready
to go package; discone, 10m co -ax fitted PL259, mast clamps, BNC plug £49.95.

"RADAC" NEST OF DIPOLES

PRICE HELD FOR THIS YEAR: £4.45 POST PAID

Imitated but not equalled. Receive 25-1300MHz, outperforms discones with guaranteed Tx
performance on 2m and either 4m or 6m: £69.95.
Special VHF/UHF Airband RADAC: 108-136MHz and 220-400MHz £69.95.
Custom versions with Tx capability on 6 customer -specified bands in the range 27-470MHz
£87.50. Top quality cable and connectors also available.

STILL AVAILABLE: -

THE AIRBAND JARGON BOOK PRICE: £6.95 POST FREE
This book offers in one publication, a very down to earth
guide of Air Traffic Control and the fundamentals of Airband
Radios, and in the process the reader learns a lot about an
aircrafts instruments. It will not only appeal to the complete
beginner, we are sure even the most avid aviation enthusiast
will find it a most interesting and informative read, as some
subject matter is unique and not covered in other Airband
and ATC Guides. If you still can't fathom out what is being said
on your airband, this is THE book for you.

"NOMAD" PORTABLE SCANNER AERIAL
Lightweight design using ribbon cable elements: rolls into a small bundle for ease of transport,
hang from any convenient point, ideal for travelling, with 4m co -ax and BNC plug. £16.95.

SCANNER AERIAL FILTER
your scanner useless due to breakthrough? Then this product could solve your problem: a
specially designed tunable filter to be fitted in -line with the aerial feeder, reduces breakthrough
from strong VHF signals, (e.g. Band II, pagers, police) also includes HPF to reduce SW & MW
interference, BNC connectors £27.95.
Is

VHF PREAMPLIFIERS
Miniature (only 34x9x15mm), any frequency In the range 40-300MHz, up to 25dB gain.
Assembled, but unboxed pcb. Stock versions: 6m, 4m, 2m, 137MHz (W -Sat) £12.95. Airband
(118-136MHz) (reduced gain due to frequency spread) £12.95. Other frequencies in the range
40-300MHz to order: £14.95.

ON THE FLIGHT DECK VOL 1 - VIDEO £15.95 POST PAID
5 varied flights giving nearly 2 hours of aviation video with full
ATC chit-chat.
We also stock Airband Radios, Scanners, Accessories,
Antennas and have over 700 Aviation Book titles in stock, plus
good advice always available. Now in our 9th year. If you can't
visit send for our latest catalogue. For immediate despatch
order direct, we accept VISA, ACCESS, Am -Ex, Diners etc.
Or call in, we are open 8 till 8, 7 days a week.

VHF AIRBAND PREAMP 118-137MHz
16dB gain, boxed ready for use, powered by internal battery or external 9-15 volts DC, BNC

connectors, £29.95.

VHF MARINE BAND PREAMP 156-162MHz
20dB gain (other details as Airband model) £29.95.

PYE AERIAL RELAYS
12v operation, handles 50 watts up to 200MHz £2.00 5+ £1.60 each.

FLEXIBLE

1/4

WAVE AERIALS

Discover a whole new world of signals: full-length '4 waves are several dB better than "rubber
ducks". BNC plug. Available for VHF Airband, UHF Airband, 2m, 70cms also other VHF & UHF
bands to order. VHF models: £11.95, UHF: £9.95.

Write, phone or fax for lists.
Callers by appointment only, please.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK CARRIAGE AND VAT AT 17.5%

GAREX

Access

THE AVIATION HOBBY CENTRE

ELECTRONICS

'

Unit 8, Sandpiper Court, Harrington Lane, Exeter EX4 8NS

Phone:(01392)466899

Fax:(01392)466887

THE VISITORS CENTRE MAIN TERMINAL
BIRMINGHAM INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT B26 3QJ
TEL: 0121-782 2112 FAX: 0121-782 6423

PHOTAVIA PRESS
AIRWAVES
95

THE COMPLETE HT/WIG/UHF

TOWER - RADAR - APPROACH - VOLMET-GROUND- AFIS
AIR /AIR -ATIS - AIR REFUELLING - RANGES -CLEARANCE
AIRLINE OPERATIONS - STUDS - SSR SQUAWK CODES
AIR DEFENCE RADAR - GROUND OPS - AERQBATIC TEAMS
UK & EUROPEAN CIVIL AND MILITARY AREA RADAR - ETC

- AIRWAVES EUROPE

AIRWAVES 95 HAS BEEN COMPLETELY UPDATED WTH OVER 700 NEW
OR AMENDED FREQUENCIES. NEW MAPS SHOW, UK TRANSMITTER
SITES AND FREQUENCIES, MIUTARY TACAN ROUTES, AIR REFUELLING

THE FIRST VHF / UHF AIRBAND FREQUENCY DIRECTORY FOR
EUROPEAN AVIATION AND RADIO ENTHUSIASTS

THE NEW EDITION OF THE UK's MOST COMPREHENSIVE AA
UP TO DATE NF / VHF / UHF AVIATION FREQUENCY DIRECTORY

AREAS, UK AREA RADAR SECTORS AND FREQUENCIES PLUS UK
AIRWAYS ANO REPORTING POINTS. AIRFIELD RUNWAY DESIGNATORS
ARE ALSO NOW INCLUDED. THE COMPREHENSIVE CWINGES TO THE
LONDON CONTROL SECTOR & TMA FREQUENCIES HAVE BEEN FULLY INCORPORATED INTO THE
TEXTS MAPS.

NEW

NEW

AVIATION REOUENCY DIRECTORY
PHOTAVIA PRESS
-

THE HF SECTION HAS BEEN EXPANDED AND UPDATED, INCLUDING THE ADDITION OF OVER 450
NEW CIVIL AND MIUTARY FREQUENCIES. THIS INCLUDES THE NEWLY REAUGNED US MIUTARY
HF GLOBAL NETWORK AND THE NEW RAF FREQUENCIES.

AIRWAVES 86 IS SUPPLED YMTH AN UPDATE SHEET OF THE LATEST FREQUENCY

INFORMLTION ONLY IP PURCHASED DIRECT FROM PHOTAVIA PRESS.

UK PRICE £7 - 95 I

EIRE & EEC £8 - 95 I INCLUDING P & P

CALLSIGN

:

y..;...,
Y "' ~S.

COMMAND POSTS, GROUND STATIONS, AND OTHER MUTARY RELATED
BASE STATIONS. THERE IS ALSO DETAILS OF RAF THREE LETTER
TRI-GRAPH CALLSIGNS, AND FOR CERTAN CALLSIGNS, A NUMERIC
ANALYSIS RELATING TO SPECIFIC TYPES, UNITS AND AIRCRAFT.

N CURRENT USE WITH
AIRUNES, HANDLNG AGENTS, GOVERNMENTS AND OTHER OPERATORS, FROM OVER 180
COUNTRIES. THE 54FORMAT1ON INCLUDES, CALLSIGN -3 LETTER ATC PREFIX -AIRLINE or OPERATOR
and COUNTRY OF ORIGIN
THE CIVIL SECTION USTS ALPHABETICALLY, ALMOST 3000 CALLSIGNS

INCLUDING

...'

i:

PHOTAVIA PRESS

THE MIUTARY SECTION NOT ONLY LISTS AIRCRAFT CALLSIGNS, BUT ALSO

1

irk
L....

THE VHRNHf AVIARON RIEDUENCY
DIRECTORYOf EAST ONO WEST EUROPE

TACTICAL CALLSIGNS. NFORMATION INCLUDES, CALLSIGN - AIRCRAFT
TYPE - AIRARM - CODE - UNIT OR SQUADRON - BASE - PLUS OTHER
RELEVANT INFORMATION.

EIRE & EEC £8 - 95

-1,---

-1i4er

THE MIUTARY SECTION CONTAINS OVER 5300 CURRENT AND HISTORICAL

I

-41h- ah~p--

'

CALLSIGN 95

UK PRICE £7 - 95

AIRWAVES
EUROPE

P & P

NEW ---

NEW ---

NEW

NEW

ALBANIA - AUSTRIA - BELGIUM - BELORUSSIA
BOSNIA - BULGARIA - CROATIA - CYPRUS
CZECH REPUBLIC - DENMARK - ESTONIA
FINLAND - FRANCE - GERMANY - GREECE
HUNGARY - ICELAND - ITALY - LATVIA
LITHUANIA - LUXEMBOURG - MALTA
MOLDOVA - NETHERLANDS - NORWAY
POLAND - PORTUGAL - ROMANIA
RUSSIAN FEDERATION - SLOVAKIA - SLOVENIA
SPAIN - SWEDEN - SWITZERLAND
TURKEY - UKRAINE - YUGOSLAVIA
( PLUS THE CIVIL AND MILITARY AREA RADAR
FREQUENCIES OF THE UK & EIRE )

AIRWAVES EUROPE IS OUR LATEST AIRBAND DIRECTORY. PRINTED IN A SIMILAR
A5 FORMAT TO AIRWAVES 95, AND BY POPULAR REQUEST WIRE SPIRAL BOUND
FOR EASE OF USE. AIRWAVES EUROPE USTS THE VHF / UHF CIVIL AND MILITARY
AIRBAND FREQUENCIES OF 38 COUNTRIES AND THEIR DEPENDENCIES IN BOTH
EAST AND WEST EUROPE. OVER 5000 VHF / UHF AIRBAND FREQUENCIES.

AVAILABLE NOW - UK PRICE £9 - 50 INCLUDING P & P
EIRE - EEC - EUROPE £10 - 50 / REST OF THE WORLD £11 - 50
INCLUDING AIRMAIL POSTAGE AND PACKING

CHEQUES / EUROCHEQUES / POSTAL ORDERS / PAYABLE TO PHOTAVIA PRESS

-

SORRY NO CREDIT CARDS

PHOTAVIA PRESS
- WEST SUSSEX - RH2O 2DQ
PULBOROUGH
21 DOWNLANDS
01798 - 872100 Email : airwaves@photay.demon.co.uk ( Information only
-

TEL
50
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How to use the
Propagation Charts.
The charts contain three plots.
The lower dashed line

represents the lowest usable
frequency (LUF), or ALF
(Absorption Limiting
Frequency). The chances of
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success below this frequency
are very slim.
The middle line indicates
the optimum working frequency
(OWF) with a 90% probability
of success for the particular
path and time.
Lastly, the upper dashed
line, represents the maximum
usable frequency (MUF) a 50%
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the intersections of the plots
against frequency.
Good luck and happy listening.
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Ron Ham,

c/ó SWM Editorial Offices, Broadstone

r

Fig. 1.

June, Ron Livesey (Edinburgh),
using a 2.5in refractor telescope
with a 4.0in projection screen for
his daily observations, located one
active area on the solar disc on days
6 and 20-27 and two on the 7th.
From his observatory in Selsey,
Patrick Moore kindly sent a drawing
of the sunspots as they appeared on
his projection screen at 0615 on June
22, Fig. 1. He found the sun's disk
clear during his morning observations
on June 28, 29 and 30 and then a
single spot appeared on his screen
on July 1.

(ARD1, Ch.E2, 48.25MHz), Hungary
(MTV1, Ch.R1, 49.75MHz), Italy (RAI
UNO, Chs. la & Ib, 53.75 &
62.25MHz respectively), Norway
(HEMNES regional test card, Ch.E3,
55.25MHz), Portugal (RTP1, Ch.E3),
Spain (TVE1, Chs.E2, E3 & E4,
62.25MHz) and Sweden (KANAL 1
SVERIGE, Ch.E2).
Results were similar for Paul Logan
in Co. Fermanagh, Northern Ireland.
Paul used a Huanyu portable and,
while the various disturbances were
in progress, received pictures in
Band from stations in Austria,
Denmark (DRTV, Chs. E3 & E4)
Czechoslovakia (TV NOVA),
Germany (ARD1), Iceland (RUV,
Chs. E3 & E4), Italy (RAI), Norway
(NRK1, Ch.E2), Poland (TVP1,
Ch.R1), Portugal (RTP1), Spain
(TVE1 & 2), Sweden (SVT1) and
Switzerland (SF-DRS).
For Band II, Paul uses an AKAI
ATM-400 tuner with a wire antenna
and despite strong 'local' signals in
the band from Northern and Southern
Ireland he still found some DX. This
was spread over the Sporadic -E
events on June 4, 9, 13, 14, 21 and
July 1 when he identified
programmes from Czechoslovakia,
France, Germany, Italy, Portugal and
Spain.
"There was a lot of foreign DX on
the 22nd," wrote Arthur Grainger
(Carstairs Junction) who received
RDS identifications from Danubius
(103.5MHz), LIFE (91.6MHz), ORE
(97.1MHz), RVB*99 (100.6MHz),
Radio Norbo (104.9MHz) and Radio
9 (102.2MHz).

n

Hilversum 2 (Holland), RTE
2FM (Ireland), Melody FM,
Power FM, Trent FM and Virgin
FM in Band II and, on the 26th,
pictures from Belgium (RTBF, Ch.E8)
and Holland (NED1, Ch.E7) in Band
Ill. Also on the 26th he watched
While staying in a Devon hotel,
programmes from Anglia TV on
some 1300ft a.s.l., S.M. Hockenhill
BBC1
Ch.E59 and
South-West on
(Bristol) found that the front end of
Ch.E33 in the u.h.f. bands.
his portable receiver was swamped
During these good conditions, on
by the nearby powerful transmitter at
June 26 and 27, Leo Barr
North Hessory Tor. Not being put off
(Sunderland) had a good haul of DX
by this, he tuned Band II on July 6
in Band II. He was able to listen to
and, just using the set's telescopic
f.m. programmes, often in good
rod antenna, he logged Gemini FM
stereo, from BBC Radio 1 FM from
from Beacon Hill on 96.4MHz, Radio
Fenham (Newcastle), Radio 4 from
Cornwall and French f.m. broadcast
Durris (Scotland), Lincs FM and
stations from Brest on 89.4 and
various stations in Germany, Holland,
95.4MHz, Caen on 91.5 and
Norway and Sweden. Leo recently
95.6MHz and Rennes on 93.5 and
purchased a Roadstar portable TV
98.3MHz. "The strongest signals,
receiver on
which, at 2020 on
the 29th, he
received his first
DXTV signal from
RADIO
n
Denmark's TV2
MERCURY
in the u.h.f. band.
The programmes
he watched
included adverts,
news, sport and
episodes of
1121122:
M.A.S.H. and
Taggart with
Danish subtitles.
Also during
the period June
Fig. 2.
25 to 27, George
fading in and out and jostling for
Garden (Edinburgh), using a Grundig
space, were those from Brest on
receiver with a roof -top antenna,
95.4MHz and Caen on 95.5MHz,"
watched programmes and some
said S.M.
Teletext, on the u.h.f. bands from
"Good DX this month. Lots of
stations in Denmark, Norway,
tropospheric openings," wrote Arthur
Sweden plus Tyne Tees and ITV
Grainger, whose biggest surprise was
North East from the UK. One
receiving 2CR FM from Bournemouth
interesting catch was on Ch.51
on 102.3MHz. Among his first time
where he saw motor racing and in
catches were Radio Sheffield
the top right of the screen was TSV
(104.1 MHz) and Signal One from
KANAL 1.
Stoke-on-Trent
(104.1 MHz).

I

Aurora
Ron Livesey, the auroral co-ordinator
for the British Astronomical
Association, received reports of
auroral activity for the overnight
period on June 2/3, 17/18, 18/19,
19/20 and 30/01, from an observer in
North Dakota.

Magnetic
The magnetometers used by Tony
Hopwood (Upton -on -Severn), Karl
Lewis (Saltash), Ron Livesey, David
Pettitt (Carlisle), Tom Rackham
(Goostrey) and Tony Rickwood
(Gillingham), between them,
recorded strong disturbances to the
earth's magnetic field on June 19 and
30 and lesser events on days 1, 2, 3,
6, 16, 18, 20, 25, 26 and 28.

Sporadic -E
"June was a very impressive month
DX wise," wrote Richard Wood from
Redditch. During the Sporadic -E
openings that Richard observed on
days 2-7, 9, 10, 12-14, 16, 18-21, 23
and 28, he logged pictures, in Band I,
from stations in Austria (ORF1,
Ch.E2A, 49.75MHz), CIS (TN lower
left, Ch.R2, 59.25MHz), Germany

Troposphere
The high pressure and generally fine
and warm weather in June caused a
number of tropospheric events to
occur. During the month, Richard
Wood, Logged BBC Radio Solent,

Fig. 3.
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Local
Entertainment
It's always good to see
local radio stations taking

part in community events
and providing the visitors
with some fine
entertainment. Radio
Mercury's stand at the
very well attended
Horsham fair on July 8
and 9 can be seen in Fig.
2.

Continued on Page 55
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NEW IMPROVED RR -50 SATELLITE

MULTISTANOARD COLOUR TV WITH

RECEIVER WITH LATEST HIGH

TELETEXT.

PERFORMANCE TUNER.

DA

U

ONG

T

ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Manually controlled satellite receiver with
communication lactlities, fully variable I.F.

Clayton Wood Close
West Park
Leeds LS16 ME
Tel:: 0113274 4822
Fax: 0133 274 2872

bandwidth 12-26MHz adjustable, variable audio
bandwidth 150-350KHz adjustable, 0/- video
switching tar C/Ku band,14/18 volt LNB options.
System B/G/1 modulator, plus all the usual facilities
to lilt weak signals out of the noise. MK11 model
titled with new tuner and latest improved pcb

£199.00

El

'Personal Preference memoryfunction (Volume, colour

,

brightness, contrast,

and Hue)

T

L

For information on Active

Infrared remote control

l

1

MULTISYSTEM DIGITAL VIDEO

90 Preset Channels

Antennas, RF Amplifiers,
Converters, Audio Filters, the
Morse Tutor and Speech
Processors send or telephone

Automatic Tuning

CONVERTER
Input signal NTSC 3.58, NTSC 4.43. PAL.
SECAM
Output Signal NTSC 3.58. PAL (8,115,1)
IN Input Auto Detecting

On Screen Display - Volume, Colour,

Brightness, Contrast, Hue and Channel
EURO - AV (SCOOT) SOCKET

Input Signal Ind cation (PALSECAM,NTSC) via
LEDO

Video Input & Output via RCA Phon0 Socket
Line Conversion 525 to 625 Lines
625 to 525 Lines
Field Conversion 6010 50 and 50 to 60 fields

Sound Muting Function

for a free catalogue and

Presettable Off Timer (15-120 minutes)

Automatic Power Off Function - when no

selective data sheets as
required.

broadcasting Signal is received within 10

Power Supply DC 15 volts

450mA
Accessories. set of leads 8 AC Adaptor

minutes

New Law Special Offer Price

Full VHF/UHF Coverage

All our products are designed

Cable Tuner

£299.00.
(All prices are Inclusive of VAT, carriage delivery E9)

21"

SANDRI RC4021

and made in Britain.

Signal or Dual Digital Control

Orders can be despatched
within 48 hours subject to

NEW UPDATED CATALOGUE
CONTAINS ALL THE USUAL WELL ESTABLISHED AND POPULAR
PRODUCTS AND ALSO INTRODUCES

*
*

*
*

For products you can rely
upon to give amazing results

Flat square screen with lull remote, on
screen display and teletext.

availability.

New higher gain larger Trlax Unix 100 & 52 element UHF Aerials

-

New range of high performance diplexers
New range of multi -standard VHF/UHFPAUSECAM/NTSC Colour TVs

New range of Video Systems Conveners

VISA AND ACCESS

WELCOME-

AVAILABLE BY RETURN OF POST FOR ONLY £1,
or ring with your credit card.

11

IF))))))

Kent Road, Parkstone, Poole, Dorset BH12 2EH
Tel: 01202-738232 Fax:01202-716951

)

DISCONE This is designed for external mounting
the good old faithful, it was the first scanner antenna
on the market and

originated from Japan. The design

THE NEW BREED OF MOBILE

has stayed the same for the last 20 years, it is an

SCANNER ANTENNA all the

excellent all rounder with receiving Freq, from
70- 700 MHz. HEIGHT 920 MM.

for discrete listening unlike the

ADD E4.00 P&P.

I

SUPER SCAN

BASE

STICK BASE

STANDARD

This is designed for

This is designed

external mounting
on a pole as you will

for external
mounting either
on

radials, the reason

for this

wall etc. Freq.

Freq.at all levels

60-107 MHz.

unlike an omni

108-136 MHz.
137-175 MHz.
176-525 MHz.

antenna.

capacitor
loaded coils inside
It has 4

Comes

complete with
mounting bracket

the vertical receiver
to give maximum

sensitIvity to even

bolts.

the weakest of

HEIGHT 1,010 MM.

signals.

£1 9.95.

I

that it

will receive all

range

U

is so

HEIGHT 900 MM.

ADD e4.00 P&P.

£29.95.
ADD

E4.00 PAP.

Iq

--711EAL/sriC2
SPECIALISTS
lllBtllll»IIII»llll»Illlyllll»1111»llll»llllyllll»IIII»llll»IIIIllll»IIIIIIllllyllll»
SPECIAL OFFERS
List Price

stainless steel

screwed to the

and

old style which as you know all
the relevant authorities now
recognise.

see this antenna has

pole or

a

FROM rlrHl?

antennas below are designed

£1 9.95.

SCAN STICK

SCANNER l'.1(;HA\<<il'.

TRI SCAN

G. SCAN

III

(Mobile Scanner
Antenna) Receiving

(Desk Top
Scanner Antenna)

Freq. range

0.05-1300 MHz.

Receiving Freq.
range

HEIGHT 600 MM.

0.05.2000 MHz.

configuration to
give maximum

G. SCAN

receiving

II

(Mobile Scanner

performance.

Antenna)

HEIGHT 720 MM.

Receiving Freq.

£26.95.

range 25-1300
MHz.

ADD E4.00 P&P.

HEIGHT

600 MM.

£1 E2.50
4.95.

1E3~lib

ilffl

POP.

ADD

i

MOONRAKER (UK) LTD.
UNIT 12, CRANFIELD ROAD UNITS,
BUCKS 111117 BOR.

(01908) 281705.
FAX: (01908) 281706.
TEL:

G. SCAN

I

HEIGHT

£ 1 2.95.

600 MM.

ADD E2.50 P&P.

IN
LECTRONICS
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II

*1111 «1111 *1111 «1111 *1111 *1111

G6YTI

Antenna) Receiving Freq. range

25-800 MHz.

£89.99
£199.99
£139.99
£159.99
£199.99

Our Price
PRO 27
£99.99
PRO 25
£189.99
PRO 62
£199.99
PRO 26
£299.99
PRO 60
£Rin
PRO 44
£1399
PRO 2039
£149.99
PRO 2037
£249.99
Workshop manuals, spares, act's, also available
contact us for specification on above scanners
*thrill *II *ill
*till «ill
*1111 *1111

(Mobile Scanner

Our Price

1996 Models!

coil

CRANFIELD ROAD, WOBURN SANDS,

2032
2029
2006

ADD E2.50 P&P.

been designed
with helical
ound tripod
3

£109.99
£249.99
£199.99
£199.99
£299.99

50
43

£16.95.

This antenna has

legs and

PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO

III

*1111 «1111 *1111

GOCVZ

VISA

Link Electronics

216 Lincoln Road, Millfield, Peterborough PE1 2NE
Tel (01733) 345731 Fax (01733) 346770
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Roger Bunney, 33 Cherville Street, Romsey, Hants 5051 8FB

Sate ite

TV

\ews

OrDital Sightings
It was a 'phone call from John
Locker late on August 9 that
alerted me to a special short notice
satellite TV presentation organised
by Chaparral, Teasug, a Dutch
satellite equipment supplier and
other personalities. The programme
was to run some 50 hours through to

Saturday night based around
informal discussion, demonstration,
films and other interesting fare about
satellite communication starting at
1600 hours on the August 10. Check
out the former TV Gold 10'
transponder on Orion 37°W - they've
now gone digital!
Unfortunately most readers - like
me - have to earn the proverbial
crust of bread and it wasn't 'til 1900
on the 10th that I was able to first
view the 'Netherlands Satellite
Festival' on 11.495GHz horizontal.
A video played out a trip round the

Californian Chaparral factory,
stopping at various stages of LNB
and receiver manufacture, testing
and packaging. Fascinating stuff.
Then back to the Dutch satellite
shop for live 'fax -ins' (live 'phone-ins
were not possible other than leaving
messages, a pity) with questions just
about anything satellite to Eric
Wiltsher and others. Eric was a
personality in his own right and kept
the show buzzing along, one fax
suggested this was the nearest yet
to interactive TV! Vintage footage of
Goonhilly under construction, the
first Telstar links and a trip round
Radio Caroline were also shown.
Late in the evening live CMT
radio with requests and yet a further
bonus - a selection of high quality
pirate radio sig music - Caroline,
RNI, Radio London, etc. all good
stuff from the 60s. Saturday also
saw the similar frequency via the
Goonhilly uplink on Intelsat 601 at
27°W feeding video of Orion's
downlink and cutting into the
Goonhilly Earth Station video itself
with visitors in reception and touring
the site (if you're holiday-making in
West Cornwall it's well worth a visit!).
The 'Netherlands Satellite
Festival' being organised in part by
Chaparral obviously highlighted

1) Aidan
Murphy
snapped this
impressive
photograph of

RTE's

Donnybrook
mast at Dublin.
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their own equipment, it would be
interesting in a future presentation to
carry out comparative tests against
other receivers
if there is a repeat
performance - a vague suggestion of
an October event was heard perhaps live 'phone-in facilities could
be included as most viewers will not
have home fax machines. dipped
into the 50 hour spectacular over the
two days and was greatly
entertained both by the content and
personalities, thank you.
Reduction in power is now
obvious on Maxat's transponder,
Eutelsat II F1 at 13°E, from early
August - particularly those with
smaller dishes. Careful tuning of
skew is necessary to optimise
picture quality and minimal sparklies.
The caption reads 'Maxat Teleport,
London. E2 F1 Transponder 41. If
encountering reception difficulties
please ensure you are using a
27MHz filter and tune to
12565.910MHz'.
From a reader signed as 'Stan' (I
think) details TV Polonia via the Hot
Bird 13°E Eutelsat as carrying on
audio subcarriers:
7.38MHz Polish Radio 1; 7.56MHz
Polish Radio International Service;
7.74MHz Polish Radio 3; 7.92MHz
Polish Radio Bis. The 16 East
Eutelsat TV Polonia programme
closed down July 1.
Going back two months with an
unknown caption 'CPT CARAJEGO'
received May 29 on Eutelsat II F4 at
7°E, the query as to source has now
been answered thanks to Mr. C. R.
Stephens, Uckfield. Assuming that
the original caption intention was to
caption in Russian Cyrillic letters,
'CPT CARA' is English for SRT
SARA but JEGPO doesn't equate to
JEVO in Russian. Our reader
suggests that the caption was
completed by an engineer unfamilar
with the language and that the signal
source was Sarajevo.
Roy Carmen witnessed an
Intelsat K 21 °W signal feed out of
Geneva for a Japanese network, a
scene of total confusion with two
reporters - one male and one female
trying to use the same camera. The
cameraman
favoured the
female reporter
which in turn
upset and
wound up the
male journalist
into reacting
quite
aggressively
against his
companion! The
interest of the
Japanese in
I

Switzerland follows a
US Trade Agreement
with the respective
ministers from both
countries present in
Geneva at that time.
For our Arabic
readers Colin Paton
(Greenock) advises
the Arabic Radio and
Television (ART)
testing recently on the
13°E Hot Bird
11.534GHz vertical is
the ART-5 service
relayed from Arabsat
between 180006000TC - an Arabic
version of MTV and
differs from the ART
service carried on on
Eutelsat II F3 at 16°E.
And an interesting
story from Barry
Gunstone (Stockholm)
concerning the large
petrol company
'Stateoil'. To boost
forecourt sales
'Stateoil' had been
selling cheap 'Swedish
Packets', a basic PAL
receiver, 600mm dish
and no means of
decoder connection.
Now, of course, TV3,
TV6 and ZTV are
going from clear to
D2MAC transmission
on Sirius 5.2°E and the
100 000 units that
have been sold will be
useless! Garage
forecourts now carry a
placard advising that
Kinnevik and Stateoil
are working a deal to
resolve who will pay,
supply, replace nonworking equipment.
With other additional
sales from mail order,
high street shops there
are problems ahead in
Scandinavia!
Interesting to note that
mid -August the ZTV,
TV6 and Kinnevik
channels were using
MPEG-2 compression
on Sirius.
John Locker in the
Wirral received a
'Challenger Satellites
Television' caption on
Intelsat 602 at 63°E
early August, a rather
weak signal requiring
threshold extension to
lock the picture onto
the TV screen. John

2) Nicholas Earley, Victoria, Australia recently
had installed a local MMDS service, this is the

2.5GHz antenna and head downconverter.
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4) An impressive caption seen via Eutelsat II F3
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there's no time to make the
conventional video slate ident or clock, this via
Kopernikus at 23°E.
5) In the war zone
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telephoned a number on that caption
and received a fax in explanation.
Challenger installs uplink stations in
both C and Ku bands for Telespazio
Space Division, Italy. A
transmission/reception stability test
was in progress via the 602
transponder which is a reserved
lease for Telespazio.
A mysterious audio signal has
been monitored by Julian Redwood
(Christchurch) when he checked out
the Nickelodeon transponder
(11.156GHz) at 2200 hours on the
7. 935MHz audio subcarrier - he has
been monitoring over a period of
days a scrambled inverted sound
feed not unlike horse racing. Can
anyone explain this signal please?
Bob French (Warks) is breathing
a sigh of relief, the recent hot
weather spell set light to nearby
fields, the flames at one time
reaching the height of 30m high oak
trees! He and neighbours armed with
domestic hosepipes damped things
down until the professional
firefighters arrived, the flames
reached to within 10m of his 3 metre
C/Ku band dish! He comments that
the SSVC Forces TV service feed
has now arrived on TDRS at 41°W
and will soon go digital, the present
SSVC Intelsat 27°W feed will
possibly then close.

broadcasters. Eventually Sirius 2 will
be co -sited offering 32 Ku band
transponders for spotting both
Scandinavia and general European
coverage. This will be the
Scandinavian version of Astra!
Norway is also considering an
advertisment free programme
channel - NRK-2 - to be carried via
satellite for European coverage.
Rupert Murdock has seen the
light apparently as 'The Christian
Channel Europe' will descend across
Europe from October 1 via the
shared Sky Sports 2/TraveVsoap
transponder. The Pentecostal gospel
will be in the clear and funded from
advertisments and sponsorship (!),
intially on -air 0600-0800 and
eventually plans a 24 -hour service.
Walt Disney has recently opened
a TV studio operation in Singapore
to source programming for a 24 hour
pan -Asian channel to distribute via
the PAS -4 satellite. Both English and
various Asian languages will be
carried and coverage is hoped to
reach into Australia, China and into
India and the Middle East. The
project is in conjunction with the
Indian Modi Enterprises group, part
of their agreement is to offer two
Disney TV channels across India.

Auctions are now
carried out by satellite as
this caption for Agvision
Ltd. shows via Eutelsat II
6) Cattle

sion Ltd Is fointly owned by the Midland M
-roue Ltd 2 the ANM Group Ltd. The compai
operate national auctions of livestock &
_ricuttural goods & commoditlos using satolllt
links and computer network systems.
a`r

F3 at 16°E.
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7) Recent bombings on the

Paris Subway and a news
feed into the UK for
Associated Press TV on
Eutelsat II F1 at 13°E.

START], 18 i6. GMT
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Orbital News
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Orion 1 Atlantic at 37°W
has provided many
sightings of previously
8)

Both TV1000 and TV3 are to close
down their Astra operation end 1995
and move to Sirius at 5.2°E adopting
D2MAC along with other present

Pictures

3rd and 26th with amounts of 0.80in
and 0.50in respectively. The rest was
in small amounts on the 2nd, 13th
Weather
and 15th. Generally speaking the
In July recorded 1.63in of rain
month was hot and 'sticky' with
compared to a mere 0.8in for the
temperatures often in the mid. 80s.
same period last year. A bit up on
Around 0900 on the 26th there was a
July 1994, but it still leaves the South
thunder storm to the west of us
very dry. Most of the rain fell on the
recognised by a very black sky with
frequent flashes of
lightning and rumbles of
IF 89a C:\JVFAX70,PICS,IOJHIIi.GIF 20.07.95 21:16!
thunder. However,
during the event saw a
spectacular 'thick' band
of lightning go straight
from a point high in the
sky to the ground. Soon
after, we learnt that
Bognor railway station
was one of the storm's
victims. It had been
struck by lightning and
set on fire. "We did not
have the heatwave that
was enjoyed by the rest
of the country at the
Fig. 4.

Continued from Page 52
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end of the month," wrote Arthur
Grainger who also reported "a lot of
thunderstorms" with heavy storms on
the 11th, 14th and 15th and that for
most of the month the air was
clammy and warm.
The daily variations in
atmospheric pressure from June 26
to July 25, Fig. 3 (Page 52), were
taken at noon and midnight from my
own barograph here is Sussex.

SSTV
"My home-brew computer now has,
in total, four COM ports," said John
Scott (Glasgow) after fitting an
addition card to his system. This has
given him more space and saves him
unplugging cables. Good move John,
too dislike plugging and unplugging
cables, because, apart from having
to move the equipment, feel that it's
placing unnecessary strain on the
tiny pins at each end of the lead.
Although my single RS232 port is
I

I
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mainly used for a trackball installed
a 'T' switch so that can periodically
use this port for transferring data
between my Packard Bell desktop
and my Tandy WP2 portable word
processor. Because Computers now
play such a major role in slow scan
television work such adaptions for
using extra equipment must be
considered.
In July, John received SSTV
captions, around 14.230MHz, from
stations in Germany, Fig. 4, Italy,
Spain, Fig. 5 and Sweden, Fig. 6
and exchanged pictures with several
operators, on the 144MHz, band in
Scotland. John sent me a 3.5in
floppy disc so that could see the
pictures he copied in colour and,
believe me readers, they really are
I

I

I

good.

Plaque
While in Windsor on July 28, Joan
and saw the commemorative plaque
to the late Sir Sydney Camm. Briefly,
this adorned the house in Alma Road
where Sydney and his younger
brother Fred were born. Sydney was
an aircraft designer and among his
many achievements was the Hawker
Hurricane, shown on the plaque, and
the Harrier. Fred became a famous
author and editor popularly known to
many people, especially in the
magazine world, as F.J. Camm. Fred
was the first editor of our sister
magazine Practical Wireless and,
had he lived, he would have
celebrated his 100th birthday in
October this year.
I
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MOMENTUM

SKY

COMMUNICATIONS

STOP!!

Before you turn the page,
take a look at Skyview's amazing

FOR THE SERIOUS UTILITY LISTENER WITHOUT A COMPUTER

Autumn Offers!!

MCL 1100

*

DATA DECODER

.,....

£255.00

From

NESS

a

...

j

__ .-1
Optional Monitor

STANDARD FEATURES:
SMARTLOCK system for easy tuning.
Full screen of readable text with on -screen tuning indication.
Automatic decoding of RTTY, CW, FEC (NAVTEX) and ARO.
Auto or manual selection of transmission speeds.
Extremely rapid lock onto signal.
Connection for a parallel type printer.

"Overall the MCL-1100 Easyreader and Starter pack
proved to be very compact and effective decoding
System."
Mike Richards, SMW, May 1994.

AKD 2 metre Trans
AKD 4 metre Trans
AKD 6 metre Trans
AKD 70cros Trans
AEA PK-232 MBX
AEA PK-96
AEA Log Windows
PacComm Tiny Mk2
Kantronics KPC-3
Kantronics Kam Plus
Kantronics KPC-9612
Enhancement Board

* *

**

£159.00
£159.00
£159.00
£159.00
£225.00
£163.00
£67.00
£119.00
£113.00
£354.50
£244.50
£88.00

Ex Demonstration Units
Sony SW55
£170.00
Icom A2
£195.00

Skyview Fax Version 3.2
with demodulator
(limited stock)
£49.95

Skyview Synop Version
3.6 with demodulator
(limited stock)
£69.95
Icom Control Program
only
£44.95

PLEASE NOTE:

we have limited stocks and this offer may not
be repeated again, don't be disappointed call us now!!

Skyview Systems, Communications Dept.,
Sudbury Business Centre, Sudbury, Suffolk CO10 6AZ
Tel: 01787 883138 Fax: 01787 883139

NOW AVAILABLE

*SYNOPTIC DECODER*
SYNOP-TEMP.-PILOT-AIREP

********MESSAGE NUMBER 700********
SYNOPTIC REPORT AT MAIN HOURS FROM FINLAND
COMPLIED BY HELSINKI (MET INSTITUTE)
SYNOPTIC REPORT FROM LAND STATION DAY 16
WIND MEASUREMENTS: TAKEN BY ANEMOMETER

HIGH QUALITY ACCESSORIES
FOR SCANNING MONITOR, RECEIVERS

Jim PSU-101

AI

-

JIM PSU-101A MkS. UK manufactured regulated 230V AC

FROM STATION AT: SODANKYLA (02836) IN
FINLAND STATION TYPE: MANNED - WITH
WEATHER REPORT.
********MESSAGE NUMBER 873********
DEUTSCHE LUFTHANSA FLIGHT NO: 470
POSITION: 57N 0-20W TIME:16:04 UTC
AIR TEMPERATURE:-57C WIND 100 KNOTS
AMERICAN AIRWAYS FLIGHT NO: 109
POSITION: 55N 0-30W TIME: 16:04 UTC
AIR TEMPERATURE:-46C WIND 74 KNOTS
********MESSAGE NUMBER 704********
BUOY REPORT FROM SHIP (MOBTT,F)
COMPILED BY TOULOUSE (MET CENTRE) IN
FRANCE
DOS
DATA FOR REGIONAL EXCHANGE FOLL
MINIMUM TEMPERATURE: 17.9C
CLOUD INFORMATION - LOWEST C
Sy,
CUMULUS AND STRATOCUMULU
LEVELS
ALTOSTRATUS MAINLY SEN'
CIRRUS IN THE FORM OF '
_d TS
DATA FOR REGIONAL
LLOWS:-

1.

MAXIMUM TEMPERA
MINIMUM TEMPERA

tones. music etc. from your scanner. Notch range approx 85-170MHz. Min
loss up to IGHz. Metal box. PRICE £24.75.

',

power supply NOW with adjustable radio base
holder, combined. For use with most pocket
«
scanners. (Please state radio type). 2 DC output sockets
one for radio the other for accessories. 12 volt DC
output. A 9 volt output version for Tandy. Comtel,
Netset etc. available. (PSU-101ATA). PRICE
£34.95.

JIM PSU-101AC MkS. As above includes
fitted 50ohm coaxial cable assembly with
BNC plug and socket for base antenna
connection. PRICE £36.95.
2.

JIM BH-A3A. Universal base stand for handheld scanners -transceivers
etc. NOW with adjustable radio base holder, combined. Convenient, safe
support of radio. Adjustable front stop. Heavy duty chromed base. PRICE
£12.95.
3.

JIM BH-A3AC. As above includes fitted 50 ohm coaxial cable assembly
with BNC plug and socket for base antenna connection. Ideal Rx and Tx up
to 4GHz. PRICE £16.95.
4.

.0

' Q

JIM CH -A4. Car mounting holder for handheld scanners -transceivers with
belt clip support. Safe and convenient use of scanner etc. in car, truck or boat.
PRICE £8.95.
5.

\\L*'

's

..

r

JIM-SM-Al. High quality "S" meter for mobile/base scanners, CB etc.
PRICE £25.00.
7. JIM NF:943-2. Professional quality RF notch filter to remove, paging
6.

ACTUAL REPORTS

"FLEXI'' ANTENNA EC -A0608. Professional antenna for pocket
scanners -transceivers. 7.5" long. Main frequency bands: 350-500MHz and
800-970MHz. Suitable for Stanek and Opto frequency counters.
PRICE £7.50.
8.

PHONE HOT-LINE FOR DETAILS

- 01384 896879

Y

Clarkson Place, Dudley Road,
Lye, West Midlands DY9 8EL

6 & 7

56

Payment by postal order or cheque. Prices include postage. Further
information on SSE products, send A4 SAE to:

SOLID STATE ELECTRONICS (u1
The Orchard, Bassett Green Village
Southampton SO16 3NA
6
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this starts to be written, we
are in a hot thundery spell. The
question must arise of what to
do when the storm shows evidence
of coming near.
All the books talk learnedly about
earthing antennas, switching off the
rig, pulling out the mains plug and so
forth, but none seem to go any
further.
The average receiver front-end
includes inductance connected
between antenna pin and chassis
ground. Similarly, most (but not all)
antenna tuners have a coil between
antenna and earth terminals. Where
such a d.c. path exists, static
electricity cannot build-up on the
antenna. Some tuners though are
based on 'pi' 'T' or 'L' networks
where the capacitor arm lies
between antenna and earth. With the
'pi' or the L, a d.c. path may go from
antenna through the tuner to the
receiver, through the receiver frontend and down to 'deck'. However,
examination of the 'T' configuration
tuner circuit will show that unless the
manufacturer has made specific
provision, there is no d.c. path to
earth from the antenna terminal. In
this case, a static build-up on the
antenna has nowhere to go until the
voltage becomes high enough to
break something down or to flash
over. Watching sparks jumping the
variable C in a tuner is fascinating but dangerous!
In practical terms it means a
rethink on what (and how) should be
done. If a far-distant roll of thunder is
heard, or static noise warns you, you
can disconnect and earth your
antennas in good time. Next, you
can disconnect the receiver from the
a.t.u., and finally - yes, finally! switch off and unplug at the mains
outlet; this keeps the mains earth
connected until the last moment. Try
to ensure there are several feet
between the mains plug and cable
and any mains wiring, piping,
radiators or anything in the house
that may be earthed. If your bench
has several mains outlets unplug
them too.
However, what do you do if the
first crack of lightning is close by?
First, pray nothing has been
damaged! Secondly, earth an end fed antenna with a link, starting from
the earth point and clipping on the
antenna second. Once the antenna
is known to be at earth, you can
disconnect from the tuner.
If it's a real bonzer storm, pull out
the mains plugs (the one on the wall
last, to keep earth to the last
moment) and just check all your
insurances while sitting as far away
as you can from anything earthed or
As

metallic.
If you have a dipole of around
500 impedance, you can shunt it
with a very high resistance - say
1 MO or higher - up aloft, so any
static build-up drains through the
resistor to the braid and so down to
ground.
The thunderstorm that did the
damage here was in fact a distant
one. totally lost mains power about
four times in succession, with some
intervals of decidedly low (about
180V) voltage. The TV had been
switched off hours earlier by the
remote control, but in checking
round when the failure began didn't
notice this. Exit one voltage regulator
i.c. and a couple of resistors in the
television sets.
Like the Boy Scouts - Be
Prepared!
I

I

Letters!
I'll give Mark Malone of Great

Harwood first go this time; Mark
notes that all the times in his log are
UTC - what used to call GMT. On
18MHz VP2MR, Z21CS and 4X4FR
were booked in. As for 14MHz we
see A71 EA, A92BE, AP2AMM,
CX6AM, D44AB, FS5PL, HK6DOS,
JA1 LSP, K2QAU, KC4CFA/MM off
the Azores, KG4HE, KP4DKE,
N6BFN, PY5ZB, VP8CPC, VU2BIX,
W1BFA, ZD7DP, ZP5K0 4X6LD,
5N7YZC, 7X5JF, 9G1 BJ, 9K2ZC and
9L1PG. All Mark's listening was in
the evening period.
Next we look at Ted Trowell in
the Isle of Sheppey who seems to
have beaten his word processor into
submission. Ted listened only to c.w.
this time; on 7MHz around 06000TC
Ted had VK2DD, W6DP, J43AFA,
8P6DY, ZL2AGY, VK2ZV, 5A1A,
VK3MR - Snowy at 86 and still going
strong on the band, VK3FC, W6GO,
WP4M, C01 RH, XE3ARV, VK3RP,
OHO/DL1 RNW, 3V8AS, LX1 MU and
ES6Y/0 (Saarema Is). Around the
same time, 14MHz gave J28JA,
7P8SR, VE7SR, while at 1100-ish
we find OY2H, around 1500
JA6BDB, JH4JNG, 5A1A, JA5PL,
3V8BB, at 1600 RF1FJZ/FJL, at
1800 PT7WX, C53HG and
19000H1 NOA/OD5. 1100 was the
chosen time for 5A1A on 18MHz,
while a look at 1500 turned up
LU5VC, WOIAK in Minnesota,
J28JA, OZ/DL2SWW (Laeso Is),
CP6T, OY1CT, 9Q5MRC, W6YA,
and 1800 was the time for VE3XD,
9H1AL and WA7LNW in Arizona.
On 21 MHz Ted looked in at 1500
for EL2NB, X5JHI in Bosnia, and at
1600 A92Q, ZA/OK5DX, W1AW (HQ
station of ARRL) and 4Z4SZ. As for
24MHz Ted noted SP2UKB and
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9A3GU. Finally 28MHz where
EA8AF, EA6ADG, TK/F6AUS,
EA6/G3UOF, OK1 EE/OD5, YI9CW,
S51CA and 9A2WK were all logged.
It is interesting to note that the Six Ten Reporting Club late July issue
notes some nine Transatlantic
openings on 28MHz.
A first report now, from Colin
Dean in Barnsley, who writes on
ISWL headed paper. Colin tackled
3.5MHz sideband to find CM2HI,
FM5DP, XJ2CWI and ZD8WD; a
sniff on 7MHz produced signals from
AA4VK/CY9 (St Paul Is) and as one
would expect 14MHz did most of the
work by way of A92EV, BV2KI,
BV5GU, KW2P/CY9, DU7RAA,
DU7SSR, EXOV, IG9/IK8AUC,
JT1BG, ODSPI, RAOFA/MM Reg 1.,
VR1 FJL for Franz Josef Land,
SU2MT, TJ1AG, TU2DP, T53LB,
UNOP, VU2AVG, VK5LR, V51 MB,
XT2CH, YB5ORI, 4K7DWZ, 4KODE,
4L50M, 4S7NB, 5A1A, 5NOGC,
9G1NS, 9K2TA, 9L1PG, 9M21Y and
9N1RHM. The antenna is 20 metres,
end -fed, at 12 metres up, while the
shack contains a JRC NRD-525 a
Drake R7A and a Racal Selector.
An anonymous correspondent
enquires just what GW3KFE uses?
There is gear for 1.8-28, 70, 144 and
432MHz. Outside, a tribander on a
tilt -over mast and an end -fed wire
fed through a home-brew or a much modified commercial antenna tuner
in the shack. Antennas for the
v.h.f./u.h.f. bands are, in essence,
made of softwood and wire coat
hangers. As for the kit in the shack,
none of it is current production, and
some of it dates back to the 'fifties.
Some of my prized testgear even
goes back to pre -WWII!
Another new correspondent is
Ian Whiteford of Irvine, Ayrshire
who asks about the best time of day
for hearing Japan or Australia. If you
look at a Great Circle map centred
on England, you will see VK/JA/ZL
are, more or less, on the opposite
side of the globe, a bit south of west
for the long path, a bit north of east
for the short. Thus, their evening is
our morning. Now, the European
bedlam of evenings largely
disappears if you get up in the
mornings, and so you can hope for
long -path openings on 14MHz from,
say 0600-08000TC, then a break,
followed by the short -path opening in
mid -morning. 7MHz is the spot for a
night -owl after Australia, like 0400
for instance. That is what we see
near the bottom of the sunspot cycle,
but of course if we are near the peak
things are a bit different; the
computer for example says that
14MHz propagation to VK is almost
round the clock given a sunspot

number around 100 plus and low A
or K indices.
Roughly speaking, exploration
around similar times will locate the
ZL and JA signals. In the evenings,
they are about but weakly, and
usually buried beneath the Red
Army Choir and the Italian Tenors!
Ian used 7MHz for SM5BPF and
PY20CG, but on 14MHz his ears
were in operation on a brace of
TA2s, 9K2MU, 8R1 WD, ZA1B,
VP2E, WB3ZN in Denver, K4JY0
(Alabama), WA4QJM in Virginia,
7W5J with 7X5F, VP2VF, V31 DE,
KP4DBR, P43RR, YV3FIX, TI7DBS
and VE7BKY.
It may be recalled that Dennis
Sheppard in Earl Shilton was playing
around with a KW2000-series rig;
this netted a letter from John
Barrinton Gray who lives at 132
Lincoln Way Corby, Northants NN19
9HW; John has an AVO Valve Tester
and he says he would be pleased to
test any valves free, provided
enough stamps are included to

enable him to cover the return
postage/packing costs. John also
has quite a load of valves available
that he will sell at fair prices to help
out anyone having difficulty. What is
perhaps even more useful is that
John has many manuals and
circuits; for example, HRO, AR77,
AR88D, CR100, CR150, B40,
Eddystone, Pye and so on, that he is
prepared to photocopy. Seemingly
John was in the trade, still has his
heart there, and has kept these
useful things. would simply add that
if you ship valves for test, do be
very careful in packing them so
that John can return 'em equally well
packed, and do write and ask a price
before you ask for a photocopy of a
manual.
Still on that, P. Hardy of 1
Warwick Crescent Charlton Kings,
Cheltenham GL52 6YZ writes to say
he has five 12AT7s in his box if
Dennis cares to drop him a line.
Yet another offer is from H.
Lundie G3XTU of 10 Northampton
Road, Bromham, Beds MK48 8PE
who has DK96, DA96, 3S4, 6CH6,
12AT7, UAF42, UY47, and a brace
of 6HF5s. The latter were used in
earlier KW Vespa Mk 2 transmitters
and various other rigs.
never cease to be amazed at
the way in which amateurs and short
wave listeners can (and do) help
I

I

each other.
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Graham Tanner, 64 Attlee Road, Hayes, Middlesex UB4 91E. Internet: gmt@delphi.com
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SNIP TO SHORE
RADIO

-

FREQUENCIES
Ken Davies
This month

have news of a
new book which has just
appeared; found this book,
quite by chance, while browsing in a
local bookshop. The book is titled
Ship to Shore Radio Frequencies by
Ken Davies, it is part of the Ian Allan
ABC Series, and costs £5.99. This
95 page book is aimed at mariners,
but it also a very useful reference
book for listeners. It is a quick and
easy-to -use directory of the
communications facilities available
to the UK coastal sailor (and
listener).
The book divides the UK
coastline into 10 sectors, starting at
Lands End and working anticlockwise back to the Bristol
Channel; one of the sectors covers
the River Thames from its source (in
Gloucestershire) to its mouth (in the
North Sea). It covers both the h.f.
radio spectrum and the v.h.f. 'marine
band' frequencies.
Each sector follows a similar
format. Listed first are the HM
Coastguard stations with their main
v.h.f. channels, followed by details of
how to get weather information for
the sector over the 'phone. Next are
details of the British Telecom MF
Coast Stations (to use their proper
title) in the sector. Each section has
its own ship and shore h.f.
frequencies, as well as the channel
letters. Also given is the start time of
the four -hourly traffic broadcasts, so
you can easily work out when the
next transmission is due.
After that comes the v.h.f. coast
stations (with their assigned 'marine
band' channels), and finally an
extensive listing of ports, harbours
and marinas. At the back of the book
are complete lists for the BT MF
Coast Radio station frequencies and
the v.h.f. Marine Band frequencies.
All in all, this is a very useful
pocket book for the mariner, and just
the thing for those who are
interested in monitoring marine
traffic around the UK.
I

I

EAMS
Those of you who enjoy spending
countless hours listening to the
USAF GHFS frequencies cannot fail
to have noticed the frequent
transmissions of long strings of
numbers and letters. These
transmissions occur at all times of
the day and night, some are quite
short and others are very long - one
has been heard with over 400
characters. They originate from
several GHFS stations, and they are
usually repeated by other GHFS
stations a few minutes later. The
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transmission takes the form of a six
character preamble spoken
phonetically and repeated three
times (e.g., DKE3C7, DKE3C7,
DKE3C7, message follows),
followed by the full message starting
with the preamble again. Some
stations announce the their location
at the start of the transmission (e.g.,
Offutt), while others only give their
location at the very end. After the
message has been read -through
once, it is always repeated again
(e.g., ... say again,...)
Once the first transmission has
finished, another GHFS station will
I

pop-up and repeat the same
message. The six character
preamble is the give-away that it is a
repeated transmission.
These transmissions are known
as Emergency Action Messages
(EAM5), and are generally
considered to be coded messages to
the US strategic forces of B-52
bombers, Naval ship and nuclear
submarines.
As mentioned above, the six
character preamble is followed by
the coded message. At times, this
has been over 400 characters long,
but the most common ones are
those known as 20- and 26 character messages - the preamble
is followed by either 14 or 20
characters.
Over the past year, somebody in
the USA has detected a sequence to
these EAM transmissions. first read
about this discovery earlier this year,
and since then have noticed the
pattern myself. The American
listener concerned, Jeff Haverlah in
Texas, began to 'notice' that the six
character preamble started with the
same two characters for a few
weeks, then changed to another pair
which stayed constant for the next
few weeks. By patiently recording
the dates and times of each
transmission, the preamble and the
message, and the transmitting
station, he discovered that each '2 character' set lasted for between 14
and 26 days in use. As time went by
and more and more listeners
reported details of what they heard,
it became possible to identify when
the changeover occurred. In one

crew of a B-52 bomber. asked them
a few simple questions about the
aircraft, to put them at their ease;
then started to ask about EAMs,
what they did when they heard one,
and how they knew if it was for
them. They were very reluctant to
answer my questions after that.
When mentioned that the current
sequence (at the time) started with
'HB' and the previous set was 'J4'
they looked very uncomfortable
indeed. As a test, told them that
had cracked the codes and the next
set would begin with 'NK' (I was
wrong, it was '6E'), they refused to
talk with me any more! Maybe was
getting too close to the truth, who
knows!
Although it is very unlikely that
anyone has ever broken the codes,
it makes a very interesting diversion
noting the details of the
transmissions. What should you do
when you hear one of these
messages? - take notes of course.
What you'll need to take note of, are
the start time, the transmitting
station, the 6 -character preamble,
I

I

I

I

I
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and the rest of the message. Don't
forget that the message is repeated
by the same station, so you will get a
second chance to record the
message if you miss any characters.
Also, note which other stations rebroadcasts the sequence in the
following few minutes. Soon, you'll
notice that the repeated broadcasts
by other stations usually follow a set
sequence themselves.
Over longer periods of time,
you'll notice when the sequence
changes, days when very few EAMs
are transmitted, and days when
many dozens can be heard. Over a
period of a few months, it becomes
easier to notice the changes,
especially if you keep a separate log
of these broadcasts.

Next month, a look at some of the

other EAM and coded messages
that you can hear from the USAF.

Traffic Log
(all frequencies in MHz, all times UTC)

3.939

(10/5, 07.00-08.00) Buchan working stations G7X and 90E, both of which
appeared to be Naval ships. Lots of messages were passed concerning
tracking and training, with a few PCS checks (Position, Course, Speed)
where the details were all encoded. The Ops Officer on G7X passed a
message to Buchan, to be sent to Eindhoven in the Netherlands,
concerning a training exercise that aftemoon.

5.181

(22/6, 21.02) Station OB working 130 and A10. Probably a British Army or
TAVR communications network; stations starting with '0' are very typical
of the Army.

6.688

(12/5, 08.00-08.40) K85 working K87, both stations carrying -out ground radio checks (therefore are probably aircraft or helicopters). 11 E working
Portland (Portland Naval Base in Dorset), reporting that they were 'in

I
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particular instance, the difference
between one pair ('10') and the next
('EP') was only 12 minutes.
So, what do all these coded
messages mean? Well, that's the
hard part, and don't expect that
anyone has ever managed to break
the codes. Since the transmissions
are thought to be destined for the
US nuclear forces, it is thought that
they are 'Go codes'. At an airshow
earlier this year spoke with the

Portsmouth'.
6.739

(28/6, 13.35) Station Sawmill working Architect, requesting to pass a
message to Sawmill Boss. Architect requested that they QSY to
8.190MHz (a rarely used Architect frequency).

6.993

(29/7, 09.05) Spar 65 working Andy (having moved here from 11.175),
reporting the estimated time of departure from ETAR (Ramstein AB,
Germany) at 09.30, and their e.t.a. to HECW (Cairo West, Egypt) at
13.05. At 09.40 Spar 65 requested a phone patch to the US Naval
Observatory for a `time hack' (a time -check, just like TIM in the UK); the
recorded voice said '05:40:15 EDT, 09:40:20 UTC'.

8.190

(28/6, 13.37) Sawmill working Architect, but suffering from interference
from a loud whine. Both QSY'ed to 9.031 MHz.

9.031

(28/6, 13.38) Sawmill working Architect with a message to Sawmill Boss.
Sawmill wanted to arrange some air-conditioning repairs when the arrived
in port the following day (therefore, Sawmill is a ship of some sort).

11.175

(29/7, 09.00) Spar 65 (a USAF C-20 Gulfstream aircraft) working
Croughton for a phone -patch to Andrews VIP ('Andy'). '65 asked for
some working frequencies, and was told to try F117 (6.993MHz) and
F823 (11.229MHz).

11.175

(29/7, 21.36) Albrook GHFS working Hickam GHFS (inaudible in the UK).
Hickham wanted Albrook to put out a call for 'Marlin 01' Albrook called
three times, but there was no response.

I

I
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Peter Shore,

c/o SWM Editorial Offices, Broadstone
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VOICE OFAMERICA _-.,

Euro oe
Germany's international

broadcaster, Deutsche Welle,
unveiled a new corporate
image at the Berlin consumer
electronics fair, the two -yearly
Funkausstellung, in August. Out is
the globe and the strange -shaped
man who has decorated DW's
schedules and promotional material
for the past few years; in comes a
clean cut logo which seems to lean
neither towards television, into which
DW is now investing heavily, nor to
radio, where the station is pruning its
resources.
RadioRopalnfo, the German
commercial broadcaster which is part
of the conglomerate which owns the
successful TechniSat satellite
antenna and receiver manufacturer,
ha resumed broadcasting on long
wave. The transmitter on 261 kHz,
formerly used for Radio Volga
programmes for Soviet forces in East
Germany, was off the air from
November of last year.
The reintroduced long wave
service is in parallel with the station's
short wave frequency of 5.980MHz
and appears to be operational
between 0400 and 21000TC.
Meanwhile, RadioRopa has
announced that it plans to change
from analogue to digital sound on its
Astra satellite service. The station
has a commercial interest in this
switch, since it is one of only a
handful of companies which build
receivers for the new Astra Digital
Radio (ADR) system currently being
introduced.

Banned Satellite Dishes
Pity residents of the city of
Courcouronnes in France, who may
not be able to benefit from the
introduction of digital services on

European satellites. The mayor in the
town has banned satellite dishes from
houses, apparently for safety and
aesthetic reasons.
Only one communal antenna will
be permitted on apartment blocks,
and owners of houses will not be
allowed to have dishes which are
visible from the street. Residents of
the town have six months to comply
with the ruling, or face forcible
removal of their satellite antennas.

Radio Netherlands
Radio Netherlands is now running
two audio sub -carriers on Astra 1C,
one principally for its Dutch service,
the other mainly for English. Tune to
RTL 5 television on 10.963GHz, and
the audio subcarrier at 7.74MHz for
English at 0030, 0430, 1830 and

2030 and the subcarrier at 7.92MHz
for English at 0430, 0730, 1930 and
2330UTC. Relays of the station via
World Radio Network on Astra in
Europe and Galaxy in North America
are to continue, says Jonathan
Marks, Director of Programmes at
Radio Netherlands.

Hot Line
The Voice of America started a
Refugee Hot -Line in mid -August to
help people displaced in the countries
of the former Yugoslavia, and to send
messages to families and friends.
Refugees can telephone a 24 hour -a day 'phone number and record a
message of up to one minute length.
The messages are carried in
VoA's regular Serbian and Croatian
programmes, but the station has
undertaken to start special
programmes if demand for this new
service increases. The 31st August
edition of the New York Times
reported that VoA is seeking
alternative funding for its broadcasts
directed towards Europe.
This follows the cut of US$54
million from the $395 million budget
allocated to VoA's parent
organisation. Bill Torrey, the acting
director of VoA's Europe Network
which runs VoA Europe (transmitted
via many cable systems in the
continent and on medium wave
1197kHz out of Munich), said he is
looking for a commercial company to
finance the production costs of his
music and entertainment
programmes. The news and
information segments would come, as
now, from Washington, and not be
affected by the need to find
commercial backing.

New Internet Address
Radio Sweden (try 6.065MHz short
wave, 1179kHz medium wave for
English at 1615, 1730, 2030 and
213OUTC) has a new Internet
address: info@rs.sr.se The station
also has a new World Wide Web site
at: http://www.sr.se
The English pages are
expanding under George Wood's
leadership and by the time this article
appears in print should be fairly
active. Meanwhile, the station's Astra
transponder has changed: tune to
ZDF television on transponder 33 at
10.964GHz, and the audio sub-carrier
at 7.38MHz.

Programmes Affected
The BBC World Service Burmese
language programmes started to be
affected by jamming in August,
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shortly after a speech by recently released opposition leader Aung San
Suu Kyi was interviewed on the
service. Reports from Burma suggest
that the jamming is not very effective,
and at least one frequency is
completely unaffected.
Speaking on the World Service
media programme Waveguide,
Elizabeth Wright, head of the BBC's
Asia Pacific programmes division,
said that the jamming had been
noticed at the BBC Monitoring
Service, and via direction finding
traced to the region around Burma.
Protests were being lodged with the
authorities about this illegal activity
which contravened international radio
regulations.
The jamming also affected the
Democratic Voice of Burma,
transmitted from Norway. The BBC's
Chinese service has been jammed
for some years, but generally
ineffectively in most metropolitan
areas.

The Voice of America started a
Refugee Hot Line in mid -August to
send messages to families and
fri ds.

world - and relays it to a special
conference, organised by the
Institution of Electrical Engineers.

Mother of Battles

Lithuania Back
Lithuania is back on short wave after
an absence caused by financial
constraints. The country's First
Programme is carried on 9.71MHz
from a Lithuanian transmitter and on
medium wave 666kHz.
The international service, Radio
Vilnius, is on the air daily with English
to Europe at 1900-1930, 2100-2105,
2130-2200 on 9.71MHz, in parallel
with the medium wave channels of
1557, 666 and 612kHz. The North
American service is back on a
Russian transmitter at 2300 Monday
to Friday on 7.36MHz, and at
weekends at 2300 on the same
frequency.

Centenary Year
Last month was the 100th
anniversary of the first long distance
radio transmissions by Guglielmo
Marconi, and to help celebrate, a
special Morse code signal was
transmitted at 0900 on 6 September
from Grimeton in southern Sweden.
The signal, on the very low frequency
of 17.2kHz, well below the very
bottom of the lowest broadcast band,
long wave, was received at the
BBC's receiving station that picks -up
all the signals needed by the
Corporation's Monitoring Service.
New, professional receivers made
by Watkins-Johnson installed recently
at Crowsley Park were able to tune to
this unusual frequency and
transmission - it emanated from the
oldest Alexanderson generator in the

thought that you might be
interested to learn that Mother of
Battles Radio started up again in
August, according to the BBC's
Waveguide programme. This station
was heard during the Gulf War
(remember that the war itself was
called the Mother of All Battles by
Saddam), so does this mean that
more trouble is brewing in the Middle
East?
If you have followed the press
over the past weeks, then you will
know that there have been defections
from Iraq by members of Saddam's
extended ruling family, and many
observers thought this might presage
a coup against him. At the time of
writing, nothing has happened, but
keep tuned to those short wave
bands in case something does
develop!
Until the next Bandscan Europe
in January's edition, good listening!
Finally,

I

Deutschex.Welle
a

Radio for the world

Deutsche Welle unveiled a new
corporate image at the Berlin
consumer electronics fair back in
August.
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John Griffiths,

c/o 22 Ffordd Beibio, Holyhead, Gwynedd, North Wales

Scanni
Firstly, many thanks to those who
wrote in on the IDs required for

frequencies given by both Paul
Wey and myself - it's nice to know
that you're monitoring regularly! I'll
deal with Paul's request first (Table
1). My thank's to G.P. Jones of
Bedworth for that. My own list is
answered in Table 2. My sincere
thank's to Roy Dent for those - and,
to answer your query Roy. do stray
into airband now and again as a
matter of course - scanning is allied
to airband monitoring - but the Editor
does, I'm sure, wield a big blue
pencil if he thinks I'm standing on
other columnists toes! Roy also goes
on to answer Paul Wey's queries on
the following:
441.1500, 453.1250, 453.9250,
456.5250MHz - Birmingham, East
Midland, Stanstead and Gatwick
respectively and all ground handling
services. Thanks.
I

Wierd Letter
Now on to a pretty disturbing letter
received through the post from a
gentleman who I'll refer to only as
'GA' and who calls himself a (sic)
'sensitive employee and hobbyest of
radio'. Mr. 'GA' informs me we all
break the law by listening to
sensitive frequencies but states that,
as a sensitive employee 'our
organisation' is aware of this. As
long as people are sensitive the
eyes go blind....'
Mr. 'GA' presumes that should
see him as a part of the
I

sensitive license is a real no -no.
You, as an employee of 'The
Organisation' should be quite aware
of the components of the Wireless
Telegraphy Act, The Interception of
Communications Act and so on ad
infinitum. Issuing licenses to scanner
users? think not!
suspect that you are a small
time scanner user - possibly ex -CB
and illegal 27MHz a.m. and s.s.b.
(with linear amp) operator at that who sits in on sensitive frequencies
and then follows them up. You most
probably have this fantasy that you
are one of the Moral Minority - you
know, unpaid, unasked but sticking
up for rights and stuff like that. If
anyone has done any reporting, then
the chances are it is most probably
you who reported someone for
having a hand-held out in the garden
- to draw fire from your own
activities. Well, Mr. 'GA', have got
news for you! If the RA employ you
then they should trawl through their
records and have you fired. What
you propose, and what you hint at, is
nothing short of dangerous.
Scanning is enjoyed by thousands of
people of all backgrounds, many of
whom stay low key and just have
their own enjoyment out of it. In the
midst of all of this are a small core of
blatant fools who go out of their way
to bring the hobby into disrepute,
who encourage the RA to look more
I

I

I

closely at the hobby as a whole and
who also write in with suggestions
that are well off the wall. Are you
wired to the moon by any chance?
One thing is for certain - you cannot
be serious.
have filed the letter anyway.
did not recommend a 'Scout' by the
way. Perhaps you have me mixed up
with someone else? never
recommend any kit to anyone - that's
a part of my being nuetral and
unbiased on the issue of what is,
and what isn't, good choice. As for a
'Scout' being harmless. You're what?
In the 'organisation'? Tell me, how
long do you think I'd last if sat
outside somewhere like HMGCC
Signal Hill at Poundon with a
'Scout'? Ten minutes? Less, think!
really do hope that people like you who have this semi -knowledge of
the law regarding scanning which is
enough to fill the back of a business
card - are stamped upon very
heavily by the RA. Scanning gets a
pretty bad press as it is. You only
add to it.

Table

I

was listening on her PRO -2006,
MVT-7100 and AR -3000 and who
was asked to 'de -program' her
memory banks in the presence of
Mr. "GA". She was then thanked,
and told (quote) 'we don't care what
you do with them'.
Come on here! What is this?
Firstly, the RA - or its staff - would
most certainly not consider writing to
me on a sheet of lined paper torn out
of an exercise book and written,
badly, in Biro with loads of crossing
out. Secondly, if you were indeed a
sensitive employee - mentioned
some nine times - then you have just
committed a cardinal sin by
informing me of what you do, and
how you do it. Thirdly, the idea of a
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Rile back in August.

I

I

I

I

The Things You Get in
the Post!
Yet some more info from the

aforementioned R. Dent and this
time concerned with helio ops and,
in particular, G -HEMS. This for

1

I

Radiocommunications Organisation,
and hints his role is in detection of
scanner users. He also states that
sensitive licenses should be issued
to people who can help the
'organisation' by reporting those who
use scanners for purposes 'outside
the law' to the RA. To add weight to
this, he goes on to say that a recent
'incident' involved a young lady who

D.

166.2625

Nuneaton and Bedworth Council

169.825

The Watch Security, Leamington Spa

453.050

Carparks Security, Coventry

453.175

Courtaulds Security, Coventry

453.700

Dunlop Security, Coventry

455.2375

George Eliot Crash Pagers

455.7375

Coventry Airport Ground Control

456.525

Birmingham Airport UNID operator

456.625

Warwick University Security

456.650

Retail Security Link, Nuneaton

456.775

George Eliot Hospital Porters / Security
Nuneaton

456.850

Community Nurses, Coventry

I

132.700

Thames Radar

119.900

Heathrow Radar

130.350

Northolt Radar

124.975

Northolt Tower

118.075

London City Tower

122.900

Battersea Heliport

You should be able to hear G -HEMS
on these, and follow up from there.

However, Roy does suggest these
are 'office hours' frequencies
Monday through to Friday with
limited service, if at all, on
weekends. G -HEMS, it appears,
operates daylight hours only.
Buckinghamshire had a service on
122.950 and Kent on 132.650 but
this cannot be confirmed. The gloves
down then - can anyone?!
Alan Burnett-Provan asks for
some help in putting an ID on a c.w.
signal he heard on 113.650. Help
required on this one. Alan lives in
Solihull and can't find any
reference to anything that may be of
help apart from it may have been a
call -sign used in navigation.
carried some stuff about inter service working some time ago and
a letter from someone in Gwynedd
who wishes to remain nameless due to his job - informs me that
Gwynedd Fire Service has Channel
69 - 450.275 - available for inter working with NW 1 (Police 29). He
goes on to state that North Wales
Ambulance do have a marine band
radio fitted in their mobile control
unit, based at Caernarfon. have
been involved in a search when
was on the lifeboat where the North
Wales police helio called us
briefly....which came as a shock to
us, as we didn't know it was fitted
with marine v.h.f.! However, it makes
sense - and would, possibly, prove
extremely useful.
Now, an addendum to my 'recharging NiCads' advice given. A
letter from N.D. Atkins G3EXG
states quite clearly that this isn't on!
Gas build-up would possibly result in
an explosion so an alternative is to
discharge a high value capacitor observing correct polarity and say
470pF charged to 30V - across the
cell. This will 'zap' any whiskers
though it may takes several charge /
discharge cycles to effect complete
recovery. Always glad of advice, Mr.
Atkins - and it is taken in the spirit
intended.
G. Barnes writes in with some
interesting stuff heard whilst on
holiday in the Scilly Isles. Using an
MVT-800, Geoff was able to hear the
following:
I

I

I

I

Table 2
119.900

RAF Brize Norton SRE Brize Zone.

123.200

Cranfield Tower. Poss A -G Old Sarum.

123.300

RAF Brize Norton talkdown.

129.950

Luton Approach.

315.750

RAF Benson SRE

130.70

Lands End (St. Just)

Table

Tower.

far better bet - providing you give me
time to get back to you!

3

123.15

St. Mary's Tower.

35.025

f.m.

French Repeater with tones.

157.80

St. Mary's Boatmans

36.325

f.m.

Carrier, probably Romanian.

Association.

39.390

f.m.

Music

Geoff goes on to say there appears
to be a lot of scanning going on,
judging by the number of discones
up on roofs! I have yet to hear

45.105

f.m.

Italian Telephones.

45.450

f.m.

Italian Telephones.

anything from anyone living there,
Geoff, so I'll take that as read.

I

STL? During Es to Italy and Africa.

I

46.160

f.m.

Italian Telephones.

47.875

f.m.

Italian Private TV and Video, non-standard
channel.

53.375

f.m.

Italian Private TV and Video, non-standard
channel.

54.650

w.b.f.m.

Italian STL.

56.260

w.b.f.m.

Italian STL.

75.900

w.b.f.m.

STL Menorca.

82.850

f.m.

Telephone Menorca.

w.b.f.m.

Meteorological Sondes.

Low Band VHF
Now a letter from Tim Anderson
GOGTF. Tim, as regular readers will
know, monitors low band v.h.f. stuff.
He wrote to me enclosing some
unusual happenings and for which
I'm indebted. Tim reports he heard
the following by either Es or whilst
on holiday in Menorca (Table 3).
While interesting, the most exciting
part for me was the reception of a
Hungarian numbers Station confirmed for Tim by Hans Otto
DLOKAC on amateur packet - on the
v.h.f. frequency of 47.170. I've since
passed this information on to
ENIGMA but would welcome back
any reports from any reader who has
heard numbers traffic on v.h.f..
have heard a rumour that numbers

-

403.150

traffic was carried on v.h.f. in the
Middle East - can anyone confirm?
Lastly, a request on the 'net from
Michael Kenyon regarding scanning
antennas. The simple answer to your
quandary as to what to buy discone, double discone or vertical is really down to you. use vertical a Scanmaster Base - and it is
durable, unobtrusive and sensible.
I

That wraps it up for this month. Have
some pity on me struggling with Law
this term, with trying to manage a job
at weekends and running the old
faithful Clubman of mine - on top of
which
Late hello to GWOKPV and Sylvia told you I'd do it, didn't I?

Best 73s and keep scanning.

Discones are very much the same
so it's a matter of horses for courses,
Michael. Sorry about the delay in
getting back but do not have
access to the 'net, and the request
was sent on from the office. It's wise
to request that any internet queries
addressed to me will not be speedily
answered as the home OTHR does
not appear. Besides, an s.s.a.e. is a
I

RADIO AMATEURS EXAM?
PASS FIRST TIME!
Before you enrol check the benefits of
RRC'S unique Home Tuition Service

AIR
SUPPLY
83B, HIGH
YEADON,
STREET,

LEEDS

LS19 7TA. FAX: 0113-2 500119
OPENING HOURS: 0-5pm DAILY
CLOSED WEDNESDAY & SUNDAY

RRC has helped thousands of students to success in their
examinations with this unique system of postal tuition, one
which guides you, step-by-step, to qualify in the shortest
possible time. Only The Rapid Results College offers you all
these advantages:

1

Supplying the Aviation Industry - Airlines,
Aviators, Enthusiasts and Listeners

Books
Flight -- -

-

Mod
f+uE QV

TAI.

s= -

HW1

ucts

NEmg VA,i4 Publications
Specialists in Airband Scanners,
Monitors, Aerials & Accessories

Phone Ken Cothliff on:

0113-250 9581

A qualified personal tutor

Study material prepared by specialists

Completely self-contained courses

0 Handy pocket-size booklets

0
2

.

Free 'How to Study' Guide

Instalment Plan
Free Postage on course material

Regular marked tests

Worldwide Airmail Service

Courses regularly updated

Extra tuition free if you don't pass first time

48 hour despatch

POST COUPON TODAY FOR FREE
RADIO AMATEURS PROSPECTUS
Please send me my prospectus as quickly as possible.
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms
Address
Postcode
.I.1.0,110

DAVE CLARKE &
ICOM - YUPITERU -AOR - LOWE RADIOS AND
WOOSTER - SHABAK MODELS
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Free advice before you enrol

Personal study programme

OR SEND £ 1.50 INC. P&P FOR NEW CATALOGUE,
REFUNDABLE WITH FIRST ORDER

AGENTS FOR: AIRTOURS - AFE

2
0 Telephone Helpline

-

1111111

The Rapid Results College
RRCDept

"f211111

JV302. Tuition House, London SW194DS. FREE ADVICE:01819477272(9amápm)

PROSPECTUS: 01819461102 (24 hour Recordacall Service quoting Dept. No. above).
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Godfrey Manning G4GLM, c/o The Godfrey Manning Aircraft Museum, 63 The Drive, Edgeware, Middlesex HA8 8PS

Several of you have written in
with information and queries on
the use of various frequencies.
I'll try to put it in some sort of order.

Air-to -Air

Letters are from Patrick Benham
(Langport), Norman Locke
(Peterborough), Ray Loveland
G2ARU (Arundel) and Keith Walton
(Stoke-on-Trent). I'm sure that some
readers out there have the required
local (or inside!) knowledge to answer
the questions.

London Military
Strange things do happen. Why
would a British Airways B.737 be
equipped to talk to London Mil ATCC
on u.h.f.? Has there been a change to
London Mil South, Daventry Sector?
still have it listed as 291.8MHz.
I

Manchester
Sub -Centre
This item expands on August's
'Frequency and Operational News.'
The Sub -Centre works 124.2 and, if
busy, 134.925MHz (which might be
non-standard). Northbound
departures from Birmingham, East
Midlands, Leeds/Bradford and
Liverpool will contact the Sub -Centre.
Manchester Southbound departures
are also worked and then handed off
to London Airways on 129.2 or
131.125 or, non-standard,
120.025MHz.
Arrivals come in via the Sub Centre's airspace before handing off
to the usual Approach Radar
frequencies at each of the above mentioned terminals.

Pilots should not talk to each other on
123.45MHz; it's officially allocated in
some places! Over the North Atlantic,
131.8MHz has been officially
provided for the purpose
but not much will be heard inland as
the transmissions are generally too
far away. North Atlantic traffic also
monitors 121.5MHz so as to relay
emergency messages; there are so
many airliners up there,
someone's bound to hear.
In the case of display teams,
some have their own frequency to coordinate their displays such as the
Red Arrows (243.45 usually,
242.2MHz if not). Others, such as the
Russian Sukhoi fighters, simply
remain on the tower frequency
wherever they are.

Across the Channel
Many light aircraft pilots fancy a trip
across the Channel for Sunday lunch
(I'm told that Le Touquet is especially
recommended, the restaurant being
set up to handle the influx of Brits!).
Most of the common continental
aerodromes are listed in the En Route Supplements (Calais,
Deauville, Dieppe, Le Touquet, Lille,
Orly, and Ostend) but couldn't find
Abbeville (123.5MHz), is it new?
Now for a question. What French
aerodromes are on 124.425, 125.375,
125.45, 129.775, 130.45 and
131.375MHz? Thanks to all those
mentioned above for contributing to
this frequency mini -feature.

Abbreviations
ATCC
ATZ
CAA
d.m.e.
g

GASIL
GHz
h.f.

ICAO
kHz
LATCC
mb
MHz
Mil

mm
n.d.b.
nm
OFE
QNH
u.h.f.
v.h.f.

VOLMET
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Air Traffic Control Centre
Aerodrome Traffic Zone B.Boeing
Civil Aviation Authority
distance measuring equipment
grams
General Aviation Safety Information Leaflet
gigahertz
high frequency
International Civil Aviation Organisation
kilohertz
London Area & Terminal Control Centre
millibars
megahertz
Military
millimetres
non -directional beacon
nautical miles
altimeter pressure setting, reads zero when
on aerodrome
altimeter pressure setting, reads height
above sea level
ultra high frequency
very high frequency
VOLume METeorological report

I

Information
Sources
The Meteorological
Office publish a new
booklet called Get
Met. This lists all
those expensive dial up telephone
weather services for
aviation - some of
which require a FAX
machine. Also
included are the
VOLMETs (but the
h.f. frequencies
seem to be the old
ones). At least it tells
you which
aerodrome is
covered by which
broadcast. If you'd
like a free copy (of
course you would!)
send a pre -paid reply
envelope to CAA
Safety Promotion

Section, Aviation House, Gatwick
Airport South, West Sussex RH6
OYR. The booklet fits in 150 x 110mm
and weighs just less than 20g (that's
19 or 25p in the UK).
Javiation, Carlton Works, Carlton
Street, Bradford, West Yorkshire BD7
1 DA, Tel: (01274) 732146, have
come up with their latest VHF/UHF
Frequency Listing. In fact there are
two versions; recommend the full
version at £11.50 plus postage (it
weighs almost 350g) as distinct from
the Frequency Only Guide that costs
£7.50 including UK postage.
Now, at that price (more than the
usual En -Route Supplements that
always recommend) there must be
something extra. The full (expensive)
version contains something that
you're always asking me about: a
callsign directory. Compare that with
the price of the official callsign
publication and it's suddenly good
value!
What else is on offer in the spiral bound 232 -page book? As you can
tell from the title, civil and military are
covered (but I'm unable to check the
data for accuracy as it's too
extensive). On the military side, stud
channel numbers are elucidated,
range control and air-to-air refuelling
frequencies are given. Under
aerodrome listings you'll often find
extra information such as ground
vehicles and company operations
frequencies. Some of the more wellknown display teams are here with
the channels they use while
displaying. must also commend the
reverse frequency look -up table, from
which you can find the allocated
aerodrome once the frequency is
known. The LATCC repeaters are
detailed. I'm sure that many readers
will be willing to pay the price to have
their questions answered and it's not
too early to drop hints about the
desired contents of your Christmas
stocking!
The routine information (En -Route
Supplements, radio-navigation charts,
etc.) is always available to the public
by post from the usual official
suppliers. It's worth remembering that
this is the same information that pilots
use! The addresses of the various
suppliers is on the Airband Factsheet
that's available from the Broadstone
editorial office (not from me!) if you
send a pre -paid reply envelope. It's a
single A4 sheet.
I

addition, weather helps; stable
summer high pressure systems (anticyclones) seem to favour longer distance v.h.f. ducting. This can be
too much of a good thing when
distant co -channel television
transmitters interfere with your
evening's viewing! At least it's a guide
to propagation conditions.
Ken's flown in the Goodyear
airship Europa as part of his work
(that'll cause reader envy!). also
recommend Ken to get the Airband
Factsheet and to consider buying
some of the frequency information
sources listed above.
I

I

I

Perplexing Propagation
& Other Problems
Certainly, the active antenna at the
station of Ken Capewell (Claverdon)
is helping to pull -in v.h.f. signals. In

Follow -Ups
my August column ('Book
Reviews') over -simplified the
difference between controlled and
uncontrolled airspace. As Martin
Sutton (Arundel) points out, all
airspace is subject to the Rules of the
Air and is therefore regulated. Not all
is controlled, though, and there is now
a complicated classification of
airspace types. This came into being
at the end of 1991, the result of ICAO
trying to get all states to agree to the
same airspace rules. There are seven
classes of airspace, one of which is
unallocated in the UK, and in fact the
UK has decided not to comply fully
anyway! If you really want to know
then you'll need the chart from the
CM (Printing and Publications is
listed on the Airband Factsheet).
For most purposes, you either
need to do as a controller says or you
don't. Even if outside controlled
airspace, you can still ask for a radar
controller's help and advice. This
gave rise to the confusing term 'Air
Traffic Services Outside Regulated
Airspace' and Martin is right in
questionning this description.
Again, if you want the full details,
Martin lists the exact conditions for
Special VFR. These are non-IFR
flights: in Class A controlled airspace,
in any controlled airspace at night, or
in controlled airspace that is subject
to instrument meteorological
conditions. So, they're not VFR
(Visual Flight Rules), not IFR
(Instrument Flight Rules) - but
something in between!
In

I

Frequency and
Operational News
From the CM comes GASIL 4 of
1995 with the following information. At
Full Sutton, Yorkshire, is a new ATZ
with air/ground on 132.325MHz. The
Oxford d.m.e. replies on 1.211 GHz,
callsign OX, and seems to be a
recent installation. Great Yarmouth's
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n.d.b. (ident ND) changes slightly to
396 (was 397kHz) but power is
reduced for a lOnm range. New lower
airspace radar service units are at
Humberside (124.675), Plymouth
(121.25) and West Freugh
(130.05MHz).
Another new ATZ is the heliport at
Walton Wood, near Pontefract. Isn't
Yorkshire doing well this month?

In
Robin Regent
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the Cockpit

I've been explaining about Secondary
Surveillance Radar (SSR) following on
from the photo of a transponder
controller in the August 'Airband.' Now,
what are the different modes of
operation? The big knob (bottom left of
August's photo) is marked Off, Stby
(short for standby), A, B, C (to which
the switch is set in the photo), and D.
One of the modes A to D are selected
for the transponder to actually operate.

When changing squawk code, standby
is required. This prevents inadvertent
transmission of an emergency code
whilst knob -twiddling.
The mode determines what
information the transponder sends. In
practice, mode A is selected for simply
transmitting the squawk; mode C, on
the other hand, is set when the
squawk plus the flight level is to be
transmitted. Pilots talk about
'squawking mode Charlie' or not
having mode C when referring to this
facility. The altitude readout that is
transmitted is as if the altimeter sub -

scale were fixed at 1013mb
(regardless of the actual QNH or ()FE
setting).
One more mode doesn't appear on
older equipment and is not universally
available. Mode S provides the facility
for extra two-way data to be
exchanged between the ground and
the aircraft. This will doubtless become
increasingly important in the future.
Where does that leave 'Squawk
(dent?' In the centre of the leftmost
squawk adjuster knobs (under the
window displaying 70 in the photo) is a
press-button. When instructed by the
air traffic controller, the pilot presses
this and thus causes an extra
information code to reach the radar
set. This has the effect of making the
target image flash on the screen for a
few seconds and so confirms that the
correct aircraft is being tracked. If
there's space next month, I'll explain
how SSR is going to become even
more helpful in preventing mid-air
collisions.
The next three deadlines (for
topical information) are October 13,
November 10 and December 8.
Replies always appear in this column
and it is regretted that no direct
correspondence is possible. Genuinely
urgent information/enquiries: 0181-958
5113 (before 2130 local please).

from the USA to the UK...
Subscribe to Monitoring Times° and Satellite Times°
Monitoring Times is the most comprehensive

monthly radio hobby magazine in the industry,
covering all that's new in shortwave broadcasting,
scanning equipment, amateur radio, news, computers
and much much more.

\

Satellite Times is the newest star
in space, covering commercial,
military, scientific, governmental and
personal communications. If you're
interested in satellites, you'll love this

bi-monthly magazine.

tL

,r----

.

If it's on the Radio,
It's in Monitoring Times.
Mail this subscription form to: PW Publishing Ltd.,
Freepost, Arrowsmith Ct. Station Approach, Broadstone,
Dorset BH188 PW.
Subscription Rates include speedy Air Mail Service!
O 1 year Monitoring Times £34 (12 issues)
O 1 year Satellite Times £28 (6 issues)
Name

Address
Postcode
Telephone
enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd.) £
Or Charge to my AccessNisa Card the amount of £
Card#
Valid from
Thru
Signature
Tel
I

Wit's in Orbit
Satellite Times Covers It.
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Credit Card orders taken on (01202) 659930
FAX orders taken on (01202) 659950
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KENWOOD R5000
AOR AR -3030 30kHz-30MHz
AM/FM/SSB/CW/FAX
PHONE FOR PRICE

45KG VERTICAL
LOAD

100kHz-30MHz
AM/FM/SSB/FSK 100 MEMORIES
PHONE FOR PRICE

PART EXCHANGE WELCOME

ANTENNAS
G5RV Half size £16.95 + £4 P&P
G5RV Full size £18.95 + £4 P&P
SKYSCAN FIBREGLASS VERTICAL
25-1300MHz £39.95 + £5 P&P
DISCONE 25-1300MHz £49 + £5 P&P
ACTIVE ANTENNA £79.95 + £4 P&P
SIGMA MOBILE SCANNER ANTENNA
25-1300MHz £19.95 + £3 P&P
1

AOR AR -8000
SSB/NFM/WFM/AM
500kHz-1900MHz
PHONE FOR
PRICE
CU8232 IF UNIT
£99
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..._...._.UTC
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50kHz-30MHz ALL MODES
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UNIT 6, WORLE INDUSTRIAL CENTRE, COKER ROAD,
WORLE, WESTON-SUPER-MARE BS22 OBX
FAX: (01934) 512757
TEL: (01934) 512757 (0850) 707257
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SWL DIY CARDS
200 GLOSS £9 + P&P £2 CARD SIZE
200 MATT £7 + P&P £2 5.5 X 3.5
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NEW AOR AR -2700
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500kHz 1300MHz. AM, NFM, WFM.
ON SCREEN BATTERY CHARGE INDICATOR.
PROGRAMMABLE SLEEP TIMER.
COMPUTER CONTROL AND CLONE FACILITY.
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(IF -ADP ADAPTOR AND CU8232 INTERFACE REQUIRED)
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COMES COMPLETE WITH NICADS, CHARGER,
ANTENNA AND DC LEAD FOR CAR OPERATION.
PHONE FOR PRICE AND DELIVERY

MILE FROM JUNCTION 21 M5 AND HAVE OUR OWN CAR PARK

~ex Suzi2ud

13 STATION ROAD, HORSHAM, WEST SUSSEX RH 13 5EZ
Fax: (01403) 270339
Telephone: (01403) 251302
Test Equipment
Components
Electromechanical Mechanical

Accessories
Engineering

VALVES WANTED
TOP PRICES PAID FOR NEW BOXED VALVES
SEE LIST BELOW: Px25 MARCONI OR OSRAM GLOBE SHAPE

£90 ea

DA30/DA60 G.E.0

£80 ea

Px4 MARCONI OR OSRAM

£50 ea

KT66 G.E.0

£35 ea

PP3-250 MAZDA OR OSRAM

£50 ea

KT88 G.E.C.

£50 ea

805/845/211 U.S.A. ORIGINALS

£25 ea

EL34 MULLARD

£12 ea

4212E UK

£100 ea

300B U.S.A. or S.T.0

DA100 G.E.C.

£100 ea

E137 MULLARD

STC

£150 ea

£10 ea

ALSO WANTED USED VALVES AND OLD
VALVE AMP EQUIPMENT
LEAK, QUAD RADFORD, ETC.
SEND, PHONE, FAX, LIST, INSTANT DECISION
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Lawrence -Harris, 5 Burnham Park -Road, Peverell, Plymouth, Devon PL3 5QB
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Fig. 1.
Acolúmn featuring news about
WXSATs has to have some
input from those national
organisations that control this type of
satellite. As a token of my gratitude
to the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, and to
the CIS/Russian organisation Space
Monitoring Information Support,
whose staff have kindly provided
information about -their operations,
propose to incorporate their logos in
this column in future. Each logo was
downloaded from the relevant server
computer on the.Internet. The
Russian scientists have expressed
an interest in 'seeing' this column, so
have agreed to send extracts in Email form, after publication.
I

I

Limited Life
No satellite lasts forever. Equipment
failure - specifically, power failure silenced NOAA-9.(that was launched
12 -December 1984) on August 3 at
2220UTC when its Power
Management System apparently
overloaded. The Space Operations
Control Centre (SOCC) reestablished contact with the satellite
and collected TIP data (Tiros

Information Processor) that is
transmitted on 137.77MHz in the
beacon. The problem had been an
ongoing one, finally resulting in
failure.
NOAA-9 has a 29 minute eclipse
with the sun, and NOAA has been
trying to dissipate the heat build-up,
that in turn affects power distribution.
They tried re -positioning the solar
array in order to block some
instruments, but there is only so
much one can do for an old satellite.
The anticipated life span of NOAA-9
was two years, but we got much
more than that!
NOAA-9 was put into a 'safe state' configuration, with most
instruments powered down into a
survival state. While the fault was
analysed, different options were
considered. If a battery had failed it
could be possible to reactivate
systems and instruments using the
other two batteries, with careful
management of power. loads during
the eclipse part of the orbit.
Although ten and a half years old,
NOAA-9 continued to provide global
operational support for the search
and rescue (SARSAT) mission,
ozone retrieval, and earth radiation
budget missions. It also supports

.
f

>

real time 1 and 4km imagery
transmissions. This is in addition to
the primary mission data provided by
NOAA-14 and NOAA-12.
A few days after failure, the
NOAA-9 power system was
stabilised, but only two of three
batteries remain. Operations cannot
resume until a determination that
long term energy balance can be
maintained on two batteries.
If operations are resumed the
imagery and global search and
rescue will no longer be possible,
due to a failure in the Manipulative
Information Rate Processor (MIRP);
this is a box that formats all data to
recorders and transmitters. It failed
as a result of the power system
upset.
Work continues in an effort to reestablish the Ozone and Earth
Radiation Experiment data.
Recovery operations on any polar
WXSAT put all other polar WXSATs
in the group at risk. NOAA only has
the capability of commanding one
spacecraft per Command and Data
Acquisition Station at á time. Dual
Pass operations allow for the
recovery of satellite telemetry from
two satellites simultaneously, but do
not allow for commanding and
recovery of mission data
simultaneously. In this case access
to NOAA-9 passes are limited to 4
per day, due to conflicts with the
operational WXSATs NOAA-12 and
14. To get more command time on
NOAA-9 would require giving up
NOAA-12 or 14 mission data and
command capability, putting these
spacecraft at risk and losing critical
operational mission data.
My thanks to Tom Wrublewski of
the NOAA Polar Satellite Acquisition
Office, and Mark Mantz and Charlie
Vance for providing further details
about this problem.

Meanwhile - the Other
NOAAs...
If you were wondering (as was)
about NOAAs 10 and 11, neither of
which have been heard for many
months, it is interesting to know that
both are regularly monitored. NOAA10 is in 'standby' mode. The SOCC
takes one pass each week to
monitor its health and safety. NOAA11 is also in 'standby' mode, though
with some onboard instrumentation
in operation.
NOAÁ-12 is operating
I
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'nominally', as is
NOAA-14. The
ÁVHRR (advanced
very high resolution
radiometers) visible
channels are
periodically calibrated
by comparing them
with simultaneous
aircraft imaging.

...And
METEORs
As expected from a

Fig. 2.
prior announcement,
METEOR 2-21 was switched off on
August 9, and METEOR 3-5
switched back on, still using
137.85MHz.
OKEAN-4 (or 1-7), continues to
tránsmit occasional multi -spectral
images during about one pass per .
day. As has always been the case
with the OKEAN spacecraft, most
transmissions last for a few minutes,
rarely more than six, but sometimes
last for longer. From my location on
the west of the UK, hidden by
neighbours' houses from the
easterly horizon, can only monitor
passes which rise above 7°. A
number of readers have kindly sent
me their OKEAN images, including
Derrick Darlow of Eastington, who
received Fig: 1 on June 12, showing
Sweden and Finland.
Wispy clouds can be in the righthand (visible) spectral image. The
middle portion is a radar image, that
sees straight through the clouds.
The far-left section is, from the
microwave sounder. On the right edge of the picture, sets of numbers
show the status of the onboard
systems, and the elapsed time since
the previous midnight in Moscow.
Jim and Hilda Richardson
managed to shake off three weeks of
summer 'flu in time to catch this
OKEAN-4 image in late June. They
rise the TH2SAT package that does
not include a formal `OKEAN' option,
so they use the METEOR visual
mode. The image. shows a small
portion of the microwave image near
the top left, where the coast of
Norway can just be seen. As has
been happening more recently, a
generous helping of Britain is
included. Until OKEAN-4, the
inclusion of any of the UK was
almost unheard of.
Finally,,to round off the OKEAN
scene, Fig. 3 is my own picture from
July 1, showing almost the whole of
Britain! A few weeks ago asked
one of the scientists who has
contacts amongst the ground
controllers, whether they could give
I

I

us a transmission that included the
whole of the UK. Perhaps this was

just coincidence?

GOES -8 Operations
From the western side of Britain we
can monitor WEFAX telemetry from
GOES -8. Should anyone want one,
have a (multi -page) transmission
schedule available for a 20p coin
and s.a.e. A letter from Ian Church
of Daventry suggested that mention
that GOES -8 does not transmit
Primary Data. This contrasts with
METEOSAT-3, that was the
operational GOES-east satellite until
the end of May. Following the
successful completion of GOES-8
tests, it replaced METEOSAT-3 at
75° west longitude. There may be
further changes to the schedule in
due course.
I

I

GOES -9 Tests Continue
What a pity we cannot receive direct
telemetry from GOES-9, the new
American geostationary WXSAT that,
as around mid -August, is located at
90° west. understand from the
NOAA GOES Product Manager,
Jamie Hawkins that they are running
test imager schedules for two
months. These included full discs
every 30 minutes, until August 18,
from which time they are scanning in
the 'Routine' mode for ground
processing checkout of product
systems for the National Weather
Service. System Performance
Operational Testing (SPOT) began
on July 24, and should continue until
mid October. There has not yet been
any decision taken on the location of
GOES -9 after checkout. All the early
indications are that the GOES -9
imager is yielding excellent quality
images, certainly judging from those
that have seen. Navigation and
registration characterisation is now
I

I

underway.
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made antenna
construction, based
on a design given in
the Satellite

Experimenters
Handbook. He
mounted his
phased, crossed dipoles in the loft

Fig. 3.

Future Launches
September 21 STS -73 Columbia,
September 28 Milstar 1-2 Titan 4,
and FAISAT-2 Cosmos launches,
September 29 SWAS XL Pegasus
launch and October 26 STS -74
Shuttle-MIR.

Beginners' Section
More on antenna, cables and pre amps. previously described one
type of antenna - the right -circular
polarised crossed dipole - that can
receive WXSAT signals. This is the
most common type, but there are
others that can be used successfully.
Yagis can operate well at 137MHz,
I

space, where of
course the antenna
is safe from the
weather, and is
easily adjusted.
Andy comments on
his major concern,
which was the prevailing weather at
Bude. He used large diameter tube
for the dipoles, and this has the
effect of increasing the receivable
bandwidth, and finds that it receives
the 143MHz MIR downlink very well.
Alan Jarvis also uses an indoor
WXSAT antenna and comments that
he has not noticed further
deterioration in the signal when the
roof is wet. He suggests that any
loss of signal during its passage
through the lined, slate roof may be
counter -balanced by the lack of
corrosion and weathering of the
rods, harness and down -leads.
These are valuable points for
consideration by any WXSAT
enthusiast contemplating setting up
a receiving system.

Kepler Elements and Shuttle Info
Different options are available:
1:
For a print-out of the latest WXSAT elements and MIR, send an
s.a.e. and 20p coin or separate, extra stamp. Transmission
frequencies are given where appropriate. This data originates from
NASA.
2:
also send monthly Kepler print-outs to many people. To join the list
please send a 'subscription' of £1 (plus four self-addressed,
stamped envelopes) for four editions.
My list of future Shuttle launches (the manifest) is regularly updated.
3:
Send 20p (and s.a.e.) for the summary sheet, or 50p (and s.a.e.) for
a multi -page A4 booklet including frequencies, etc.
4:
You can have a computer disk file containing recent elements for
the WXSATs, and a large ASCII file holding elements for thousands
of satellites. A print-out is included, identifying NASA catalogue
numbers (for the WXSATs, Amateur Radio satellites, and others of
general interest), ideal for computer searches, or automatic
updating of your tracking software. Please enclose £1 with your PCformatted disk and stamped envelope (yes - with so many requests
for this file, the costs per request can now be reduced).
I

though such a design is rather large.
Reports are heard occasionally from
people who have built their own
versions of such less well-known
types as the Lindenblad.
As expected, some letters have
arrived from readers able to provide
further experienced comment on
some of the problems faced by
beginners.
A letter from Andy Cawthorne
G3TDJ of Bude told me of his home -

137MHz antenna
mounted high, with a feeder of good
quality - by that mean that a
properly matched cable of suitable
impedance is used - a run from rooftop to ground floor level is likely to
be within 20m. My first cable
installation - many years ago - was
done without the benefit of
experienced
advice. had been
Op
told to use H100
cable (that has a
Connecting You To The World Of Weather
large crossWelcome to WeatherNet, the Internet's premier source of weather bk. With over 250 sees fisted
section), to fit it
and new links added every day, WeatherNet Is the most comprehensive and op -to -date otomnp to the
with N -type plugs,
wodd of weather data We at WeethaNet plan to add numerous enhancements to this saver in the
coning months, so check here re0Waty for upgrades. Thanks for stopping by! WeatherNet ú hrougb
and lead it down
to you by
s ghaifotHrftftiue at the Univera ly of Michigan.
to the receiver.
Yes, this feeder
4' Universal Weather has new homepage on the Net featuring hourly Neaad imagery from
worked fine, but
e. National
Houston and lack on MS, as wed as aviation maps for the United States and Et
Radar, Satellite (mane, and Hmncme Fehr 'moon.. at.
what problems
there are when
SY The WeatherNet Software Archive Is back In operation, providing fast and easy access to
over a dozm great weather programs.
you work with
H100 -sized cable!
Fig. 4.
a
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hindsight and considerable
experience, believe that this was
unnecessary.
Another manufacturer later
offered to let me try his low crosssection cable. did so and was
favourably surprised with the results.
Using a much longer length of cable,
and easily -constructed BNC
connectors, the resultant signal was
no different from the original feeder.
I

If you have a

I

letters are of the, "how do set up a
WXSAT receiving station starting
with no equipment and no money?"
variety! Curiously, these are often
the ones without an s.a.e.
I

Internet WXSAT Site

I

Connectors
Peoples' views differ! In my view,
experience has shown that the
WXSAT band at 137MHz does not
require N -type connectors. When
install new cables, go for BNC
fittings. find u.h.f. connectors are
satisfactory up to about 200MHz way above the 137MHz band.
My conclusion was that narrow
cable of suitable quality (including a
matched impedance of 5052), with
properly fitted connectors, could be
used for runs up to, if not more than
approximately 20m.
I

I

I

To

Amplify Or Not?

Antenna units may be supplied with
a 137MHz pre -amp. By all means try
this out, but, at least in the UK, the
pre -amp may well amplify interfering
signals, such as pager units, that
may swamp the desired WXSAT
signal. Frequencies around
138.0MHz have been allocated to
pager transmitters, and it is an
unusual pre -amp that can distinguish
between a WXSAT signal at
137.85MHz and a pager signal a few
kHz distant. The moral is - don't use
a pre -amp unless it is absolutely
necessary - and then test the
combination (antenna and pre -amp)
first, before final installation. If a pre amp is to be used, select one that
provides the minimum necessary
gain to just counteract feeder losses.
Neither my roof -mounted antenna
nor my back-up antenna on the top
of the clothes -line use a pre -amp.

Frequencies

Cable Quality

WeatherNet

This high quality cable is designed
for high voltage applications at high
frequencies (above 200MHz); with

Some readers have asked me where
on the Internet, weather -related
information can be found. Some
magazines carry information on
various aspects of the Internet so
shall restrict my notes to those topics
concerned with WXSATs.
'WeatherNet' is the American -based
source of a massive set of weather
'links', and is operated by Michael
MacDonald as part of the 'Weather
Underground' at the university of
Michigan.
The web site URL is
I

http://cirrus.sprl.umich/wxnet
The emphasis of this site is on
American -based information and
includes links to satellite
photographs, surface and forecast
maps, and servers of all types telnet, ftp, gopher, etc. Current
imagery is available if the correct
links are followed. Specialist
software is also available for those
who want to make animated image
sequences of tropical storms.
If you have a spare year and free
access, have a look around!

Hurricane Names
The Hurricane centre near Miami in
Florida, keeps a constant watch on
Oceanic storm -breeding areas for
tropical disturbances that may herald
the formation of a hurricane. If a
disturbance intensifies into a tropical
storm with rotary circulation and
speeds above 39m.p.h., the centre
gives the storm a name from one of
six lists. A separate set is used each
year beginning with the first name in
the set. The letters O, U, X, Y, and Z
are not included because of the
scarcity of names beginning with
those letters.
The next sequence of names
(after Felix) is Gabrielle, Humberto,
Iris, Jerry, Karen and Luis, etc.

STOP PRESS New CIS

NOAA 14 a.p.t. on 137.62MHz
NOAA 12 on 137.50MHz

NOAA beacons on 136.77 and
137.77MHz
METEOR 3-5 uses 137.85MHz
OKEAN-4 may use 137.40MHz
occasionally.

I

Finally, remember to thoroughly
test the antenna at ground level,
before installing it on an external
mount. My apologies to those
expecting the feature on receiver
specifications this month; it seemed
worth passing on further input about
antennas.
Almost all the letters received for
this column are answered
immediately, so those who have
written should normally receive a
response within a few days. Some

satellite
The National Space Agency of
Ukraine (NKAU) has launched its
first satellite, Sich. Sich-1 is
based on the Okean remote sensing
satellites built by the Ukrainian
company NPO Yuzhnoe for
the USSR and subsequently the
Russian Space Agency. The new
satellite was launched on 31 August.
Brian Dudman of Harrow was one of
the first to receive signals just a few
hours later when he heard it
transmitting on 137.40MHz in the
manner of OKEAN-4, and
immediately contacted me. It has
been heard on those easterly passes
while within range of the Ukraine.
Those on the mailing list received
elements during the month. My
thanks to Jonathan McDowell for
providing this information.
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imestep
PROsat II

is used by most leading
Weather Satellite enthusiasts.
They have come to rely on the
vastly superior features of PROsat
II. Features such as 1,000 frame
full screen full colour animate, 3D,
direct temperature readout,
latitude -longitude overlays and
country outlines from NOAA, and
Windows export make Timestep
products preferred by most serious
users. All satellites are catered for
including the awkward Japanese
GMS and the very infrequent
Soviet Okean series. All current
SVGA cards are supported.
NOAA images contain full
resolution visible and infrared
data in a stunning 2.4Mb file!

Advanced Weather Satellite users
will by now have read about our
new TRACK II prediction
software. Full screen colour
graphics and 6 simultaneous
satellites are just some of the
amazing features. For the ultimate
in detail we offer HRPT digital
systems with five 1.1km ground
sensors, towns and rivers are
clearly visible. For everyday use
we also have the PDUS digital
Meteosat system that takes 2.5km
data every 30 minutes. Timestep
PDUS colour animate is used
several times a day by Anglia
Television because of its very high
resolution combined with
spectacular colour. Forecasters
will appreciate temperature
calibrated 30 minute interval
images.

If you really are serious about
Weather Satellites, phone or write
us now for a colour catalogue and
find out why the world's experts
including Arthur C. Clarke use
and recommend our equipment.

A full range of separate Antennas,

Preamplifiers, Cables, Receivers
and accessories are held in stock.

PO Box 2001 Newmarket CB8 8QA
Tel: 01440 820040 Fax: 01440 820281

Timestep

England

ALAN

42 Nether Hall

Road

Doncaster

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

AOR

AR -3030
AR -3000A+
AR -3000A
AR -8000
AR -2700

R.R.P.

£699
£1099
£999
£449
£299

A.H

LITTLE TUTOR
MODE

Q

£389
£289
£369

DRAKE
28A
SW8

£1295
£699

AL I NCO
DJ -X1

0

r

speeds and different character sets
MODE 2 Is used to test your accuracy by copying random codes for several minutes

i

DSO which you can check

MODE 6 Is the random word group mode which plays different words from

a

vocabulary list

£44.95

YAESU

R.R.P.

FRG -100

ICON

IC-R7100DC
IC-R72DC
IC -R100
IC -R1

A.H.

£599

>-

£1449
£895
£669
£429

U)

KENWOOD
R-5000

1/2

<

w

0

£1059.95

á

price (almost) of the Datong D70

MANUFACTURED IN ENGLAND

z
O

a

DN12PZ

MODE 5 Is an interactive mode which allows the users to tell (LT) when to play the
next code or to repeat the last code

N

Z
£1116
£1289
£1233
£1410
£499
£419

Plays random codes continuously which can be programmed for different

MODE 4 Is used to test your accuracy by copying

£319.95 W

LOWE
HF-235
HF-235H
HF235R
HF-235HR
HF-225
HF-150

1

MODE 3 Is a DSO. In this mode new and different DSO's are generated every time

YUPITERU
MVT-7100
MVT-7000
MVT-8000

ALAN HOOKER PRESENTS THE LATEST, SMALLEST AND
CHEAPEST EVER MORSE TUTOR

SPECIAL OFFER

- £140.00

Bearcat BC -700A Scanner Mobile/Base Unit.
Supplied with M.M.B./DC lead/Ant.
29-54, 108-174, 406-512, 806-956MHz

SPECIAL OFFER

A

Iah

-Sport Cat

Bearcat Sportcat H.H. Scanner
29-54, 108-174, 406-512, 806-956MHz
100 Memories, 10 banks of 10

150

Ring for pocket
friendly prices

and
friendly family
service

Only (150.00

RING ALAN OR JASON NOW! TEL: (01302) 325690
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Mike Richards G4WNC, PO Box -.1-863; Ringwood, Hants BH24 3XD. Compuserve: 100411,3444: Internets-mike.richards@bbcnc.org.uk

Decoce
All the Data Modes
Jeff Hall has writen with a
cdmmon problem facing users of
wide range scanners. Like many
scanner owners he has a keen
interest in aviation and wants to
supplement his v.h.f. listening by
receiving a few of the flight plans that
are transmitted using RTTY on the
h.f. bands. His station comprises a
Sony 2001D and a Yupiteru MVT7100 scanner. He also has a long
wire antenna MFJ active antenna
tuner and a Universal M-1200 PC
based decoding system. But, despite
all his best efforts, he's yet to receive
any recognisable data.
Whilst it's difficult, if not
impossible to completely cure this
problem from a distance, there are a
few steps that can be taken to
simplify the problem. My first concern
would be the antenna system.
Although many scanners boast
coverage of the h.f. bands this is
always a compromise and most are
very susceptable to overload from the
very strong signals found on the h.f.
bands. This overload gives the
impression that the bands are very
lively and there are lots of signals,
But, when you try to resolve them
you find that they are not real signals
but spurious hetrodynes. In extreme
cases, these spurious signals can
become so strong that they obliterate
all but the strongest real signals.
The solution is to reduce the
signal getting to the receiver. yes
know this sounds daft, but it.really is
the simplest cure. You can reduce
the signal either by inserting an
attenuator (20-30dB should do) in the
antenna lead or by reducing the
length of the external antenna. By the
way, don't be tempted to use an
active antenna unit with a long wire
antenna as this will only make
matters worse.
Having reduced the signal level
try tuning to a well known strong
RTTY signal. generally recommend
using Bracknell Met on 4:610MHz as
it's very strong and active 24hours a
day. When tuning this signal using
s.s.b. make sure the signal actually
sounds good - you should hear a
very clear strong warbling sound. You
now need to use your decoder's
tuning indicator to get the tuning
spot-on.
One problem you might hit at this
point is the coarse (100Hz) tuning
steps used by most scanners. When
tuning with these coarse steps you
may find that you can't get the tuning
spot-on and you will have to acept
the best compromise. An alternative
is to use the automatic tuning option
of your decoder (if available). In
automatic mode the decoder alters
the centre frequency of its
I

I
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demodulator to match the
frequencies being presented by the
receiver. This compensates for any
mis -tuning on the receiver.
Having succeded with basic RTTY
reception you can then checkout the
Decode frequency list for
aeronautical stations.
HF FAX

DSP Update
I'm still looking for comments on the
use of Johan Ferrer's PSA DSP
software with the SoundBlaster AWE 32 board. If you've managed to make
this work or know the definitive
reason why it won't, please drop me
a line (E-mail would be best). Judging
by the latest files I've seen from
Johan he seems to be moving on to
the Motorola d.s.p. development kits.
However, I'll bring you further news
when have more information.
I

Decode Clinic
Yes, they're letting me loose again on
the SWM stand at the Leicester
Amateur Radio Show on October
20/21. We have an even bigger stand
for this year, so hopefully I'll be able
to spread out a bit! If you're visiting
the show please make the time to
drop by for a chat. hope to have a
stock of FactPacks and disks with me
so you can pick-up all the latest
information. If you've not been to a
rally before Leicester is a good one to
start with as there's always a few
I

new products being launched and
most of the dealers have special
show offers on new items.
A rally is also a very good way to

try before you buy as you'll find most
of the utility decoding systems set-up
and working. finally, ifyou want to try
some home construction rallies are a
great place to get a good stock of

components. This is particularly true
if you're interested in making your
own antennas as you'll find wire,
coaxial cable and insulators in
abundance.

WXFAX v3.0
Jan Nieuwenhuis has recently
updated his weather FAX program for
the IBM PC and developed a new
shareware version for those wanting
to try before they buy. The really
good news is that Jan has given me
the OK to include the latest version in
my Readers' Offers. To give you an
idea of the features of this useful little
package, here's a short review.
The basic purpose of the program
is to provide the user with details of
h.f. FAX transmissions and
associated information in a number of
different formats. The package is

chart showing hurricane Humberto.

FAX Schedules

0315

This month I've received a couple
of FAX schedules from regular
Decode readers, Day Watson and
Les Crossan. The first is for
Northwood that is one of the most
popular transmissions judging by
the pictures that are sent to me.
Northwood Met - Effective from
1 August 1995. All times are UTC:
0230

0440

Schedule
Surface Analysis
SIG SU Wind & WX Prog
Satellite Pictures

0540-0000

Selected Upper Air Ascents

0600
0620
0650
0730

Gale Summary
NAC TAFS
Repeat 0320
Repeat 0400

0950-0600

Surface Analysis
Satellite Pictures
Gale Summary
SIG SU Wind & WX Prog
Repeat 0950
Sea & Swell Prog

0320-0000
0400-1800

1040
1130

1150-0600
1210

1230-0000
1300
1330
1350
1425

1500-1200
1530
1640
1710 -1200
1730
1800
1950
2025
2050

2120-1800
2320

0351

0402
0415

0428-0000
0438
0800

0805-0600
0815
0825
0835
0845
0855
0905
0915

0925-0600
0938-0600

Sea Surface Temp Analysis

Satellite Pictures
Special/OC Data Chart
NAC TAFS
Surface Analysis
Schedule
Gale Summary
Selected Upper Air Ascents

Satellite Pictures
Repeat 1500
Gale Summary
Repeat 1150
Repeat 1230
Surface Analysis
Repeat 2120

The following frequencies all
operate continuously: 3.652,
4.307, 6.4525, 8.3315MHz. It's
interesting to note that Northwood
appear to have dropped 2.374,
12.8445 & 16.912MHz. The QSL
address for Northwood is Royal
Navy Communications Centre,
Chief Radio Supervisor, Old
Admiralty Building, Spring
Gardens, Whitehall London SW1A
26E.
The second schedule is for the US
coastguard National Weather
Service (WWBG):
0230
0233 -0000
0243
0254
0305

0325-0000
0338-0000

Test Pattern
Prelim SFC Analysis
Schedule Part 1
Schedule Part 2
Req For Comments

0951
1003
1015
1028
1430

1433-1200
1443
1453
1503

1515-1200
1525-1200
1538-1200
1551

1720
1723
1736

1749-1200
1759
1900
1903
1914
1925
1935
1945
1955

2005-1800
2015
2025
2035
2045
2055
2105
2115

2125-1800
2138-1800
2151

2202
2215
2228

Product Notice Bulletin
SFC analysis Part 1
SFC Analysis Part 2
Satellite Picture
Retransmit of 0325
Re -transmit of 0338
500mb Analysis
End transmission
Test Pattern
Prelim SFC Analysis
24hr SFC VT 0000
24hr Wind/WV VT 0000
36hr SFC VT 1200
36hr Wind/WV VT 0000
48hr SFC VT 0000
48hr Sea VT 0000
48hr 500mb VT 0000
SFC Analysis Part 1
SFC Analysis Part 2
Satellite Picture
Re-transmit of 0825
Re-transmit 0938
End Transmission
Test PAttern
Prelim SFC Analysis
96hr 500mb VT 0000
96hr SFC VT 0000
Satellite Picture
Sea State Analysis
SFC Analysis Part 1
SFC Analysis Part 2
End Transmission
Test Pattern
Re -transmit 1515
Re -transmit 1538
500mb Analysis
End Transmission
Test Pattern
Schedule Part 1
Schedule Part 2
Req for Comments
Gulf Stream Analysis
Gulf STream Analysis
Gulf Stream Analysis
Preliminary SFC Analysis
24hr SFC VT 1200
24hr Wind/WV VT 1200
36hr SFC VT 0000
36hr Wind/WV VT 0000
48hr SFC VT 1200
48hr Sea VT 1200
48hr 500mb VT 1200
SFC Analysis Part 1
SFC Analysis Part 2
Satellite Picture
Re -transmit 2125
Re -transmit 2138
End Transmission

Frequencies used are 6.3405 and
12.75MHz and the QSL address is
USCG Commanding Officer, 900 Ferry Street, Marshfield, MA02050
- USA
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options as for the display option. In
addition you can obtain prints of ITU
country/station, addresses,
transmission info and a weather map
identification list. The weather map
identification list was particularly
interesting as it provided all the
information you need to find the
originating station form the chart
identification number.
Those new to FAX reception wil
also find the general FAX information
to be very helpful with a good
selection of basic data.
Overall then WXFAX v3.0 - looks
to be a very useful package for all
involved in h.f. FAX reception. The
shareware version is now available
via my special offers and this
contains full details of how to obtain
your full registered version. My
thanks to Jan for kindly supply the
review copy of the program.

r
McClelland's Dublin Utility
Station.

T.

DOS based so makes modest
demands on the computer hardware.
All that's required is a 286 or better
IBM compatible with MSDOS 3.3 or
higher, 640K RAM and a VGA

Frequency List
This month's frequency list come courtesy of many readers. seem to be
running a bit short on logs lately, so would appreciate a few more. The ideal
is to send the logs via E-mail, but paper copies are also much
appreciated.(all frequencies MHz, except where stated)
I

I

117.4kHz
134.2kHz
2.6185
3.2985
4.307
5.796
5.850
7.801
7.880
10.480
11.0469
11.0632
11.190
12.748
12.750
12.7995
13.5099
13.9664
14.367
16.0739
18.221
18.7572
18.872
19.027

FAX
FAX
FAX
c.w.
FAX

RTTY
FAX

RTTY
FAX
ARQ/E
ARQ-SWE
RTTY
RTTY
c.w.
FAX
c.w.
FAX

PACT
RTTY
TWINPLEX
RTTY

COQ/8
RTTY
RTTY

120
120
120
-

576
576
576
-

120

576
50 170
120
576
50 400
120 576
184.6 400
100
400
48 386
50 400
-

120
-

120
-

-

576
-

576
-

75
100
75

400

75
75

400
860

-

400

DCF37
DCF54
GFE25
UNID.
GYA
UNID.

0854 OFFENBACH MET
0857 OFFENBACH MET
1847 BRACKNELL MET
2243 Figs in slow hand Morse
1505 RN LONDON
1840 Tfc in ATU80 - Arabic
0943 COPENHAGEN MET
oXT
1655 IRNA Tehran
9BC22
DDK3
0550 HAMBURG MET 500mb analysis
RFFXQA 1330 FF SAREJEVO
0644 MFA STOCKHOLM
1646 Sofia Met
LZU2
1325 Air Messages
IRM
0655 CIRM ROME
NMF
1900 USCG BOSTON
PCH51
0826 SCHEVENINGEN RADIO
1829 CF HALIFAX 850mb 12hr feast.
CFH
1017 ICRC GENEVA English News
BZP54
0717 XINHUA BEIJING English press.
0720 MFA OSLO
CNM76X9 0952 MAP Rabat
?
0634 ALGERIAN EMB HANOI
BZR68
0713 XINHUA BEIJING English press.
PWX33
1946 BN BRASILIA

display adaptor. It's also extremely
useful to have a printer available to
get hard copy of the program's
output.
Like most modern programs,
WXFAX is menu driven and you are
presented with the main menu after
initial start-up. This menu gives you
options to display, print or copy to a
file the main listings. In addition
there are sample weather pictures
and other general information. The
display listings menu gives you the
facility to show the information in a
number of different formats. The lists
can be sorted by frequency, station,
callsign or country. Once the
selection has been made the display
shows 13 stations at a time. Against
each station name is shown the
country, callsign, frequency, transmit
times, r.f. power and the most
common format. Scrolling through
the display used all the normal
controls, i.e. up and down arrows or
page -up and page -down keys.
When it comes to printing
information from WXFAX there are a
good range of options available. For
the main frequency listing you can
obtain print-outs with the same sort

Demon Internet
Demon Internet Limited of Finchley
have been at the forefront of low
cost public access to the Internet for
many years offering full access for
just £10 - per month. However, one
of the most common criticisms of the
service was the cumbersome
software package offered to IBM PC
users. Whilst Demon quite rightly
claim that they are offering the

connection not the software it did
leave their service at a distinct
disadvantage when compared with
other rivals like CompuServe.
Just to prove they can compete
with the best the US has to offer
Demon have introduced a brand new
Windows interface. The new
software contains all the standard
application such as FTP, mail, news
and the Netscape WWW browser.
Operation is made very simple
through the use of a front-end
window with 3D push -buttons to take
you to all the applications. I've yet to
use the new software but it certainly
looks very good indeed.
Demon have also introduced a
new glossy magazine for all its
customers. The new magazine looks
to be published quarterly and is
packed with useful data on the
Internet as well as many details
specific to Demon users. For more
details contact Demon at Gateway
House, 322 Regents Park Road,
Finchley, London N3 2QQ. Tel: 0181371 1234 or E-mail:

internet@demon.net

Apologies
Unfortunately my summer holiday for
this year clashed with the
magazine's publishing date. The end
result being that we were inundated
with requests for special offers on
our return. Just to further complicate
matters the response to the column
and in particular the special offers
was higher than usual. Not only did
this result in delays to requests for
special offers, but all other post was
also delayed - I'll have to change my
holidays for next year!

Multiscan
I've at last found space to give
mention to a new IBM PC based
decoding system from AMDAT of
Bristol. The program is called
MSCAN and is available in versions
1.3 and 2.0. As an added bonus the
programs are also available in
shareware format for those that want
to try the system before registering.
You will also note from the special
offers that AMDAT have kindly given
me permission to include the
shareware versions in my reader's

special offers.
Starting with MCSAN 1.3, this is
designed to operate on a standard
IBM PC using a 286 or later

Readers' Special Offers

Printed Literature:

This month I've made some changes to the way
distribute software. The present system is proving very
time consuming as have to custom build each disk with
the required software. I've also had problems with
reader's supplying faulty or unformatted disks or just not
enough disks. So, I've put together a set of four disks
with the most popular software combinations. To speed
things up, will now supply the disks! Please allow up to
two weeks for delivery.
IBM PC Software(1.44Mb disks):
Disk 1 (Order Code DK1) JVFAX 7.0, HAMCOMM 3.0 and WEFAX 3.0
Disk 2 (Order Code DK2) - DSP Starter plus Texas
device selection software.
Disk 3 (Order Code DK3) - Ultrapak 2.1 and NuMorse
Disk 4 (Order Code DK4) - Mscan 1.3 and 2.0
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processor with a minimum of VGA
graphics. Like most decoding
programs, MSCAN is DOS based,
but it does have a very good screen
layout with well labelled on -screen
push buttons. These controls can
either be operated by function keys
or by a standard PC mouse.
The receiver connection is
dependant on which version of the
program you're using. The
Microscan version uses a simple
comparator interface and will work
with the standard
HAMCOMM/JVFAX units. For a
more sophisticated decoder the
Multiscan interface is available from
AMDAT. This uses phase locked
loop principles and employs the well
proven XR2211 decoder chip.
MSCAN 1.3 featured a good
range of facilities including a fully
automatic receive mode for FAX
pictures. This was a particularly
good implementation with the
program looking after the start and
stop tone detection and
automatically allocating file names to
the stored images. If you're
interested in FAX transmission the
program has some very useful tools
to help with the preparation of
transmitted images. However, you
should note that the transmit option
is only available in the fully registerd
version of MSCAN 1.3.
As you would expect, MSCAN
includes facilities to store and recall
images from disk. This is
supplemented by a useful multi -load
option. This shows a thumbnail print
of all the images in the current
directory.
In addition to the very good FAX
facilities, MSCAN 1.3 is able to
receive RTTY, AMTOR (ARQ) and
NAVTEX (FEC) transmissions.
MSCAN 2.0 - is basically an
improved version of 1.3 but without
the AMTOR, NAVTEX and RTTY
receive options. MSCAN 2.0 - has
an improved interface but also
demands a 386 or better processor
and VGA or preferrably S -VGA
graphics.
If you'd like to try a copy of either
of these programs see my readers
special offers. For more information
and latest prices on the full Multiscan
package contact AMDAT at 4
Northville Road, Bristol BS7 ORG.
My thanks to AMDAT for the loan of
the review model.

Beginners Utility Frequency List (Order Code BL)
Complex Signals Utility Frequency List (Order Code AL)
Decode Utility Frequency List (Order Code DL)
FactPack 1 Solving Computer Interference Problems
(Order Code FP1)
FactPack 2 Decoding Accessories (Order Code FP2)
FactPack 3 Starting Utility Decoding (Order Code FP3).
FactPack 4 JVFAX and HAMCOMM Primer (Order Code
FP4).
FactPack 5 On the Air with JVFAX and HAMCOMM
(Order Code FP5).
FactPack 6 Internet Starter (Order Code FP6).
For the printed literature just send a self-addressed
sticky label plus 50p per item (£1.50 for four, £2.50 - for
7 and £3.00 - for 9). For software send £1.00 - per disk
(£1.75 for 2, £2.50 - for 3 or £3.00 - for all 4) and a selfaddressed sticky label (don't forget provide the disk!).
I
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4:1> SCANCAT GOLD
SINCE

I.)89,1

I

IMPROVED!

IF RECdx:NI7,ED LEADER IN CA\IPt'TEIL CONTROI.

Monitoring Times - December 1994 (page 103)

r

Once you use SCANCAT with YOUR radio, you'll
NEVER use your radio again WITHOUT SCANCAT!
SCANCAT supports most radios by:

Plus PRO-2005,6 & 2035/0S456, Lowe HF-150, and Watkins -Johnson HF-1000

SCANCAT 6.0 FEATURES

SCANCAT

Log found frequencies
to files while scanning.
Scan Disk Files Frequencies. `71 t I t
Spectrum Analysis to
Screen OR Printer.
98

PLUS

fir

--'

la

- GOLD FEATURES

Link up to 15 frequency disk files.
D -BASE IMPORT w/DUPLICATE filters.
Scan HE & VHF Icom's simultaneously.
PRINT to ANY printer, or Disk File.
Automatic BIRDIE LOCKOUT.

SUCH AS:
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1995 / 1996
GUIDE TO FAX RADIO STATIONS
Fifteenth Edition
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PRICES (all Include VAT at 17.5%):
Standard CODE -3 (now Includes 'Scope', 'ASCII Save to Disc' and 'Auto Classify') £499 (was £5191)
Option "Specials" Si SO (was £2051), Option "SYNOP" £65, Option GMDSS £ 75,
Modifications to existing LF3 interface and upgrade of software to v5.0 £125.
Royal Mall 1st Class Post and packing (Including full transit Insurance) £10.
-

there
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here to tell you everything scout CODE -31

NTech Communications

Crescent, Willi-10c n, Sussex, BN20 9RN
Tel/Fax: (01323) 483966 Mobile (0850) 545871
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REDIFON R551N H.Fa
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER
This is a professional communications receiver covering
10kHz to 30MHz.
Frequency setting is by rotary switches, the 10MHz, 1MHz and
100Hz settings are synthesised, the remaining 10kHz, )kHz
and100Hz settings are via a 3 digit mechanical counter with
fast and slow tuning rates which control a VFO.
(ie. the last 100kHz is fully tunable).
Abridged Spec.
IFs 1st IF 38MHz, 2nd IF 1.4MHz.
Bandwidths (selectable) @ 6dB points
USB/LSB 2.35kHz
AM 8kHz, 3kHz, )kHz.
CW 8kHz, 3kHz, )kHz and 300Hz.
IF Rejection

nowhere else: the most comprehensive international survey of
the "products" of weather satellites and meteofax services from
all over the world now covers
439 sample charts and pictures
received in 1994 and 1995!
Further publications available are the famous Guide to Utility Radio
Stations, Air and Mateo Code Manual, Radioteletype Code Manual, CD or
MC Recordings of Modulation Types and our unique new Super Frequency
List on CD-ROM. We have published our international radio books for 26
years. Please ask for our free catalogue with recommendations from all
over the world. For a recent book review see SW Magazine August 1994
page 60. All manuals are published in the handy 17 x 24 cm format.
Do you want to get the total information immediately? For the special
price of £ 135 / DM 290 (you save E 29 / DM 60) you will receive all our
manuals and supplements (altogether more than 1900 pages!) and our
Modulation Types Cassette.
'
Our prices include airmail postage within Europe and surface mail
postage elsewhere. Payment can be made by cheque or credit card - we
accept American Express, Eurocard, Mastercard and Visa. Dealer discount
rates on request. Please fax or mail your order to g

Klingenfuss Publications
Hagenloher Str. 14
D-72070 Tuebingen
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1995/96 GUIDE TO FAX RADIO STATIONS

Fax 01049 7071 600849

Baud

si:s

save Duds. ARC

iaaayAR0-aa2.CCw2a2mm

coo Baud

Calla Ante for ene, infonmatar

P.O. Box 18285, Shreveport, LA 71138
Phone. 318-636 1234 (24 his) or FAX 318-686 0449(24 hours)

This manual is the international
reference book for the fascinating worldwide meteofax services: 76 radiofax stations on 283
frequencies, 20 telefax services
and 41 weather satellites are
described in full detail, including
the latest transmission schedules
of Bracknell Radiofax and Telefax, Royal Navy HQ and METEOSAT. Additional chapters cover
abbreviations, call signs, equipment, regulations, standards,
technique, and test charts. Here
are that special charts for aero
nautical and maritime navigation,
the agriculture and the military,
barographic soundings, climatological analyses, and long-term
forecasts, which are available
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Also Available in the UK from your favourite dealer
inc. LOWE ELECTRONICS & JAVIATION
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many computers as you need **
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£199 (£6 s/h)
OPTOScan 456 kit
£19.00
UPGRADE TO GOLD
from any version

452 pages
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COMPUTER AIDED TECHNOLOGIES

15th edition

ANALYSIS:

SYSTEMS:

. r

w/RS-232C serial port -hard disk recommended. Manufacturer's Interface not included.

£89.00
£49.00
£19.00

-loco: automatic classification system. Pressone key and CODES will measure baud speed (to 0.0001 resolution) and
shift Ito IHz) then analyse the ekstreaew and (if it Is a recognised system) drop straight Into decoding the signal within seconds
of tuning in. CODE -3 decodes more ystems than any other commercially available decoder - in fact most more expensbe
decoders have no means of even identifying ANY received signals) Why spend more money on FEWER features? CODE -3 Is
the most sophisticated decoder available and the best news of all Is that the latest version of this now famous Dutch decoder
S available now. Just look at the list of features (ALL FEC systems are decoded with error correction fully Implemented - unlike
other more expensive decoders than only do some!)

DUAARO anraCi 10- 1212SO

Plus, the included SCANPORT allows you to convert your favorite BBS, D Base or text files to a
running SCANCAT file: 100+ page manual included. Requires a 640K MS-DOS computer

SCANCAT GOLD
SCANCAT 6.0
SQUELCH DETECT CABLES

Convenor una with built-in VDE safety approved 230V
AC power supply and RS232 cable, ready to use.
CODE -3 now Includes Iwo new exciting hardware
and software developments - a fully automatic
software tuned audio bandpass filter and a

MSS Raed wet relecow

Demographic search for frequency coordination and 2 -way Usage Analysis.
Detailed logging to ASCII type files with DATE, TIME, Sig Str, Air Time.
UNLIMITED file sizes with our exclusive SCANCAT filing method.
Exclusive "MACRO" control by frequency of Dwell, Hang, Resume.
Sig. Treshhold and even 6 separate programmable, audible alarms.
Command line options for TIMED ON/OFF (Unattended) logging/searches.
** SCANCAT is not copy protected

3. CODE -3 works on any IBM-compatible computer
with MS-DOS 2.0 or later and having at least 512k Of
free DOS memory, a CGA monitor and a renal pon.
The CODE -3 hardware includes its own digital FSK

11

r
Link up to 15 search banks.
IMPORT virtually any database.
Search by CTCSS & DCS TONES with
PRO2005,6/2035 (& ICOM/DC440).
MULTIPLE search filters.

- POWERFUL COMMERCIAL FEATURES

you monitor Short Wave RTTY you will already know
all about Baudot. Amlor, Packet and CW. You may
have already had success with decoding ARO-M2 d
M4, ARO-E/E3, ARO6-90, ARO -S, SWED-ARO, FECA. FECS, Factor etc., but what about all the other
signals that are still undecadeable with your present
'sophisticated' setup. Perhaps you have even teed to
get a sensible analysis al the signal and found it too
diMKult. Well, Hoka Electronics have the answarl
There are some well known (and expensive!) RrTY
decoders which still have limited facilities and difficult
upgrade methods. but then there Is CODES from
Hoka Electronics) It's up to you to make the choice but it will be easy once you know more about CODE If

AOR, DRAKE, KENWOOD, ICOM, YAESU and JRC (NRD)

Search between any 2 frequencies.
Search by ANY increment.
Create Disk files.
Import from most text formats
to a working SCANCAT file.

HOKA CODE -3

UK Version
"...the standard against which all future decoders will be compared..."

Germany

Phone 01049 7071 62830

38MHz IF better than 80dB.
@1.4MHz IF better than 100dB.
AGC switchable fast/slow/off
@

Ex Royal Navy

Audio outputs:
600ohm line level adjustable on front panel.
600ohm front panel jacks for headphones.
3ohm front panel jack for external speaker. 1.5 watts output.
Front panel meter to indicate RF & AF levels
ALL SOLID STATE CONSTRUCTION
Further details on request.
All units fully serviced and tested before despatch.
PLEASE NOTE: This radio is supplied without cabinet.

£250.00

inc. VAT. carriage plus £15.00
Unit 12, Hunters Lane, Rugby CV21 lEA
Tel: Rugby (01788) 576473 Fax. (01788) 551763

BARGAIN PRICE

A ELECTRONICS
.IH
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Brian Oddy G3FEX, Three Corners, Merryfield Way, Storrington, West Sussex RH2O 4NS

Long Wave Chart
Freq

Station

Guidry

Power
(kW)

Listener

Bechar

Algeria
Germany

1000

J,K'

500

Fence

2000

A,B,C,E,P,G,H
A,B,E,F,G,H,I,J,K

Morocco

2000
1000

(kHz),
153
153

162
171
171

177

Lonc, Medium and Short Waves

183
198
198
198

To compensate for seasonal
changes in propagation some

international broadcasters may
alter their transmission schedules on
September 24. Some of the
information herein may therefore be
no longer applicable when this issue
arrives on the bookstalls.
Schedule changes often result in
difficulty for the listeners because their
favourite programmes may have been
moved to a different time slot, onto a
new frequency, or both. In this modern
age of very high power transmitters
and high gain beam antennas they
may well wonder why such changes
are necessary.

Long Wave Reports
Note: I.w. & m.w. frequencies in kHz;
s.w. in MHz; Time in UTC (=GMT).
Unless otherwise stated, all logs were
compiled during the four week period
ending July 29.
Whilst on holiday in Albuferia,
Portugal Andrew Stokes (Leicester)
used a Sony Walkman and a Sony
portable to explore the band. He found
that the ground waves from several
stations in N. Africa could be received
during the day - the most potent came
from Bechar, Algeria (1000kW) on
153kHz, which rated SI0555. In
contrast, those from Allouis, France
(2000kW) on 162 were SI0322.
After dark he could find no trace of
the BBC R-4/World Service
transmissions on 198 from Droitwich
(500kW), Burghead (50kW) and
Westerglen (50kW). He used the

directional properties of the antenna in
his portable to 'null -out' the potent
signal from Tipaza, Algeria on 252 and
receive the sky waves from Atlantic
252 in Clarkestown, S. Ireland which
rated SI0322 at 2237.

Medium Wave Reports
As expected, there were no reports of
m.w. transatlantic signals reaching the
UK in July, but the sky waves from
some stations in the Middle East and
N. Africa were received here after
dark.
Broadcasts from the high power
outlets in Saudi Arabia at Qurayyat on
900 (1000kW) and Duba 1521
(2000kW) were received after dark by
Paul Bowery in Burnham -on -Crouch.
Over in Co. Down Eddie McKeown
(Newry) logged the sky waves from
Dammam on 1440 (1600kW) as
SINPO 25322 at 2204; also Jeddah
on 1512 (1000kW) as 21421 at 2207.
Reception at night from N. Africa was
reported as 'fair' and there were a
number of entries in the logs - see
chart.
Whilst in Portugal Andrew Stokes
also checked this band. He was
surprised to find it fairly empty during
daylight - all of the locals are crammed

198
198

into the v.h.f. band. However, at dusk
the band was quickly swamped by the
sky waves from Spanish stations.
They were present through the night
but disappeared around dawn. The
sky waves from stations in a number
of other areas also arrived after dark.
One night he received Talk Radio UK
on 1089 and Virgin 1215, but the
multiple transmitters which they
employ on those frequencies resulted
in phase distortion.
The latest reports indicate that
Premier Radio, the new London
Christian station, is reaching many
areas of the UK. Their transmission on
1413 was noted in S. Humberside by
Harry Richards (Barton -on -Humber)
as 24222 at 0925.
The broadcasts from Viva 963
have also been received over a wide
area. While in Talgarth, Powys Gerry
Haynes logged them as 24232 at
1817. Over on the Isle of Wight
George Millmore (Wootton) has
observed that their ground waves rate
SI0444 during daylight, but there is a
fair amount of co -channel interference
when the sky waves from Pori
(Finland) arrive after dark. Up in
Lanarkshire Arthur Grainger
(Carstairs Junction) rated the sky
waves from Viva as 22222 at 2134.
While searching for local radio DX
during the morning of July 25 John
Wells (East Grinstead) found the
conditions to be unstable - even fairly
local stations were showing some
fading. However, this proved to be
helpful. Having used his loop to 'null out' R. Norfolk on 855, so as to get cochannel Sunshine Radio, he found
that R. Devon and Sunshine R. were
fading in and out alternately. He was
therefore able to add R. Devon to his
list!

Short Wave Reports
The propagation conditions in the
25MHz (11m) band are so
unpredictable that all international
broadcasters have ceased using it.
Daily variations in propagation
have been evident in the 21 MHz
(13m) band. When favourable, R.
Australia's broadcast to Asia via
Darwin on 21.725 (Eng 0630-1100)
has reached the UK. It was logged as
25432 at 0849 by Darren Beasley in
Bridgwater and SI0322 at 1030 by
David Green in Doncaster.
Also noted during the morning
were R. Norway Int, Oslo 21.705
(Norw to ? 0800-0830) was noted as
22222 at 0805 by Thomas Williams
in Truro; UAER, Dubai 21.605 (Ar to
Europe 0615-1030) 15434 at 0854 by
Fred Pallant in Storrington; DW via
Julich? 21.680 (Eng to S.E.Asia 09000950) 33333 at 0910 by Chris
Shorten in Norwich; UAER, Dubai
21.605 (Eng to Europe 1030-1055)
22222 at 1047 by Simon Hockenhull
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207
207
216
225

234
243
252
252

Donebach
Allouis

NadorMedi-1
Kaliningrad

A,B,F,G,K
A,B,E,G,H

750

2000
1000

A,B,E',F',G,H.I,K

UK

50

UK

50

UK

50

A,B,E,F,G,I,K
C.
C.

150

C,F

Roumoules RMC
Raszyn Resv

S.France
Poland

500
800
1400

A,B,C,F,G,H.I.K

Beidweiler

Luxembourg
Denmark

270

279

Minsk

261

D,E',J

Germany
Germany
Algeria

Kalundborg
Tipaza
Atlantic 252
Burg(R.Ropa)
Taldom Moscow
Topolna

261

Russia

Oranienburg
Saarlouis
Ouargla
Droitwich BBC
Burghead BBC
WesterglenBBC
St.Petersburg
Munich
Azilal

Russia
Germany
Morocco

J

A,B,C',D',E',F',G,H,K

D',J'

I

A,B,E',F,G,I'
A,B,F,G,H,I,J.K'

S.Ireland
Germany
Russia
Czech Rep

2000
300
1500
500
200
2000
1500

Belarus

500

A,E',G'

Algeria

A,B,C,G.H

A,B',E,G,J',K'
A,B,C,E',G,H,I,J,K',L'
A,H
G

A,B',E,G',K

Note' Entries marked were logged during darkness. All other entries were logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk
Listeners
(A)

Paul Bowery, 8umham-on-Crouch.

(GI

(B)

Martin Dale, Stockport.

(H)

(CI

Simon Hockenhull, E.Bristol.
Simon Hockenhull, while on Dartmoor.
Sheila Hughes, Morden.
Eddie McKeown, Newry.

(I)

(D)
(E)
(F)

IJI
IKl
ILl

in E.Bristol; BSKSA Saudi Arabia

21.495 (Ar [Holy Quran] to S.E.Asia
0900-1200) 23332 at 1048 by Martin
Dale in Stockport; DW via Wertachtal
21.600 (Eng to W.Africa 1100-1150)
55444 at 1130 by John Slater in
Scalloway; Vatican R, Italy 21.850
(Port, Sp, It to C/S.America 11001215) 32232 at 1130 by Norman
Thompson in Oadby.
After mid -day, R.Ukraine Int
21.800 (UK WS 0900-1255) was
rated SI0352 at 1205 by Rhoderick
Illman in Oxted; RFI via Issoudun
21.620 (Fr to E.Africa 0700-1555)
24232 at 1214 in Newry; R.Portugal
Int via Sines 21.655 (Port to
S.America 1200-1900? Sat/Sun)
33333 at 1220 by Robert Connolly
in Kilkeel; RCI via Sines, Portugal
21.455 (Eng to Europe, M.East,
Africa 1330-1400) 55444 at 1330 by
Michael Griffin in Ross -on -Wye;
BBC via Limassol, Cyprus 21.470
(Eng to E.Africa 1300-1700) 43434 at
1600 by George Tebbitts in
Penmaenmawr; WYFR via
Okeechobee. USA 21.745 (Eng to
Europe 1600-2145) 34323 at 1600 by
Sheila Hughes in Morden; UAER,
Dubai 21.605 (Eng to Europe 16001640) 45554 at 1631 by David
Edwardson in Wallsend; BBC via
Ascension Is 21.660 (Eng to
W/E/S.Africa 1100-1700) 44444 at
1650 in Burnham -on -Crouch; WYFR
via Okeechobee, USA 21.500 (Eng,
Ger to Europe, Africa 1700-2000)
15431 at 1730 by John Eaton in
Woking; VOFC Taiwan via
Okeechobee, USA 21.720 (Eng to
Europe, Africa 2200-2300) SI0444 at
2200 by Tom Smyth in
Co.Fermanagh.
The propagation conditions in the
17MHz (16m) band have also varied
daily. During the morning R.Australia
via Carnarvon 17.715 (Eng [Sports
Sat/Sun 0100-0630] to Asia, Pacific
0100-0900) was 24533 at 0610 in
Wallsend; R.Pakistan, Islamabad
17.900 (Eng to Europe 0800-0845)
34444 at 0837 by Chris Lawton in
Stoke-on-Trent; Israel R, Jerusalem
17.545 (Heb [Home Sce rly] to
Europe, N.America 0800-1700)
44434 at 0935 in Oxted; BBC via

George Millmore, Wootton, loW.
Fred Pallant, Storrington.
Tom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh.

Andrew Stokes, while in Albuferia, Portugal.
Norman Thompson. Oadby.
Thomas Williams, Truro.

Ascension Is 17.830 (Eng to
W/C.Africa 0730-2100) SI0233 at
1040 by Philip Rambaut in
Macclesfield; Voice of Russia,
Moscow 17.870 (Eng WS) SI0323 at
1100 in Co.Fermanagh; R.Pakistan,
Islamabad 17.900 (Eng to Europe
1100-1120) 44333 at 1100 in Morden;
SRI via Schwarzenburg? 17.515
(Eng, Fr, Ger, It to Far East, S.E.Asia
1100-1300) SI0333 at 1109 in
Doncaster.
After mid -day, R.Tunisia Int via
Sfax 17.500 (Ar, Fr to ? 0700-1800)
was SI0322 at 1230 in Woking; BBC
via Woofferton, UK 17.640 (Eng to
Europe 0800-1500) 33333 at 1235 by
Peter Pollard in Rugby; Africa No.1,
Gabon 17.630 (Fr to W.Africa 07001600) 44444 at 1250 in Kilkeel; RCI
via Sackville, Canada 17.820 (Eng,
Fr, Russ? to Europe, M.East, Africa
1330-1500?) 33333 at 1350 by
Bernard Curtis in Stalbridge; RTM
Tanger, Morocco 17.595 (Eng, Fr to
M.East, N. Africa 1400-1700) 43444
at 1400 in Scalloway; RFI via Moyabi,
Gabon 17.560 (Eng to M.East 14001500) 32322 at 1405 in Stockport;
VOA via Tangier, Morocco 17.895
(Eng to Africa 1600-1800?) SI0333
at 1730 by Tony King in Swindon;
Monitor R.Int via WSHB 17.510 (Eng
to Africa 1600-2000) 54444 at 1835
in Norwich; R.Nederlands via Bonaire
17.605 (Eng to S/E/W.Africa 18302025) 25333 at 1949 in Bridgwater;
WYFR via Okeechobee, USA 17.845
(Eng to Africa 2000-2300) 34333 at
2101 in Burnham -on -Crouch; VOFC
via Okeechobee, USA 17.750 (Eng to
Europe, Africa 2200-2300) 45243 at
2202 in Newry; RCI via Sackville,
Canada 17.820 (Fr, Eng to Europe,
M.East, Africa 2000? -2230?) 44444
at 2210 in Penmaenmawr;
R.Australia via Shepparton 17.860
(Eng to Asia, Pacific 2200-0000)
25342 at 2257 in Ross-on -Wye.
Reception in the 15MHz (19m)
band has been quite good from some
areas. In the early morning
R.Australia was noted on 15.245
from Darwin (Eng to Asia, Pacific
0200-0900 [Sports Sce 0100-0630
Sat]) as 34543 at 0558 in Wallsend;
also on 15.530 from Carnarvon (Eng
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Medium Wave Chart
Coney

iStation
1

r

LNMeor

Ain Beida

Algeria

531

Leipzig
RNE5 via?

Germany
Spain

100

A',G,I
A',B.F',G

?

F,G

Wavre
Sidi Bennour
VitorialEl)
Les Trembles
Thurnau (DLF)
St.Petersburg

Belgium
Morocco
Spain
Algeria
Germany
Russia

150/50
600

Espoo

Finland

531

540

540
540
549

549
549
558
558
558
558
567
567
567
576
576
585
585
594
594
594
603
603
612
612
612

B'

100

F'

Ireland (S)

500

A,B,D,G.H

RNE5 via?
Muhlacker(SDR)

Spain
Germany
Spain
France
Spain

7

G',I-

Germany

1000/400

Morocco
Portugal

100

Muge
Lyon

France

300
50

RNE1 via ?

Dannenberg(NDR)

630
630

Vigra
Tunis-Djedeida
PrahalLiblice)

648
657
657
657

B,F,G',H,I'
A,(3',F,G',H
G',I'

20

Germany

TullamoreiRTE1)

630

648

981

A,B,G

F'

Berlin

Wavre
BarcelonalOCR)

639
639

B',F',G',I'

A,B',F,G'

G',I,J

RNE1
RNE1

via?
via?

DrfordnesslBBC)

Spain

Ireland(S)
Morocco
Spain
Belgium

100

100

300

.

RNE5 via

Toulouse
Brno (CRo2)
Madrid(Cl)

.

Pori

Paris

-

TirChonaill
Tunis-Djedeida
HamburglNDR)
RNE1 via?
Alger
Coimbra
Berlin

Rheinsender(SWF)

A',B,D,G,H

1017

RNE5 via?

I

1026

SER

RAI via

100
100

B'

Tunisia

600

A',B,G

Czech

1500

A',B',H',J

B,F,G,I'
8,I"

500

A,B,G

1062

Cagliari

250
120

1062

R.Uno via

1071

1143

4

A,G

1143

COPE

F',G
A',8.F,G',H',

1152

500

1161

I',J

1170

A,B',C,E,F,G,

1179

H,J-

1179
1188
1188
1197
1197
1206
1206
1215
1215
1215
1224
1224
1233
1233
1242
1242

StrasbourglFlnt)
Vila Real
SER via 7
Solvesborg
Kuume
Szolnok
Munich(VOA)
Virgin via ?

300

400
10
5

B'

PG'
A',8,F,G,H'
A,G
G

783

Burg
Miramar(R.Porto)
Dammam

2
Switzerland 500
1
Ireland (N)
?
Spain
1000
Germany
100
Portugal
Saudi Arabia 100

792

Limoges

France

300

B',G

20

A',B',G',I

1

F'

UK

792

Sevilla)SER)

Spain

792

LondonderrytBBC)

UK

801

Munchen-Ismaning

300

801

RNE1

Germany
Spain

810

Madrid(SER)

Spain

810

WesterglenlBBCScot)

UK

20
100

7

H

A',B',F',G,I'
A,B,P,G',H'
A',F,G

I

i

'

A',B,F',G,J'

Russia

150

via?

Spain

2

A',F',G'
A'
F,G',I

RNE5 via?

Spain

10

B,G',I

France
Portugal

200

B',F

10

F'

Spain
Sweden
Belgium
Hungary

?

135

F

Germany

300

UK

?

France

100

F'
A.B',G
F'

Poland

200

A',G

-

Spain
UK

7

COPE

UK

via?

Virgin via

Spain
UK

7

Slovakia
UK

France

1251

Marseille
Virgin via?
Marcali

A',B,G',H

1251

Huisberg
SER via?
GuildfordM

Basta

Egypt

450

A'

France
Morocco
Poland
Germany

50
25

F

1260

300

A,B',G'

100/5
100
50
200

F
6'

A,B,P,G

Germany

Virgin via?
B'mans Pk(V)

1

1'

?

B',F",G',I

Virgin via 7

A',B,F'
B',F',G,I'
A',B',F',G',I'

A,B,E,F

?

10

COPE via

I¡

10

600/1200

Bordeaux

I

1500

2

Spain
Spain
Yugoslavia

via?

Wroclaw
i

I

1

?

Croatia

Deanovec
RNE5 via?

I

(F)

A',G
A,F,G
A'
G

Nita

Toulouse
Rabat

UK

.

150
20

100

600

I'
B',F.G.H,I'.K

5

A,P,G

?

1'

?

B,G,H,I'

125

A

I'

?
?

G,H

40

V

?

A,B',G

150

I.F"
H

?

Hungary
Netherlands
Spain

500
1

A',F
A',F,G
B',F,I'

UK

7

A,G

Germany
Spain
Ireland (SI

600

A,B,F,G,K

?

I'

10

A,B,G.H

Czech Rep.

400

B',G'

10

F',I`

10

1269
1269
1278
1287
1287

Neumunster)DLF)

Lerida(SER)

Spain

B',F',G,J

1296

Valencia(COPE)

Spain

10

1296

Drfordness(BBC)

UK

500

A

1305

Rzeszow
RNE5 via?

Poland

100

A,F,G

100

A',B',F'.G,I'
A',B',G
A'.B',P

Spain

7

I'

?

A',B',F',G,I',J'

1314

1200

A,B,F,G',1'

A',G

1314

Kvitsoy
RNE5 via?

Norway

500

Spain

?

I'

?

540

864

Paris

France

300

864

SocuellamoslRNE1)

Spain

2

873

Frankfurt(AFN)

Germany

150

72

B,F,G,J

1260

I

B

A,B',F',G

A,I

1305

I

B',F

1341

Lakihegy
LisnagarveyfBBC)

Germany
Italy
Hungary
Ireland (N)

100

B.V.G',H

1341

TarrasaISER)

Spain

2

I'

Nancy/Nice
Arganda(RNE-FS)

France

100

8,F,G,H,I'

Foxdale(ManeA)

Spain
I.O.M.

600
20

1341

?

Washford)BBCWaIes)
Algiers
Huisberg
Vila Moura
Bmo(CRo2)

UK

100

A,B.D,E,G

1350

Algeria
Netherlands
Portugal

600/300
20

A,B',C,F.G'.I'

1359
1368

Czech Rep

Milan

Italy
Spain

25
600
?

Dublin/CorkIRTE2)
RFE via 7

Wachenbrunn(RMWS)

20

10

via?

1323
1332

Spain
Spain

A,F,G

COPE

1000/150

A',B.F".G'
A',B',P,G'
A',E',P

via?

(E)

1143

800/200

COPE

A'

A,G,H
A',B',F',G',I'

Spain

900

25

?

Germany

900

(0)

10

Spain

891

A,B',F,G'

Zadar)Croatian R)
Stuttgart(AFN)
BolshakovolMayakl

Bilbao(EI)

891

250

1134

Braunschweig(DLF)

891

1

Denmark
Italy

A,B,G

CadizIRNE5)

882

Martin Dale. Stockport.

(C)

0.5

756

882

Paul Bowery, Burnham -on -Crouch.

(8)

COPE

756

via?

(A)

F,I'

1134

747

COPE

Listeners

I

A',F,1

UK

ZaragozalSER)

8'

UK

Italy
Belgium

Rome

300
300

A,F,G
A'

F,G.I

B,E`,G',H

I

1377

Lille

France

300

A,B',P.G

G'

1386

Russia

2500

A',B',F',G',H',I'

A,B,F',G

1395

Bolshakovo
Lushnje(Tirana)-

Albania

1000

B'.F,G

Brest

France

20

8',D,F,G

F',G,H,l

1404

I'
A,B,E',F,H

F,I

8",F,G"
A',1'

600
2000
150/450
700

A',B,F',G',I'
B'

I

5

A,F',I'

1200

A',G'

50

I'

5

,

2

11

10

G,I'

15

P

H',I

G',H

100

873

10

600
10

La Louviere

?

B

?

Note: En ries marked were logged during darkness. All other entries were
logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk.

Bari

RNE5

B

iA',C',F'

B',F
B',F

120

VitorialEl)
Vatican R

1125
1125
1125

A,8,P

1

1000
300

8'
I'
i

1611

A

1116

600

20

G'.H,I

A,B,E,G'

(Italy

?

A,G

F,I

7

UK

Portugal

vial

250
300

F,I
I

?

Talk R.UK via

G',I

Santah

Germany
Morocco
Spain
Morocco
Spain

A,B,G

1600

?

1107

10

RNE1

8,F',G'

A,8,E,F',G,J'

Genova
SER via ?
SER via ?

1107
1107

600
5

Berlin

600

B,F`,I',J'

P,G,I'

Ireland(N)

864

Germany
Spain
Spain
Italy
Portugal

1

B',E,F,G'

A,F

855

ValladelidlSER)
Sfax

F

1539
1566
1575
1575
1584
1602

7

5

855

B'

1500

Germany
Morocco
Spain

Italy
Germany
Spain
Egypt

B',P,G',I

20
50
400

Spain
Germany
Spain

A,C,D,G

Spain

10

R

MainflingenlDLF)

Slovakia

A,B',G,I'

France

Vatican

IDuba

via?
AFN via?
RNE5 via?

A,B',P.G'

via?

1530
1539

Nitra(Jarok)

10
300

Rome

600/300

Portugal

Slovakia
Saudi Arabia
Italy
Germany
Spain
Tunisia
Italy
Spain
Spain
Spain
Italy

A,B,G,H,I

5

COPE

Algeria

Jeddah
Kosice(Cizatice)

?

Germany
Spain
France

846

1'

7

A,B,G,H

837
837

A',B,E',F,G'

7

A',B',F',G
1

600
Belgium
Saudi Arabia 1000

Wolvertem

UK

150

Spain

300

Stargard
RNE5 via?

Spain

UK

Morocco

F'
B'
G'

SER via 7
Talk Radio UK via?

A,B',C,E',F,G

Hannover(NDR)
Oujda -2
Barcelona(SER)
Nancy

200

(K)

A',B',F,G',I

Warsaw

10

Tunisia
Germany
Spain

ISt.Petersburg

A',8',P,G
G.I'

120

819
819
819
819
828
828
828

Ireland(S)

A,8`,F',G'

5

500
2000

vial

20
600
8

Spain
Morocco
Poland

Katowice

783

Spain
Finland
France

Thomas Williams, Truro.

Casablanca

via?

?

A,F,G'
A,8`,P,G',I'

Monte CarlolTWAI
Wien-Bisamberg
'SER via ?
Clermont-Ferrand

Norman Thompson, Oadby.

1080
1080
1089
1098
1098

RNE1

B,F

Spain
France
Russia
Poland
Spain

200

G',I'
B,F,G"

Andrew Stokes, while

1080

783

1000/4001
j
600

300

(J)

1071

Enniskillen(BBC)

F,H

Monaco
Austria

?

A

B,F',G',I'

B'
A',G",J

Softens

2

A',B,P,G

G'

10

Redruth(BBC)

UK

20

50

Marseille
Lopic(RlOGold)

774
774

50

Latvia

BarcelonalCOPE)

765

Italy

Tom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh

675
675
684
684
693
702
702

Holland

Damman
Squinzano
RedmosslBBC)

(G)

666

FlevolHilv2)

1440
1449
1449
1467
1476
1485
1494
1494
1503
1503
1512
1512

(I)

Riga
Bilbao(El)

747

A,B',P,G,J'

A

1071

Spain

1200

300
100

Luxembourg
Saudi Arabia

B,F`

A',8',P,G'
A',F,G,I

Barcelona(RNE1)

Ukraine

Mamach(RTL)

40

300/180
135

Poznan

Nikolayev

1440

7

Germany
Portugal
Spain
France
Holland
Spain
Yugoslavia

Paris

1431

A,B",G',I

(H)

MesskirchRohrd(SWF)
Lisboa

738

A',F',G'

20

D,G

666
666

738

600/100

1'

657

738

Slovenia
Spain
Belgium
Germany
Italy

20

Lille

Ireland (S)
Spain
France
Poland

1422

?

1071

CorkIRTE1)
RNE1 via?

A,G,H'

France
France
France

1071

729
729

1200/600
400

140

Simon Hockenhull, E.Bristol.
Simon Hockenhull,while on Dartmoor.
Sheila Hughes, Morden.
Eddie McKeown, Newry.
George Millmore, Wootton loW.

?

A.B,C,P.H.J

720

G,I'

Germany

UK

B',F"

Zarogoza(COPE)
Talk Radio UK via?
Kalundborg

2

720

Usenet

?

A

Tanger

20

720

Power

Spain

8',G`,I',J'

Sebaa-Aioun
S.Sebastian(SER)

UK

711

Cowell

RNE5 via ?
Heusweiler(DLF)

300

Lisbon(Prog3)
Dresden

WrexhamlBBCWalesl

711

Station

1413

10

?

Brest
France -Inter via?

711

Freqeq

A'

Germany
' Spain
Germany
Spain
Holland

via?

A',P,G'
A'
8',E,F,G',1,J

711

Liawr

1521
1521

i

FlevolHite-5)

Italy
Spain

SevillalRNE1)
Avala(Beograd-1(
Droitwich(BBC5)
Flensburg(NDR)
ZamoralRNE1)
Rennes 1
Heidelberg
Laayoune
Murcia(COPE)
LisnagarveyfBBC4)
Norte
Lots Rd,Ldn(BBC4)

i

Madrid(COPE)

10

B.F,G'

i

R.BilbaoISER)
Schwerin (RIAS)

Napoli
MadridlRNE5(

'NeubrandenburglNDRI Germany

i

Spain
France
Czech Rep.

?

1017

F',G.1'

UK

Bremen
Venezia

1035
1035
1044
1044
1044
1053
1053
1053
1062

10

i

Wolvertem

B',F,G',1",J

50

Spain
Spain

1

PG'
F

80

Norway

981

I

990
990
999
999
1008

G'
A.B',P,G,J

Spain
Germany

Madrid(R.Int)

200

A.8',G'.I

?

Sevilla(RNE5)
AthlonelRTE2)
Sebaa Aioun

B'mans Pk(BBC5)
PlesivecISloven'nR)

8

1"

600

20

Frankfurt(HR)
Oujda -1

909
918

A,B',F,G

10

Germany
Spain
Spain

Madrid(RNEI)

900

Saudi Arabia' 1000

500
50

B',F`,G',1

RostocklNDR)
RNE5 via?
ValencialRNE5(

621

621

A,8',P,G,H,J

B,P
V

Barcelona(RNE5)
ParisIFIP)

Country

Qurayyat

918
927
936
936
936
945
954
954
963
963
963
963
972
972

200
1000
100

Power

Station

Wh1

531

600

FiN

,n
yp
in

Albuferia, Portugal.

to Asia, Pacific 0500-0900) as 25332 at 0859 in
Bridgwater. Also logged during the morning were
15.545 (Engg to Europe
R. Viaaner
d en Int
0900-0925) 33333 at 0915 in Norwich; AWR via
Slovakia 15.620 (Eng to Africa 0900-1000) 44444 at
0939 byVera Brindle in Woodhall Spa; AIR via
Aligarh? 15.050 (Eng to N.E.Asia 1000-1100)
SI0222 at 1033 in Macclesfield; R.Jordan via Al
Karanah 15.170 (Eng to W.Europe, N.America 11001200)333
SI0333 at 1100 b y Francis Hearne in
N.Bristol; R.Japan via Yamata? 15.350 (Eng, Jap to
S.E.Asia 1100-1300) 32232 at 1100 in Oadby.
Duringthe afternoon R.NorwayInt, Oslo 15.340
(Eng to N.America 1300-1325 Sun only) was 53353
at 1300 in Newry; RCI via Sines, Portugal 15.325
(Eng, Fr to Europe, M.East, Africa 1330-1500) 55444
at 1345 in Ross -on -Wye; BBC via Masirah Is, Oman
15.310 (Eng to S.Asia 1000-1500) 32222 at 1355 in
Stalbridge; R.Japan via Moyabi, Gabon 15.355 (Eng
to S. Africa 1500 1600 ) 33444 at 1504 in Stoke -on Trent; WVHA via Scotts Corner, USA 15.665 (Eng to
Europe, USA 1500-1658) 44444 at 1530 in Morden;
VOA via Se)ebi-Phikwe, Botswana 15.445 (Eng to
Africa 1630-2200) SI0333 at 1643 in Doncaster.
Later, the Voice of Vietnam, Hanoi 15.009 (Eng,
Fr, Sp to Europe 1800-2130) was SI0322 at 1800 in
Co.Fermanagh;Monitor R.Int via WSHB 15.665
(Eng to Europe 1800-2200) 35333 at 1833 in
Burnham-on -Crouch; Israel R, Jerusalem 15.640
(Eng to Europe?, N.America? 1900-1930) 54444 at
1900 byClare Pinder in Appleby;
pp
y; HCJB Quito
15.490 (Eng to Europe 1700-2000) 33322 at 1913 in
Stockport; R.Nederlands via Bonaire 15.315 (Eng to
S/E/W.Africa 1830-2025) SI0333 at 1930 in

Belgium(

'

Swindon; WVHA via Scotts Corner, USA 15.720
(Eng to Africa 1900-2000) 45444 at 1940 in
Scallowa y' WWCR Nashville, USA 15.685 (Engto
Europe 1100-2100) 24322 at 2046 in Oxted; RCI via
Sackville 15.150 (Fr, Eng to Africa? 1900-2130)
Rugby; R.Korea, Seoul 15.575
32222 at 2115 in Rub
(Eng to Europe 2100-2200) 21111 at 2150 in Truro;
WRNO New Orleans, USA 15.420 (Eng to E.USA,
Europe 1500-2300) 44454 at 2155 in Woking; KTBN
Salt Lake City,
ty,USA 15.590 (Eng to N.America 1600
0000) 33333 at 2230 in Kilkeel; HCJB Quito 15.540
(Eng [u.s.b.+ p.c]) 32222 at 2221 in Penmaenmawr.
Good reception from some areas has also been
noted in the 13MHz (22m)band. Duringthe morning
SRI via ? 13.635 (Eng, Fr, It, Ger to Africa 060008001 was 44444 at 0615 in Kilkeel: R.Australia via
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Local Radio Chart
Freq
(kHz)
558
585

603
603
630
630
657
657
666

Station

e.m.r.p
(kW)

Listener

Freq
(kHz)

Station

0.80
2.00
0.10

A,C,FH.1,M,0',P
E.FK.M,O'

1170
1170
1170
1170

GNR Teeside
Hi Wycombe 1170AM
Portsmouth(SCR)

11.11

BBC
Spectrum R
R.Solway

I

B

Cheltenham(CD603)
Invicta SG (Coast)

I

C.F.L.0',P

0.10

A,FJ',L,M,O',P
FI,L,P

B

0.20
2.00
2.00

R.Corwall

B

0.50

FI,L

1170
1170
1242
1242

Gemini AM

I

0.34

F,H,L,P

1251

666

R.York

B

BBC Essex

B

C.E,F,M,P
A,F,L,M,P

1260

729

0.80
0.20

I

R.Bedfordshire(3CR)
R.Comwall

B

R.Clwyd

B

A,C,FH,L,M.O,P

E,FL,M,N',0,P

738
756

Hereford/Worcester

B

0.037

C,F,M.O'.P

R.Cumbria

B

1.00

E.F,K,M

756

R.Maldwyn

I

0.63

C,FL,P
A,C,FK,L

M.0

765

BBC Essex

B

050

774

Gloucesterl3CSG)

I

F.L.O

774

R.Kent

B

774

Bleeds

B

792

Chiltern(S.Gold)
R.Foyle
R.Devon & Dorset
Chiltern)S.Gold)
R.Aire(Magic828)
R.WM

0.14
0.70
0.50
0.27
1.00

C.F,H,I,K',L,P

B

2.00
0.20
0.12
0.20

I

0.27

B

1.50

B

792
801

826
828

828
828

Downtown B
R.Cambridgeshire

990
990
990
999

1026
1026
1035
1035

1035
1035

1152
1161

Bradford(Gt.Yks)

Birmingham(RXL)
Bamsley(Gt.Yks)
Premier R (London?)
Touch R
R.Bristol(Som.Snd)
BrightonlSCR)

A.F

C,E
F,O,P

A,F,L,P

(I)

A,FM,P

WI

FI,LN,0-

(K(

0.64
0.29
0.50

C,E,F

(L)

FM
M

(M)

0.43

F',M.N

(0)

?

F,L.M.O'.P

(P)

0.15

C,E.F.M

?

A,D,F.K'.L,P

0.20
0.63

E,F,L,P

0.50
0.60

A,F',L,P

?

A,D.F,L,P
FL

1359

Mercia Snd(Xtra-AM)

1359

Red Dragon(Touch

0.20

F

A,C.F.G,L,M,P

0

B

1.50

C,E,FM

1368

R.Lincolnshire
Southern Counties

0.85
2.00

EL

F.L,P

1359
1368

R.Solent

8

0.45
1.00

B

0.50

A,FL,P

8

1.50

A.J,M,P

1368

Wiltshire Sound

B

0.10

FL

0.15

FJ,P
A.C.FJ.L,M,P
FP

1413

I

7

I

0.35

A.B,D.E',FX,L,M,P
A,C,FP

C.6G',J'.L,M,P

1449

Hereward R(WGMS)
Premier

R

(London?)
B

RI
B

R

.

0.32
0.16

F,L.P

1458

Premier R (London?)
Essex R(BreezeAM)
R 210(CI.Gold)
R.Peterboro/Cambs
Fortune

C,FM,O',P

A,P,FL,P

R.Cumbria
R.Devon & Dorset

B

7

1458
1458

C,F,P

R.Newcastle
Radio WM

B

0.25
1.00

C,M.P
A,F,L,P

1458
1458
1458

B

B

0.09
1.00

1476

Guildford(MXtra)

0.25
0.80

C.FG'.M,O.P

1485

C,E.FK

1485

0.70

C,E,F,L,M,O,P

1485

E,FN,O'

1503

A,C.FJ,M,O,P
FI,L,P

1521

Reigate(MXtra)

B

1.70
0.50
1.00

R.Humberside (Hull)
R.Merseyside
Southern Counties R
R.Stoke-on-Trent

1530

I

7

A,C',P,FL,N',P

0.78
1.00

F

1530
1530
1548

Huddersfld(Gt.Yks)
R.Essex
R.Wyvern(WYVN)
Capital R(Cap G)

I

B

0.30
6.18
0.20

FL,P

C,M
E,FK

1431

1431

Sunrise

R

1.20

C.E'.FG',J.M.O,P

8

0.50

F,J

BRMB(Xtra-AM)
Great North R(GNR)
LBC(LondonNewstalk)
PiccadillyR)Gold)
PlymouthSnd)CI.G)

3.00

0

1557

1.80

E.F

1557

23.50

A.L.P

1.50

C,F

1557
1557

0.32

F

R.Broadland

0.83

A.C,K',P

1584
1584

R.Clyde(Clyde2)
Brunel RICI.Gold)

3.06

E

1584

R.Nottingham
R.Shropshire

FL,P

1584

1602

E.F,K

L.P

R.Bedfordshire13CR1

B

1161

Southern Counties

B

1.00

A.F.L.P

1161

Tay AM

I

1.40

E,FN'

1161

Humberside(GlYks)

I

0.35

C.F,M

Darwin 13.605 (Eng, Ch n to Asia
0900-1100) 24532 at 0905 in
Wallsend; R.Denmark via RNI 13.800
(Da to Europe? 1030-1100) SI0555
at 1038 in Macclesfield; R.Austria Int
via Moosbrunn 13.730 (Ger, Eng, Fr,
Sp to Europe 0400-1800) SI0433 at
1040 in Doncaster.
After mid -day R.Vlaanderen Int,
Belgium 13.670 (Eng to Europe,
N.America 1230-1255 Sun only) was
44333 at 1230 in Appleby; R.Kuwait
via Kabd 13.620 (Ar to Europe,
N.America 1315-1600) 44544 at
1403 in Woking; AWR via Slovakia
13.595 (Eng to S.Asia 1400-1500)
44344 at 1407 in Woodhall Spa; SRI
via Softens? 13.635 (Eng, Fr, It, Ger
to S/C.Asia 1500-1700) SI0444 at
1500 in Co.Fermanagh;
R.Pyongyang, Korea 13.785 (Eng to
Europe, M.East 1500-1550) 24232 at
1528 in Bridgwater; UAER, Dubai
13.675 (Eng to Europe 1600-1640)
44444 at 1600 in Morden; WHRI
South Bend, USA 13.760 (Eng to
E.USA, Europe 1520? -2200) 33333
at 1615 in Stockport; R.Pyongyang,
Korea 13.785 (Eng to Europe,
M.East 1700-1750) 54444 at 1700 in
Norwich.

A.FO,P

1548
1548
1548
1548

R.Bristol
Liverpool)City G)

A,F,M

A,FL,P
F

F,M.O,P

0.14
0.15

F.L.M,P

I

5.0D

C.E.FK.N

0.50
2.00

E.F,K"

B

B
I

2.00
5.00
50.00

B

0.50
1.00

B

1.20

B

1.00
1.00

I

B

0.64
B

0.74
0.15
0.52
97.50

B

R.Forth(MaxAM)
Sheffield(Gt.Yks)
Northants R(S.Gold)

5.00
4.40
2.20
0.74

A,E'.F,L.M.P

FL,P
F

FG

A,C,E,F,L,M,P

A,E',FL,P

E,FK,M
CFK',N
A,FL,P

C,E.F,K',L,M,P
A,C`,E,FL,P
C,E,F,G,M

AFL,P
E`,FL,O',P
A,F,L,P
F,I

C,E,F
E,F

0.76

F,M
E'.FK,M

0.50

C',E,FL,P
C,FK'

B

0.25
0.125
0.04
1.00

B

0.50

R.Tay

I

021

R.Kent

B

0.25

Southampton(SCR)
R.Lancashire

B

Tendring(Mellow)
Kettering(KCBC)

A,F,0',P
E'.F.J.P
C,E,F,G',J',M,O.P
C',FL.P
F,J'
A,P,F,L.P

Note: Entries marked were logged during darkness. All other entries were logged
during daylight or at dawn/dusk.

Later, VOA via Selebi-Phikwe,
Botswana 13.710 (Eng to Africa
1630-1900) was SI0333 at 1800 in
Swindon; R.Nederlands via Flevo
13.700 (Eng to S/E.W.Africa 18301925) 44333 at 1830 in Truro; DW
via Julich? 13.790'(Eng to W.Africa
1900-1950) 44333 at 1927 in Oxted;
RCI via Sackville 13.650 (Eng tó
Europe, M.East, Africa 2000-2130)
45444 at 2002 in Bumham-onCrouch; RCI via Sackville 13.670
(Eng to Caribbean, S.America 22000000) 33333 at 2200 in Rugby;
UAER, Abu Dhabi 13.605 (Eng to
USA 2200-0000) 44434 at 2222 in
Newry; WWCR Nashville, USA
13.845 (Eng to E.USA 1200-0100)
55555 at 2237 in Penmaenmawr;
AWR Costa Rica 13.750 (Eng to
America 2300-0100) 45444 at 2315
in Ross -on -Wye; Monitor R.Int via
WSHB 13.770 (Eng to S.Europe, N.
Africa 2200-0000) 43333 at 2330 in
Stalbridge.
There is plenty to interest the
listener in the 11 MHz (25m) band.
During the morning WYFR
Okeechobee, USA 11.580 (Eng to
Europe, Africa 0500-0600) was
44444 at 0535 in Kilkeel; Vatican R,
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FI.P

B

I

(F)

0.50
0.76
1.60

E.FN1

B

(E)

(G)
(H)

F,I

A,F,L

I

R

(D)

0.30
0.28
0.27

B

R.Derby
R.Guemsey

.

FL,

Essex R(BreezeAM)

E,FN'

0.16
0.10

1161

B

F,J.P

Wiltshire Sound

I

R

.

R.York

B

1152

1152
1152

Marcher Snd(Gold)
Sunrise B. Midlands

0.32
1.50

Moray Firth

1152
1152

Saxon R(SGR)
Brunel R(CI.GoId)

I

1107
1116
1116
1152

R.Orwell(SGR)
Signal R(S.GoId)
Swansea Sound
Invicta Snd(Coast)
Isle of Wight R

(A)
(B)
(C)

1359

B'

R.Jersey
Country 1035
NorthSound Two
R.Sheffield
West Sound AM

0.12
0.28
0.20
0.58
0.32

Listeners

E,F

1332

I

1026

963

?

Listener

F

I

Beacon R(WABC)

954
954

0.32

C.F,M

8

1017

873
936
945

FM
A,FL.M.O'.P

(kW)

FP

B

999
999

855

A,F.L.0 ,P

e.mcp

BBC

1305
1323
1323
1332
1332

I

2CR(CI.GoId)
R.Cumbria/Furness
R.Leicester
R.Devon & Dorset
R.Lancashire
R.Norfolk
Sunshine 8
R.Norfolk
Brunel RICLGoId)
R.Trent(Gem AM)
Gemini AM
R.Wyvem(WYVN)
Viva 963
WABC(Nice & Easy)
R.Devon & Dorset
Hallam R(Gt.Yks)
R.Solent
R.TrentlGem AM)
Red Rose)Gold¡

837
837
855
855
855

.P

1260
1260
1260
1278
1296
1305
1305

ILA

Italy 11.625 (Eng Africa 0630-0700)
44444 at 0630 in Morden; Voice of
Greece, Athens 11.645 (Gr, Eng? to
Europe 0600-0800) 33333 at 0750 in
Truro; HCJB Quito 11.615 (Eng to
Europe 0700-0830) 55555 at 0755 in
Norwich; R.Korea Int via Sackville,
Canada 11.715 (Sp, Eng to
S.America 1000-1100) 55555 at 1030
in Appleby; VOIRI Tehran 11.930
(Eng to Asia 1130-1230) 24222 at
1130 in Newry.
After mid-day R.Romania Int,
Bucharest 11.940 (Eng to Europe
1300-1400) was 55444 at 1327 in
Ross -on -Wye; Voice of the
Mediterranean via Cyclops, Malta
11.925 (Eng, Ar to N. Africa 14001600) 42333 at 1411 in Stockport;
R.Australia via Shepparton 11.695
(Eng to Pacific areas 1430-1700)
45444 at 1507 in Woking; R.Australia
via Carnarvon 11.660 (Eng to S.Asia
1430-2100) 25232 at 1510 in
Bridgwater; R.Cairo via Abis 12.050
(Ar [Home Sce Relay]) SI0444 at
1510 in Macclesfield.
Later, Israel R, Jerusalem 11.603
(Eng to Europe? 1900-1930?) was
45544 at 1900 in Wallsend; also
11.685 (Eng to ? 1900-?) SI0533 at

(NI

Paul Bowery, Burnham -on -Crouch.

Bernard Curtis, Stalbridge.
Martin Dale, Stockport.
John Eaton. Woking.
Arthur Grainger, Carstairs Junction.
Gerry Haynes, while in Talgarth, Powys.
Francis Heame, while in Derby
Simon Hockenhull, E.Bristol.
Simon Hockenhull, while on Dartmoor.
Sheila Hughes, Morden.
Eddie McKeown, Newry.
George Millmore, Wootton, low,
Harry Richards, Barton -upon -Humber.
Torn Smyth, Co.Fermanagh.
Norman Thompson, Oadby.
John Wells, East Grinstead.

1909 in Doncaster; R.Kuwait via Kabd
11.990 (Eng to Europe, N.America
1800-2100) 43433 at 1913 in Oxted;
R.Dniester Int via Russia? 11.750
(Eng 2030-2100) 44444 at 2045 in

Scalloway; WWCR Nashville, USA
12.160 (Eng 1400-2300) 43333 at
2045 in Stalbridge; AIR via Bangalore
11.620 (Eng, Hi to Europe 1745-2230)
22122 at 2130 in Oadby; R.Damascus
via Adra 12.085 (Eng to America,
Pacific 2110-2210) 32222 at 2145 in
Penmaenmawr; R.Bulgaria, Sofia
11.720 (Eng to Europe 2100-2200)
43333 at 2150 in Rugby; Voice of
Russia 11.750 (Eng [WS]) 55545 at
2200 in E.Bristol; Voice of Turkey,
Ankara 11.710 (Eng to USA? 22002300) S(0322 at 2200 in
Co.Fermanagh; BBC via Shepparton,
Australia 11.695 (Eng to S.E.Asia
2200-2300) SI0222 at 2200 in
Swindon; WEWN Birmingham, USA
11.820 (Eng to Europe 2200-0000?)
44444 at 2238 in Wood hall Spa;
UAER, Abu Dhabi 11.885 (Eng to
USA 2200-0000) SI0333 at 2315 in
N.Bristol.
Good reception from many areas
was noted in the 9MHz (31m) band.
During the early mórning R.Havana,
Cuba 9.820 (Eng to N.America 05000700) was 33333 at 0525 in Kilkeel;
SRI via Schwarzenburg? 9.885 (Eng,
Fr, It, Ger to Africa 0600-0800) 44444
at 0625 in Stalbridge; R.Nederlands
via Bonaire, Ned.Antilles 9.700 (Eng
to Pacific areas [u.s.b. + p.c.] 07300825) SI0332 at 0730 in N.Bristol.
After mid-day R.Norway Int, Oslo
9.590 (Norw [Eng Sun] to Europe
1300-1330) was 55555 at 1300 in
Appleby; VOA via ? 9.700 (Eng to
S.Asia 1500-1800) 22222 at 1530 in
Oadby; R.Tirana, Albania 9.760 (Eng
to Europe 1600-1615) 44434 at 1608
in Penmaenmawr; R.Australia via
Darwin 9.615 (Eng to Asia 1100-1755)
34543 at 1621 in Wallsend; KHBN
Medorm, Palau 9.965 (Eng to S.Asia)
34333 at 1749 in Scalloway; Voice of
Vietnam, Hanoi 9.840 (Eng to Europe
1800-1830) was 44444 at 1806 in
Stoke-on-Trent; R.Nederlands via
Flevo 9.895 (Eng to S/E.W.Africa
1830-2125) 44444'at 1836 in Oxted;
AIR via Delhi? 9.950 (Eng to N. Africa,
M.East 1745-1945) SI0333 at 1900 in
Swindon; R.Finland via Pori 9.730
(Eng to Europe 1900-1930) SI0544 at
1910 in Doncaster; R.Bulgaria, Sofia
9.700 (Eng to Europe 1900-2000)
42223 at 1915 in Stockport; RAI
Rome, Italy 9.575 (Eng to Europe
1935-1955) 42552 at 1935 in
Bridgwater; VOIRI Tehran, Iran 9.022
(Eng to Europe 1930-2027) 55444 at
1955 in Burnham -on -Crouch.
Later, R.Thailand, Bangkok 9.555
(Eng to Europe? 2030-2045) was
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Tropical Bands Chart
Fteq

Station

Courrrry

kp

Country

UTC

DXer

AIR Ext.Service
FRCN Lagos

India
Eq.Guinea
Nepal

Sri -Lanka

0015
2115
2016
1705
1740
1940
1724

A.J
A,J,P

R.Nacional, Bata

Benin

2211

Cuba

0130
1930
0400
2217
0050
2010

¡Station

1

ABC Alice Springs
2325 ABC Tennant Creek

2.310
2.485
3.200
3.210

ABC Katherine
TWR Manzini
Em.Nacional. Maputo

3.220
3.220

Channel Africa
R.Kara, Lome
R.Sol de Los Andes

3230
3.230
3.240
3.255
3.270
3.290
3.290
3.300
3.305
3.306
3.315
3.320
3.320
3.325
3.335
3.345
3.345
3.345

SABC.Meyerton
TWR Shona
BBC via Maseru
SWABC 1, Namibia
R.Centro, Ambato
SWABC 2, Namibia
R.Cultural
R.Westem, Daru

Australia
Australia
Australia
Swaziland
Mozambique
S.Africa
Togo

Pew
S Africa
Swaziland
Lesotho

SW Africa
Ecuador

S.W.Africa
Guatemala
Pap.N.Guinea
Zimbabwe

D

D,P

19

4.990
4.990
5.005
5.005
5.009

0320
2045
0040

A,O.P
A,N

5.020

2020

A,N

1841

0,1

2000
2000
2302
1933
0405
2035

A,O.J,K,M,N,P
A,D,G,J,K,P

A,P

5.025
5.025
5.030
5.035
5.040
5.047
5.050

A

5055

B

A,D.J,P

5.020
5.025

5.075

D.J,K,N,P
D,I

S Africa

1936

A,D,J,K,N,P

DXers
(A)

1937

K,N.P

(B)

CBS Taipei

Nigeria
Taiwan

1940

D.K

(C)

AIR Jammu

India

1733

Channel Africa

S.Africa
Zambia
Angola
Gabarone

1859

ZBS Lusaka

R.Nac.Luanda
R.Botswana

3365

GBC R-2

3.365
3.370
3.377
3.380
3.380
3.395
3.915
3.955
3.955
3.965
3.975

AIR Delhi
B.Beira

R.Nacional, Mulenvos
R.Chortis
NBC Blantyre
ZBC Gweru
BBC via Kranji
BBC via Skelton
R.Budapest
RFI Paris

R.Budapest
VOA via Munich
China R via SRI
3.985 SRI Beromunster
3.995 OW via Julich
3.995 OW via Meyerton
4.500 Xinjiang BS, Urumqi
4.735 Xinjiang, Urumqi
4.750 Xizang BS, Lhasa
4.760 Yunnan PBS,Kunming
4.760 ELWA Monrovia
4.765 Brazzaville
4.770 FRCN Kaduna
4775 AIR Guwahati
4.177 R.Gabon, Libreville
4.783 RTM Bamako
4.790 Azad Kashmir R.
4.790 RAtlantida
4.800 AIR Hyderabad
4.800 LNBS Lesotho
4.805 R.Nac Amazonas
4.805 R.Villa Rica
4.810 SABC Meyerton
4015 R.diff TV Burkina
4.820 La Voz Evangelica
4.820 AIR Calcutta
4.828 ZBC R-4
4.830 R.Botswana, Gaborone
4.830 R.Tachira
4.832 R.Reloj
4 835
R.Tezulutlan, Coban
4.835 RTM Bamako
4.840 AIR Bombay
4.845 RTM Koala Lumpur
4.845 ORTM Nouakchott
4.850 Prov.Uige
4.850 R.Yaounde
4.850 AIR Kohima
4.855 R.Sana Yemem
4.860 AIR KingswaylFeeder)
4.865 PBS Lanzhou
4.865 L.V. del Cinaruco
4.870 R.Cotonou
4.885 R.Difasora Acreana
4.885 KBC East Sce Nairobi
4.890 RFI Paris
4.890 ORTS Dakar
4.895 Pakistan BC
4.900 SLBC Colombo
4.905 R.Nat.N'djamena
4.910 R Zambia, Lusaka
4.915 GBC-1,Accra
4.915 KBC Cent Sce Niarobi
3.980
3.985

Ghana
India

2030
2002
1937

A
A,D,J.K,P
A,B,G,J,K,N.P

F)

1821

Uganda
Costa Rica
C.Africa
Ecuador
Togo
Tanzania

CayennelMatoury French Guiana
Colombia
Caracol Bogata
RFO

(G)

H)

Tony King, Swindon.

I)

Chris Lawton. Stoke-on-Trent.

J)

Eddie McKeown, Newry.
Fred Pallant Stonington.

2013

I)

Malawi

2020
0345
2100
0410
2100
2105
0415

D
A
A,D,J,P

Clare Pinder, while in Appleby.
Peter Pollard, Rugby.
Richard Reynolds, Guildford.

France

Hungary
Germany
Switzerland
Switzerland
Germany
S.Africa
China
China
Tibet
China

Liberia
Pep.Rep.Congo
Nigeria
India

0050

2040
2104
2035
2104
2233
2347
2347
0015
2205
1955
1936
2006

B,D.F.J,M,N

A,B,J,M
A
A

J,M
A

A,J,M
E

C
A
B,G

D,J,K,P
A.C,F.G,J.K,L,N,P

1656
2006

Mali

2057

A,D,J,K,N,P
A,B,D,K,N,P

Pakistan

1701

D,P

Peru

D.P

Maseru

0330
1700
1953

Brazil

0005

A

Peru

2200

B,N

2156

N

Ouagadougou

2007

A.J,K,P

Honduras

0230
1658

J,N,P

India

Zimbabwe

1957

D,G,K,P

Botswana
Venezuela
Costa Rica

1858

N

Guatemala

0231

Mali
India

2007
1712

A,D

Malaysia

1649

A,D

Mauritania
Angola

2030

A,N,P

2106
2213

N

0025

A.B

S

Africa

Cameroon
India
Yemen

A.D,J,K.P

D,P

0043
0315

A,B,J

D,K,P

China

2205

B,G,N

Colombia
Benin
Brazil

0415
1954

Kenya

2007

via Gabon

0410

Senegal

0405

Pakistan

1707
1712

D.K.P

1954
1940

A,G.K.N,P
A,D,K,P
A,B,F,G,H,K,N,P

Zambia
Ghana
Kenya
Pakistan
Peru

Ecuador

4.931

R.Intemacional
KBC Gen Sce Nairobi
R.Abidjan
R.Nacional, Mulenvos
AIR Jammu

Honduras
Kenya
leory Coast
Angola

India

India
Brazil
Brazil
Colombia

4.975

Mulenvos
R2ambia, Lusaka
R.Rumbos, Caracas
R.Uganda. Kampala

Angola
Zambia
Venezuela
Uganda

4.980

Ecos del Turbes

Venezuela

2030

A,B,G.J.K,P
A
A,D,J
A,J

D

1940
Of 15

0310
0428
1705
0300
2008
0400
2012
1709
0120
0234

A,I,K,N P
C,J,K,N,P
A,P
A,C,G,J,P

33222 at 2030 in Truro; R.Budapest, Hungary 9.835
(Eng? to Europe 2100-2130) 54444 at 2111 in
Norwich; R.Finland via Pori 9.730 (Eng to Europe
2130? -2157) 44444 at 2135 in Rugby; Voice of
Turkey, Ankara 9.445 (Eng to USA 2200-2250) was
35443 at 2200 in Newry; R.Nac del Paraguay 9.735
(Sp 0800-0400) 24333 at 2200 by Richard
Reynolds in Guildford; China R.Int via Russia 9.880
(Eng to Europe 2200-2300) S(0433 at 2200 in
Co.Fermanagh; Voice of Russia, Moscow 9.530
(Eng [WS] 2200-2300?) 44334 at 2210 in E.Bristol;
RCI via Sackville 9.755 (Eng [CBC progs] to USA
2200-0000 Mon -Fri, 2300-0000 Sat/Sun) 33333 at
2235 in Woodhall Spa; R.Austria Int via Moosbrunn
9.870 (Ger, Sp, Eng to S.America 2200-0200) 45454
at 2308 in Woking.

#

LM&S for $August, #September, *October'95.

5'

$
#

$#'

Sr
5#

$

S#'
S'

$#'
S#'

$#'
Se'

S#'

#'
S#'
C,I

$
$

D.K.N,P
A,C,D.K,P

$#.

A

0130
2025
2000

C,P

0125
1945

A

0010

A,C,G,J,N,P

$#'

D,P
G,P

5'

Stephen Jones, Oswestry: Matsui Hi-fi.
Tony King, Swindon: Panasonic DR -49 + r.w. or CB antenna
in loft.

A

A,D,P

In the congested 7MHz (41 m) band RFPI Costa
Rica 7.385 (Eng 24hrs) was 43333 at 0505 in
Kilkeel; Monitor R.Int via WSHB 7.535 (Eng [Various
Sat/Sun] to Europe 0400-0955) 44444 at 0601 in
Woking; RN Congolaise, Brazzaville 7.105 (Fr
0700-1100) 34333 at 0611 in Burnham-on -Crouch;
KTBN via Salt Lake City 7.510 (Eng to N.America
0000-1600) 32222 at 0620 in Stalbridge; R.Japan
via Skelton, UK 7.230 (Jap, Eng to E.Europe 04000800) 33333 at 0723 in Norwich; WWCR Nashville,
USA 7.345 (Eng 0000-1100) 33322 at 0800 in Truro;
Croatian R. via Deanovec 7.370 (News in Eng
0905) 45554 at 0905 in Wallsend; IRRS Milan 7.125
(Eng, Fr, Sp, Russ, Ger [u.s.b. + p.c.] to Europe, N.
Africa, M.East) 44344 at 1200 in Morden; Polish R,
Warsaw 7.270 (Eng to Europe 1200-1255) SI0222
at 1215 in N.Bristol; R.Budapest, Hungary 7.130
(Eng to Europe 1900-1930) 43443 at 1900 in Ross on -Wye; RCI via Skelton, UK 7.235 (Eng, Fr to
Europe, M.East, Africa 1800-2200) 43444 at 1908 in
Oxted; R.Thailand, Bangkok 7.200 (Eng to Europe?
1900-2000) 33343 at 1930 in Scalloway; Polish R,
Warsaw 7.285 (Eng to Europe 1930-2025) 43543 at
1950 in Bridgwater; AIR via Aligarh? 7.412 (Hi, Eng
to Europe 1745-2230) 33232 at 2127 in Newry;
Voice of Turkey, Ankara 7.185 (Eng to M.East 22002300) S10533 at 2236 in Doncaster; R.Prague,
Czech Rep 7.345 (Eng to N.America 0000-0027)
SI0444 at 0000 in Swindon.
Many of the broadcasts to Europe in the 6MHz
(49m) band were detailed in the reports. Also noted
were R.Australia via Shepparton? 6.090 (Eng to
Asia 1530-1900) SI0222 at 1700 in Co.Fermanagh
and 32233 at 1850 in Stalbridge; also via Carnarvon
6.150 (Eng to Asia 1900-2100) 21321 at 1937 in
Newry; PBS China 6.750 (Chin [CNR-1] 20000100), rated 23322 at 2049 in Burnham-on=Crouch;
BBC via Antigua, W.Indies 5.975 (Eng to
C/S.America 2100-0600) 43444 at 2257 in Woking;
Channel Africa via Meyerton 5.955 (Eng to
E/C/S.Africa 0300-0500) 44444 at 0327 in Norwich;
VOFC Taiwan via WYFR Okeechobée, USA 5.950
(Eng to USA 0200-0400) 44444 at 0330 in
Scalloway; WWCR Nashville, USA 5.935 (Eng to
USA 0100-1200) 43333 at 0435 in Kílkeel; VOA via
Greenville, USA (Eng to Africa 0300-0630 [ends
0700 Sat/Sun]) SI0533 at 0648 in Doncaster.

Quarterly list of equipment used

S

1930

Chad

A,G.J.N,P

Chris Shorten. Norwich.
John Slater, Scalloway.

(P)

$#'

India

Sri Lanka

)M)
(N)
(0)

C,P

1954

0010

A,P

A
A,G.J,L,O

Gabon

India

0415
0130

D

A,K,N,P
D
J,N,P
A,J,P

Robert Connolly, Kilkeel.
John Eaton, Woking.
David Edwardson, Wallsend.
P.Gordon Smith, Kingston, Moray.

K)

Zimbabwe
Singapore
England
Hungary

1941

D,P

David Green, Doncaster.
Simon Hockenhull, E.Bristol.
Sheila Hughes, Morden.

El

A

R.Tago. Lome
R.Tanzania

Madagascar
Niger

O,N

R.Quito
AIR Madras

R.Cultura, Campos
R.Marajoara, Belem
R.Nac. de Colombia

(DI

0415

R.Madagasikara
La V du Sahel,Niamey
SLBC Tamil Home Sce.
R.Parakou
R.Rebelde, Habana
R.Uganda, Kampala
AWR Latin America
R. Bangui
Voz del Upano, Macas

1939

R.Pakistan
R.Cora, Lima

0250

R.Nepal, Kathmandu

Nigeria

Mozambique
Angola
Guatemala

4.915
4.915
4.920
4.920

4.960
4.965
4.970

D,I

1956

FRCN Lagos

4.950
4.950
4.955
4.955
4.955

'

1723

R.France Int. via ?
SABC Meyerton

4.935
4.940

2049
2110
2104
1844
0355

India
France?

ZBC Prog 2
AIR Bhopal

3.355
3.356

74

iDXer

UTC

(MHz)

$#'

Tim Allison, Middlesborough: Lowe HF-225 + r.w.
Charles Beanland, Gibraltar: Sangean ATS -803 + a.t.u. +
6m wire or Howes AA2.
Darren Beasley, Bridgwater. Yaesu FRG -100 + a.t.u. + 15m
wire.
Paul Bowery, Bumham-on-Crouch: Sangean ATS-803A +
40m wire.
Vera Brindley, Woodhall Spa: Sangean ATS-803A or
Sangean SW60 + r.w.
Kenneth Buck, Edinburgh: Lowe HF-225 + r.w. in loft or s.w.
loop.
Noel Carrington, Sutton-in-Ashfield: Lowe HF-225 + r.w.
Frederic Collin, Tokyo, Japan: Sony ICF-SW55 + AN -1.
Robert Connolly; Kilkeel: JRC NRD-525 + Datong AD370.
Bernard Curtis, Stalbridge: Tatung TMR 7602 + r.w. in loft or
loop.
Martin Dale, Stockport: Sangean ATS -803A + Howes a.t.u.
+ 23m wire.
John Eaton, Woking: Lowe HF-225 + Datong AD270 or a.t.a.
+ 23m wire.
David Edwardson, Wallsend: Trio R-600 + Balun + invert V
trap dipole.
Peter Gordon -Smith, Kingston, Moray: Icom R-72 + a.t.u. +
inverted V dipole.
Arthur Grainger, Carstairs Junction: Pioneer F-502RDS tuner
+ loop; Panasonic RF-H66; Lowe HF-225.
David Green, Doncaster: Grundig Yacht Boy 400 + 6m wire
in loft.
Michael Griffin, Ross -on -Wye: Lowe HF-225 + a.t.u. + 45m
wire.
Bill Griffith, W.London: JRC NRD 535 + 25m wire.
Gerry Haynes, Bushey Heath: Kenwood R-5000 + Mag
Balun + 40m Wire.
Gerry Haynes, while in Talgarth: Kenwood R-5000 + IOwa
loop.
Francis Hearne, N.Bristol: Sharp WQT370 + r.w.
Francis Heame, while in Derby: Uni-Corn portable.
Simon Hockenhull, E.Bristol: Bush TR130 or Roberts R-817.
Simon Hockenhull, while on Dartmoor ITT Colt.
Sheila Hughes, Morden: Sony ICF-7600DS + loop;
Panasonic DR48 + 15m invert L.
Rhoderick Illman, Oxted: Kenwood R-5000 + AN -1 or Mag
Balun + r.w.

Chris Lawton, Stoke-on-Trent: Drake SW8 + vertical wire.
Ross Lockley, while in Broxbourne: Realistic DX -300 + a.t.a.
+ 20m wire or Sangean ATS 803A.
$41' Eddie McKeown, Newry: Tatung TMR 7602.
$#' George Millmore, Wootton, I.o.W: Sangean ATS-803A + loop
or Racal RA17L + v.Lf. converter + loop.
#
Wallace Moodie, Port Seton: Kenwood R-5000 + Howes
CTUB a.t.u. + 33m wire.
$#' Fred Pallant, Storrington: Trio R-2000 + Howes CTUB a.t.u.

$#

+ r.w.

John Parry, Larnaca, Cyprus: Realistic DX-400 + r.w.
Roy Patrick, Derby: Lowe HF-125+22m wire.
$#' Clair Pinder, while in Appleby: JRC NRD 525 + Yaesu FRT7700 + 16m wire.
$' Peter Pollard, Rugby: Sony ICF-2001D + r.w.
$# Martin Price, Shrewsbury: Lowe HF-150 + r.w.
$
Martin Price, while near Orpington: Lowe HF-150 + r.w.
$#' Philip Rambaut, Macclesfield: Int.Marine Radio R -700M +
S
S#

r.w.

$6' Richard Reynolds, Guildford: Sangean ATS-803A + a.t.a. +
10m

T.

$#' Harry Richards, Barton -on -Humber. Grundig Satellit 700

+

$#'

AD270 or r.w. or Grundig Yacht Boy or Matsul MR 4099.
Alan Roberts, Quebec, Canada: Lowe HF-225 + 49m dipole
or 11 m vertical dipole.
Chris Shorten, Norwich: Matsui MR 4099 + 10m wire.
John Slater, Scalloway, Shetland: Lowe HF-150 + a.t.a, +
20m wire.
Tom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh: Sangean ATS-803A or Morphy
Richards R191.
John Stevens, Largs: Hammarlund HQ 180 or Icom R-70 +
loop or r.w.
Andrew Stokes, Leicester: Lowe HF-150 + 15m wire.
Andrew Stokes, while In Albuferia, Portugal: Sony Walkman.
George Tebbitts, Penmaenmawr: Lowe HF-225 + r.w.
Norman Thompson, Oadby: Matsui MR 4099 + 20m wire in

#

loft.
Phil Townsend, London: Lowe HF-225 + preselector + r.w. or

#

$'
$#'
$#'
S

$#

S#'

loop.

$#' John Wells, E.Grinstead: RCA AR88D + Loop.
5#' Thomas Williams, Truro: Sharp 5454 or Gundig Yacht Boy
$

206.
Julian Wood, Elgin: Kenwood R-2000 + Yaesu FRT-7700
a.t.a. + 5m wire.
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Short Wave Pirates
Chart
Station

Off t ne ecorc
an increasing number of
radio stations being available
on satellite, via vacant TV
audio channels, there comes the
need to make these signals more
portable. It is clearly inconvenient to
be restricted to the room which
With

houses your satellite receiver and it is
not always possible to wire up your
entire house for stereo sound.
Likewise, it would be an advantage
for many of us to be able to tune our
DX receiver to a certain h.f.
frequency and then be able to
monitor it while elsewhere in the
house. The possible answer to these
problems is to use an Audiosender,
this is a small device that receives
the output of a satellite receiver or
communications radio and retransmits the signal at very low power
on various frequencies in the f.m.
broadcast band. These usually have
stereo capability and have a range of
about 100m. Audiosenders would
seem harmless enough, particularly if
a designated frequency was provided
for them. They emit about the same
power as licence exempt baby alarms
and children's toy walkie-talkies, but
are technically illegal to use in Britain.
The television version of this has
been around for about ten years and
is known as a Videosender, these will
radiate the output of your video
recorder, satellite receiver or games
machine on the u.h.f. TV band. These
too are illegal to use, but must
account for the fairly regular reports
of people receiving their neighbours
video or satellite signals. One
wonders if the Radiocommunications
Agency will eventually grant the legal
use of these devices, as they did
following the persistent illicit use of
imported CB radios and cordless
telephones?

Spy Ship
The numbers station group Enigma, in
their recent newsletter are seeking
information on an alleged numbers
station that they say was located
aboard the pirate radio vessel Mebo 2.
Radio North Sea International had
five transmitters aboard the ship, 1 X
1kW v.h.f. f.m., 1 X 105kW m.w., 2 X
10kW s.w., and an amateur radio
transceiver. The latter was run by the
station engineers and for very obvious
reasons used a false Panamanian
maritime mobile callsign.
The accusations relating to
suspected espionage activities
surfaced in 1971 following a dispute
with a rival station called Radio
Veronica. On the 21st September

1971 five people, including a Radio

Veronica director, were sentenced to
one year imprisonment for conducting
a fire bomb attack on the Mebo 2
Although the stern of the ship was
badly damaged broadcasting
continued while repairs were carried
out. RNI eventually closed down on
30th August 1974 but the ship was
detained in Holland until being sold to
Libya in 1977.

Over To You...
A letter describing the thrill of tuning

into the pirates during the 1960s
came from Andy Howlett of
Dukinfield, Cheshire. He goes on to
say that he was 11 years old at the
time and has a recording of DJ
"(Ugly) Ray Terret" giving a
description of the broadcasting
facilities on Radio Caroline North. He
also asks if it is true that former
Caroline North and Manx Radio
presenter Don Allen had died? Sadly
the answer is yes, he suffered a heart
attack on the 13 May at his home in
Ireland. Broadcaster Kenny Tosh, a
close friend of Don's, produced an
excellent six hour tribute following his
eventful and successful radio career
that spanned three decades. Many of
Don Allen's former colleagues, from
the stations he worked for, added
their thoughts and their memories to
this most touching programme which
was broadcast on Radio 3, Co. Offaly
in Ireland. Two ex -offshore radio
DJ's, namely Mike Kerslake and
Steve (Alphasound) England have
informed me of their new publishing
venture called Playback Magazine.
This is distributed monthly and is
primarily intended for those in the
radio industry, however for us
hobbyists it does provide a window
into how the broadcasting industry is
developing and expanding. Playback
can be contacted at 42 Larch Hill,
Handsworth, Sheffield S9 4AJ. Harry
Richards writes on the subject of
poor m.w. reception with local
stations being obliterated by foreign
heavyweight transmitters in what
should be their primary reception
areas. In a similar vein tuned into
what presumed was my local
Supergold station and ended up with
the Cyprus Broadcasting Corporation,
such is the uncertainty of radio
reception. Bruno Pecolatto sent me
details of his pirate reception plus a
copy of Radiorama. This magazine is
published in Italian, Bruno writes the
pirate radio section which includes
details of some of the short wave
pirates we receive here in the UK.
Sean Cooper writes saying that the
I

I
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Irish Government
were looking into the

possibilities of
licensing a s.w.
station, interested
parties are said to
include Peter Moore
of Radio Caroline
and Trevor Brook, a
director of Radiofax.
This information
came from a news
line run by John
Burch who for many
years ran a
supporters club
called the Caroline
Movement.

The "Ross"
In London?

Reflections Europe
Moonlight
Jolly Roger
Armadillo
King
(ABC) Dublin
Ozone
Laser Hot Hits
Level One
Britain Radio
Meteoor
Argus
East Coast Commercial
Britain (BBMS)
Easy International
Pamela
Transatlantic
Strike
Weekend Music
Mariquita
Alpen Adria
Speedwing

Monitors
A,B,D,F,G,H
A, B, G, H,
A, D, G, I

I

A
A
A, B, D, G, H
A, B, C, D, E,

G,

F,

I

C,D,E,F,G
A, B, G, H
A, B, C, D, E, F,
A, H

I

B

B, G,
C, G

I

D
E, H
F, G

F,H
D, F,

I

H
H
H

MONITORS
Free Radio Monitoring,
Halesowen, W. Midlands.
Bob Marsh, Bexleyheath,
Kent.
Mike Talismon, Middlesborough,
Clevelend.
Sean Cooper, Wells -next
-the -Sea, Norfolk.
Steven Lloyd, Wadebridge,
Cornwall.
David Williams, Southampton,
Hampshire.
Ian Turner, Deal,
Kent.
H:
Bruno Pecolatto, Pont
Canavese, Italy.
Jack Diamond, Folkestone,
Kent.
A:
B:
C:
D:
E:
F:

Radio Caroline completed a 28 day
RSL off Clacton in Essex during
August using 1503kHz. They now are
seeking a mooring for the Ross
Revenge in the London docks area to
enable further temporary, broadcasts
to be made from there. It has always
been a part of the Caroline dream to
be allowed to sail down the Thames
and broadcast to the Capital. Another
group, Celtic Rose Radio, have been
given permission to run an
international long wave station from
the Isle of Man. Tynwald, the Manx
Parliament, does not have the
authority to issue broadcasting
licences so the final decision rests
with the authorities in London. Celtic
Rose Radio suggests they should be
given the I.w. frequency of 225kHz,
which was allocated to the UK in
1975 for Radio 4 in Scotland,
however the BBC chose not to use it
and reinforced their 198kHz signal
instead.

Bogus Stations
Traders in the Midlands are being
warned against giving cash to radio
advertising sales representatives
without verifying their identity first. In
Walsall, Staffordshire a man in his
30s is reported to have taken
deposits on advertising packages for
a station called Freak FM. Apparently
no station or advertisements
materialised and the contact
telephone numbers left were
unobtainable. The police said that
,broadcasts from Freak FM in Dudley
had ceased last January. To check
the credentials of pirate operators is
virtually impossible and if you do run
into difficulties you can hardly seek

assistance from the police as it illegal
to buy or sell advertising from pirates.
A similar problem exists with the legal
(RSL) temporary licensed stations.
Many of these sell advertising once
their application has been granted,
which can be several weeks before
the licence is issued and the station
is on air. To verity the authenticity of
their sales teams, usually volunteers,
is not easily accomplished either.
Radio advertising can be very cost
effective, but do take care who you
buy it from.

Medium Wave
Pirates
With the days beginning to get
shorter the early evening sunset is
the ideal time to start logging some of
the Dutch m.w. pirates that can
usually be received here in the UK
after dark. Radio Barones, one of my
favourites has been inactive recently
but there are many others worth
listening to. An updated monthly list
of active Dutch m.w. pirates is
available from Derek Taylor, 12
Dorman Road, Preston, Lancashire
PR2 6AS. Please send 2 IRCs, or
50p if you are a UK resident, to cover

postage.
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THE VINTAGE'..WIRELÉSS BOOK LISTING-

Published regularly. Containing 1005 of out al print, old and collectable wireless and amateur radio books, magazines etc. Send
first clan stamps for calalogye or £3.75 lar reel lour Issues.

Shenzt'

sii

ESSENTIAL NEW BOOKS
BARGAIN OFFERS. THE LAST 50 COPIES OF JANES. NOW REDUCED.
Janes Military Communications 1990-91
A vast volume o1 886 pages. Large format wraps. Contains descriptions, photographs and basic details of the worlds
military communications equipment, some of which has been in sersce for up to ten years previously. Brand new.
Published at £80 Special price f35 p&p £5 (overseas postage extra).
JANES RADAR AND ELECTRONIC WARFARE SYSTEMS 1990 -1991. A vast volume (2nd Edition). Giving
technical details of the world's radar systems, electronic warfare equipment, electronic counter measures, (ECM).
£5 postage. (Overseas postage
Ground, naval and airborne. Brand new. Published at over £100. Special otter £35
extra).

.

Eddystone Communications Receiver Data 1950-1970
A facsimile reprint of the clrcuh diagrams, general description and some service notes for sets from 1955-1970.
50 pages. £9.501ncl post.

Long

Balun

Matches long wire antenna to 50ohm input
of communications receivers and scanners.
Same performance as units more than twice
the price. Fully waterproof.

Shenzi antenna

Complete

£19.95
p&p £1.50
L

..

-

kit

Q

Comprises balun, long wire antenna, insulators, £29.95
p&p £1.50
tie cords and plug.

Communications Receiver Type CR100.

Complete handbook. 56 pages, lull circuits layout and alignment notes. Large format. £7.95 including p.p.

Wanted for Cash
Valve communication receivers, working or not. Items of govt. Surplus wireless equipment Pre 1975 wireless and TV

books and magazines.

(Dept SW) CHEVET SUPPLIES LTD.

VISA

157 Dickson Road, BLACKPOOL FY1 2EU
Tel: (01253) 751858. Fax: (01253) 302979. Telephone orders accepted.

BARTON COMMUNICATIONS

ni

PO Box 35, Richmond, North Yorks DL11 7YX

f"\

Please mention

rLiGHTDErK

MANCHESTERS' PREMIER AVIATION STORE

Q
Q Airband Radios
Q
Receivers
Q Scanning
Q
Q Helpful Advice
Q A/C Spotting Software Q
Q
Q Maps & Charts

Short Wave

Books & Videos
Accessories
Airliner T Shirts
Display Models
Shortwave Sets

Magazine

when replying to
advertisements

Catalogue £1 from Dept. SW,192 Wilmslow Rd, Heald Green,
Cheadle,Ches.SK8 3BH. Te/:0161-499-9350 Fax:0161-499-9349
Open: 9.30am - 5.30pm Mon to Sat. Closed Wednesdays

-

I

CT400 ANTENNA COUPLING
TRANSFORMER
traditional "long-wire' antenna?
Do you suffer from radiated pulse (ignition) type of interference?
You may find a screened down -lead helps to reduce the
interference but signals may be reduced as wet.
Do you use a

THE NEW CT400 IS THE ANSWER!
The CT400 works on at HF bands with wire antennas of
almost any length and is suitable for reception of at modes.
It's entirely weather-proof and can be easily built into any
housing. Full instructions & Suggested mountings included.
ONLY £6.75 PLUS £1 POST & PACKING

Lake Electronics,7 Middleton Close, Nuthall,
Nottingham NG16 1BX

Tel: 0115-938 2509 (Callers

By

Appointment only)

SERVICE MANUALS
& TECHNICAL BOOKS
Available for most equipment, ány make, age or model:'
Return the coupon for your free catalogue

Mauritron Technical Services (SWM)
8

Cherry Tree Road, Chinnor, Oxon OX9 4QY.
Tel: 01844 351694 Fax: 01844 352554

Please Forward your latest catalogue for which I enclose 2 x Is( class stamps or f3.50 for the
complete service manuals index on PC disc plus catalogue.

NAME
ADDRESS

Read Mike Richard's review in SWM DECODE March '94'.
Demodulator for these popular programmes connect to audio
output, plug the 25 way connector into your PC and monitor.

-

Fax RTTY Morse Packet and SSTV at a REALISTIC price.
UK/Eire price £ 16.99 inc VAT and P&P overseas £ 19.99.
25 way to 9 way adaptor. UK/Eire £3.00 inc. overseas £5.00

-

+ PKTMON12 on 3.5" HD £2.50
inc P&P. DL4SAW SSTV same price
supply the software, trusting you to contribute to tire authors.

JVFAX7
We

+

HAMCOMM3

Pervisell Ltd, 8 Temple End, High Wycombe, Bucks HP13 5DR
Tel: (01494) 443033 Fax: (01494) 448236

AKD

Unit 5, Parsons Green Estate
Boulton Road, Stevenage, Herts. 561 40G
Tel:

(01438) 351710 Fax: (01438) 357591

-

Manufacturers of Amateur Radio, Equipment & Accessories

AKD HF

C

Model HFC 1

(

Converter --AKD's HFC1 Converter is designed for
use with various scanners specifically the

AKD

9600/965. It is supplied with UHF termination (P1259/50239) and has a flylead with a phono
plug ready to be plugged into the 8 volt output on the rear of the FRG. It cog also be supplied with
BNC termination for use with other types of scanners (12V D.C.). The Converter use a double
FRG

a law pass filter on the input which cuts off around 65MHz. The insertion
oscillator is at 100MHz making it easy to translate the receive frequency by simply tuning'the'scanner
within the range 100.1MHz to 160MHz. This will enable reception between 100kHz to 60MHz. No RF
pre -amp has been employed to ensure that a good 'large signal handling capacity' is achieved.

balanced mixer (SBL1) with

POSTCODE
Photocopy this coupon

76

JV FAX - HAMCOMM - PC HF FAX
PKTMON12 and DL4SAW SSTV

if you do not wish to cut the magazine

Price of the Converters £49.95 each plus 75p post & packing
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Passport To World Band Radio 1994,
excellent condition, £10 including P&P. Tel:
Bradford (012741 722190, Ann or Peter.

V212
Fill in the order form

clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS

- up to a

maximum of 30 words plus 12 words

for your address, and send it together with your payment of £3.00, to Zoii Shortland, Trading Post,
Short Wave Magazine, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

if

on order form is not provided due to space constraints, a form from a previous issue can be used

as long as the cornerflash or Subscriber Number is attached as

proof of purchase of the magazine.

Adverts appear on a first -come -first-served basis. If there is not enough space to feature a Trading
Post ad in the issue you request it is automatically entered into the next one. All queries to Zoe

Shortlond on (01202) 659910.
We cannot accept advertisements from traders, or for equipment which is illegal to posses, use or

which cannot be licensed in the UK.

For Sale
AOR-3000A Plus, still under guarantee,
boxed with latest power supply, £675. Tel:
Combs (014801 890571.
AR -8000, boxed, as new, £300. Yaesu FRG 7700 with FRT-7700 a.tu. and FRA-7700 pre amp, £300. Telereader CD6600 with monitor
and power supply and leads, £100. Tel:
Nottingham 0115-956 2709.
AT1000 RX a.t.u., little used, excellent
condition, £60 o.n.o. Tel: Bradford (01274)
787812 anytime.

BBC computer with RX8, decodes c.w.,
RTTY, NAVTEX, FAX, ARO, SSTV, also has
APT module for live satellite pictures, full
working order, can be seen working'Colin,
Mid Glamorgan. Tel: (01443) 682978 anytime.

Best of Sony CRF320 world zone radio, 32
band, digital m.w., I.w., í.m.,1.6-30MHz,
excellent reception, £375. Grundig 700,
boxed, £200. Plessey PR -155 solid state, six
filters, excellent condition, very sensitive,
£250. Eddystone 1837/2 digital s.s.b., five
filters, £300. HF-225, mint condition, £300.
Racal 17 Mkll, excellent condition, £175. Tel:
London 0181-813 9193.

Callbook - N. American 1994, v.g.c., £11.
RSGB Callbook 1994, v.g.c., 05. WRTH 1993,
v.g.c., £7. Admiralty Books of Radio Signals,
1976-78, offers. Also a selection of valves in
v.g.c. Tel: Hawick Scottish Borders (01450)
370937.

Collectors: Ex BBC Skelton Marconi
frequency synthesisers, 0-27MHz range,
19in rack style, 8.5in high, 58.51ós, only 14
units - fair to good condition, working, £250
o.n.o. each. Complete, but non -worker, £150
o.n.o. each. Buyer collects. Tel: Norfolk
(01502) 678246.

'cam IC -R1, excellent condition, boxed with
manual, charger, two spare battery boxed
(BP90) and charger adapter (A014), all, £290
o.v.n.o. International radio, squelch,
analogue, Air, PB and CB bands, £25.
Michael Edginton, Winchester. Tel: (01962)

Pye transceivers, Olympics, £25 (3 off),
Reporters, £20 (4 off). Wesminsters, £10 (3
off). Base station (170MHz), £50, Racals
RA17 MkI (scarce), £120. Mkll, £95. 17L,
£125. AR88LF, £100. AR88D, £150. All working.
Tel: Yorkshire (01482) 869682.

Realistic P00-2035 base scanner, 1000
channels, complete with Scanmaster double
discone antenna, 50ft cable, all fittings,
Sanyo headphones, owners manual and
scanning directory, all as new, bargain at,
£310. Tel: Clacton on Sea (01255) 426034.

Receivers: Kenwood 2000 boxed, Eddystone

Icom

IC -R9000 receiver, 30kHz to 2000MHz,
voice synthesiser, SP20 matching speaker,

as new, manuals, boxed, £2750 o.n.o. SEM
ORM eliminator, £55. ERA Microreader Mkll,
£75. ERA synoptic decoder, new, £70.
Tennamast, new, cost £200, bargain at, £150.
Tel: Warwicks (01926) 54556.

Icom R71 E with f.m. and remote control, mint
condition with box, f600 o.n.o. May PX for

hand-held continuous coverage scanner
ICR1 or similar. Tel: Sussex (01273) 707038.
JRC NRD-535 with BWC, ECSS,1kHz

narrow
filter, used once since new, Lowe modified
August 1995, mint condition with box and
instructions, would cost £2500+ new,

Clarkes, Hallicrafters S -36A, BC -342X, SP 600, BC -639A, spare parts + valves, manuals
for above receivers, USAF headphones,
£7.50. Wright, 247 Sandy Lane, Hindley,

Wigan WN2 4ER. Tel: (01942) 255948.
Short wave radio RCA ÁR88, 540kHz to
32MHz, ex. -army collectors item, open to
offers. Tel: Kent (01322) 864532.
Sony ICF-76000 synthesised short wave
radio, a.m., s.s.b., f.m., 15-30MHz, 76108MHz, f.m. perfect order, manual and
service book, £75 plus postage. Robin, Oxon.
Tel: (01865) 821503.

accept, £1,700 o.n.o. Mike, Greater
Manchester. Tel 161,-962 231Q evenings

Sony SW1S synthesised short wave radio,
a.m., f.m., 15-30MHz, 76-108MHz f.m., active

after 7pm..

antenna, p.s.u., carrying case, handbook
and service book, perfect working order
(current list price £150), 0100 plus postage.

JRC NVA-319 a
rnalspeaker with fitters
for NRD-535, used once only since new, mint
condition with box, sell, £125 o.n.o. Mike,
Greater Manchester. Tel: 0161-962 2310
evenings after 7pm.
JRC NRD-535 receiver with full Lowe high

specification upgrade modification, also
fitted with bandwidth and ECCS control,
absolutely as new with box, connectors,
coax, etc., A/T tuner and long wire antenna
extension speaker, £1450. Tel: Sussex
(019031 872452.

Robin, Oxon. Tel: (01865) 821503.
Tatung TMR7602, £55. Versatuner
MFJ949D, £80. Morse Master MM3 keyer
and trainer, £95. Accessories for TH-77,
speaker/mic. SMC-33, £15. Battery box BT-6,
£5. Most items as new, boxed. Tel:
Birmingham 0121-475 7119.
Trio R-100 receiver in v.g.c. with d.c. lead,
handbook and original packaging, £190. Pye
valved suitcase radio in good condition, £15.
Tel: Hawick (01450) 370937.

Kenwood R-2000 receiver with new VC10
v.h.f. converter, in new condition with
manual and original boxes, £385 o.n.o. Tel:
Lichfield (01543) 258141.

Trio R-600 short wave receiver with AT1000
antenna tuning unit, very good condition, all

original packaging, first 0200 secures. Tel:
Berks (01734) 463449.

740329.

(01983)740540.

Drake R8E, mint condition, with Datong 370
active antenna, offered for sale at excellent
price, £650 and £35 for Datong 370 antenna.
Tel: West Yorkshire (01924) 267509 after 1800
hours and before 2100 hours.

Kenwood VC-20 converter, four months old,
£150. Sony TCM-S68 VOR cassette recorder,
can be connected into ext. speaker socket,
as new and boxed, £70. Diamond 0707
antenna, £70. Tel: Combs (01480) 890571.

Grundig Satellit 2000 receiver, analogue
tuning, f.m., a.m., I.w., m.w., s.w., s.s.b. and
c.w., via plug-in BFO, battery/mains, nice
sound, £100. Sony AN -1 antenna, as new,
£30. Buyer collects. Robinson, Leeds. Tel:

Lowe HF-150, complete with manual, keypad
and mains adapter. have upgraded to
professional -grade receiver so this fabulous
UK made radio is surplus to requirements,
£275. Also IF150 computer interface and
software, £30. Kevin Tel: (01202) 659910.

(01934) 712553.

PRO -2006 desk -top hyperscan scanner,
25-520, 760-1300MHz, 400 memories, boxed
with manual, 0175. Cash only. Graham
Rankin, Wirral. Tel: 0151-334 5501.

730/4, Collins R391/URR, AR88D, HOD, RA17,
s.s.b. unit, Watkins -Johnson, NEMs -

Kenwood R-5000, little used, mint condition
in Kenwood original box and packing, c/w
instruction manual, £650. Tel: Isle of Wight

Grundig Yacht Boy 500 RDS world receiver,
boxed, perfect, little used, boughtJanuary
1995, £125 post paid. John, Somerset Tel:

operation panel, phase lock loop tuning,
pristine condition, manuals, boxed, £100
o.v.n.o. Tel: Suffolk (01473) 685889 after 6pm.

867068.

Collins 390A RX in case, manual, excellent
condition, £400. GEC BRT400 RX in case,
manual, collectors item, £150. Tektronix
'scope, £20. Dave, Isle of Wight. Tel: (01983)

0113-263 6983.

Philips 02935 world receiver, nine preset
memory, s.s.b., quartz controlled, dual speed
tuning, I.e.d. tuning indicator, soft touch

I

Lowe HF-225 general coverage receiver,
new, unwanted gift, complete with Altai 35A d.c. regulated power supply, £375 o.n.o.
Tel:

Manchester 0161-283

1689.

Lowe HF-225 receiver with keypad, as new,
£325. Global AT1000, £45. Buyer inspects, cash
sale only. Tel: Staffordshire (01782) 314373.

HF-150 with interface, £250. PR150 pre selector, £150. AP150 speaker notch filter,
£150. Rack for above, £40. ModeMaster
software and interface, £65. All in mint
condition. Paul Hirst, Sheffield. Tel: (01142)
831034 or (0589) 111195.

and boxed, Global 1000 a.tu., mint condition,
£250 the lot. Tel: Norfolk (01953)717433.

Howes DXR20 multi -band s.s.b./c.w.
receiver, coves 20, 40 and 80m bands, plus
all extra modules, 160, 30,15 and 10m and
h.f. airband, high performance, only, £90 or
exchange for 2m mobile. Tel: Warwick

Lowe PR -150 pre -selector, two months old,
mint condition, £150. Colin, Belfast. Tel:
(01232)483391 evenings.
Magnetic long wire balun, unwanted
present, £20. Muller, Derby. Tel: (01283)

(012951670749.

734320.

Lowe HF-225, near mint, little used, manual
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Twelve copies each of 1994 Short Wave
Magazine, also Practical Wireless, good
condition; £15 one set or £30 both sets,
including postage and packing. Notes
please, not cheque. Tel: Bradford (01274)
722190, Ann or Peter.

Universal M400 decoder, £250. NTR1 noise
reducer, £120. ERA Microreader V 4.2, 0100.
ERA synoptic decoder, £60. All in excellent
condition, buyer pays postage. Tel/FAX: Kent
(01732) 363241.

VHFNHF multi -standard 4.5in TV, unused,
£50. Sony ICF-2001, g.w.o.; £40. Trio PS10
power supply, mint, £25. Maplin 144MHz
s.s.b. micro module, £16. 10/12amp, 13.8V
power supply, g.w.c., £25. Ron, Glos. Tel:

manuals, global antenna coupler AT-1000,
£55. Andy, Middlesbrough. Tel: (01642) 710160.
Yaesu FT-101ZD, mint condition, Heathkit

monitor scope, Roller Coaster a.t.u., dummy
load, manual, spares, everything but your
licence and antenna, £500 (will not split). For
more details 'phone Ron, Birmingham on
0121-459 8662.

Yupiteru MVT-7100, 1000 memories,
unwanted gift, hardly used, includes case,
boxed with all accessories including charger
for NiCads, £310. Tel: London 0181-806 6309.
Yupiteru MVT-7100, boxed, complete with
loft antenna and books, hardly used, four
months old, £280 including postage. Tel:
Shaftesbury (01747) 852259.

Yupiteru MVT-7100, boxed, discone
frequency book, mains charger, £265. Tel:
Middlesex 0181-841 9066.
Yupiteru MVT-8000 base mobile receiver, 81300MHz, 200 memories, search and scan,
usual features, mint condition, purchased
June 1994, original packing, manual and
powerpack, £185 inclusive, mail order only.
Peter, Essex. Tel: (01268) 287176 answer
machine, most times.

Exchange
All About Vertical Antennas IHFI or
Antennas for VHF and UHF for Receiving
Antenna Handbook by Joe Carr or any
antenna publication. Tel: Bradford (01274)
722190, Ann or Peter.

My Tokyo HT120 lOW 20m mobile/portable,
excellent condition, boxed with mobile
mount for Yupiteru MVT-7100 or similar with
s.s.b. free mobile antenna if swapped.
Collect. Tel: Herts (01442) 259017.

Short Wave Communications by Peter
Rouse GU1DKO for Worldwide HF Radio
Handbook by Martyn Cooke. Must be in top
condition. Tel: Bradford (01274) 722190, Ann
or Peter.

Video cassette - Getting Started In Packet
Radio (cost 020+) for Packet Radio
Beginners Handbook and/or Practical Guide
To Packet Operation in UK or any

publication. Tel: Bradford (01274) 722190,
Ann or Peter.

Wanted
All sorts of Sinclair memorabilia (excluding
computers) such as radios, calculators, TVs,
instruments, watches, etc. Your price paid.
Enrico Tedeschi, 54 Easthill Drive, Portslade,
Brighton BN41 2FD. Tel/FAX: (01273) 410749
or mobile (0850)104725.
Early crystal sets (BTH, Gecophone,
Marconi, etc.) quality valve sets from 20s
and 30s and black round Ekco A22 set Phil,
London. Tel: 0181-993 4946.

Eddystone 960, 0637, EC10, 820, 870A.
Civilian receiver Clarke & Smith. Camper
and Nicholson, any receivers or information
on this company please. Collection possible.
Peter Lepino, Surrey. Tel: (0374) 128170 or
FAX: (01372) 454381 anytime.
Grundig Satellit professional short wave
radio, model 2400, mint and Grundig
transistor, model TR3005 and carrying case
for Grundig 2100. Hugh McCallion, No. 6
Strathard Close, Coleraine, Co. Londonderry,
N. Ireland BT51 3ES Tel: (01265) 43793.
High gain ferrite rod aerials, must be half
inch in diameter, no more or less, must be
six inches long or more. Peter Tankard,
Sheffield. Tel: 0114-234 3030 anytime.

(01386) 841961.

World collection of radio/OSL cards, 1920s
to 1990s, superb country lots. Phil Wood, N.
Yorks. Tel: (01423) 865344.

eta. and
v.h.f. converter, boxed with manual,
excellent condition, £310 o.n.o. Neil Shelley,
Great Barr. Tel: 0121-357 1357.
Yaesu FRG -7700 with memory unit,

Yaesu FRG -8800 communications receiver,
£375. Grundig Satellit International 650
communications receiver, f.m., I.w., m.w.,
s.w.,£295. Both in mint condition, boxed with

SWM
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4A L. Tel: 0181.363 7494.
R1155 receiver, working or not, am rebuilding
one and require parts, a reasonable price
paid. Tel: Bedfordshire (01525)404165.

Top prices paid for your German gear of
WW II vintage. Looking for receivers,

transmitters, accessories. Will collect.
Lissok, Rue M. Poedts 9, B-1160 Brussels,
Belgium. Tel: 00-322 6737115.

t*

OCT

Marconi items wanted, books, photos,
crystal sets, early wireless sets, First World
War radio items, Morse keys, inkens, trench
sets, spy transceivers, best price paid for
rare items, also TVs. Mr Dykes, 312
Carterhatch Lane, Enfield, Middlesex EN1

TP
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There are limited numbers of back issues
available. This could be your last chance to
ensure your collection is complete.
Order now and avoid disappointment.
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GUIDE TO THE WORLD'S RADIO STATIONS BP355
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Peter Shore
As in 'Broadcast Round -up', his

AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK 5th Edition
David J. Smith
Air band radio listening enables you to listen -in on the conversations between
aircraft and those on the ground who control them, and Is an increasingly popular
and fascinating hobby. A new chapter on military air band has been added. The
author, an air traffic controller, explains more about this listening hobby.
190 pages. £8.99

column in PW, Peter Shore has laid this book out
in world areas, providing the listener with a reference work designed to guide
around the ever-more complex radio bands. There are sections covering English
language transmissions, programmes for DXers and s.w.l s. Along with sections on
European medium wave and UK In. stations.
266 pages. £5.95

offer.
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POP WENT THE PIRATES

shooke

Keith Skues

AIR & METED CODE MANUAL 14th Edition

Avery comprensensive history of Pirate Radio. Thanks to Pop Went The Pirates

Joerg Klingenfuss
Detailed descriptions of the World
Meteorological
Organisation Global
Telecommunication System operating FAX and RTTY meteo stations, and its
message format with decoding examples. Also detailed description of the
Aeronautical Fixed Telecommunication Network amongst others.
358 pages. £20.00

the whole era of people seeking to provide

SHORT WAVE INTERNATIONAL FREQUENCY HANDBOOK

GUIDE TO FAX RADIO STATIONS
15th Edition

found.
Airways sectors are listed so much more clearly than in the Supplements. The main
transponder code groups are included. In fact, the book covers all the way from h.f.
up to u.h.f.

This book contains a comprehensive frequency listing covering 400kHz - 30MHz
and is packed with everything from the basics of short wave listening to explaining
FM and RTTY. In this updated version there are many new broadcast and utility
stations listed.
188 pages. £12.95

Datamodes

AIRWAVES 95

there are reverse lists - when the frequency is known, the allocated user can be

Joerg Klingenfuss
The new edition of this super reference book covers the world's facsimile stations,

their frequencies and methods of working. There is a section covering the
equipment needed to receive FAX over the radio. lo give you an idea of what is
available there are many pages of oh -air received FAX pictures.
392 pages. £20.00

13th Edition

AIRWAVES EUROPE
This spirally bound book is published in a similar format to Airwaves 95 and
contains over 5000 aviation frequencies. There are v.h.f./u.h.t. civil and military
airband frequencies given for 38 countries and their dependencies in east and west
Europe. A must for airband enthusiasts both in the UK and Europe. 124 pages..

£950.

CALLSIGN 95

Joerg Klingenfuss
This book covers the complete short wave range from 3 to 30MHz together with the
adjacent frequency bands from 0 to 150kfz and from 1.6 to 3MHz. It includes

details on all types of utility stations including FAX and ATTY. There are 19549
entries in the frequency list and 3590 in the alphabetical callsign list plus press
services and meteorological stations. Included are RTTY & FAX press and meteo
schedules. There are 11800 changes since the 10th edition. 534 pages. £30.00

POCKET GUIDE TO RTTY AND FAX STATIONS

The Civil & Military Aviation Callsign Directory

Intended for the aircraft and radio enthusiast to use as a stand alone reference, or as
a partner to Airwaves 94. Over 5300 military and 3000 civil caltsigns are covered in
detail.

Bill Laver
A handy reference book listing RTTY and FAX stations, together with modes and
other essential information. The listing is in ascending frequency order, from 1.6 to

26.8MHz
57 pages. £3.95

108 pages. £7.95

FLIGHT ROUTINGS 1995
Compiled by T.T. 8 S.J. Williams
This guide was produced with the sole aim of assisting airband listeners to quickly
find details of a flight, once they have identified an aircraft's callslgn. Identifies
the flights of airlines, schedule, charter, cargo and mall, to and from the
UK and Eire and overtlights between Europe and America.
140 pages. £

RADIOTELETYPE CODE MANUAL 13th Edition
Joerg Klingenfuss
This book gives detailed descriptions of the characteristics of telegraph
transmission on short waves, with all commercial modulation types including voice
frequency telegraphy and comprehensive information on ail RTTY systems and c.w.
alphabets.
96 pages. £14.00

THE SKY

Davis Barker Si McKenzie
This new edition comprises ten sections. The first seven sections are an
introduction of radios, antenna and radio communications, intonation about
airways, sections covering v.h.f. and h.f. aeronautical communications, and a brief
look at AGARS. The majority of the book is taken -up by section eight, which lists all
known Selcalls in three different sequences (by airline/operator, by Selcall and by
registration). The 9th section is devoted to Selcalls used by executive jets: these are
separate, since these Selcalls are not always fixed. Mostly re -written this volume

Joerg Klingenfuss
This new CD-ROM has been designed for use with IBM PCs or clones running
Windows 3.1. The CD-ROM comes complete with its own viewing software and
includes 14000 frequencies that have been extracted from the Klingenfuss Guide to

Utility Stations. This frequency listing

166 pages. £6.95

THE AIRBAND JARGON BOOK
Ron Swinburne

Designed to give the newcomer some guidance on what to expect from Airband and
how to extract the most from listening to it.
This guide is essential reading for those not involved in the aviation industry. It
gives a valuable insight to many aspects of aviation. Explained are the principles of
Airband reception, aircraft instrumentation, radio services, weather navigation, etc.
and air traffic control, to list but a few. Read this book and you could well be
hooked.
72 pages. £6.95

UNDERSTANDING ACARS 2nd Edition
Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System
Ed Flynn
Here is the information you need to understand and

decode

the Aircraft

Communications Addressing and Reporting System, otherwise known as ACARS.
Deals with the equipment needed as well as message format and type.

Country -by -country listing of I.w., m.w. 8 s.w. broadcast and TV stations. Receiver
test reports, English language broadcasts. The s.w.l.s 'bible'.
608 pages. £15.95

General
EAVESDROPPING ON THE BRITISH MILITARY
Michael Cannon
For the very first time a book has been published showing how to monitor
British Military communications. All you needis a short wave receiver, lots
of time and patience, and this secret world will open up to you, providing
many hours of enjoyment. Also included is the largest British military
callsign list ever to be published.
166 pages. £17.50

THE COMPLETE SHORT WAVE LISTENER'S HANDBOOK

4th Edition

Hank Bennett, Harry Helms & David Hardy

This book is a comprehensive guide to the basics of short wave listening.
Everything you need to get started as an s.w.l. Is explained in a clear and easily
understood manner. Receivers, antennas, frequencies, propagation, 0 -codes, etc.
are all covered.
321 pages. £17.95

Peter Rouse GUIDKD

1995 Super Frequency List

well up -to- date.
£20.00

335 pages. £17 50

SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS

Frequency Guides

contains the all-important frequency listings for the aeronautical networks, airlines,
the military and the commercial networks.

UK SCANNING DIRECTORY 4th Edition
This spiral bound book lists over 20000 UK spot frequencies from 25MHz to
1.6GHz. Articles on scanning in the UK.

WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 1995

GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS

100 pages. £7.95

er
books today!

popular alternative radio service,
under quite considerable opposition, will be remembered. I don't suppose we will
ever see or hear the like of it again. £15.95
a

The Complete HF/VHF/UHF Aviation Frequency Directory
Much of the more obscure (especially military) information is made accessible In
this volume. Not only are facilities/activities listed, giving their frequencies, but also

BO

between

September
28 and
October
25 that

oREEuch

LISTENING GUIDES

HIGH

ForVOUCHER
every book
order
received

Covers a very wide area and so provides an ideal introduction to the hobby of radio
comms. International frequency listings for aviation, marine, military, space
launches, search and rescue, etc. Chapters on basic radio propagation, how to work
your radio and what the controls do, antennas and band plans.
187 pages. £4.50

is supplemented by 1000 abbreviations and
1200 formerly active frequencies. As this list was last updated in January '95 its

Satellite

FERRELL'S CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY LIST
9th Edition
Compiled by Geoff Halligey
Spirally bound, this easy-to -use reference book covers 1.6 - 28MHz in great depth,
all modes and utility services, with new reverse frequency listing showing every
known frequency against each callsign, what using what frequency and mode,
what's that callslgn?
544 pages. £17.95

PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO 1995
This book gives you the Information to explore and enjoy the world of broadcast
band listening. It includes features on different international radio stations, receiver
reviews and advice as well as the hours and language of broadcast stations by
frequency. The 'blue pages' provide a channel -to -channel guide to world band
schedules. 416 pages. £14.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR COMMUNICATIONS
SATELLITES
BP290. A Pickard
This book describes several currently available systems, their connection to an
appropriate computer and how they can be operated with suitable software. The
results of decoding signals containing such information as telemetry data and
weather pictures are demonstrated.

102 pages. £3.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS

BP326

F A. Wilson
A simple, (with the minimum of mathematics) beginners book covering satellite
communications in a practical way. It provides a handy basic reference source on

this complex subject and is aimed at up -dating someone who is familiar with radio
communications.
230 pages. £5.95

pages. £9.95

ARRL SATELLITE ANTHOLOGY

WORLDWIDE AERONAUTICAL COMMUNICATIONS
FREQUENCYDIRECTORY 2nd

Edition
Robert

E.

BOOK STORE

Evans

book

covers
aeronautical
radio
voice and digital, within the
range of h.f. and v.h.f./u.h.f. frequency bands.
Commercial, military and para -military operations
are included. Divided into logical sections it
provides useful intonation and frequencies on
almost anything and everything airband.
260 pages. £19.95
This
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(OSCAR 10 and 13) is covered in detall.
97 pages. £5.95

NEWNES GUIDE TO SATELLITE TV
I

(01202) 659930

(24 HOURS)

Internet orders: bookstore@pwpub.demon.co.uk
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The best from the Amateur Satellite News column and articles out of 31 issues of
OST have been gathered together in this book. The latest information on OSCARs 9
through 13 as well as the RS satellites is included. Operation on Phase 3 satellites

Derek Stephenson
This book, the 3rd edition, is a hard bound volume, printed on high quality paper.
The author is a satellite repair and installation engineer and the book covers all
Information needed by the installation engineer, the hobbyist and the service
engineer to understand the theoretical and practical aspects of satellite reception
with dish installation and how to trouble -shoot when picture quality is not up to

anticipated reception. Mathematics has been kept to a minimum.
371 pages. £18.95

79

ORP Club's journal. Although most of the circuits are aimed at the low -power
fraternity, many of the interesting projects are also useful for general use. Not

SATELLITE EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK 2nd Edition
Martin Davidoff K2UBC
The book is divided into four main sections - History, Getting Started, Technical
Topics and Appendices. It provides Information on spacecraft built by, and for, radio
-broadcast and other satellites of
amateurs. In addition, It discusses weather,
Interest to amateurs.

SWM BOOK STORE

N

313 pages. £14.50

'

1(01202) 659930

Peter Pearson

Pictures from space, that's what satellite television is all about. Orbiting satellites,
35000km high, receive
signals from stations on the earth and re-transmit them
back again. This book explains all you need to know to set up your own satellite N
terminal at home, dish and accessories, cable and tuner.
73 pages. £1.00

N

(24 HOURS)

Internet orders: bookstore@pwpub.demon.co.uk

John Breeds
A practical guide to satellite television. Detailed guide -lines on installing and
aligning dishes based on practical experience.
76 pages. £15.00

WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK
5th Edition
Dr Ralph E. Taggart WBBDOT

Although wrinen for radio amateurs, this book will be of interest to anyone who
enjoys experimenting with antennas. You only need a very basic knowledge of radio
8 electronics to get the most from this book. Chapters include details on measuring
resonance, impedance, field strength and performance, mats and
materials and experimental antennas.
200 pages. £8.90

weather. Plenty of circuit diagrams and satellite predicting programs.

Wilfred N. Caron

1995 Edition. Bart Kuperus
This brand new publication, written by one of
Radio N Handbook, will be a great help to
satellite radio and television. Featuring over
information you need to know about installing
366 pages. £15.95

the experts from the respected World

everyone Interested in the world of
300 pictures and graphics. All the
your own satellite system.

Scanning
AN INTRODUCTION TO SCANNERS AND SCANNING
BP311
I. D. Poole
This book is ideal for anyone wanting to know what scanning is, and how it works.
There are also chapters on radio in general, covering antennas, radio waves and
how they travel, types of transmissions, broadcasting and amateur radio. All in all a
superb starter book.
152 pages. £4.95

SCANNER BUSTERS
D.C. Poole
This guide to the methodology of beating the electronic ban on Scanning, deals
with the subject of scrambling and encryption systems. The author explains in

simple terms how p.m.r. works, the new digital cellular radio telephone systems,
spread spectrum, frequency hopping and emergency services communication. How
to get more from your scanner and a list of frequencies to listen to are also covered.
It

is a great reference for both new scanner owners and veterans alike.

64 pages. £4.95

SCANNERS 2 INTERNATIONAL
Peter Rouse GU1DKD
The companion book to the best selling Scanners provides even more information

on the use of v.h.l. and u.h.f. communications bands It gives details on how to
construct accessories to improve the performance of scanning equipment. The book

is international in its scope and contains frequency allocations for all three ITU
regions, including country -by-country variations
261 pages. £9.95

Proper impedance matching of an antenna to a transmission line is of concern to
antenna engineers and to every radio amateur. A properly matched antenna as the
termination for a line minimises feed -line losses. Power can be fed to such a line

without the need for a matching network at the line input There is no mystique
involved in designing even the most complex multi -element networks for
broadband coverage.
195 pages. £14.50

ANTENNAS AND TECHNIQUES FOR LOW-BAND DXING
(ARAL)
John Devoldere ON4UN
This unusual book will be of particular interest to 1.8, 3.5 and 7MHz operators as
its packed with information on antennas and operating tips for Top Band to Forty'
fans. There are chapters on low band propagation, operating techniques, equipment
and for the computer minded there's a chapter on newly -available low band
software.
393 pages. £1450

New Edition 4th Revision
Peter Rouse

This is the fourth revised and completely updated edition of Scanners, the complete
v.h.f./u.h.f. radio listeners' guide and contains everything you need to know to put
your scanner to better use. There is vastly more Information than ever before on
frequency listing; in particular actual frequencies used by coastal stations, airfields
and emergency services. Also for the first time h.f. (short wave) bands, as many
scanners now cover these frequencies.
271 pages. £9.95

HF ANTENNAS FOR ALL LOCATIONS (RSGB)
Les Maxon G6XN

I.

Wright
This book deals with the basic concepts relevant to receiving and transmitting
antennas, with emphasis on the mechanics and minimal use of mathematics. Lots
of diagrams help with the understanding of the subjects dealt with. Chapters
include Information on efficiency, Impedance, parasitic elements and a variety of
different antennas. 86 pages. £2.95

PRACTICAL ANTENNAS FOR NOVICES
John Heys G3BDO
In this guide, written especially for newly qualified holders of the UK novice
Licence, John Heys describes in detail how to build simple but efficient antennas
for each of the Novice bands up to 434MHz, as well as useful ancillary equipment
to ensure that they are working correctly. A complete chapter is devoted to the safety
and common-sense aspects of installing and using a transmitting antenna.
This book will be invaluable not only to Novices, but also to any beginning amateur
looking for easy -to -build antenna systems that really work.
52 pages. £5.99

PRACTICAL ANTENNA HANDBOOK 2nd Edition
Joseph J. Carr
As the name suggests, this book offers a practical guide at everything to do with
antennas, from h.f. to microwaves. It also has sections on propagation,
transmission lines, antenna fundamentals and a helpful introduction to radio
broadcasting and comm-unication. The book neatly balances a practical approach
with the minimum of mathematics, good diagrams and a lively text.
437 pages. £23.95

PRACTICAL WIRE ANTENNAS RSGB

ANTENNAS FOR VHF AND UHF BP301
D. Poole

a very Important part of any receiver or transmitter and in this book
a general background to antenna operation as well as describing
antennas that are suitable for v.h.f. andu.h.f. operation. Chapters include Basic
Concepts, Feeders, The Dipole, Aerial Measurements and Practical Aspects. There
is something of use for everyone with an interest In antennas in this book.

Antennas are

the author gives

104 pages. £4.95

John Heys G3BDO
Many radio enthusiasts have to be content with wire antennas. John Heys' practical
approach to wire antennas provides plenty of ideas and projects to help get the best
out of a simple system. A helpful book, and good reference source.
100 pages. £850

RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA HANDBOOK
W. I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX

Yogi, Clued, Ouagi and LPY beam antennas as well as vertical, horizontal and sloper
antennas are covered in this useful book. How to judge the best location, DX
antenna Fight, ground loss and radials.

ARRL ANTENNA BOOK 17th Edition
This volume now in its 17th edition contains essential information regarding
propagation and constructional details of just about every type 01 antenna known to
man. Included is a 3.5' diskette contain in PC programs for Yagi analysis,
propagation forecasting, transmission line analysis and other. A definite must.
732 pages. £19.95

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume One

188 pages. £7.50

RECEIVING ANTENNA
HANDBOOK
Joe Carr
Your receiver is only as good as your antenna.

reduced size antennas.

This book is a complete guide to high
performance receiving antennas. It is a
of
antennas
comprehensive
examination
intended specifically for receiving purposes.

175 pages. £9.50

An essential addition to your technical library,

Fasdnating and hitherto unpublished material. Among the topics discussed are
quads and loops, log periodic arrays, beam and multi -band antennas, verticals and

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Two
topic of great interest among radio amateurs, ARAL HO
continues to receive many more papers on the subject than can possibly be
published in OST. Those papers are collected In this volume.
208 pages. £9.50
Because antennas are

SCANNERS 3 PUTTING SCANNERS INTO PRACTICE.

baluns, testing and mechanics for the antenna builder.
233 pages. £10.99

H. C.

Peter Dodd G3LD0

ANTENNA IMPEDANCE MATCHING (ARAL)

WRTH SATELLITE BROADCASTING GUIDE

HF ANTENNA COLLECTION (RSGB)

INTRODUCTION TO ANTENNA THEORY BP198
ANTENNA EXPERIMENTER'S GUIDE

This book explains all about weather satellites, how they work and how you can
receive and decode their signals to provide the fascinating pictures of the world's
192 pages. £14.50

text book, but offers practical and proven circuits.

This book provides a reference source for all h.l. antenna work, whether it be for
fixed, mobile or using test equipment. In effect it is a manual on antenna work, with
useful tips, projects and ideas. 322 pages. £13.99

SATELLITE TELEVISION INSTALLATION GUIDE
5th Edition

a

155 pages. £6.99

Edited by Erwin David G4LOI
This book contains a collection of useful, and interesting h.f. antenna articles, first
published in the RSGBS Radio Communication magazine, between 1968 and 1989,
along with other useful information on ancillary topics such as feeders, tuners,

VISA

SATELLITE TELEVISION
A layman's guide

intended as

RECEIVING

ANTENNA
n

Hw"a

nfn

the listeners' antenna bible.

189 Pages. £17.50

a

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Three
Edited by Jerry Hall K1TD
As the title suggests, this book is the third in the continuing series on practical

antennas, theory and accessories produced by the ARRL. The book reflects the
tremendous interest and activity in antenna work, and provides a further selection of
antennas and related projects you can build.
236 pages. £9.50

LOW-COST
ANTENNAS
AMATEURS
& S. D. Cowan W2LX
Efficient antennas for Top Band to 2m, including 'invisible' antennas for difficult
W. I. Orr W6SAI

station locations. Clear explanations of resonance, radiation resistance, impedance,
s.w.r., balanced and unbalanced antennas are also included.
188 pages. £7.50

W 1FB'S ANTENNA NOTEBOOK (ARRL)

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Four

Doug DeMaw W1FB
This book provides lots of designs, in simple and easy to read terms, for simple
wire and tubing antennas. All drawings are large and clear making construction

The

The forth volume in the ever popular series contains 38 previously unpublished
articles, covering a wide range of antenna related topics - all the way from the

much easier. There is no high-level mathematics in this book, just simple equations
only when necessary to calculate the length of an antenna element or its matching
section.

280 pages. £16.95

maths intensive, heavyweight discussions to fun antennas for specific purposes,
such as a balloon supported Field Day loop.
For the first time in the series there is a disk included with the book, which contains
source data used to model many of the antennas. In short, there's something for

virtually every antenna' enthusiast.

Dr James. L. Lawson W2PV

204 pages. £14.50

This book is a polished and expanded version of a series of articles first published
in Ham Radio following on from a series of lectures by the author, who was wellknown as the expert on Yagi design. Chapters include simple Yagi antennas, loop
antennas, effect of ground, stacking and practical antenna design.

SCANNING SECRETS
Mark Francis

miseries of monitoring explained. Advice on buying and operating your
scanner. Where to listen and how to gather obscure frequencies. The myths and
folklore exposed. All the information need to unlock the potential of your scanner.

AMATEUR RADIO
Antennas & Transmission Lines
25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS BP125
E.

M. Noll

63 pages. £1.95

25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS BP136
E.

M. Noll

50 pages. £1.75

25 SIMPLE SHORT WAVE BROADCAST BAND AERIALS
BP132
E.

M. Noll

63 pages. £1.95

25 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW BAND AERIALS BP145.
E.

M. Noll

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK
W. I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX

Design, construction, adjustment and installation of h.f. beam antennas. The
information this book contains has been complied from the data obtained in
experiments conducted by the authors, and from information provided by scientists
and engineers working on commercial and military antenna ranges.

Practical designs including active, loop and ferrite antennas plus accessory units.
96 pages. £2.50

ALL ABOUT VERTCAL ANTENNAS
Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX
Covers the theory, design and construction operation of vertical antennas. How to
use your tower as a vertical antenna and compact vertical designs for restricted
W. I.

locations. All about loading coils and a.Lu.s.
192 pages. £7.50

80

YAGI ANTENNA DESIGN

210 pages. £10.95

268 pages. £750

BUILD YOUR OWN
SHORTWAVE ANTENNAS 2nd

Edition

SHORTW
' ANTENNAS

Andrew Yoder
This practical handbook puts at your fingertips
the information you need to build your own
short wave antennas. Clear diagrams and
photographs show how to construct a variety
of inexpensive antennas and masts.

AMATEUR RADIO FOR BEGINNERS (RSGB)
Victor Brand G3JNB
and an interesting read.
65 Pages. £350

j

AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO BP257

I

208 pages. £14.95

I. D. Poole
a comprehensive and easy to understand guide
through amateur radio. Topics include operating procedures, jargon, propagation
and setting -up a station.
150 pages. £350

This book gives the newcomer

EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA
TOPICS BP278
Wright
Experimenting with antennas is
also informative and enjoyable.
70 pages. £3.50

Beginners (inc RAE)
An ideal book for the absolute beginner to the amateur radio hobby. Well Illustrated

54 pages. £1.75

AERIAL PROJECTS BP105

123 pages. £6.95

`

--_---

H. C.

a

great way to team. With this author's approach itS

G-ORP CLUB ANTENNA HANDBOOK
Compiled and edited by P. Linsley G3PDL & T. Nicholson KA9WRI/GWOLNO.
This book is a collection of antenna and related circuits taken from Sprat, the G-

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE
BP315
A. Wilson
This little book deals effectively with
F.

a difficult abstract subject - the invisible
electromagnetic wave. Aimed at the beginner, the book with its basic approach to
electromagnetics, antennas, waves, propagation and constraints ip a good staffing
point, complete very simple but clear diagrams and the minimum of mathematics.

122 pages. £4.95.
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THE BEGINNER'S HANDBOOK OF AMATEUR RADIO

3rd Edition

SWM BOOK STORE

Clay Laster W5ZPV

This

book is

good

introduction to amateur radio. A variety of
constructional projects are Included to give the beginner experience in designing
and building an amateur radio station. Even includes valves.
398 pages. £17.95
a

practical

ELECTRONICS SIMPLIFIED - CRYSTAL SET
CONSTRUCTION BP92
A. Wilson
Especially written for those who wish to take part in basic radio building. All the
sets in the book are old designs updated with modern components. It is designed
for all ages upwards from the day when one can read intelligently and handle
F.
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simple tools.
72 pages. £1.75

MODERNISE AND REPAIR PCs AND

O EPA BDÉ271.

Dave Bradshaw

HOW
COMR.

Published in association with Electronics Today International magazine, this book
is both a theoretical and practical introduction to electronics. It clearly explains the
theory and principals of electronics and each chapter includes a project for the
beginer to make. The projects a loudspeaker divider, continuity tester, 'brown -out'
alarm, freezing alarm, mini -amplifier and burglar alarm.
208 pages. £10.95

A. Penfold
Recently revised, this book has seven chapters dealing with IBM PC/AT5 or 'clones'.

HOW TO PASS THE RADIO AMATEURS' EXAMINATION
(RSGB)
Clive Smith G4FZH and George Benbow G3HB
The background to multiple choice exams and how to study for them with sample
RAE paper for practice plus maths revision and how to study for the exam. The

majority of this book is given to sample examination papers so that candidates can
familiarise themselves with the examination and assess their ability.
88 pages. £7.99

RAE MANUAL (RSGB)
G.L.Benbow G3HB
The latest edition of the standard aid to studying
for the Radio Amateurs' Examination. Updated to
cover the latest revisions to the syllabus. Takes the
candidate step-by-step through the course.
127 pages. £7.99

RAE REVISION NOTES (RSGB)
G.L.Benbow G3HB
If you're
studying

Starting with an overview of PCs and hardware, before describing upgrading disks,
video and memory. Three chapters cover repairs, building a PC from bits, and
recent developments. A good grounding In PCs.

NEWNES COMPUTER ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK

Third Edition

Michael Tooley
An invaluable compendium of facts, figures, circuits and data which is
indispensable to the designer, student, service engineer and all those interested in
computer and microcomputer systems. This enlarged third edition covers a vast
range of subjects at a practical level, with the appropriate explanatory text.
256 pages. £12.95

PCs MADE EASY. Second Edition
James L Turley
introduction to every personal computer - including
Macs! This book is packed with valuable tips on every aspect of computer
technology available today and will help you to get comfortable with your computer fast.

TRAINING FOR THE NOVICE LICENCE A MANUAL FOR
THE INSTRUCTOR (RSGB)
John Case GW4HWA
Aimed at the Novice licence Instructor this manual provides the syllabus and an
excellent framework textbook to help novice, instructor and beginner alike. An
excellent basic reference work.
101 pages. £6.50

WIFB'S HELP FOR NEW HAMS (ARRL),
Doug DeMaw WtFB
This book covers everything from getting acquainted with new equipment to
constructing antennas, station layout, interference and operating problems to onthe-air conduct and procedures.
155 pages. £8.95

ARRL HANDBOOK FOR RADIO AMATEURS 1995
This is the 72nd edition of this handbook and contains the best Information from
previous issues. New for this edition Is some information on feedback -loop design
for power supplies, a new gel -cell charger project, updates on antenna systems and
new coverage of baluns, propagation programs are compared and colour SSTV and
telephone FAX machines are also covered. Finally there's a new section on 'for the
workbench' with new projects for the reader to build. 1214 pages. £19.95

Another very useful ARAL book. Although written for the American amateur, this
book will also be of use and interest to the UK amateur. Topics covered range from
short wave listening through operating awards to repeaters, operating and satellites.
684 pages. £12.95

ARRL SPREAD SPECTRUM SOURCEBOOK
Many readers thought an article about spread spectrum communications in the
April 1993 PW a spoof, but this book shows the reality of the tecnique. The ten
chapters contain descriptions of the basic theory, the designs, and the techniques
involved, and there are basic transceiver building blocks for your experimentation.
360« pages. £14.50.

EMC
INTERFERENCE HANDBOOK
R.

with a practical bias. 368 pages. £9.50

ARRL OPERATING MANUAL

A friendly, comprehensive

COMPLETE DX'ER

Nelson WA6FOG

How to locate 8 cure r.f.i. for radio amateurs, CBers, TV 8 stereo owners. Types of

interference covered are spark discharge,
suggested.

electrostatic, power line many 'cures' are

250 pages. £9.50

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S GUIDE TO EMC (RSGB)
Robin Page -Jones G3JWI
This paperback book provides essential information and reading for anyone who
has an EMC (interference) problem. With the help of the well -illustrated text and
techniques, much of the mystery from the troublesome world of electromagnetic
compatibility is removed.
117 pages. £7.99

Bob Locher
This book covers equipment and operating techniques for the DX chaser, from
beginner to advanced. Every significant aspect of DXing is covered, from learning
how to really listen, how to snatch the rare ones out of the pile-ups and how to
secure that elusive OSL card. 204 pages. £7.95

HINTS AND KINKS FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR
Edited by Charles L. Hutchinson and David Newkirk
A collection of practical ideas gleaned from the pages of OST magazine. Plenty of
projects to build, hints and tips on interference, c.w. and operating and snippets of
Information from amateurs who've tried and tested the idea.129 pages. £8.95

MARINE SSB OPERATION
Michael Gale
How do you stay in touch when you sail off over the horizon and into the blue?
What you need is a single sideband radio, a marine s.s.b. This book explains how
the system works, how to choose and install your set and how to get the best out of
J.

SHORTWAVE RADIO LISTENING FOR BEGINNERS
Anita Louise McCormick KABKGI
This book provides all the hands-on information you need to get off to a quick start
in short wave listening. An excellent introductory guide, it describes In easy -to understand non -technical terms how short wave radio works, available equipment
and whereto find it, what stations can be heard and how to become a licensed radio
amateur.
176 pages. £9.95

Operating and Handbooks
Anyone who enjoys Pat Hawkers 'Technical Topics' in Radio Communications will
enjoy this book. An amateur radio manual itself, this paperback book, the 7th
edition, can only. be bettered by a new edition. A truly excellent reference source

Penfold.

86 pages. £3.95

60 pages. £5.00

John Case GW4HWA
This Is the recommended course book for anyone taking the Novice Licence.
Covering all aspects of amateur radio and electronics It would be useful to anyone
starting out in amateur radio. Every left hand page is for your own notes of
explanation.
124 pages. £5.99

Collected Articles from PW1982-1985 48 pages. £1.25

Pat Hawker G3VA

R. A.

William

THE NOVICE LICENCE STUDENT'S NOTEBOOK

INTRODUCING MORSE

AMATEUR RADIO TECHNIQUES RSGB

92 pages. £4.99

In effect Esde Tyler$ book could be considered as being a training manual for the
NRAE. Answers are supplied and the book provides a useful reference source.

Volumes 1, 2 and 3. Edited By M. W. Dixon G3PFR
Approximately 350 pages (each volume). Vol. 1 costs £9.99, Vol. 2 and 3 cost
£14.99 each.

INTERFACING PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP272

438 pages. £15.95

Esde Tyler GOAEC

MICROWAVE HANDBOOK RSGB

166 pages £ 5.95.

for the Radio Amateur's
Examination, this book could be useful. Its a
summary of the salient points of the Radio
Amateurs' Examination Manual, the standard
textbook for the exam. Its A5 size, and therefore can be carried with you wherever
you go. Easy -to -read, its divided into 13 chapters with topics like receivers, power
supplies, measurements, operating procedures, licence conditions and a summary
of the formulae all dealt with.

REVISION QUESTIONS FOR THE NOVICE RAE (RSGB)

Various Authors
A truly excellent manual for the keen microwave enthusiast and for the budding
'microwaver'. With contributions from over 20 specialist authors. Chapters covering
techniques, theory, projects, methods and mathematics. 446 pages. £14.50

Morse

T

THE ETI BOOK OF ELECTRONICS

Microwaves
ARRL UHF/MICROWAVE EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL

Historical

it. There is also

a chapter on amateur radio with the emphasis on the increasingly
important maritime mobile nets. 96 pages. £10.95

1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL
Edited by Hugo Gernsback
A fascinating reprint from

receivers, servicing

bygone age with
information, constructional
a

a

directory of all the 1934 s.w.
projects, circuits and Ideas on

building vintage radio sets with modern parts.
260 pages. £11.60

THE BRIGHT SPARKS OF WIRELESS (RSGB)
Jessop G6JP
This hardback book is well illustrated with some excellent photographs. It pays
tribute to and takes a good look al the personalities behind the early days of
amateur radio and the equipment they used. A good read.
G. R.

90 pages. £12.50

WORLD AT THEIR FINGERTIPS (RSGB)
ThIs book comprehensively covers the fascinating history, techniques, equipment
used and personalities behind amateur radio from the very beginnings of the hobby
to the late 1960s. John Clarricoats G6CL.

307 pages. £6.00

MARINE VHF OPERATION
J. Michael Gale

v.h.f. radiotelephone is essential equipment for any sea -going boat, but what can
you do with it? Who can you call, and how do you make contact? Which channel do
you use, and why? What is the procedure for calling another boat, calling the family
A

through the telephone system, or making
48 pages. £7.95

a

distress call? This book will tell you.

RADIO COMMUNICATION HANDBOOK (RSGB)
6th Edition

Dick Biddulph GBPDS
This long awaited new edition has been extensively up -dated and is full of diagrams
and photographs. This book is a complete handbook/reference work and project
book all rolled into one. The final innovation is that the necessary p.c.b. templates
for the featured projects are provided at the end of the book making them much
easier to work from when making your own p.c.b.s. 750 pages. £20.00.

SETTING UP AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION BP300
I.

D. Poole

Ian Poole G3YWX provides a helpful guide for anyone setting up an amateur radio

Cailbooks
RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK INTERNATIONAL LISTINGS
1995
73rd Edition
The only publication listing licensed radio amateurs throughout the world. Also

includes DXCC Countries list, standard time chart, beacon lists and much more.
Over 1400 pages. £20.95

RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK NORTH AMERICAN
S73rd

Maps and Log Books
AMATEUR RADIO LOGBOOK (RSGB)

1

Edition
Listings of US amateurs (including Hawaii). Also contains standard time chart,
census of amateur licences of the world, world-wide OSL bureau, etc.
Over 1400 pages. £20.95

Computing
AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS

BP177

Penfold
Details of various types of modem and their applications, plus how to interconnect
computers, modems and the telephone system. Also networking systems and RTTY.
72 pages. £2.95
R. A.

ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR YOUR PC BP320
A Penfold.
102 pages. £3.95
R.

Short Wave Magazine, October 1995

This standard spirally bound amateur radio log book has 100 pages and is marked
out with the lonnat required in the UK. There are columns for date, time (UTC),
frequency, power (in dBW), station worked/called, reports, OSL Information and
remarks. £3.00

NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CHART
This is a five -colour chart designed for the ATC in monitoring transatlantic Bights.
Supplied folded.

740 x 520mm. £6.50

station and covers: station design, construction, antenna, equipment, lay -out and
the construction and use of basic test equipment, and helpful 'on the air operating
hints. 81 pages. £3.95

Packet
PRACTICAL GUIDE TO PACKET OPERATION IN THE UK
Mike Mansfield G6AWD
Introduces the concept of packet radio to the beginner. Problem areas are discussed
and suggestions made for solutions to minimise them. Deals with the technical
aspects of packet taking the reader through setting up and provides a
comprehensive guide to essential reference material. 220 pages. £9.95

PACKET: SPEED, MORE SPEED AND APPLICATIONS (ONO
There is

QTH LOCATOR MAP OF EUROPE
This comprehensive map of the European callsign area has now been updated and
enhanced. This well thought out, coloured map covers from N. Africa to Iceland and
from Portugal In the west to Iran in the east. Folds to fit into the 145 x 240mm clear
envelope.
1080 x 680mm. £5.95

RADIO AMATEURS MAP OF THE WORLD
a brightly coloured map clearly showing callsign prefixes for the world and is
up-to-date with recent European boundary changes. Supplied folded in a clear
plastic wallet.
980 x 680mm. £5.95

This

a lot to see, learn and do with packet. You dont need to be a 'guru' to join
collection of articles and updates from ARRL Computer Networking
Conference Proceedings. TAPAS Packet Status Register, OEX, OST and the ARRL
Handbook promises an exciting ride for both packeteers and future packeleers.
Hang onto your seat and start-up your modem! 144 pages. £12.95

In the fun. This

YOUR GATEWAY TO PACKET RADIO
Stan Horzepa WA1LOU
What is packet radio good for and what uses does it have for the 'average' amateur?
What are protocols? where, why, when? Lots of the most asked questions are
answered In this useful book. It included details of networking and space

communications using packet 278 pages. £8.95

YOUR PACKET COMPANION

RECEIVING STATION LOG BOOK (RSGB)

Steve Ford WB8IMY

£3.50

This American book goes to considerable lengths to explain in simple terms how

81

the radio amateur can get going on packet, how it works and what the various

systems are. There are chapters dealing with assembling a packet station, sending
and receiving packet mall and exploring advanced networking systems. Your Packet
Companion goes a long way to explain some of the mysteries of packet radio.

AN INTRODUCTION TO VHF/UHF FOR RADIO AMATEURS
BP281

170 pages. £5.95

An excellent book to go with the new Novice or full callsign. Nine chapters and an

experimentation. 195 pages. £8.50

I.D. Poole

appendix deal with all aspects and frequencies from 50 to 1300MHz. Topics include
propagation, descriptions of the bands, antennas, receivers, transmitters and a

Propagation

need to be equipped like an engineering lab to be successful as an experimenter,
Dont let a lack of test equipment keep you from enjoying the thrills of

special chapter on scanners. 102 pages £3.50

Data
ARRL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK
Doug DeMaw W1 FB

AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION
BP293

VHF UHF MANUAL (RSGB)

Back by popular demand, completely revised and expanded, this is

G. R. Jessop G6JP

J.G. Lee
How does the sun and sunspots affect the propagation of the radio waves which are
the basis of our hobby? They affect the ionosphere, but differing frequencies are
treated differently. Find out how to use charts to predict frequencies that will be the
most profitable. What effect will noise have on the signal/ Find out with this book.

The 4th edition of this well known book is in paperback form. Packed with
information for the world of radio above 30MHz. It covers everything from
vhf
radio history and theory and propagation to projects and techniques. An
excellent reference source. Approximately 1000 pages. £10.50

LT

R(SB)

A

ELECTRONICS

HAM

Jim Keamtan KRIS
This book delves into to the techniques of being a 'hidden Ham'. There are chapters
on specialised equipment, operating techniques and antennas to name but a few. If
you have a fascination for spy type radio equipment or like the idea of having a
complete h.f. or v.h,f. rig built in a suitcase, then this little American book is for you.
124 pages. £5.95

SPACE RADIO HANDBOOK (RSGB)
John Branegan GM4IHJ
236 pages. £1250

F.G.Rayer

owl, radio amateur, experimenter or audio enthusiast using
f.e.t.s. Projects Include r.f. amplifiers and converters, test equipment and receiver
aids, tuners, receivers, mixers and tone controls. 104 pages. £2.95
50 circuits for the

researcher and collector. 350 pages. £19.95.

ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS
(TUBES 6 TRANSISTORS)

BP286

(Original Publishers General Electric)
Re-published by Antique Electronic Supply (Arizona)
This stiff covered, novel -sized paperback facscimile book is printed on good paper
and is packed throughout with information, and connection details (base pin charts)
on receiving valves, special purpose valves, cathode ray tubes, thyratrons, vidicons
and many others (including semiconductors). Highly recommended as a valve
reference book 475 pages. £9.95.

A. Wilson

with its short, clear and precise explanations is a helpful guide and useful textbook
for the beginner and anyone preparing for an examination. 472 pages. £5.95

A REFERENCE GUIDE TO PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS

TERMS BP287

Edited by Rev. G. Dobbs G3RJV

author provides a comprehensive list of American and British Service valves and
'civilian' equivalents and the valve base details are provided, with description of
valve type and although there's no comprehensive valve characteristic information,
the filament voltages and currents are given in a clear and precise style. Ideal for the

A REFERENCE GUIDE TO BASIC ELECTRONICS TERMS

As its title suggests, this book covers the basic terms involved in electronics and

G-QRP CLUB CIRCUIT HANDBOOK

ELECTRON TUBE LOCATOR

A spirally bound (opening flat) style book, this should prove to be of great Interest
to valve collectors, historians and anyone trying to identify particular valves. The

50 (FET) FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR PROJECTS BP39

F.

QRP

A.

F.

Wilson

FURTHER PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS
CALCULATIONS & FORMULAE BP144

This paperback book has been compiled from circuits published in the G-QRP Club

A reference guide laid out in alphabetic order with an index, this book provides a

a collection of circuits
projects covering everything from receivers, transmitters, antennas and
accessories together with sed OAP test equipment. This book Is aimed at the keen
constructor and provides all the information required to build the host of projects
described. 96 pages. £8.50

useful source for the experienced and beginner alike. 431 pages. £5.95

F.

AUDIO ELEMENTS OF ELECTRONICS - BOOK 6 BP111

NEWNES PRACTICAL RF HANDBOOK

A. Wilson
This book studies sound and hearing, and examines the operation of microphones,
loudspeakers, amplifiers, oscillators, and both disk and magnetic recording.
Intended to give the reader a good understanding of the subject without getting
Involved in the more complicated theory and mathematics. 308 pages. £3.95

Ian Hickman

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTSBP285.

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND

journal Sprat from the years 1974 to 1982. Essentially it's

and

QRP CLASSICS (ARRL)
Edited by Bob Schetgen

F.

Operating ORP is fun. The equipment is generally simple and easy to build, but
often performs like more sophisticated commercial equipment. Some OAP Field

Day stations operate a full 27 hours on a car battery - its the perfect equipment for

emergency communication when the power fails. Extracts from OST and the ARRL
Handbook.
274 pages. £9.95

WIFB's ORP NOTEBOOK (ARRL)
2nd Edition. Doug De Maw W1FB

Penfold
This book covers a wide range of modern components. The basic functions of the
components are described, but this is not a book on electronic theory and does not
assume the reader has an in-depth knowledge of electronics. It is concerned with
practicalities such as colour codes deciphering code numbers and suitability.
166 pages. £3.95
R. A.

CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK

1- BP321

son.450 pages. £4.95

This book provides an easy -to -read introduction to modern r.f. circuit design. It's
aimed at those learning to design cf. circuitry and users of r.f. equipment such as
signal generators and sweepers, spectrum and network analysers.
320 pages. £16.95

FORMULAE BP53
A. Wilson
Written as a workshop manual for the electronics enthusiast, there is
practical bias and higher mathematics have been avoided where possible.
249 pages £3.95
F.

a

strong

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC DESIGN DATA BP316
this book is a helpful collection of designer's 'building block' circuits,
information, connection data and back-up information complete with an index.
In essence

175 pages. £7.95

RA. Penfold
Written to help you create and experiment with your own electronic designs by
combining and using the various standard 'building block' circuits provided. Deals
with fitters, amplifiers voltage comparitors, etc. 182 pages. £4.95

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER BP239

CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 2 - BP322

section.

A. WI

Owen Bishop

The new improved and updated 2nd edition of this book, covers the Introduction to
OAP, construction methods, receivers and transmitters for OAP. This workshop notebook style publication, which is packed with new designs for the keen ORP
operator, also covers techniques, accessories and has a small technical reference

handy

George H. Fathauer
Published by Antique Electronic Supply (Arizona)

116 pages. £3.95

STATION
AONOAAMOSAOPERATING
NYWHE RG

a

reference book for the r.f. designer, technician, amateur and experimenter. Topics
include components and materials, inductors and transformers, networks R. filters,
digital basics and antennas and transmission lines. 260 pages. £8.95

327 pages. £4.95

RADIO AMATEUR AND LISTENER'S DATA HANDBOOK
Steve Money

R. A.

Penfold

A.A. Penf old

This book is primarily aimed at beginners. It covers both analogue and digital
multi -meters and their respective limitations. All kinds of testing is explained too.
No previous knowledge is required or assumed. 102 pages. £2.95

HANDS-ON GUIDE TO OSCILLOSCOPES

Complimentary to Circuit Source Book 1, helps you create and experiment with
your own electronic designs by combining and using the various standard 'building
block' circuits provided. Covers signal generation, power supplies and digital
electronics, etc. 214 pages. £4.95

Barry Ross

FILTER HANDBOOK

Covers all aspects of oscilloscope use. This book is aimed at the novice and
assumes a minimum of previous knowledge and should be of use to engineers,

Stefan Niewiadomski

scientists and electronic enthusiasts alike. If you have an oscilloscope this book is
must. 228 pages. £17.95

Includes practical examples and BASIC programs. Topics include passive and
active filters, worked examples of liter design, switched capacitor and switched
resistor filters and includes a comprehensive catalogue of pre -calculated tables.
195 pages. £30.00

a

HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES & OTHER TEST
EQUIPMENT BP267
Penfold
Hints and ideas on how to use the test equipment you have, to check out, or fault
find on electronic circuits. Many diagrams of typical waveforms and circuits,
including descriptions of what waveform to expect with particular faults, or
distortion in audio amplifiers. 104 pages. £3.50
A. A.

MORE ADVANCED TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION
BP249
R. A.

Penfold

follow on from Test Equipment Construction (BP248) this book looks at digital
methods of measuring resistance, voltage, current, capacitance and frequency. Also
covered is testing semi -conductors, along with test gear for general radio related
topics. 102 pages. £3.50
A

MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE MULTIMETER BP265
Penfold
This book is primarily intended as a follow-up to BP239, Getting the most from
your Multi -meter. By using the techniques described in this book you can test and
analyse the performance of a range of components with just a multi -meter (plus a
very few inexpensive components in some cases). The simple add-ons described
extend the capabilities of a multi -meter to make it even more useful.
R. A.

96 pages. £2.95

PRACTICAL TRANSMITTERS FOR NOVICES
John Case GW4HWR
This book contains a selection of 'easy to build' transmitter designs which are
suitable for the UK Novice bands (Including microwaves). Although the book is
primarily aimed at Novices it should also interest any amateur who is building
transmitters for the first time. Chapters include: Methods of construction, Amplifiers
and Filters, Tools and how to use them and Suppliers of components and many
more. 126 pages. £9.00

TEST EQUIPMENT FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR
Clive Smith G4FZH
In its 3rd edition, this book provides many up -dated test equipment project designs
for the radio amateur, complete with p.c.b. template (in the rear of the book). Areas
covered include: current and voltage measurements, oscilloscopes, frequency, r.f.,

- A

Practical Design Guide

A practical book, describing the design process as applied to filters of all types.

ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO
W.

I.

Orr W6SAI

non -technical language, this book provides information covering
important aspects of v.h.f. radio and tells you where you can find additional data. If
you have a scanner, you'll find a lot of interesting signals in the huge span of
frequencies covered, 100-300MHz 650, 420, 902 & 1250MHz bands.
163 pages. £9.50

RCA TRANSMITTING TUBES
(Original Publisher Radio Corporation of America)
Re -published by Antique Electronic Supply (Arizona)
This is a stiff covered paperbacked novel -sized book And If you've got an interest in
transmitting with valves...this is a useful reference source for valves up to 4kW
input. The RCA authors have included some interesting practical circuits using their
valves, including some for est., v,h1. and others. Highly recommended reference

Vivian Capel
A consise collection of practical and relevant data for anyone working on sound
systems. The topics covered include microphones, gramophones, compact discs,
tape recording,high quality radio, amplifiers, loudspeakers and public address.

210 pages. £10.95

source. 318 pages. £9.95.

NEWNES ELECTRONICS ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK
Keith Brindley

This convenient sized volume is packed with information which everyone involved
in electronics will find indispendable. This book is an invaluable compendium of
facts, figures and formulae. Managers, designers, students and service personel
will find it useful at all stages in electronics processes. 306 pages. £10.95

Projects
COIL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION MANUAL BP160
B.B. Babani. 106 pages. £2 50

POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP76
R. A. Penfold
This book gives a number of power supply designs including simple unstabilised
types, fixed voltage regulated types and variable voltage stabilised designs.

89 pages. f:2.50

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FILTERS BP299
useful introduction to the complex world of filters and their design where the
author avoids the mathematical approach. The theory of filters, their design and a
information on dozen or so practical projects are provided. 189 pages. £4.95
A

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK
Sinclair
'The best value handbook on electronics you can buy,
so claims the sleeve notes of the 4th edition. They're not
far of the mark either. The volume covers a wide range
of disciplines. These include passive and active discrete
components, i,c.s both analogue and digital Including
A/D and D/A. Microprocessor and systems. Much
reference data is also included. A book worthy of space
In your library. 439 pages. £1395

L

Ian

DftA

it1D

'

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN PCBs BP121
fl

A. Fanfold
The purpose of this book is to familiarise the reader with both simple and more
sophisticated methods of producing p.c.b.s. The emphasis of the book is very much
on the practical aspects of p.c.b. design and construction. 66 pages. £2.50

MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP192

Owen Bishop

J

TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION
- Describes, in detail, how to construct some simple and - Inexpensive, but extremely
useful, pieces of test
equipment. Stripboard layouts are provided for all designs, together with wiring
diagrams where appropriate, plus notes on their construction and use.104 pages.

£2.95

Written in
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(Original Publishers Radio Corporation Of America)
Re -published by Antique Electronic Supply (Arizona)
This novel -sized stiff covered paperback book is absolutely fascinating for anyone
interested in valves! In reality it's a designer's handbook with potted details,
characteristic curves, information and descriptions of typical applications for each
valve listed. It's even got a section showing receiver circuits and applications.
Excellent reading and reference. 384 pages. £9.95.

Second Edition

BP248. R.A.Penlold

VHF

RCA RECEIVING TUBE MANUAL

NEWNES AUDIO AND HI -Fl ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK

antenna and transmission line measurements.

170 pages. £9.00

This is a unique collection of useful and intriguing data for both the traditional and
modern radio amateur as well as the high-tech listener. Familiar radio topics are
covered - abbreviations and codes, symbols, formula and frequencies - while the
newer features of the hobby radio world - decoding, airband, maritime, packet, slow
scan TV, etc. are also dealt with 240 pages. £14 95.

R. A Penfold

The practical and theoretical aspects of the circuits are covered in some detail.
Topics include switched mode power supplies, precision regulators, dual tracking
regulators and computer controlled power supplies, etc. 92 pages. £2.95

PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS AND SWLS BP304
Penfold
This small book covers the construction and use of radio frequency and
intermediate frequency projects, and audio frequency projects. Under the first
heading ideas include a crystal calibrator, an antenna tuning unti, a wave trap, a
b.f.o. and other useful projects. On the audio side projects Include a bandpass filter,
a by-pass switch, a c.w./RTTY decoder and many other practical ideas and
suggestions for the home constructor. 92 pages. £3.95.
R. A.

SHORT WAVE SUPERHET RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION
BP276
R

A.

Penfold

A general

purpose

receiver to

build, from antenna to audio, described

in

understandable English. 80 pages. £2.95

SIMPLE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION
BP275
Penfold
projects and techniques, the author provides essential
Before discussing
information on theory, propagation, receiver designs and techniques. Finally, the
author provides design for and describes the construction of practical receivers.
R. A.

WIFB's DESIGN NOTEBOOK (ARRL)
Doug DeMAW WIFB
This book is aimed at the non -technical amateur who wants to build simple projects
and obtain a basic understanding of amateur electronics. Your workshop does not

88 pages. £3.95
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ELECTRONICS
VALVES &
SEMICONDUCTORS

Phone for a
most courteous quotation
0181-743 0899
Fax: 0181-749 3934
We are one of the largest stockists
of valves etc, M the U.K.

COLOMOR (ELECTRONICS) LTD.

LONDO v°wiz$HROAD

G2VF LOOP ANTENNAS INTTH ATU FOR HF HAM BAND TRANSMISSION
(SWR One to One 40, 15 and 10 One Point Five to One 80 and 20) AND SWLs LONG
AND MEDIUM WAVE FOR BCLs. Loops 21 inches square or triangle. No special
skills required. Circuits, Parts Lists sources of supply assembly data. HIGH
FREQUENCY LOOP 80 to 10 Metres £5. LONG AND MEDIUM WAVE LOOP FOR BCLs
£3. LONG MEDIUM SHORT WAVE LOOP 1500 to 10 METRES FOR BCL SWL £8.
SHORT WAVE ATU LOOP OR LONG WIRE £4. PRE AMP LW MW S WAVE £2. MW
LOOP WITH PRE AMP ATU £3. PRE AMP FOR G2VF HF LOOP OR ATLI £4. SHORT
WAVE ATU BUILT-IN PRE AMP FOR LOOP OR LONG WIRE £7. SAE details. DIY
projects. Z Match ATU 80 to 10 metres £3 BFO £2. F. G. Rylands,
39 Parkside Avenue, Millbrook, Southampton 5016 9AF. Tel: (01703) 775064.
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SALES & SERVICE Holdings of Blackburn Ltd. Inc. 1952, Yaesu Agents
-years in electronics. Best prices for callers (try us
since 1972. G3U.L 40+
with cheque or 'real money' if you want to bargain) only xyl and self to
pay so we can afford to give good prices valves and CW filters
for old Yaesu eg Phone normally open Tues, Wed, Fri and Sot.
s a Lunch 12.00.1.30 but phone first we enjoy o few holidays)

-

03111 HOLDINGS, AMATEUR ELECTRONICS
45 JOHNSTON STREET, BLACKBURN, BB2 1EF
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PC SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL PROGRAM LIBRARY
Los cost specialist sorts are and good quality programs that work are our forte.
teálnical software library as well as the best mainstream programs available anywhere.

We have the largest scientific and

Software supplied on CD ROM or floppy. Discover the true gems of shareware with oar 250.000 aort book
?he Encyclopedia of Shareware". Over 3000 programs listed and described in 178 different categories.
For your copy send £2.50 or
You also

phone/fax your order

receives money sating special offer voucher.

PDSL, Wlnscombe House, Beacon Road, Croeborough, Sussex TN61UL
Fax: 01892 667473
Tel: 01892 663298

KT88, PX4, PX25, £45,
KT66, £30, KT77, £12

Any audio valve considered. Top prices paid, prompt decision
and payment. Visitors strictly by appointment only please.

Tel: (01403) 784961 Fax: (01403) 783519

Billington Export Ltd.

Unit

lE Gillmans Industrial Estate, Billingshurst

New &

4

Sussex RH14 9EZ.

Essex Amateur Radio Services
Ring Alan 01268 752522

8am

8pm

Scanner, Amateur Radio's & Equipment
Bought, Sold & Part Exchanged.
used. SOR at 10% collection & delivery service next day.

Northern Avenue, Benfleet, Essex SS7 5SN
VIEWING BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

JAYCEE ELECTRONICS LTD
20 Woodside Way, Glenrothes, Fife, Scotland KY7 5DF
Fax No. (01592) 610451
Tel: 01592 756962 (Day or Night)
Open: Tuesday -Friday 9-5; Saturday 9-4

KENWOOD, YAESU & ICOM APPROVED DEALERS
A

(0254) 59595

Major credit cards accepted.

VALVES WANTED

good stock of new and secondhand equipment always in stock

Old Radios Books Components
FOR THE VINTAGE RADIO ENTHUSIAST
Send large SAE for list
OLD TIME SUPPLIES
PO Box 209, Banbury, Oxon, 0X15 5DP
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ICOM
lcoms EMC approved
receiver with advanced
all-mode window scan!
The IC -87100 takes you straight to the top of
the new information era with the latest in VHF and
UHF communications technology, plus the potential
of continuous high -sensitivity coverage from 25MHz
to 2GHz. Features include:

Window Scan watches for 2 signals alternately.
Superior CPU with 5 basic scans.
900 Memories in 9 memory banks inclucing;
programmed, selected mode, selectec number
and auto -memory write.
SSB (USB/LSB), AM (normal/wide), FM
(normal/narrow) anc wide -FM.
Keyboard Frequency Entry.
24 -hour clock with ON/OFF timer.

Optional TV/FM adaptor.

CE approved.
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ICOM manufacture a full range of base -stations, mobiles and handheld transceivers and

receivers to cover all popular Ham frequencies... and beyond

-

ICOM have the radio for you. For the full picture and

details of your local authorised (corn dealer contact: Icom

(UK) Ltd.

Sea Street Herne Bay Kent CT6 8LD.

Telephone: 01227 743000'(2Lhr), Fcx: 01227 7L1742.

Count on us!
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HF-150

PR -150

HF-225E

Your first 'real' receiver

RF preselector for the HF150

Super high performance model

HF-150M

RK-150

HF-250E

Marine version of the HF150

Stack and rack system

New top line receiver

"SP -150
Matching speaker/filter
for the HF150

HF-225
Higher specification h.f.
receiver
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your nearest dealer
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Lowe Electronics,
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Matlock, Derbyshire, DE4 SLE, UK
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and perspectives,
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music and
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Fully revised and

greatly expanded

WORLD

BAND

60o million listen

entertainment.

RADIO

now you (On, too!

Diverse news and viewpoints

From over 100 countries.

World musk and entertainment
Best buys

That's world band radio.

in

handy for

to-day

is jam-packed

with just what you need

Over

to eavesdrop on the

world: Best and worst

radios
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Station addresses and giveaways
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(Addresses PLUS).
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worldwide.
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copies sold

Worlds '1 sellio? shortwave Quide!

(PASSPORT REPORTS).

Schedules,

Exceptionally

radios

PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND

RADIO

for 1996.

"This is the user- friendly book about
shortwave radio... very authoritative...
very thorough:
BBC World Service

"An invaluable bible to keep next to
your shortwave receiver-or to persuade
you to buy one'
Communications Booknotes

Broadcasts in English and Voices from Home)...

frequency by frequency (the renowned

ISBN 0-914941-37-2
Available from dealers and bookstores throughout the
United States, Canada and the United Kingdom, or write:

Blue Pages).
With

i
2

PASSPORT,

PASSPORT TO WORLD BAUD RADIO
The must -have guide to your must -hear world.

the world's at your fingertips...

IBS, Box A300,

Penn's Park, PA 18943 USA

International Radio Magazine

el u
he Association for International Broadcasting welcomes you to the amazing
world of international radio. A world where 24 hours a day voices in a dazzling
array of languages call across national boundaries. Voices, music, sounds, news,
opinions, features, analysis, entertainment, religion - you don't have to wait for a
newspaper or magazine, you can create your own instant world report, simply by
listening to international radio.
It's a world where the old image of boring
programmes heard through crackly, fading, distorted
short-wave, is rapidly becoming a thing of the past.
Broadcasters have pepped up the style and the
technical quality of their transmissions, and radio
manufacturers are putting high -quality components
and easy-to-use microchip controls into their products.
Satellites have revolutionised the links between
countries, and the "jamming" of transmissions by
countries wishing, perhaps, to be economical with the
truth has almost entirely disappeared.
In fact satellites may soon produce a quantum leap
in the technical quality of international broadcasting.
DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting) will have
,,.d SeteUitellish on the root of
Radio Australia's
revolutionised domestic broadcasting by the turn of the
Melbourne studios
century, and if plans for international satellite -delivered
digital radio are realised, it will become possible also to
receive broadcasts from other countries in perfect quality. Meanwhile digital technology will
have ensured that the entire broadcasting chain from studio to satellite has undergone a
technical improvement that will make the poor quality reception of just a few Telecoms ago
seem like a relic from the far distant past.
International radio will be part of that same digital revolution that is sweeping the whole
world of telecommunications. Admirable though this is, the digital upheaval is also producing
unprecedented rapidity of change. No sooner has one item of new technology been rushed
into service, than another is competing to take its place.
The whole basis of international broadcasting is now challenged by the extraordinary rise
to fame of the Internet (the "Information Superhighway"). Computer technology can now
send mixtures of video, audio and data extremely cheaply across the world. Before long it will
be possible to send television and radio programmes along the same route. A whole new
type of electronic programming is emerging, as imaginative users of the Internet find ways of
creating spectacular "multi -media" output that can be picked up thousands of kilometres
away on a home computer.
This is an example of convergence, one of the big themes of Telecom 95; meaning that
the older techniques of telecommunications have given way to forms which are becoming so
alike as to be indistinguishable.
The other big theme, which international radio illustrates to perfection , is how to
connect. Nation is connected to nation, people to people, across frontiers and around the
world. International radio is instant, and
universally available, a powerful
medium for knowledge, understanding
and peace. International radio can
reach into the depths of affluent cities,
and into the poorest and most remote
regions. The benefits to humanity of
this simple yet powerful system of
,
human communication are obvious - so
.
why not join the Association for
International Broadcasting at the
Refugees from Rwanda
International Radio Pavilion at
listening to the radio
Telecom 95.
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The international classroom
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A guide to International
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"Everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression; this right shall
include freedom to seek, receive and
impart information of all kinds,
regardless of frontiers, either orally,
in writing or in print, in the form of
art, or through any other media of his
choice."
hat is a quotation from the International Convention on
Civil and Political Rights, unanimously adopted in 1966
by the UN General Assembly. The Convention is that
part of the UN's proclamations on human rights which
covers International Broadcasting - broadcasting
intentionally from one country to another. The Convention clearly
states that it is every person's right to receive information about any
subject; and that anyone who wants to broadcast information may do
so, provided that they do not threaten any other human rights in the
process.
Today, as you see at the International Radio Pavilion at Telecom
95, run by the Association for International Broadcasting,
there is a great deal of international radio broadcasting going on.
International radio got a huge boost during the Second World War,
when many more countries got in on the act, putting their points of
view, and interpreting world events from their national standpoints.
After the end of hostilities, the radio "Cold War" set in, reflecting the
epic political stand-off of those days.
The human rights principles of the UN, were generally adhered
to, and international broadcasting, although sometimes going too far
in the spreading of propaganda, began to show its strengths conveying information, entertaining, and generally bringing people
together rather than keeping them apart. Distributing knowledge
easily and quite cheaply across frontiers by means of radio became
commonplace.
For the ITU, as a branch of the UN, this presented a big problem because according to the basic tenets of the United Nations, every
broadcaster who wanted to transmit to another country had to be
given the possibility of doing so, whether they wanted to broadcast in
40 different languages or in just one. This meant that nearly every
broadcaster had to use short-wave, resulting in severe overcrowding.
But answers were found, and international broadcasting began to
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ions of people across South Asiá tune to international
and information

radio stations for news
4

Terry Waite,

who listened
to

international
radio
broadcasts in
his cell when
held hostage
in Beirut

i
flourish. Today,
transmission
systems have been
,

1

improved, radios

.I have been made
'
more sophisticated
t
and easy to use;
there is sharing of
transmission
facilities; and rebroadcasting via satellite to local transmission systems
or to cable is on the increase. Listening to international radio stations
is becoming much easier.
But, how many people know or care about all this? In spite of the
broadcasters' efforts and technical improvements, listening to
international radio is still a minority interest. This is puzzling, because
in these uncertain times a free exchange of information is more vital
than ever. The international broadcasters deserve to find bigger
audiences, and more people need to be aware of what's on offer.
Which is where the Association for International
Broadcasting comes in. The AIB has been formed to promote
international broadcasting - to help achieve the recognition it has
long merited. The Association will encourage co-operation between
international broadcasters. With travel and communications getting
easier all the time, there is much more sense in working together
than in wearing each other down with opposing points of view. The
massive confrontations of the Cold War are, it is to be hoped, a thing
of the past.
The AIB aims to find ways in which international broadcasters can
work together. For instance - by developing programmes that will
attract bigger audiences; by looking at ways of finding more money.
to support international broadcasts; by exploring new ways of
studying audience reaction; and by encouraging the wider use of
high -quality technical equipment.
Currently, one of the Association's foremost projects is to bring
together broadcasters and radio manufacturers, so that the
sophisticated resources of modern telecommunications can be
focused on making listening even easier. Much has already been
accomplished in design and computer control, but there is still a lot to
be done to enable the listener to pick up the country of his or her
choice at the push of a button.
International broadcasting by television is now rapidly on the
increase, especially in countries where there is a degree of affluence.
The AIB will get involved in this area too, providing opportunities for
interaction between broadcasters, equipment makers and the viewing
public.
Above all, the AIB will be bringing together all the elements of the
international broadcasting industry, ultimately to inform people
around the world about the radio and television programmes that are
on offer every day of the week. Exhibitions, advertising, press

International Radio Magazine

Television and radio, like all telecommunications resources,
should be universally available. Access to information should not
depend on economic privilege. Whether rich or poor, urban or
remote, populations should all be able to receive the electronic
media, which can leap so easily across national boundaries.
International broadcasting has the opportunity to orchestrate a
resurgence of interest in the industry. The Association for

International Broadcasting
will be seizing that opportunity,
helping to ensure that there is
a continued free flow of
information across manmade boundaries.
Join us as we
move global
radio and
television
successfully into
the coming
millennium.
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articles, even pages on the Internet, offer great publicity

opportunities.
We believe that international broadcasting, by television, by
radio, or by whatever means of mass communication that is just
over the electronic horizon, has a vital role to play in the world of
today. Whatever developments telecommunications makes
possible, The Association for International Broadcasting
will be actively involved.
One of the Association's key objectives is to assist in making
information available electronically, to whoever wants it,
whenever they want it, and wherever they live in the world.
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5- B MEDIA

latest news on the
broadcasting industry from the BBC
The

This detailed Meekly paper

1

in radio,

will

keep you up to date

with the latest developments

television, cable and satellite communications around the world.

Used as

a

prime source of information by major publishers,

international broadcasters, media consultants and businesses worldwide.
Available in two parts, Illorld Broadcasting Information and Broadcasting Schedules.

1

NOW available
(see

through the

Internet

Prices (including airmail postage outside the
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Tens of thousands of land mines
were left by Soviet troops and

their students and enliven what
could otherwise be a somewhat dull

The basic tenets of

broadcasting - to inform,
educate and entertain apply as much to
international radio as they
do to national and local radio and
TV. News usually forms the
backbone of international radio
services while entertainment,
ranging from classical music to
literature, theatre to art, pop music
to comedy, is often seen as the
filling in the current affairs
sandwich. One area where
international radio can play an
unrivalled role is education.
A large number of radio stations
have for many years run language
courses as a way of spreading
knowledge of a country's mother
tongue to a global audience at
extremely low cost. Particularly well
known are the English language
radio teaching programmes
broadcast by the BBC World
Service, Radio Australia and the
Voice of America, or the successful
German language courses put out
on Deutsche Welle and the former
Deutschlandfunk. Followers of
international radio may also recall
Russian by Radio, Let's Learn
Korean, Dutch by Radio and
Chinese for Beginners.
As a language teaching
classroom, the international
airwaves cannot be rivalled.
Programmes reach all parts of the
world, and listeners are keen to
learn from the lessons that they
hear. Governments, who are
generally the paymasters of
international radio stations, are
pleased that they can spread their
nation's culture in this cost-effective
way.
But this is only one way in which
international radio can play an
educational role. In North America

some pioneering geography
teachers have found that using
short wave radio can help motivate

6

subject. Myles Mustoe, a teacher in
the US state of Washington, has
described bringing a radio into the
classroom as giving his students an
instant electronic field trip. Tuning
to radio. programmes from the very
countries which the class is being
taught about brings them to life,
says Mustoe, and stimulates

interest among pupils.
David Turnbull, Professor at
Seneca College of Applied Arts in
Ontario, Canada, and avid radio

Afghan resistance fighters, but few
if any records exist of the
whereabouts of those mines. There
have been countless cases where
children playing with these deadly
devices were either killed or
horribly maimed - simply because
they had no idea what they were
playing with. Similarly, farmers
returning to their fields have been
unaware of the mines, and have
been injured or killed while sowing
or reaping their crops.
To try and improve awareness
of this situation, the BBC World
Service's Pashto language
programmes, in conjunction with
the World Health Organisation,
have been broadcasting a regular
soap opera called Village Voice.
Using local actors in a way which
appeals to the huge audiences
which the Pashto service has
throughout Afghanistan and the
refugee camps in Pakistan, the
programme has highlighted what
the mines look like, how dangerous
they are and what to do if someone
is injured by one. In countries not
ravaged by a war waged for half a

listener, has
included short
wave listening in
his Media

Analysis course.
Students have to
monitor English

similar problems.

language

programmes
from stations in
a particular
geographic
region, such as

to this problem on the horizon, for
a British inventor has devised a
radio receiver that is powered not
by mains electricity or by batteries,
but by an energy source more often
found in children's toys - the
clockwork mechanism. Trevor
Bayliss had seen a television
programme on the spread of Aids.
Radio, said the programme, could
provide the right means of telling
people in the poorest, most remote
parts of Africa of the dangers, and
educating them in simple but
effective prevention techniques.
The problem was that radio
batteries were either too expensive
or not available in these regions.
Bayliss was inspired and set about
finding a way to help solve the
problem. He discovered that it is
possible to build a radio set which
offers the user the choice of
medium wave, FM and short wave
but is powered for up to 20 minutes
by a number of turns of a handle
which winds a specially designed
spring which can then release
sufficient energy to drive a tiny
generator and power a radio.
The clockwork radio set is now
being manufactured and sold in
South Africa under the name
Baygen and the new
company established to
market the receiver hopes to
see sales across the
continent, and into other
parts of the world that face
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Aid agencies and
audiences have reacted
positively to this novel way of
bringing radio to the least
affluent areas of the world.
Similarly, these nongovernmental organisations

Eastern Europe
or South
ar-tin main street of the Afghan capital Kabul_
W.
have enthusiastically
America, and
supported the world's
compare the
international radio stations in their
generation, it is all too easy to
radio programmes with what the
forget that without an education
educational programmes. Butwhat
Canadian, US and West European
system, even basic first aid cannot
do those who pay for the world's
press says about that area. Joe
be taught.
leading international broadcasters
Vaira, a student in Turnbull's class,
It is impossible to quantify the
think? They are keen that their
comments that using international
wide-ranging benefits of such
country's international radio
radio enables students to examine
programmes. It is likely that
service should be seen carrying out
the way different stations - and thus
without them, many more would
this altruistic work, but seem less
often governments - tailor a news
have been killed or injured.
keen to fund them adequately. In
report to suit their own agenda.
Other issues that have been
almost every western country the
Comparing the news of radio
tackled in Village Voice and soap
budgets of radio stations are being
reports, direct from the country
operas broadcast to other areas of
cut, and it is up to the station's
concerned, with the international
the world include Aids, water-borne
producers to seek additional
press, allows the students to
disease and contraception.
funding from international aid
critically analyse and evaluate.
One problem facing listeners in
agencies and other benevolent
Radio has the flexibility and
the developing world is that of
institutions to carry on with the
immediacy to react to situations
finding batteries to power radio
more imaginative and beneficial
that develop anywhere in the world.
receivers on which to listen to
uses of the medium. The cost is
Years of Soviet occupation and
programmes, whether educational
minute, yet the benefits brought to
intense civil war have left
or entertaining. In many countries
society are all but immeasurable.
Afghanistan in a terrible state. The
in sub-Saharan Africa, for example,
Luckily funding is often found, but
country's basic infrastructure has
batteries are extremely costly, often
might it not be time for
collapsed, with no central or local
of poor quality and in many places
governments to reappraise what
government, no education system,
difficult to come by. Mains
uses international radio can be put
no health care, and an extremely
electricity supplies, where such
to for the good of mankind?
limited, and for much of the time
things exist, are erratic.
non-existent broadcasting system.
But there is a possible solution
But the war's effects go deeper.
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he image that most people have of
tuning to international radio might
well consist of someone struggling to
hear a fluttery voice fading in and out
of crackles and pops on a monolithic
wooden radio set that would look most at
home on the set of a 1950s television soap
opera. That image could not be further from
the truth. Developments in technology mean
that listening to an international station can be
as easy as tuning to a local radio station.

International radio stations use the short
wave radio bands - also known as the high frequency bands - to beam their signals around
the world. Short wave signals leave the transmitter and travel up to part of the atmosphere
known as the ionosphere which bounces them
back to earth, rather like a tennis ball in play.
These signals can bounce several timesicarrying thousands of kilometres on each occasion,
which means a radio station located in Europe
can easily be heard in Asia.
The miniaturisation of consumer electronics
has hit the short wave radio market just as it
has revolutionised the world personal hi-fi with
the now ubiquitous Walkman and CD player.
Today you can buy a short wave radio set that
is little bigger than an audio cassette pack, and

yet will bring
you radio programmes
from the
other side of
the planet.
To help
you into the
global world
of radio listening, we
rM
t.,,.9' .
have selected
three examples of radio
sets in the
compact and
table top categories and
two in what
might be
111111~
called the
semi-professional range. Of course,
an exhaustive survey of the market,
help to point you in the direction of
available and how much you might
to buy a short wave radio set which
you well over the coming years.
{

this is not
but should

The transmitting aerials of Belgium's

International broadcaster, Radio
Vlaanderen International

what is
have to pay

will serve

_rte
SIEMENS

for

COMPACT
There are two kinds of compact receivers available for
international listening, the traditional "dial and pointer"
(or analogue) sets, or digitally tuned radios. For the best
results, we recommend digital sets as you can call up a
station instantly, provided you know what frequency it is
on. Most of this type allow you to hold regularly used frequencies in the set's electronic memory.

couple of seconds
and the set will check up
and down the band, memorising the 9 strongest stations on that band.
a

The set retails at
around £130 (SFr 240) and

,
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offers average reception
on short wave, along with
stereo for local FM stations.

Sony ICF-SW100

Grundig Yacht Boy 400
A nicely styled portable receiver, about the size of

paperback book
(but much smaller than airport blockbuster novels!). The set has long
wave and FM, as well as all the frequencies from the bottom end of
medium wave to the very top of the short wave band. Finding a station
is straight forward using the keypad to enter a frequency, or you can
search all the frequencies the radio receives using the "up" and
"down" buttons which have replaced the traditional round tuning knob
on most digital sets. There is a large liquid crystal display [LCD] which
shows the frequency the set is tuned to, as well as displaying the time;
it has two separate clocks.
At £120 (about SFr 220) this set offers very good short wave reception, and the ability to change bandwidth (in effect homing in on a frequency) helps to cut down on interference from neighbouring stations.
a

Siemens RK 759
(in some markets Sangean ATS 606 or Roberts R617)
A compact, digitally -tuned travel portable with all the short wave bands
used by international radio stations. There is a two time zone clock with
a wake-up facility. Frequencies can be entered directly by pressing the
calculator -type keypad, or you can tune through either medium wave,
long wave, FM and short wave using manual tuning. There are 45
memories to store favourite frequencies, and travellers benefit from a
novel automatic tuning system, or ATS. If you arrive in a strange city
and want to find local stations, simply hold the FM, LW or MW button

8

Perhaps the ultimate compact radio set for international listening, the
Sony ICF-SW100 is about the same size as an audio cassette box and
has the most unusual design in its class. It opens up, just like a notebook computer, to reveal the LCD, loudspeaker and operating buttons.
There are ten blocks or pages of five memories, and some of these
have been programmed by Sony with main frequencies of broadcasters
like Voice of America and BBC World Service. To help find your way
around the memories, the display shows the station's name as well as
the frequency.
There is a truly world clock
which allows you to switch
from the time in Singapore to
Moscow with the press of a
couple of buttons. Excellent
short wave reception is aided
by a technique called synchronous detection - a term guaranteed to baffle all but the
most hardened short wave listener - that helps to sort the
station you want to hear from
those on either side. This is
usually only found on much
larger sets.
The SW100 retails at around £200 in the UK (SFr 360) and is probably the ultimate portable radio for international listening.

International Radio Magazine

A guide to
international
listening
COMMUNICATIONS
RECEIVERS
ROBERTS RC818

fin some markets Siemens RK670 or Sangean

Drake SW8

ATS-818CS)
A radio set that is unique in the
international listening market as it has a
cassette recorder built in. This radio mea-

A well designed
radio set with

ROBERTS

sures 303mm x 188mm x 67mm and
weighs 2.5kg, so is more suited to the
home than globe trotting. The sound quality is pleasant from the large loudspeaker
mounted alongside the ubiquitous digital
display and calculator type keypad, and
when headphones are plugged in, FM stations can be heard in stereo.
There is a clock with an alarm, and this can also control the cassette recorder's starting
time if you want to record a programme from a station on FM, long, medium or short wave.
All frequencies are covered so there is real international reception. Stations are well received
in almost all situations with switchable wide and narrow settings for short wave listening.
The retail price is around £200 (SFr 360).
Sony ICF-SW77
A set that has been designed with the concept of
making listening to international radio easier,
although in practice the 39 buttons on the front

panel may deter some people from choosing
this receiver. There is a large liquid crystal display which shows frequency and time and station name when listening to a station on one of
the frequencies preset by the Sony engineers.
a
The frequencies and names of a staggering 26
iiL
oDo
international radio stations have been promo
grammed in to some of the 177 memory chan'T¡',`_r
nels in the SW77 which are divided into pages
just like the tiny SW100 from the same manufacturer, and each pre-programmed frequency shows the length of time it is on the air.
A number of extra facilities make international reception easier, including synchronous
detection and switchable bandwidths. Performance is fairly good on short wave and tends to
be improved by the addition of an outdoor aerial.
The set costs around £400 (SFr 720).
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operational
simplicity
included as
standard. Only
20 or so
buttons are
needed to
operate this set (compared with
more than 50 on some communications
receivers) and a large digital display allows you
to see at a glance what frequency the radio is
tuned to. All wavebands are included, with the
exception of long wave (which shows its origin the Drake is built in the United States where there
are no broadcasts at all on long wave), but with
the addition of what is known as the Air Band
used for communications between commercial
aircraft and the ground.
Reception on short wave is excellent whether
listening to major international stations or to faroff signals from national broadcasters thousands
of kilometres away, and 70 memory channels
allow all favourite stations to be stored for rapid
recall.
The set costs about £600 (SFr 1090) and is a
good choice for listeners who want a top range
radio to be able to connect with the world.
LOWE HF-225 EUROPA

A high-performance set designed with ease of
operation in mind, with no sacrifices in terms of
its ability to pull in the most distant signals. The
British manufacturer says that the Europa is a
turbo -charged version of its standard HF-225, and
it does indeed outperform many sets which are

comparably priced.
The frequency range runs from well below the

drumlin Satellit 900
A brand new radio set, due on the market this
winter. It is the replacement for the much
praised Satellit 700 from the German manufac-~1.........,..z ,
y.
turer which offered the European Radio Data
-.,
System [RIDS) visual station identification on
'z7.-F
FM stations and had a total memory capacity
1(16pf
DLF-INFD
of well over 2,000 frequencies.
-~The new set boasts the largest liquid crystal J
display on any piece of consumer electronics,
and covers all frequencies from the bottom of
long wave to the top end of short wave.
Frequencies of the main international radio
stations have been set in the factory, and there
is provision for the user to add his or her own
favourite channels.into the memory which, like
its predecessor, can be expanded by the addition of extra ROM chips. Synchronous detection
and single sideband come as standard, and the audio is improved by means of a double
amplifier system when listening to mono stations, like international broadcasters.
The set will cost around £370 (SFr 670); its predecessor, the Satellit 700 which is currently
on the market, retails at £350 (SFr 630).
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lowest long wave channel to the very top of the
short wave band and the model's features include
30 memory channels, different filters to alter the
bandwidth, synchronous detection and different
operational modes for listening to different types
of signals (like radio amateur transmissions). It
performs superbly and comes highly
recommended by experts in the field who note
the no -frills design and easy to use controls.
At £700 (SFr 1260) this set offers good
reception in all conditions but the relatively small
number of memories may be a drawback for
some listeners.
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ONCE
AGAIN
THE BEST
IS BRITISH!
The Lowe HF250 is set to become the new world standard for mid -priced communications recievers. Building on from the worldwide success of our HF225 and HF150 models, the new HF250 combines Lowe's traditional high standards of performance
and quality of construction together with the advanced facilities and control features required by today's discerning listener.

FEATURES
Continuous coverage 30kHz to 30MHz All long, medium and shortwave bands
All-móde operation AM,LSB,USB,CW Suitable for broadcast, fax, ham radio and utility reception
255 memory channels Computer control via built-in RS232 port Clock with 2 independent timers Back -lit display
Tape recorder switching output
Fixed level output for fax decoding or recording
Ultra fine tuning
Narrow AM filters to eliminate interference

OPTIONS

Infra red remote commander
Synchronous detector
DC lead
RS232 computer control lead

Whip Amplifier

All in all, the HF250 is an amazing receiver, and is guaranteed to satisfy the genuine listening enthusiast who will
appreciate its uncompromising performance. Call in at the better shortwave radio dealers, and try the HF250 out for yourself.
You will not be disappointed.

You can now contact Lowe Electronics via the Internet

-

our E-mail address is info@lowe.demon.co.uk or look at our
Virtual Radio StoreeD pages on the World Wide Web http://www.demon.co.uk/lowe/index.html

Made in the UK by

Lowe Electronics Ltd,
Chesterfield Road,
Matlock,
Derbyshire, DEA 5LE
Tel

Fax

/O

01629 580800
01629 580020

-

Distributed in the USA by...
Electronic Distributors Corp,
325 Mill Street,
Vienna,

22180
Tel
703 938 8105
Fax 703 938 4525
VA

Europe by...
Lowe Europe b.v.,
Schutstraat 58,
7901 Hoogeveen
Netherlands

Distributed

Tel

Fax

in

5280 68816
5280 72221
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SHORT WAVE
Gone are the days when short wave was the
only way to hear programmes from other
countries. Today, satellite reception is becoming common as more international radio stations hire time on communications satellites
orbiting the earth. The greatest concentration
of satellite programmes is beamed to audiences in Europe, but Asia, the Middle East and
North America are quickly catching up.
To listen to programmes from space you
will need a satellite receiving antenna - commonly known as a dish because of its
parabola shape - probably fixed to a wall or.
free standing in the garden. It will need to face
the south if you live in the northern hemisphere or the north if you live south of the
equator. It is important that there are no
obstructions between your dish and the satellite in the sky - if you are surrounded by high
rise buildings, or live in the middle of a forest,
reception is going to prove difficult.
The antenna will have to be connected to a
satellite receiver, and then to your television
and hi-fi unit. Radio stations ride on the back
of TV signals; for example, to listen to
Deutsche Welle radio in English on Europe's
Astra satellite, you will have to switch your
satellite receiver to RTL-2 television, and select
what is known as the "audio subcarrier" for
DW radio on a frequency of 7.92 MHz. This
might sound a little complicated, but most
people soon get used to the procedure.
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artistic future

of satellite

reception?
If you have connected your satellite receiver to your hi-fi system, you can switch.off the
television and listen to the radio in perfect
quality. Pure bliss!
A couple of words of advice - for maximum flexibility, and to "future -proof" your
satellite equipment, choose a motorised system which can see different satellites in the
sky. As new satellites are launched you will be
able to tune in and listen to whatever
becomes available. Do not try to install a system yourself unless you are very confident
that you can get it working satisfactorily. And

shop around for several quotations from different suppliers to make sure that you are not
overcharged.
If you are listening to programmes from
overseas at home, there is a choice today

IMPROVING RECEPTION
Despite the huge improvement that today's radio receivers represent over those of just a few
years ago, listeners still need to help those long distance radio programmes into their homes.
You probably would not think about watching television without connecting an aerial on your
roof to your set, but few people who listen to international radio bother to use an outside
antenna. Yet radio programmes from overseas travel far further than a TV signal.
So a simple outside aerial can make all the difference to getting good reception. All that is
needed is a length of copper wire, maybe 10 metres long, running from your house to a tree, or
to a neighbouring building, which at one end is connected to your short wave radio, either
using the external aerial socket which is provided on many sets, or by wrapping the end of the
wire around the base of the set's telescopic aerial. Make sure that outside the wire cannot come
into contact with electric cables.
Do not use your radio near electrical equipment that can cause interference, like computers,
television sets, refrigerators or other motorised devices.
Place your radio near an outside wall, particularly if you are staying in a modern hotel - the
building's steel frame can reduce a signal that is loud and clear in the street outside to a mere

trickle indoors.
And make sure that you try all the frequencies that a broadcaster is using to find the best
one. Because the ionosphere changes throughout the day, it will reflect short wave signals in
different ways at different times. That is why many radio stations transmit their programmes
simultaneously on a number of frequencies.
All these suggestions are simple, and if you follow them you should enjoy good listening
on short wave.

between short wave or satellite reception. For
travellers, short wave is still the only option at
the moment, but maybe by Telecom 99 there
will be something new on offer, such as digital
broadcasts delivered by satellite to hand-held
receivers everywhere in the world. The technology is there - all that's needed are some
entrepreneurs to help international radio take
its next evolutionary steps.

AID FROM THE AIB
The Association for International
Broadcasting exists to help you make the

connections.
For professionals in the international radio
industry, we are a centralised source of
information on the latest developments in
programming and equipment. We bring
together the different branches of the industry broadcasters, equipment suppliers and radio
manufacturers - to help create the best possible
output. We bring to the listening public
information about station schedules and
programmes, and also advice on radios and

listening.
- whatever your
interest in international radio broadcasting, and
whatever your needs may he.

The AIB is here to help you

So why not

join us?

a corporate membership scheme for
stations and companies; professional
membership for individuals working in the
industry; and personal membership for
listeners. We circulate news of world-wide
developments, we arrange conferences and
exhibitions, and encourage wider knowledge
and appreciation of international radio.

We have

For membership details, write now to:
THe Association for International Broadcasting
PO Box 990
LONDON SE3 9XL, England
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he world is at your fingertips, twenty-four hours a day, every day of
the year, via international radio. Here, to help you connect with
voices from all over the planet, are profiles of just a handful of the
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(1800-2100GMT), or via World Radio Network on Astra in Europe and
Galaxy 5 in North America.
Radio Australia, GPO Box 428G., Melboume, Victoria 3001, Australia

world's international radio stations.

AMERICA ONE is a joint venture of the two most well-known and respected
names in non-commercial broadcasting in the United States: National
Public Radio (NPR based in Washington DC) and Public Radio

International (PRI in Minneapolis, Minnesota). America One currently
brings 10 hours of the finest American public radio programming to all of
Europe each day. For the European listener, these programmes are a
window on America, providing a profound view of US politics and society
with all its assets, blemishes and complexities. All Things Considered and
Morning Edition from NPR, and Monitor Radio and Marketplace from PRI
are just a few of the better known radio programmes on the America One
line-up.
To hear America One tune to the WRN feed on Astra 1B. Switch to VH1 television, and the audio subcarrier of 7.38 MHz. Programmes are
heard Monday to Saturday at 0430-0600, 0700-0900,1300-1500,
2000-2200, 2300-0100 Central European lime.
America One, Bemt-Notice-Weg 2, 81927 Munich, Germany.

RADIO AUSTRALIA is the international arm of the Australian Broadcasting
Corporation and aims to develop regional and international awareness of
Australia, and an understanding of Australian attitudes towards regional
and world affairs. The station broadcasts every day in Indonesian,
Cantonese, Mandarin, Thai, French, Tok Pisin, Khmer, Vietnamese and
English.
The English service, running 24 hours -a -day, broadcasts World News
every hour, and there are five bulletins of Australian News throughout the
day. Reports from around the Pacific and features about life in the region
also form an important part of the station's schedule.
There are also programmes which cover the environment, science,
politics, business and economics, the arts, technology, and Australian
music.
To hear Radio Australia, tune to these short wave frequencies:
155101á1z (0300-0400, 0600-0700GMT), 217251áu (0800-1100GMT),
155301á1z (1100-1300GMT), 11660kHz (1430-1800GMT), 72601á-!z
t

Ausn.

ill:1;11711H

L,

presenters of Radio Australia's

Mandarin service

Voice of America Is one of the world's

largest international broadcasters
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RADIO AUSTRIA is part of ORF, Austria's public service broadcaster, and
reports comprehensively and objectively on the latest political and
economic events in the central European country, as well as providing
coverage of the arts, sport and human interest stories. Music is an
important ingredient of the broadcasts which can be heard in German,
Arabic, Spanish, French and English, with Esperanto on Sundays for
listeners in Europe.
ORF Radio Austria broadcasts on short wave between 0400 and
2300GMTon 61551á-1z, and 0400 to 1800 on 137301á-1z, and 1800 to
2300 on 59451á-1z.
Radio Austria International, A-1136 Vienna, Austria

world's most trusted international radio
broadcaster, with programmes in 41 languages heard by a regular
audience of more than 133 million people world-wide. News forms the
cornerstone of BBC World Service output, with a news bulletin on the hour,
every hour, in the 24 hour -a -day English service. There is also extensive
coverage of business and economics, sport and regional politics, together
with feature programmes which examine the way we live today.
BBC Woad Service
operates on short wave for
listeners around the world,
.11
and can be heard on satellite
in Asia, the Middle East,
,
Europe and North America.
1BBC WORLD SERVICE is the

BBC World Service, Bush
House, Strand, London
WC2B 4PH, UK
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CHANNEL AFRICA is the
external service of the South
African Broadcasting
Corporation. It beams
programmes in English,
Chichewa, French, Kiswahili,
Portuguese, Silozi and Tsonga
to the whole of sub-Saharan
"5.
_
Africa, where radio remains
h
Kachana of Chát/tfdl'
the most popular form of
mass communication.
:eAfrica,s 110 service
, `
Channel Africa reports
comprehensively about events
throughout Africa and in the new South Africa, with news, politics,
economics and business, sport, health and the environment from across the
continent.
Listen to Channel Africa on short wave 0300-05000MT on 5955 and
32201á1z, 0500-0600GMT on 9695 and 59551á-1z, 1500-1800GMT on
3220 and 72401á-1z, 1600-1 7000MT on 969511z.
Channel Africa, PO Box 91313, Auckland Park 2006, South Africa
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The World's International Radio Stations
Africa No

RADIO FINLAND is part of the Finnish Broadcasting Corporation. It
has programmes in French, German, Russian, Finnish, English - and Latin.
The station reports from the Nordic region and provides a northern
European viewpoint on regional and international affairs. And the Latin?
That can be heard at weekends when a professor comes into YLE's Helsinki
studios to translate and broadcast a summary of the week's Nordic news in
the classical language.
YLE

Radio Finland is on the air on short wave to Europe on 6120, 9730
and 11755ld-Iz, and on 963 and 558kHz medium wave, and via the
World Radio Network.
YLE Radio Finland, PO Box 78, 00024 Helsinki, Finland
YLE

VOICE OF GREECE is the 5th network of Hellenic Radio ERA which has
been broadcasting around the world for 48 years. The station traces its
current form back to 1975 when a 24 hour-a -day service was started.
Today the Voice of Greece broadcasts in Greek, Albanian, Arabic,
Bulgarian, French, German, Spanish, Italian, Polish, Portuguese,
Romanian, Russian, Swedish, Serbo-Croatian, Turkish and English.
The station forms part of Greek public broadcasting, providing a
permanent link with home for some 5 million Greeks living abroad, with
the latest political, economic and cultural news as well as the country's
music. It is also an instant live source of information for over 70,000
workers in the Greek maritime industry.
The Voice of Greece is on the air in English at 074OGMT on 9425,
11645 and 15650kHz, 1440GMT on 15650 and 17520kHz, 1900 on

7450 and 9380kHz.
Voice of Greece, PO Box 60019, 15310 Aghia Paraskevi, Athens,
Greece

VOICE OF RUSSIA, known as Radio Moscow World Service until 1994,
broadcasts programmes in 31 languages for 77 hours a day to an
audience it estimates at almost 100 million.
Voice of Russia brings the whole range of views and opinions to its
listeners while doing its best to avoid one-sided coverage of events and the
promotion of any particular political ideas. In this sense, Voice of Russia
sees itself as a mirror reflecting the complex and controversial
developments unfolding in Russia, a country with a population of around
150 million people.
As a state -run broadcaster, Voice of Russia represents the government's
viewpoint and upholds the interests of the Russian Federation. The station's
main priority, however, is to tell listeners more about Russia and to aid
better understanding of the country. It is no longer trying, as it did in the
past, to paint a picture of the country as a "shining house on the hill" but
instead seeks to provide a more realistic and recognisable image of Russia
and its place in the world.
Voice of Russia broadcasts on short wave from an extensive network of
high power transmitters across the republics of the farmer Soviet Union.

24 hours -a -day.
Voice of Russia, Moscow, Russia

The English service is on the air

Radio Singapore International
Radio Slovakia International
Radio Sweden
Radio Tashkent
Radio Thailand
Radio Ukraine International
Radio Vilnius
Radio Vlaanderen International
Radio Yerevan
Radio Yugoslavia
Radiodifusion Argentina al Exterior
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All India Radio
BBC World Service
Broadcasting Service of the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Channel Africa
China Radio International
Deutsche Welle
Far East Broadcasting Association
La Voz de los Andes
Monitor Radio International
NHK Radio Japan
Polish Radio Warsaw
Radio Albania
Radio Algiers
Radio Alma Ata
Radio Australia
Radio Austria International
Radio Baku
Radio Bangladesh
Radio Belarus
Radio Bras
Radio Budapest
Radio Bulgaria
Radio Cairo
Radio Canada International
Radio Ethiopia
Radio Exterior de España
Radio France Internationale
Radio Habana Cuba
Radio Iraq International
Radio Korea
Radio Kuwait
Radio Latvia
Radio Moldova International
Radio Netherlands
Radio New Zealand International
Radio Norway International
Radio Pakistan
Radio Portugal
Radio Prague
Radio Romania International

RAI
Sri Lanka

Broadcasting
Corporation
Swiss Radio International
Syrian Arab Republic Broadcasting

Service
Trans World Radio
United Arab Emirates Radio
Vatican Radio
Voice of America
Voice of Greece
Voice of Indonesia
Voice of Islamic Republic of Iran
Voice of Israel
Voice of Malaysia
Voice of Nigeria
Voice of Russia
Voice of Turkey
Voice of Turkmen
Voice of Vietnam
YLE Radio Finland

Information about all these
international radio stations can be

obtained through The

Association for International
Broadcasting, PO Box 990,
London 5E3 9XL, England.

SWISS RADIO INTERNATIONAL is the international service of the Swiss
Broadcasting Corporation, and Switzerland's broadcasting law defines
SRI's role as enabling Swiss citizens abroad to maintain contact with home,
contributing towards the process of communication and understanding
between peoples and promoting Switzerland's image abroad.
One of the station's main aims is to bring impartial, accurate and timely
news to listeners in regions where access to information is difficult, such as
developing countries and areas in conflict. SRI's audience varies between 6
and 12 million regular listeners to its short wave services.
English, French, Italian, German, Spanish and Arabic programmes are
broadcast on short wave, while two 24 hour -a -day satellite channels offer
round-the-clock programmes in English and French, with German and
Italian satellite services planned for 1996.
Listen to Swiss Radio International in Europe on short wave between
0600 and 2150GMT on 6165kHz, 0600-0900 and 1200-1500 on
9535kHz, 1900-2045 on 9905kHz, and via the Astra satellite in English
and Eutelsat II -F1 in French.
Swiss Radio International, Giacommettistrasse 1, 3000 Beme 15,

Switzerland.

The BBC World Service Shop at Bush House in London's Strand opens up a whole world of.
classic radio and television programmes from the BBC. The best of the BBC's comedy,
drama, poetry and children's radio programmes are available on audio tapes while a wide
range of BBC videos allows you to build a library of your favourite television programmes
from cookery to natural history, sports to comedy classics.

Also available are the latest short wave radios, BBC World Service souvenirs, books about
radio and television production and a range of BBC magazines and books.

Bush House, Strand, London WC2B 4PH

IDOtO
WORLD SERVICE

SHOP

Telephone: +44 (0)171 257 2576

(Underground: Holborn or Temple)

Fax: +44 (0)171 240 4811

OPEN: Weekdays 0930 to 1730 (Wednesday 1000
Saturday 1000 to 1700.

to 1800) and
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TURNED
BACK INTO ONS
AND OFFS

HOW
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ou might say that the early pioneers such as
Edison and Marconi got it wrong. They had the
answer in their hands more than a century ago.
The first electrical telecommunications device the telegraph - worked by sending a sequence of
electrical pulses, "ons" and "offs" down a wire, often using

technology. Computer, chip and satellite had transformed
the world of telecommunications.
This new revolution is being called "convergence", one
', of the big themes of Telecom 95. All telecommunication,
indeed almost any kind of human communication, can now
be turned into a fantastically fast stream of digital ons-andMr Morse's famous Code.
offs. This is not confined to data, sounds and pictures.
Of course it is not fair to blame the pioneers. Their work
Images and written text can be "scanned" and transmitted,
was difficult and represented huge achievements. But the
in a modern version of the lumbering older technology of
early simplicity was soon swept away by the marvellous
teletype. Newspapers, books, whole encyclopaedias, can be
invention of the microphone. Voices, music and other
put onto computer disk, or compact disc.
sounds could now also be sent down a wire, but this meant
Family photographs can be played off compact disc. The
that the "signal" - the translation of sounds into electrical impulses became
magneto -optical disk is now making its appearance, easily and cheaply
much more complex.
recording in digital form. Video-tapes are commonplace in the home.
Wonderful! Now singers, speakers, musicians could
Radios can display visual information about programmes,
all be first of all recorded and then have their efforts sent
as well as about traffic conditions; televisions that are also
all around the world by the further marvel of short-wave
personal computers are available for home use; personal
radio.
computers can be used to pick up radio programmes.
The trouble was that the signal was now so complex
The whole radio industry is in the throes of the digital
that it got horribly distorted. In the case of short-wave
revolution. Digital sound is virtually free from interference
radio, a certain amount got lost on the way to the transand distortion. Perfect sound out of the studio, up to a
mitter, dreadful things happened to it during short-wave
satellite, back down via earth station and cable, with pertransmission, and still more on the final link to the loudfect results arriving at the other side of the globe.
speaker in the listeners' radios. Domestic radio, with
Although it is costly, engineers are investing in digital
interference from nearby stations, wasn't much better.
sound reproduction, and using digital and computer techGramophones produced what were by today's standards
nology in areas like switching and other kinds of control,
very poor sounds. But so miraculous was it all, and so
replacing the fallible mechanical systems.
useful, that radios and gramophones flourished in a goldNew transmission systems are in the offing. Portable
en age of sound. The Second World War saw a huge
digital satellite gear is now frequently in use. There is a
leap forward in the ways in which sound was used, with
big move towards "Digital Audio Broadcasting" (DAB).
many countries developing domestic and external broadRadio stations using DAB will be permanently hooked-in
casting on a large scale.
to satellite links, listeners will buy special receivers, and lo
However, in the background the inventors' minds
and behold, perfect radio reception at last! And if today's
were working on the problems.
visionaries, and hard headed engineers, have their way,
Three vital inventions were made - the computer, the microchip, and the
DAB will be commonplace in much of the world in the next few years.
satellite.
International broadcasting in particular could benefit greatly from this, with
The computer worked on the old telegraph principle of ons-and-offs, but
short-wave transmission finally being consigned to that famous dustbin of
now the offs and ons could be recorded and dealt with
history.
at very high speed. In fact the principle was even simOf course, reality, especially financial reality, has a
pler than Morse Code. There were no longs and shorts,
way of bringing broadcasters down from the skies with
no dots and dashes, just ons and offs. With the creation
a nasty bump. DAB will be very expensive, for listeners
of a few codes, complicated data could now be manipuas well as broadcasters. But active experiments and
lated, stored and transmitted.
practical plans are well under way.
Meanwhile, visionaries such as Arthur C. Clarke had
,04
Focused on digital methods, all telecommunication is
Y
seen how rocket technology could put satellite
tending to "converge", to use digital techniques.
receiver/transmitters into orbit, and deliver interferencePerhaps this is best seen in the world of personal comfree sound to anywhere in the world. The old hazards
puters. On home computers now, the buzz -word is
of short wave and medium wave transmission could, in
"multi -media", with sound, moving colour pictures, text,
theory, soon be forgotten.
graphics, you name it, all on one screen at the same
-A.
Then came the microchip. Almost at a stroke the
.
time. Using another magic digital box called a
1
monstrous early computers could be shrunk and could
"modem", and the compúter-user is plugged in, via an
4,- St
Sim
work at much higher
ordinary telephone socket, to the famous "Information
.mow Superhighway" - the Internet. Multi -media communicaNit
Data - written figures and words - could now be
turned into on -and -off computer code. The ancient mirtion is now possible from a home computer, with sites
acle of the 78 rpm disk, which had turned into the miracle of the long-playall around the wo Id, often just for the price of a local phone call..
ing record, both worked by engraving wiggly lines in the disks. Surface
"Convergence" is the name of the game. Where it is leading is hard to
noise, scratches, greasy marks, and just plain wear and tear: all conspired to
say. Is the future with the "information superhighway"; will we all have
corrupt the miracles. And then the combination of microchips and lasers
satellite receivers in a few years? Possibly, for the affluent part of the world.
created the compact disc. After a century, ons-and-offs, played at incredibly
But the ITU wants to see telecommunications available for all, and many
high speed, had produced a medium of near-perfect quality that was almost
international broadcasters believe in radio reception being made available in
indestructible.
high quality for everyone, wherever they may live, whatever their economic
Satellites started flying in great flocks. Data, sound, and now video could
status. Older technologies may still have to be retained for quite a long
all be turned into ons-and-offs, the process now being known as "digital
while yet. But the future offers exciting possibilities for us all.
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ANYPLACE.
AN
HERE.
ANYTIME.
SATE LLIT

Advanced Features:
PC Interface
Adjustable Display Viewing
Angle
Sound Boost

900
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ID 22.30 OHyS
1.14V

0.151-0

RDS Radio Text

Dot Matrix LCD

Fri

Standard Features:
AM/FM
Continuous Shortwave
1.6-30 MHz

2.02
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can
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=cm II

ÜÜSJµ

DLF-INFO
sag

BB

BBC

D

PLL Tuning

Synchronous Detector
Upper/Lower Sideband
Expandable Memory
Dual Alarm
Programmable Sleep Timer
.

Size: 13-1/8"L

x

OLIO

7"H x 2-1/8"

11,0111

ORLO RECOVER

Weight: 4 lbs

Once again, Grundig revolutionizes the art of radio technology!
Introducing the newest and most
advanced shortwave radio available
today. If you are serious about
shortwave radio, the Satellit 900
is for you!

Years of experience and technology

were brought together to create
the Satellit 900. Although it is technically advanced, featuring a PC
interface, synchronous detection
and RDS radio text, the Satellit 900
is one of the easiest -to -use products on the market today!

GRUflDIG
Call for information: U.S. 1-800-872-2228 or 415-361-1611
Canada 800-637-1648
Fax: 415-361-1724

THE THREE POINTS OF THE KENWOOD TRIANGLE REPRESENT ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY, QUALITY AND STYLE

FOR BETTER COMMUNICATIONS,
THE CALL -SIGN IS KENWOOD.

f

Whatever your needs in 2 -way radio equipment, Kenwood can -meet them. Kenwood is a world -leader in
portable and mobile radios thanks

-to its

coinmiunénC tó research and development, along with some of the most

rigorous testing programmes in the industry.
Kenwood's communication systems, which include portables, mobiles; repe-aters,-trunking systems and

telephone interconnect systems, have been chosen by many security forces, emergency services and defence forces

throughout the World.

'

a

From police forces to.private companies, and from hand-held units to vehicle mounted radios, you can rely on

outstanding performance when you see the Kenwood name. The call -sign for better communications.
Trio-Kenwood 11.K.Ltd, Kenwood House, Dwight Road, Watford, Hertfordshire, U,K. WD1 8EB.
Telephone: 01923 8164-14.

KENWOOD

HOME AUDIO, CAR AUDIO,' COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT,TEST AND MEASURING. INSTRUMENTS, TELECOMMUNICATIONS

